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1 Introduction
1.1 Background of this study
In this dissertation, I will point out how information and communication technology (ICT)
can support the teaching of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. Four
distinct but yet related motives underlie this study. To begin with, as a biology teacher and
curriculum developer, I was already interested in the role of both quantitative concepts and
ICT in biology education. This cannot be seen apart from curriculum reforms by which
these issues got a more prominent role in Dutch pre-university biology education. Furthermore, this study is also part of an institutional research program, which focuses on the
use of ICT in science education. Finally, it appeared that the difficulties with the use of
quantitative concepts addressed in this study are of concern to the international community
of researchers and educators as well. In this section, I will show how these motives shaped
the aims of this study.

1.1.1 How I got involved in educational research
After I got a master’s degree in Biology, I followed a post-graduate teaching training. Despite being taught general educational theories, my ideas on teaching and learning were
mainly shaped by experiences in classroom practice. This changed when I became a more
experienced teacher. I got interested in other’s ideas on teaching and learning and I started
to appreciate the benefits of educational research.
At first, the motives for my learning process as a teacher were rather practical and
local. I mainly aimed at improving my own teaching practice and due to positive results,
this turned out to be satisfying. My students welcomed my teaching experiments – not at
least because it got them out of everyday school routine. Moreover, many of my innovations actually helped them to understand difficult biological concepts.
Nevertheless, because of my learning process as a developer, I also became more
critical. Some teaching problems required more time to study before I could design appropriate teaching materials. However, getting more time to study was hard to realize because
of professional constraints. For Dutch teachers, it is common practice to teach more than
twenty lessons a week, which leaves little time for innovation. In an attempt to overcome
these constraints, I joined some projects as a curriculum developer. Thanks to these projects, my design skills improved. Nevertheless, the opportunities for studying in detail the
cause of teaching problems were still limited. This became a rather dissatisfying limitation
in my teaching practice because I could not get to the core of some of the teaching problems I encountered. I will illustrate this with the teaching problem I addressed in this dissertation.
During my teaching career, a major curriculum change took place in upper level secondary science education. This implied some changes in my teaching practice. Instead of
only learning science contents, students should also know more about how scientific
knowledge emerged. One of the new objectives stated that students should be able to “represent data in graphs, drawings, schemes, diagrams and tables, also with the use of ICT”
(Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschappen, 1998). I anticipated this new objective by developing some teaching materials. These teaching materials consisted of a reader,
1

which showed students some common representations of quantitative data, like tables, diagrams, and graphs. During this developmental process, I encountered an interesting teaching problem. At first, I discovered something remarkable in the existing curriculum: in biology textbooks, it appeared to be difficult to find any example of a graph with individual
data points. I finally found it in a National exam. Further, the reader appeared to be ineffective. When my students performed some experiments, they were still not able to apply
my advice about the use of representations. It is relevant to point out here the set-up of the
reader – a summary of properties and heuristics that had to do with the construction of
graphs, tables and diagrams. I asked my students why they did not apply the advice in the
syllabus. It appeared that they did not understand in which case they had to use which kind
of representations. Moreover, they were never asked before to write research reports by
themselves and to make decisions on how to represent the quantitative data obtained by the
experiments. Indeed, they had never seen such representations before in their textbooks!
When I talked with my students, the nature of the teaching problem became clearer. I
realized that knowing how to represent quantitative data not only consisted of a set of heuristics, but also of understanding how these heuristics should be applied. This understanding had to do with tacit but yet extensive methodological knowledge, which made its explicit teaching difficult. Moreover, discussions with teachers of other science subjects revealed that this was an underestimated problem in science education1. Scientific methodology was a source of debate between teachers of different science subjects rather than something on which we could easily agree. I gradually learned that this problem, to be solved,
required fundamental changes in the curriculum. Despite many discussions with colleagues
and teachers of other schools, I did not find out which changes were required, let alone I
could design teaching materials to support them.
It appeared to me that the challenge I encountered exceeded my professional possibilities. Not surprisingly, when the new teaching materials appeared, I discovered that
similar problems still existed and that they were not solved by other developers of teaching
materials. In textbooks, the topic of data representation was also reduced to a set of heuristics without clues on how to apply these. Moreover, this example appeared to me as rather
exemplary for teaching practice in pre-university biology education. I became somewhat
dissatisfied with this aspect of teaching practice. I therefore decided that I had to find another way to contribute to solutions of fundamental but challenging problems I encountered in the classroom. I therefore seized the opportunity to start a PhD study at the AMSTEL (Amsterdam Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education Laboratory) institute
of the Faculty of Science University of the University of Amsterdam.

1.1.2 Pre-university biology education in the Netherlands
In the previous section, I addressed the introduction of a new National Curriculum for preuniversity biology education. Several teaching problems addressed in this study are inherent to this new curriculum. The aim of this study can therefore not be properly understood
without prior knowledge of current Dutch secondary biology education (including the National Curriculum for pre-university education).
Upper secondary education has been reformed in 1998. This included the introduction of a new National Curriculum for biology. Since then, pre-university education con1

Because of the curriculum changes during that time meetings about particular educational aims were rather
common. Discussions between science teachers occurred frequently because the curricula of different science
subjects had to be adjusted to each other. Among others, such discussions were about differences and similarities between science subjects with respect to students’ investigations. Herein, the handling of quantities as
well as their representations was discussed.
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sists of a general part and a so-called profile (see Table 1.1). The general part is followed
by all students, while the profile is chosen by the students with respect to their competencies and interests. The profile determines for which university studies a student can apply.
Table 1.1 The place of biology in the different profiles of the pre-university curriculum
Part
Subjects
General
Dutch, English, German, French, General Science, Society and History, Culture and Arts, General Mathematics,
Sports
Profile

Nature and Health

Advanced Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics

Nature and Technology

Advanced Physics, Advanced Chemistry, Advanced
Mathematics (no compulsory biology)

Economy and Society
Culture and Society
Optional

No science and mathematics apart from general part
Student’s choice:
Introductory biology allowed in Society profiles
Introductory biology or Advanced Biology allowed in
Nature and Technology (depending of school policy and
student’s competencies)

A student can follow Introductory Biology, eventually followed by Advanced Biology. Biology and Advanced Biology are compulsory in the Nature and Health profile only. The
curriculum consists also of an optional part, in which the student can choose Introductory
Biology. Some schools offer the possibility to follow Advanced Biology in the optional
part as well, especially for gifted Nature and Technology students. A pre-university biology teacher can thus be confronted with students from different profiles, varying from students that follow mathematics (general part) but no chemistry and physics besides biology
(both Society profiles) to students that have all science and mathematics subjects besides
biology (Nature and Technology profile). Of course, schools try to arrange groups of students with the same profile as much as possible, but this is not always possible.
The reform of upper secondary education implied a new National pre-university biology curriculum. Four domains of this National Curriculum covered factual biological
knowledge (see Table 1.2, domains B to E). Let alone some details, it differed not much
from the preceding National Curriculum. The first domain, however, implied a renewal
(see Table 1.2, domain A). It described skills to be mastered by students in all science subjects. These skills were introduced for several reasons. The first reason is that for doing a
school science subject successfully, some skills are required. For example, solving genetic
problems requires some basic arithmetic and mathematics, like calculating ratios and probabilities.
Moreover, the National Curriculum should not only pay attention to factual scientific
knowledge itself, but also to practices which have to do with the emergence and application of this knowledge (Stuurgroep Profiel Tweede Fase, 1995)2. Most of these skills were
mentioned in the National Curriculum as design and research skills. Such skills could also
2

It is important to mention here that the emergence and application of knowledge does not necessarily need
to follow each other in that order. In design problems, for example, knowledge is usually generated as a result of its supposed application and the order is thus reversed.
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be found in other subdomains, like technical-instrumental skills, information skills, and
skills that have to do with society, study, and profession.
Table 1.2 Outline of the Dutch National Curriculum for pre-university biology education
Domain A Skills
Language skills
Domain B
Structures
Arithmetic and mathematical skills
Domain C
Life cycle
Information skills
Domain D Metabolism
Technical-instrumental skills
Domain E
Dynamics en homeostasis
Design skills
Research skills
Society, study, profession
Subject-specific skills

The National curricula of each science subject (biology, chemistry, physics, and general
science) contained more or less the same set of skills. This emphasized the similarities in
approaches of the different sciences. On the other hand, differences in approach were also
recognized. Indeed, it was explicitly mentioned that skills cannot be taught apart from content – both National Exams and school exams should test skills in coherence with contentknowledge objectives. Thus, according to the National Curriculum, skills consisted of both
general and domain-specific aspects. Further, the National curricula of each of the science
subjects mentioned a number of subject-specific skills. For example in biology, such skills
were distinguishing organizational levels and systems thinking.
The new National Curriculum mentioned also some ICT-related aims. Students
should be able to use common ICT-applications like word processors, spreadsheets, databases, and hypermedia. Moreover, it was recognized that the emergence and application of
current scientific knowledge could not be seen apart from the use of ICT. Therefore, the
use of ICT was part of some of the skills mentioned before, like the technical-instrumental
skill that was described as “making use of micro-electronic systems for measuring and
controlling quantities” (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschappen, 1998).
The new objectives and skills induced several challenges for biology education, of
which I addressed already one in the previous section. Some questions rose immediately
and were of a theoretical and deep-rooted nature, like the teaching and assessment of research skills3. Other, more practical, questions were raised in the teaching practice during
the implementation of the new National Curriculum, like the acquirement and management
of resources for ICT-based lessons (see for example Tweede Fase Adviespunt, 2001a,
2001b; Inspectie voor het Onderwijs, 2003). This study can be seen as a response to these
challenges – in particular those associated with quantitative skills and the use of ICT. In
the next sections, I will focus in detail on the background of these questions.

1.1.3 Difficulties with teaching quantitative concepts
The renewed National biology curriculum in the Netherlands explicitly mentioned mathematic and arithmetic skills. Moreover, students were expected to be able to handle quantitative data retrieved by means of investigations. This explicit emphasis on quantitative aspects of life sciences in secondary biology education can be seen as a relatively new development.
3

For example, in the year 2000 a special issue of a Dutch journal for science education research, Tijdschrift
voor Didactiek der Natuurwetenschappen (volume 17, issue 1), was dedicated to teaching research skills.
The questions addressed in this issue were rather common and can be recognized in international research
literature as well (see for example Wellington, 1989, 1998; Woolnough, 1991).
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From the 1960s, the influence of science academics on curriculum design increased
substantially in the Western world4. As a result, in secondary biology curricula more attention was paid to methods and issues, which were hitherto constrained to the realm of tertiary education and the scientific community, like mathematical and statistical methods5. An
early example of this development was the Biological Science Curriculum Study, in which
the use of quantitative methods and physico-chemical approaches to biological problems
was elaborated in more detail than in previous biology teaching methods6. A European example of this development was the Nuffield science teaching project in the UK7.
Not surprisingly, reports appeared in the late 1960s and 1970s, which evaluated the
use of quantitative methods in secondary biology education. Several studies revealed positive relations between students’ achievement in biology and mathematics (cited in Marsh
& Anderson, 1989). Later it was realized that secondary biology education indeed had become more ‘quantitative’. For example, Dudley (1977) examined test papers of the General
Certificate of Education in England between 1968 and 1975 and showed an overall increase in questions requiring mathematics in biology examinations. Moreover, from these
reports it became also clear that the integration of mathematics in secondary biology was
not without difficulties. Malpas (1973) indicated that British secondary biology courses did
not extensively use mathematics in the curriculum (while this was required according to
the examinations). This was probably due to a shortage of materials for teaching biomathematical concepts.
From the 1980s on, the idea that school science prepares students merely for tertiary
science studies became outdated. However, this has not affected the grown attention for
scientific inquiry, including its quantitative aspects, in school biology. Instead, the preparation argument has made place for an emancipatory point of view, which is developed by
the so-called Science, Technology, and Society (STS) movement. This point of view states
that taking fully part in the current science- and technology-based society requires every
citizen to have some minimal science- and technology-related knowledge and skills (Osborne & Hennessy, 2003). Besides attention to the process of scientific inquiry, including
quantitative aspects, this point of view also addressed applications and ethical aspects of
science and technology. The renewal of the Dutch National Curriculum for the secondary
school sciences was partly based on the STS-view.
The integration of quantitative methods in secondary biology education remained of
concern in several research studies (see for example Marsh & Anderson, 1989; Lenton &
Stevens, 1999) and educators frequently argued for a more elaborate use of such methods
in pre-university biology curricula (e.g. Gross, 1994; Phoenix, 1999). Nevertheless, this
has not yet led to a rationale for the use of quantitative methods in pre-university biology
education. Difficulties with the use of quantitative data are still poorly characterized, so are
their differences in significance with respect to content-specific domains. Moreover, the
lack of such a rationale suggests that difficulties with the use of quantitative methods in
biological education are complicated. This may be due to deep-rooted and fundamental
problems that have to do with the nature of biological sciences (Paton, 1996).

4

One of the driving factors of this development was the so-called Sputnik response (Matthews, 1994).
With respect to biology education, the growing attention paid to quantitative methods had also to do with
the increasing importance of physics and chemistry in the biological sciences, reflected by the growth of disciplines like physiology and biochemistry.
6
See Engleman et al. (2001) for a historical overview of the Biological Science Curriculum Study.
7
Although the relation between academic demands and the aims of the Nuffield teaching project is evident,
the resulting approach assigned pedagogical values to practical work as well (Matthews, 1994).
5
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The rapid technological and scientific innovations of the last two decades imply another dimension in issues concerning quantitative methods in biological education. Due to
the genetic revolution and the subsequent growing body of molecular-biological knowledge, more biological problems can be approached physico-chemical, and, consequently,
quantitatively. Moreover, the complexity of problems that can be approached quantitatively increased substantially due to the innovations in information and communication
technology (ICT). As a result, the use of quantitative and ICT-based methods in the life
sciences increased dramatically in the last decade. With the rise of the so-called bioinformatics, sporadic use of ICT in the life sciences changed to mass-consumption of bandwidth
and processor time8. This trend has only just begun and the end is not yet in sight.
The question arises how this development will affect secondary biology curricula. At
one hand, major developments in the biological sciences legitimate equivalent changes in
secondary biology curricula9. On the other hand, the ICT-based techniques and quantitative
methods are rather complex. Moreover, it is unknown yet whether such aspects of research
in the life science are valuable for biology education, let alone teaching methods for this
complicated matter have been developed yet. Nevertheless, it may be expected that the integration of both ICT-based research and quantitative methods will be an issue of growing
relevance in secondary biology curricula.
This study seeks solutions to difficulties with the integration of quantitative methods
in pre-university biology education. However, this study does not focus on the use of quantitative methods regardless of content related to natural sciences. Rather, I am particularly
interested in challenging biological content, which is associated with the use of quantitative methods. So far, I call the concepts in such content quantitative concepts. Especially
these concepts may often cause difficulties in biology education. Thus, this study seeks
solutions to difficulties with quantitative concepts in biology education.

1.1.4 ICT in pre-university biology education in the Netherlands
This study has been conducted at the AMSTEL (Amsterdam Mathematics, Science, and
Technology Education Laboratory) institute of the Faculty of Science University of the
University of Amsterdam. The research and development program of the institute focuses
on the use of ICT in science education (see for example Ellermeijer, 2004). In a study of
this program (Mulder, unpublished results), a survey among secondary physics teachers
was held in 1996 to monitor their use of both ICT in general, and ICT-tools developed by
the institute in particular10. A number of questions focused on the cooperation in ICTrelated practices between physics departments at one hand and chemistry and biology departments at other hand. Physics teachers were asked about the use of ICT by their biology
colleagues of the same school. In particular, the survey concerned the use of Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBL) in practical work and investigations11.

8

See Cheney (2003) for an overview of this development.
This legitimization is for example explicitly stated in an advisory report on the Educational Commission of
the Biological Council of the Dutch Royal Academy of Sciences. (Commissie Onderwijs van de Biologische
Raad, 2003).
10
One of the products of the ICT-oriented research and development program of AMSTEL is Coach 5, an
authoring environment for science education containing among others datalogging and modelling tools
(Mioduszewska & Ellermeijer 2001). This environment will be introduced and discussed in detail in relation
with biology education in this dissertation.
11
Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBL) consist of personal computers, software and accompanying
sensors, which collect, record, represent (by graphs or tables) and analyze data. For a great deal this dissertation aims at understanding the role of data-collection and analysis by means of MBL – sometimes called
9
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One of the questions probed whether physics teachers thought the biology department was positive about the use of MBL in practical work and investigations. The 125
physics teachers answering this question indicated that the biology departments were only
slightly less positive about the use of MBL in practical work and investigations than they
were themselves. This was in contrast with the actual use of MBL by biology departments
(according to physics teachers). Of the 112 physics teachers answering this question, only
9.9% indicated that the biology department applied MBL for practical work. The same
survey was repeated in 2003 and it appeared that the uptake of MBL by biology teachers
had been increased. Of the 112 physics teachers answering this question, 25.2% indicated
that the biology department applied MBL for practical investigations. However, this is still
low as compared to the use of MBL in physics education, which reaches almost 100%.
These studies should be taken with some precaution because the use of MBL by biology
teachers was indirectly probed. However, I think physics teachers are well capable to determine whether their biology teachers use MBL. Moreover, the indicated differences in
the use of MBL between physics and biology departments are striking, which counts as
well for the difference between biology teacher’s stance towards ICT and the actual use of
ICT. The results of the survey suggest that biology teachers want to use MBL for practical
work but that the majority of the teachers are somehow frustrated to use it actually.
A study of two biology students in 1999 (Van Dijk & Den Boer, 2000) seemed to
confirm the ideas of Dutch physics teachers about their biology colleagues. They held a
survey among 316 biology teachers by means of a questionnaire to investigate the state of
ICT use, including barriers and enablers, in biology education in the Netherlands. It should
be noted that this survey can hold some bias, because the questionnaire was sent to the
principal of the school with the question to request the biology department to fill in the
questionnaires. Moreover, responding the questionnaire was not obliged or rewarded.
Thus, the responses were dependent of the willingness of both the principal of the school
and the teachers. This procedure filters out less willing teachers and school principals. The
results of the survey may therefore even be too optimistic with respect to the overall situation in the Netherlands. Let alone this bias, the outcome of the survey indeed confirms the
ideas of Dutch physics teachers. A majority of the responding biology teachers indicated
that they wanted to increase the use of ICT in their lessons. However, they also indicated
that lack of resources and time to develop ICT-based lessons frustrated the uptake of ICT.
One may doubt the validity and reliability of these surveys. For example, Van Dijk
and Den Boer (2000) were not clear about the types of ICT investigated. Moreover, how
would the results of the survey among physics teachers have been differed from a comparable survey among biology teachers? Nevertheless, the results of the surveys allow the
hypothesis that the uptake of ICT in biology teaching practice is poor as compared to
teachers’ positive stance towards ICT. Moreover, the uptake of ICT by biology teachers
might be somehow frustrated by external barriers.
Research from the last decade seems to confirm the hypotheses stated above. Indeed,
it is frequently reported that the use and uptake of ICT in science education is in general
far from optimal (Barton, 1993; Rogers & Wild, 1994; Newton, 1997a; Newton, 1998;
Newton, 2000; Tebbutt, 2000; Parker, 2000; Newton & Rogers, 2001; Ng & Gunstone,
2003). Major barriers are the lack of confidence and competence of teachers with educational technology, the limited access to equipment due to school organization or lack of
hardware resources, and the limited time and effort of teachers to develop local ICT-based
curricula as well as to gain competence and confidence by training. These barriers have to
datalogging – in biology education. General information about the use of MBL in biology education can be
found in sections 2.5.4 and 5.7.
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do with the use of ICT by teachers regardless of the subject they teach. In this study, however, I am interested in subject-specific barriers.
Reasons for use of ICT specifically associated with the subject are rather complicated. This is due to interrelated and yet unclear factors that deal with the role of ICT in the
curriculum. An important factor concerns the effect of ICT on teaching the curriculum contents. Teachers are more willing to invest in ICT when they can be persuaded that their
teaching will be more effective or when the quality of their students’ learning will improve
(Newton and Rogers, 2001). This is a frequently reported cause of barriers in the uptake of
ICT (Barton, 1993; Rogers & Wild, 1996; Newton, 1997a; Parker, 2000). Related to this
point are the aims of ICT. When the effects of ICT are unknown, teachers cannot set the
aims of their teaching or they will teach without knowing which aims are met.
The former factor is also related to the function of ICT in science curricula. As a
supplement or as a reinforcement of existing curricula the use of ICT is driven by – rather
than transformative of – the prescribed curriculum (Osborne & Hennesy, 2001; McFarlane
& Sakellariou, 2002; Scrimshaw, 2004). Consequently, the curricular aims can still be met
without such uses of ICT. Therefore, a supplementary function of ICT does not contribute
to its uptake in the curriculum. In contrast, when the curricular aims can only be met due to
a particular function of ICT, its uptake will increase. Thus, the recognition of the function
of ICT with respect to new curriculum contents is an important factor in the use and uptake
of ICT (Osborne & Hennesy, 2001).
Another factor concerns the pedagogies involved with the use of ICT. When science
teachers have a poor idea of such specific pedagogical approaches that are required for or
made possible by the application of ICT-tools in their teaching, this may frustrate the effective use and, hence, further uptake of ICT in the classroom (Fabry & Higgs, 1997).
Science teachers as well as curriculum developers can hardly be blamed by their lack
of knowledge of content-related use of ICT in science teaching. As compared to the fast
technological innovations of the last decades, little has been researched yet of the use of
ICT in science teaching, in particular with respect to the specific science subjects. Hence,
subject-specific evidence-based teaching resources in which the use of ICT is effectively
integrated are rare. The research community therefore stresses the need for more domainspecific research in teaching science with ICT as well as teachers’ need for evidence-based
teaching resources (Tinker, 1996;Tebbutt, 2000; Osborne & Hennessy, 2003; Ng & Gunstone, 2003). Such subject-specific factors might as well explain barriers in the uptake of
ICT in biology teaching practices. Indeed, with respect to biology, this is why Newton argued that:
[...] there is increasing need for biology teachers to evaluate particular technologies as
teaching and learning tools. [...] We need to match [activities] to planned learning outcomes and choose approaches fit for the purpose.
(Newton, 1997a, p. 276)

The situation in the Netherlands may be comparable with the situation abroad. However,
differences between biology and physics departments in the uptake of ICT were also dependent of the local context in which ICT-related curriculum changes took place. In the
Netherlands, transformative functions of ICT in physics curricula were recognized by researchers and curriculum developers in the beginning of the 80s. Consequently, new ICTdependent objectives were created accordingly, like handling dynamic models or real-time
graphs. Implementation of the use of ICT in physics was strongly reinforced by government policy because these new ICT-dependent objectives were incorporated in the Na8

tional physics curriculum and tested in the National Exams. Moreover, physics teachers
followed compulsory ICT-courses and started to recognize the transformative functions of
ICT. Ultimately, the use of ICT was widely accepted by physics teachers and, consequently, was implemented at classroom level (de Beurs & Ellermeijer, 1996). In biology,
ICT-related curriculum changes were not induced at a scale comparable with physics. This
resulted in differences in uptake of ICT between physics and biology teachers. Probably,
the transformative function of ICT was not recognized yet by researchers and curriculum
developers in biology education.
One may conclude that the uptake of ICT in biology education is indeed frustrated by
subject-specific barriers. However, these barriers are not well identified yet. Subjectspecific reasons for the use of ICT related to effects, functions and pedagogies might be
insufficiently characterized. Alternatively, particular domains of the biology curriculum
may be less appropriate to apply ICT as a teaching tool. Whatever the case, this study
should provide better understanding of this matter. It attempts to identify barriers for use
and uptake of ICT in biology teaching, in particular associated with curriculum-related factors, like the effect, function, and pedagogy of ICT in teaching biology. Further, this study
is an effort to provide answers to such barriers by the development of evidence-based
teaching materials in which ICT is used as a teaching tool.

1.2 Scope and aims
In the previous sections, I discussed two apparently separated issues in biological education: the use of ICT and difficulties with quantitative concepts. However, there are some
reasons to approach these issues combined and to take the opportunity to investigate the
teaching of quantitative concepts with the use of ICT.
The first reason is the design of the computers itself that makes modern applications
of ICT possible. The Oxford English Dictionary defines a computer as “an automatic electronic device for performing mathematical or logical operations” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2005). Indeed, the history of the computer shows that its early design was determined
by humans’ urge to automate mathematical and arithmetical processes. The use of ICT is
therefore intrinsically associated with quantification. A device made for quantification
might therefore support educational processes, which are aimed at the teaching of quantitative concepts.
Second, biology is an empirical science in which quantitative methods are applied in
theory building and data processing. Therefore, computers are used in the life sciences
since their early development. This is especially the case in domains in which mathematical tools are common from a historical point of view, like physiology and ecology. Further,
I already stated in section 1.1.3 that rapid developments in the life sciences and ICT during
the last decades induced the emergence of new biological domains in which the use of
quantitative methods by means of ICT seems to be effective as well. Thus, certain quantitative concepts are associated with certain applications of ICT in the domains in which they
are applied. The question arises whether these or equivalent applications can support the
teaching of quantitative concepts in similar domains in biology education as well and, if so,
how they should be effectively applied.
Third, the use of computers in science education is not so new any more and although many issues are still unclear today, some of them are not. Especially in physics
education, in which difficulties with quantitative concepts play an even more significant
role than in biology, there is agreement on the effectiveness of certain applications of ICT
that support quantitative methods, like datalogging, simulations, and modellingapplications (Barton, 2004; Newton and Rogers, 2001). It is worth investigating whether
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and how such applications may support the teaching of quantitative concepts in biology
education as well.
In short, this study aims to show how the use of ICT can contribute to the teaching
of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. This problem statement is
rather general and it holds three very broad concepts: ICT, biology teaching and learning,
and quantitative concepts. I should first narrow the meaning of these concepts so that a research question can be formulated which sufficiently limits the scope of this study.

1.3 Outline of this dissertation
The aim of this thesis is to show how the use of ICT can contribute to the teaching of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. This aim is motivated by a number of
challenges in both the teaching of quantitative concepts and the use of ICT in biology education. A combined approach of these aspects will likely yield fruitful opportunities to
meet these challenges. In chapter 2 I will elaborate a number of basic concepts in detail,
like teaching and learning, ICT and quantitative concepts. This should yield possible directions for the use of ICT in an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education. I will argue that in current pre-university biology curricula
representations of quantitative concepts provide students with insufficient resources to interpret these successfully. Consequently, students have difficulties to assign meaning to the
quantitative concepts involved, particularly with respect to the construction of causal explanations. Hence, students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts might be tackled when
they develop knowledge of practices by which representations of heart-related quantitative
concepts emerge. With respect to the use of ICT, I will point out that automated measurements – better known as datalogging – is a promising application of ICT to support this
teaching-learning process. Given these possible directions, I will point out in chapter 3
how I situated the preliminary research question in an appropriate domain, namely the domain of the working of the heart. Consequently, a domain-specific research question was
formulated how the use of datalogging can contribute to an adequate method for teaching
heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. In chapter 4, I will
discuss the methodology I applied to answer this research question. I will argue that the
design of an exemplary teaching-learning process should be object of study according to a
research method called developmental research. This research method consists subsequently of an explorative and a cyclic research phase. The explorative research phase consists of studies, which are required for the design of a preliminary teaching method. In
chapter 5 I present particularly the outcomes of the explorative research phase about domain-specific issues in the design of the teaching method. It finally yields a preliminary
method for the use of datalogging in teaching heart-related quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education. In chapters 6 and 7, I show how I field-tested this method in
classroom practice in two successive case studies. These studies yielded a number of clues
for the use of ICT in an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education. These clues will be summarized and discussed in chapter 8.
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2 Orientation
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will point out the position of this study in the field of science education
research. To begin with, I will sketch my view on learning and teaching (section 2.2) and I
will argue that this study focused in particular on the contribution of ICT to an adequate
method for teaching quantitative concepts. Further, I will clarify the meaning of quantitative concepts (section 2.3). Given these starting points, I will sketch the directions of research by evaluating a number of perspectives on difficulties with the teaching of quantitative concepts in biology education (section 2.4). With respect to the supposed causes of
these difficulties, I will overview the use of ICT in biology education and I will advocate
the use of datalogging for teaching quantitative concepts (section 2.5). Furthermore, this
potential role of datalogging will be characterized with respect to its contribution to students’ learning processes (section 2.6). Based on this orientation I will finally specify the
research question of this study (section 2.7).

2.2 Learning and teaching
As an outcome of a learning process, which started already when I was a teacher, the
dominant learning theory in this study is constructivism. In this section, I will point out
why this theory mattered to me as a teacher and how I currently conceptualize it. I will argue as well that constructivism, although useful as a learning theory, cannot be conceptualized as a teaching approach. Moreover, I will address some methodological and educational difficulties caused by a cognitive view on learning and teaching which is commonly
associated with constructivism. Consequently, I will present a social perspective on learning and teaching, and I will point out how this may be of use, for example, in designing
teaching activities. Nevertheless, a social perspective on teaching and learning also introduces some design problems. A reflection on these problems will finally imply a choice for
a problem-posing approach of science teaching as the teaching rationale.

2.2.1 Understanding constructivism
Constructivism is a rather heterogeneous idea. At first, it can be seen as an idea sprouting
from the genetic epistemology of Piaget. According to this idea, learning is seen as a construction process arising from an individual’s activity in the world. It holds therefore a
relativistic account of epistemology, which says that knowledge is not an entity an individual can absorb through his senses after which it is stored in its original form somewhere in
his brain. Accordingly, learners should not be seen as tabulae rasae, which can be stuffed
with knowledge. Rather, knowledge should be seen as something, which is constructed by
humans dependent on their knowledge needs. Knowledge needs are on their turn determined by individual factors like actions, emotions, feelings, motives, aims, heredity properties, and so on. Thus, learning is a process involved with the information running through
the individual as well as the behavior of the structures holding the information. Indeed,
outcomes of neurocognitive research point toward a biological basis for constructivism (for
a review see Quartz & Sejnowski, 1997).
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Von Glasersfeld (1995) introduced the term radical constructivism to account in particular for the relative character of knowledge. According to this framework, objective
knowledge does not exist. Rather, knowledge
[...] is the result of an individual subject’s constructive activity, not a commodity that
somehow resides outside the knower and can be conveyed or instilled by diligent perceptions or linguistic communication.
(Von Glasersfeld 1990, p. 37)

Radical constructivism emphasizes the personal and subjective nature of knowledge. In
contrast, other constructivists focused on the account of the socio-cultural environment in
the learners’ cognitive constructions. Herein, language is seen as the intermediate between
personal cognitive constructions and the social account of knowledge. This school is
grounded in the work of the Russian Vygotsky (1934). Other scholars even attempt to exclude the cognitive and personal account of knowledge construction completely. In contrast with social constructivism, this so-called sociological constructionism focuses in particular on the extra-individual social processes through which knowledge is constructed
and which determine the beliefs of individuals. This tradition of constructivism is based on
the work of sociologists like Latour (1987).
Especially cognitive and social constructivism can nowadays be seen as the central
paradigm of science education (Matthews, 1994). I fully realized the importance of this
paradigm after having read the work of Driver (1983) during the beginning of this study. In
particular, I was struck by the following passage, which, as a former biology teacher, appeared very recognizable to me:
Many teachers will be familiar with the experience of helping students see what they
‘ought’ to see through a microscope. Children viewing a biological cell through a microscope for the first time produce drawings which show not only that some have difficulty identifying what are the significant features, but they painstakingly record irrelevant ones, such as air bubbles.
(Driver, 1983, pp. 12)

Driver (1983) lists many examples of comparable problems. In all cases, it appears to be
the same: students ought to ‘see’ something but they do not ‘see’ anything. Alternatively,
they ‘see’ things, which are irrelevant from a scientific point of view. Quintessential here is
the difference between discovery and invention. This has already been stressed by Atkin
and Karplus (1962) when classroom findings of ‘discovery learning’ fell short of expectations. They stressed that in discovery learning students discovered many things, but not the
things curriculum designers wanted them to discover. Atkin and Karplus argued that the
latter aim could be only met when students had first invented the appropriate frameworks.
From a constructivist perspective, this is logical. When students do not ‘see’ what they
ought to ‘see’, they have not yet constructed the appropriate frameworks by means of
which they can discover what they ought to discover. Without these frameworks, they
might discover other things, like air bubbles. ‘Seeing’ either air bubbles or cells is in fact
‘interpreting’ the microscopic image with different frameworks in mind. According to me,
this is the heart of a constructivist view on science education.
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‘Constructivist’ teaching methods
Despite its heterogeneous nature, constructivism clearly addresses the relevance of students’ knowledge constructions in science teaching. The example of the air bubbles induces the question how we can support students to construct frameworks with which they
‘see’ cells and indicate air bubbles as irrelevant. Such questions take into account a constructivist view on learning in science teaching (see for example Driver & Bell, 1986).
Constructivism is merely a theory of knowledge and learning. It therefore does not
hold one-to-one solutions for teaching. Indeed, in science education studies, the translation
of a constructivist paradigm into criteria for teaching practices seems to be problematic.
This is, among others, due to the traditional constructivist focus on cognition and mental
processes rather than classroom practices. This might be an account of constructivism
stemming from the work of Piaget, which was wider known in Western countries than social constructivism.
In some instances, a cognitive focus might be fruitful. In primary science education,
for example, we should take into account that young children often cannot construct abstract causal explanations because they stick to concrete operations as matter of thought
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). However, in many instances, such perspectives are not fruitful
because they focus on things students cannot learn. It easily leads to a term like ‘misconception’, which implies that something in students’ minds is structured inappropriately.
This is not to say that students never misunderstand the meaning of scientific concepts.
Rather, such a perspective is focused on students’ ‘inabilities’ instead of the teaching approach which apparently did not support students to assign meaning to scientific concepts.
This will yield the disappointing conclusions that we are not able to teach the subject matter under research. Hence, the adequacy of the teaching method rather than students’ abilities should be the object of study in science education research. The importance of a focus
on teaching practices has been stressed by Lijnse (2000) as well. He illustrated this with
the contents of two major science education handbooks (Gabel, 1994; Fraser & Tobin,
1998). Scanning through the many theories in these handbooks it appeared to him that little
was of practical use in the science classroom. According to him, this had to do, among others, with the lack of attention to both the science content and the relation between learning
and teaching.
This is not to say that constructivism has not led to teaching approaches yet. On the
contrary, with the rise of constructivism as the paradigm for science teaching, many teaching approaches emerged that were called ‘constructivist’. They usually emphasized the engagement of the student in the learning process and the importance of prior knowledge or
conceptualizations for new learning (Matthews, 1994). As a result, students’ prior knowledge became an object of study in educational design. Many studies concerned students’
preconceptions, naive theories, alternative frameworks, and so on (see for example the bibliography of Pfundt & Duit, 1991). Consequently, ‘constructivist’ teaching methods explicitly took into account students’ prior knowledge. Among others, this development yielded
the conceptual change theory (Posner et al., 1982; Scott, Asoko & Driver, 1991). This theory says that students hold inappropriate but persistent conceptions by which they explain
new phenomena, which keep them from constructing appropriate scientific explanations.
Consequently, teaching approaches were designed which aimed on ‘accommodation to a
scientific conception’. Herewith, Posner et al. (1982) referred to the process by which students replaced their inappropriate central conceptions with appropriate scientific conceptions. This could be accomplished by confronting students with phenomena they could not
explain in accordance with their ‘inappropriate’ central conceptions.
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I think it may be fruitful to take into account the knowledge which students’ constructed before formal science teaching. However, one may encounter some fundamental
problems in teaching for conceptual change. First, I think the idea of ‘accommodation to a
scientific conception’ does not fully agree with constructivism. It assigns a fixed nature to
a scientific conception to which the mind should accommodate until mind and conception
fit on to each other. Although I agree with the idea that humans are able to remember and
recall things, I disagree with the idea that knowledge is a fixed substance in the mind,
which can be recalled in its original form. Rather, knowledge is constructed when it is used
and therefore it is dependent of the circumstances under which its use is desired. Therefore,
knowledge is relative, flexible, developing, uncertain, subjective, and so on. This account
of conceptions is not properly recognized in approaches that focus on conceptual change.
An exception may be the approach of Clement (1993), who proposed a more gradual accommodation towards conceptual change by means of ‘bridging analogies’ between students’ conceptions and scientific conceptions. This approach recognizes that students’
knowledge is flexible and developing and seeks for some kind of ‘common ground’ between students’ conceptions and scientific conceptions. However, it still departs from the
idea that students’ ideas should ultimately be ‘replaced’ by scientific conceptions.
Second, students’ motives hardly play a role in teaching approaches focusing on conceptual change. Even in the approach of Clement, students’ motives are not taken into account. The method is described by the illustrative paradigmatic physics teaching situation
in which students should be shown that a book on a table exerts a force. Therefore, Clement supposed to put the book on foam rubber first, acting like a bridging analogy between a
static table and someone who actively pushes the book upwards. Still, from the students’
perspective, one may ask the question for what reasons the student should put a book on a
piece of foam rubber. Such approaches do not take into account if and for what reasons
students should want to be confronted with events they cannot explain, or with ‘bridging
analogies’, due to which they will finally replace their own conceptions with scientific
conceptions.
Thus, constructivism may be a useful paradigm for approaching learning processes.
Still, it is problematic to translate constructivism into effective teaching practices. Of
course, this has to do with the fundamental difference between learning and teaching.
While learning can be seen as an individual, mental process, teaching is in its essence a
process between humans. Furthermore, in science education, the teaching practice is the
environment in which the process of knowledge construction takes place. Therefore, to be
a fruitful paradigm for science education, constructivism should be approached from a social perspective as well.

2.2.2 Cognition and practice
From a cognitive perspective, one may propose the biological relevant ‘observation ability’. Further, one may propose that students mastering this ability will be able to distinguish air bubbles from cells in a microscopic image. Of course, the biology teacher masters
this ability – he should be able to explain to students how to recognize cells under a microscopic image. However, when the teacher would be shown a microscopic image of tissues
which are uncommon in school biology, he might have as well difficulties with distinguishing cells from other structures. This example shows that abilities are relative to the
context in which they are constructed and applied. This given is supported by extensive
research in different disciplines, like mathematics (Lave, 1988; Scribner, 1986) and language (Miller & Gildea, 1987). Such research shows that knowledge and learning are situ-
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ated. Lave (1988) provides a striking example of the situated nature of simple arithmetic
problem solving during a Weight Watchers meeting:
In this case they were to fix a serving of cottage cheese, supposing the amount laid out
for the meal was three-quarters of the two thirds cup the program allowed. The problem solver in this example began the task muttering that he had taken a calculus
course in college.... Then after a pause he suddenly announced that he had "got it!"
From then on he appeared certain he was correct, even before carrying out the procedure. He filled a measuring-cup two thirds full of cottage cheese, dumped it out on the
cutting board, patted it into a circle, marked a cross on it, scooped away one quadrant,
and served the rest.
Thus, "take three-quarters of two-thirds of a cup of cottage cheese" was not just the
problem statement but also the solution to the problem and the procedure for solving
it. The setting was part of the calculating process and the solution was simply the
problem statement, enacted with the setting. At no time did the Weight Watcher check
his procedure against a paper and pencil algorithm, which would have produced 3/4
cup x 2/3 cup = 1/2 cup. Instead, the coincidence of the problem, setting, and enactment was the means by which checking took place.
(Lave 1988, pp. 165)

Of course we should not blame the problem solver here, who was apparently ‘able’ to follow a calculus course, for not able to do the simple calculation 3/4 x 2/3 = 1/2. This is not
appropriate as long as we do not take into account the context in which the knowledge construction took place. With respect to the situated nature of knowledge, science teaching
should take into account the contexts that play a role in the construction of science knowledge. However, what do I mean with a context and how could this be applied in science
teaching?
Contexts as practices
Practice as the social construction of reality is a strong candidate for replacing the picture theory of reality. In short, practice is our everyday practical activity. It is the human form of life. It precedes subject-object relations. Through practice, we produce
the world, both the world of objects and our knowledge about this world. Practice is
both action and reflection. But practice is also a social activity; it is produced in cooperation with others. To share practice is also to share an understanding of the world
with others.
(Ehn, 1992, pp. 118)

The term ‘practice’ in the above passage has a particular meaning, which is defined by the
cultural-historical theory of activity. This theory was initiated by a group of Russian psychologists in the 1920s and 1930s represented by Vygotsky (1978, 1986), Luria (1981),
and Leont'ev (1978, 1981). They invented this theory as a community-oriented alternative
to approaches which were dominant that time and which emphasized the individual, like
psychoanalysis and behaviorism. Further, other, more modern research traditions, like the
socio-cultural view on science and technology of Latour (1987), have contributed to contemporary activity theory as well. The account of contexts as a ‘practice’ is a strong candidate for describing contexts, which play a role in science teaching. Therefore, I will describe here in a bird’s view activity theory and the meaning of ‘practices’ therein.
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Activity theory describes human activity in terms of subject, object, tools, community, rules, and division of labor. ‘Activity’ does not refer to tasks characteristic for classroom settings. Rather, it refers to the level of a community, which is maintained through
activities. Examples are schooling, farming, and caring for the sick people. In activity systems, humans (subjects) perform actions with certain purposes out of certain needs. For
example, the doctor cares for the sick people to make them healthy. Central to activity theory is mediated action: humans undertake actions with typical tools aimed at objects. A
doctor might use his stethoscope for listening a sick person’s lungs. Such tools can be of a
non-physical nature as well, like language or specific medical knowledge the physician applies for making the person better. Moreover, in activity systems groups of people are
working together by means of division of labor and certain rules. For example, a doctor has
an assistant for making appointments and part of the patient care so that he can focus on
the medical diagnosis and treatment. Rules determine here what the assistant should leave
to the doctor and which actions the doctor is allowed to execute.
In human activity systems, a practice can be seen as a way of doing an activity,
grounded in tradition, and shared by a community of humans who hold the practice. Holding a practice is not static. It is characterized by sharing it with new members or by means
of schooling in which one trains potential members. Moreover, each individual who contributes to a practice continues the practice and is able to shape and reshape by reflecting
on the outcomes of his practice. For example, the doctor might start a research project
among his patients because he is unsatisfied with a certain treatment.
In traditional educational views, knowledge is usually seen as the product of a teaching-learning process. In contrast, according to activity theory knowledge is not an outcome
of a practice, but a tool or instrument by which humans can achieve certain goals in a practice. Thus, education should be an activity system in which learners are taught to use
knowledge as a tool to achieve certain purposes. The aim of education is thus to learn to
take part in certain practices and to use the knowledge characteristic for these practices.
This has far-reaching consequences for science teaching practice. Namely, when scientific
knowledge is used as a tool in practices, students (objects) should have purposes, which
agree with the knowledge tools they use, and they should aim these tools on objects, which
are comparable with objects in real practices. In short, activity theoretical educational design requires students to take part in authentic practices. Consequently, teaching practices
based on such designs differ strongly from traditional practices (see for example Roth,
1995; Van Aalsvoort, 2000).
The aim of this thesis is not to design authentic practices in which students develop
knowledge as an instrument. However, the view of contexts as practices may yet be useful
in the design of science education curricula. Because activity theory emphasizes sociopsychological aspects of knowledge it may be a perspective by which one can take into account the circumstances in which particular knowledge is constructed. For example, in the
design of a teaching sequence explained later in this dissertation, I wanted students to construct knowledge about the use of devices in a medical practice. Here, aspects of the medical practice are a context, which determines the knowledge to be constructed. Thus, I use
activity theory as a methodology in the design of experimental curricula, rather than the
grounding principle for teaching. Activity theory can also be used to analyze and to evaluate a teaching design in which elements of practices are as contexts for learning.
Using only aspects of practices as contexts for science teaching raises some questions with respect to the nature of science knowledge. In scientific practices, knowledge is
used as a tool to settle social significant controversies (Latour, 1987). That is, science investigates subjects, which make sense from a social point of view. Especially the science in
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secondary school curricula is about topics that are the result of controversies with deep social impact, like the controversy about the origin of man settled by Darwin’s theories of
evolution. The teaching of such topics is hard to transform into authentic science practices.
For example, we cannot build a boat like the Beagle and start observing birds on the Galapagos Islands. Nor can we set up sophisticated biochemical laboratories to settle the controversy about the origin of genetic information. Moreover, with respect to the current
world-view students have, it might be difficult to engage them in historic scientific controversies. Somehow, curriculum designers and science teachers have to be detrimental to the
authenticity of scientific practices to be able to teach socially significant scientific topics.
The question thus arises in what respect authenticity is quintessential to science teaching.
Second, activity theory assumes scientific knowledge inherent to scientific practices
or practices in which this knowledge serves for the achievement of a goal. Our view of the
ambient world is therefore inherent to practices in which scientific knowledge grounding
this view has been constructed. However, we should not assign too situated a nature to
knowledge, especially such basic knowledge as our view on the ambient world. Indeed,
humans who have not been engaged in the same practices might still understand the world
around them in the same way. For example, most of the people nowadays think the world
is round instead of flat, although they have not been engaged in particular practices in
which this piece of knowledge serves the achievement of a certain goal. Indeed, such basic
knowledge is not constructed in particular practices but learned, for example, rather tacitly
by everyday communication with other humans. Thus, it is part of the common practice of
being a human in a world filled with other humans and for which we need a basic understanding of each other to participate in. Hence, participation might be an element of scientific practices of which the authenticity is quintessential to science teaching.
Before I address the issue of participation in science teaching, I want to stress that
the term practice has a very particular meaning according to activity theory. Therefore,
when I use this term according to that meaning in this dissertation, I will refer explicitly to
the activity theory. In other instances, for example, when I am talking about either classroom practices or about practices in the sense of something that is undertaken by students
or teachers, I assign no particular activity theoretical meaning to this term.

2.2.3 Participation through a problem-posing approach
The idea of participation in science teaching was recognized by Klaassen (1995) in a study
concerning the teaching of radioactivity, although not exactly in these words. The study
was involved with the teaching of radioactivity to students in lower secondary education.
In traditional physics lessons, Klaassen observed that students were provided with explanations for radioactivity at a micro-level, like atom models. To most students these explanations appeared to be of little relevance with respect to the distinction between the concepts
‘radio-activity’ and ‘contamination’. According to Klaassen, the explanation of radioactivity at a micro-level did not support students to engage in practices with which they further
could extend their understanding of radioactivity.
Klaassen elaborated a solution for this problem based on Davidson’s account of understanding. Davidson assumed that human beings understand each other because they
share some basic rationality about the world around them, as Klaassen cited:
[T]here could not be thoughts in one mind if there were no other thoughtful creatures
with which the first mind shared a natural world.
(Davidson, 1989, cited in Klaassen, 1995, pp. 54)
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Klaassen translated this idea to science education and he proposed that for a given science
topic, we can always find a point to which both the teacher and the students assign the
same meaning to the words used for describing the natural phenomena involved. Starting
from this point, we should link up with student’s usage of language involved with the topic
to be taught. Further, to extend students’ understanding with particulate meanings of scientific concepts, for example contamination and radioactivity, we should let students participate in practices in which such particular meanings matter, like practical activities or reading texts. This not only means that students do these practices. Rather, students should be
as well aware of the objects, the purposes and the tools involved with these practices.
Given our starting point, in other words, we should provide students with motives for extending their knowledge in a particular direction.
Klaassen (1995) called the teaching strategy derived from these principles of understanding problem-posing approach to science teaching. It aims at engaging students in
teaching-learning activities by letting them participate in posing rather than only solving
scientific problems. Teaching a given science topic should therefore start with providing
students with a general motive for studying the topic. Students should be at first able to
link up with the meaning of the words by which the general motive is discussed. For example, one can start with discussing daily-life phenomena involved with the topic, which
makes the topic interesting to study. However, a general motive should also provide students with a global outlook on the direction of the extension of their knowledge. For example, Klaassen started a problem-posing teaching sequence with discussing some aspects
of radioactivity, like the Chernobyl disaster and the irradiation of vegetables. According to
the meaning students assigned to words like ‘radio-activity’ and ‘irradiation’, both contaminated vegetables from the Chernobyl region and irradiated vegetables would ‘contain’
radiation. Students would like to know why vegetables from the Chernobyl region were
dangerous while irradiated vegetables were not. During such discussions, a general motive
emerged, because it linked up with students’ usage of words like ‘radiation’, ‘irradiation’,
and ‘radioactivity’, while it also provided students with a global outlook on the direction in
which their knowledge would be extended.
A general motive for studying a topic should induce so-called local motives among
students for participating in particular teaching activities. These local motives should agree
with the knowledge extension resulting from these activities. For example, in case of vegetables ‘containing’ radiation, the question may arise how vegetables can be ‘filled’ with
radiation. This is a local motive for trying to ‘fill’ vegetables with radiation. Indeed, Klaassen designed such an activity in which students placed an apple near a source of radiation.
The outcome was unexpected because the apple did not seem to ‘hold’ radiation. By reflecting on the outcome, students became willing to learn more about radiation. Thus,
based on a reflection in which the outcome was evaluated with respect to the general motive, another local motive was induced to study the topic theoretically, with the ultimate
aim to understand the difference between contamination and radiation (although these
words were not used yet). Because these local motives are induced by reflecting on content
knowledge, they are sometimes also called ‘content-related motives’ or ‘knowledge needs’.
According to the problem-posing approach, students pose rather than only solve
problems. As a result, students are aware of the reasons for classroom activities. These reasons are intrinsic and bound up with science content and ultimately contributing to understanding the ambient world. Students participate in science classroom activities, which
might be quite different from scientific practices while the purposes for which they participate in these classroom activities might be scientifically authentic – namely, to understand
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the world they inhabit. Thus, science education is not seen as a practice in which students’
conceptions should be ‘replaced’ by ‘appropriate’ scientific knowledge any more. Rather,
science education is as a practice through which students come to understand purposes of
scientific practices so that they are willing to adjust or extend their own conceptions with
scientific frameworks.
For several reasons, I applied in my study the problem-posing approach of science
teaching as a rationale for the design of teaching methods. To begin with, it is an approach
taking into account a constructivist perspective on learning, which is aimed at students’
personal knowledge construction. It tries to understand this construction and to fit it in scientific knowledge rather than the other way round. Moreover, it focuses on the contexts in
which learning takes place and by which students assign meaning to science concepts. According to me, the problem-posing approach is a fruitful alternative to inconsistent ‘constructivist’ teaching approaches, like the conceptual change theory. Moreover, it avoids
some of the practical problems with contexts, which are inherent to an activity theoretical
approach. Instead of participating in authentic scientific practices, the approach aims at
students to engage in classroom practices for which they understand the purposes with respect to the science content under study.

2.3 Quantitative concepts
The term ‘quantitative concept’ is composed of the rather vague terms ‘concept’ and
‘quantification’. I will discuss both terms with the aim to narrow their meaning. Based on
these narrow meanings, I will define the term ‘quantitative concept’. Furthermore, the
broad meaning of the term quantitative concept has also to do with its account of something in someone’s head no one has ever seen in real. I will therefore focus as well on representations of quantitative concepts to narrow their meaning.

2.3.1 Concepts
The word concept is probably one of the most loosely used words in science education. It
can mean, dependent of the context, something like a notion, an idea, a model, and so on.
In this dissertation the word has at first a meaning in the context of education. Therefore, it
has something to do with learning, teaching, and comprehension. This meaning is better
expressed by the Dutch word Begrip. In Dutch, this word is closely related to Begrijpen (to
comprehend) which is an affinity that cannot be recaptured in English. Probably, Carrol’s
(1962) definition of a concept in the context of education fits well with this meaning:
An abstract generalisation which emerges from experiences with more than one example of an event or object; evaluated in terms of its relative adequacy for an individual’s purpose; constantly being revised by that individual; governed in nature by the
specific experiences which led to its formulation; and one of many that can exist for a
particular object or event in a population of people.
(Carrol, 1962)

This definition reveals some of the particular meanings of the word concept governed in
this dissertation. According to Carrol, a concept is a generalization, which emerges from
experiences with more than one example of an event or object. This notion is of interest,
because it emphasizes the emergence of abstract generalizations by means of experiences.
In science education, scientific concepts are often taught by means of texts, which are
sometimes accompanied by images, graphs, or an activity like an assignment or a practical
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activity. For most concepts taught, students’ experiences are limited. Moreover, many concepts are marginally only or not at all discussed with peers or the teacher. An important
question is therefore to what extent abstract generalizations emerge in such educational
settings, or the other way round, which educational environments facilitate the emergence
of abstract generalizations. Both questions will be discussed in this dissertation.
I think we should also make a distinction here between ordinary, daily-life concepts,
and scientific concepts. In contrast with scientific concepts taught in educational settings,
daily-life concepts are usually learned by many different experiences or by means of extensive communication with peers or parents. With respect to this contrast, also Carrol’s
notion of the many different meanings that can exist for a particular object or event in a
population of people is of importance here. One of the aims of science is to define concepts
as clearly as possible so that in a group of peers the concept has a more or less uniform
meaning. According to the problem-posing approach I introduced in section 2.2, this
should also be the aim of science education. One of the activities with respect to this aim is
to explicate the different meanings of a concept in a group of students, for example by
means of group discussion. Further, concepts are evaluated in terms of its relative adequacy for an individual’s purpose. In education, this means that the teaching of concepts
should be accompanied by such an evaluation, which is one of the foundations of the problem-posing approach.

2.3.2 Quantification
The word quantitative refers to a quantity which refers on its turn to predicates with which
humans add notions of number and magnitude to events or objects and which can be subject to arithmetical and mathematical operations12,13. The process of quantification, which
is then the addition of quantitative predicates to events or objects is not mere a process in
the scientific endeavor of understanding our ambient world. Many concepts in daily life are
quantitative in nature as well, for which we need to quantify, for example, concepts related
to commerce, locomotion, orientation, construction, and so on.
Because of their effort to understand the nature of mathematics, Lakoff and Núñez
(2000) have proposed a framework, which explains how mathematisation yields understanding14. Their thesis is that almost all mathematical ideas arise as conceptual metaphors.
According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), conceptual metaphors are cognitive mechanisms,
which allow us to reason about one kind of thing as if it were another. Some mathematical
operations involve innate capacities of our brains. For example, subitizing is the ability to
12

Mathematisation is the reduction to a rigorous exact form and has therefore a broader meaning than quantification. Indeed, quantification contributes to exactness and therefore often constitutes mathematisation.
However, a mathematical form is not necessarily quantitative.
13
Quantitative predicates are not the only predicates by which numbers are assigned to events or objects.
Numbers can be used as well as nominative predicates to classify objects or events. For example, numbers
can be used to classify the different colours of paint. However, the order of these numbers has no meaning,
nor does arithmetic make sense. These nominative numbers can therefore be seen as substitutes of names.
The use of numbers as comparative predicates, however, allows not only classification, but also comparison.
Examples of these predicates are the Saffir-Simpson scale of the damage-potential of hurricanes or the IQscale in psychology. We can say, for example, that a hurricane with damage potential three is more destructive than a hurricane with damage potential two. Still, the difference between two numbers on a comparative
scale has no meaning. It makes no sense to say, for example, that a hurricane with damage potential four minus a hurricane with damage potential one yields a hurricane of with damage potential three. Hence, arithmetic is only meaningful with quantitative predicates. For a more extensive elaboration of the different (quantitative) predicates, see Ellis (1966) and Campbell (1957).
14
Although Lakoff and Núñez (2000) focus on mathematics and arithmetic, their findings may count for
quantification as well
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recognize small numbers – newborns can recognize numbers up to four. However, subitizing cannot account even for arithmetic: we cannot subitize, for example, 4 + 3. For this operation, we need a conceptual metaphor. Abstract concepts are typically understood, via
conceptual metaphor, in terms of more concrete concepts. These concrete concepts are embodied, which means that they are concrete because we have learned them by means of actions of the fingers, hands, feet, legs, and by means of our senses, in particular by visualization and touch. Basic arithmetic, for example, is explained by subitizing and four distinct
but related embodied conceptual metaphorical operations: object collection, object construction, using a measuring stick, and moving along a path15. Children usually learn these
operations with actions of their fingers, hands, feet, and so on. Lakoff and Núñez (2000)
have made plausible that all major mathematical operations and expressions, even those
common in non-Euclidian geometry and the mathematics of complex numbers, can be
traced back to (operations with) embodied conceptual metaphors. Mathematizing, as a
form of understanding, can be seen as concretizing abstract concepts by means of embodied conceptual metaphorical operations.
The conception of quantification of Lakoff and Núñez explains why it is an extremely powerful tool in science. First, it enables us to handle the large numbers that can
be found in nature or the fractions that arise in many scientific disciplines, like in genetics.
Second, it enables us, by measurement, to determine very exactly certain differences or
similarities between events or objects. On its turn, third, this strongly increases the validity
and reliability of generalizations. Moreover, fourth, abstract, and quantitative scientific
concepts can also be understood by concretizing these concepts by means of embodied
conceptual metaphorical operations.
It is worth mentioning that the framework of Lakoff and Núñez disagrees with Galileo’s
famous expression that the language of the universe is mathematics. Instead of a language
in which the universe is ‘written’16, mathematics can rather be seen as a language of a human origin in which we ‘read’ the nature. This language is made up of a set of metaphors,
which are ultimately all embodied. Thus, by adopting a framework like this we should rewrite Galileo’s expression with respect to the human nature of quantification, as Malvern
did as follows:
Our theories about the universe may have to be mathematical, then, not because Nature ‘speaks’ that way but because this is the way which over a long period of time we
have found it best to ‘listen’. 17, 18
(Malvern, 2000, pp. 65)

I agree with this conception of quantification. Quantification should be seen as a human
effort with powerful applications in science. Therefore, science education should aim at
15

The metaphor ‘object collection’ is the ability to recognize that addition and subtraction can be seen as
respectively adding objects to a collection of other objects and taking objects away from a collection of other
objects. The metaphor ‘object construction’ enables us to conceptualize numbers as wholes made up of parts,
for example in the sentence: “If you put 2 and 2 together, you get 4”.
16
Herewith I do not refer to any believe in a ‘writer’, which equals the intelligent design hypothesis. Although I think this is a misconception as well, this is outside the realm of this dissertation.
17
Although Malvern uses here the term mathematisation instead of quantification, this statement also counts
for quantification. Indeed, as I argued before, quantification can be seen as a part of mathematisation.
18
With “over a long period of time” Malvern could probably have meant the time needed for developing science and mathematics as human enterprises. However, it can also be seen as the time needed for the evolutionary development of mathematics as a human cognitive ability. Both are indeed long periods, which extend the human generation time.
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showing these powerful applications without denying their human origin. This agrees with
the idea of Freudenthal (1991) that mathematics is a human activity, which is, rooted in
common sense (rather than highest order thinking which can only be comprehended by the
gifted mind). According to this view, quantification should be taught by starting with students’ experiences. Quantitative concepts can be constructed gradually in more detail by
reflecting on these experiences. The design of such a teaching-learning process is a central
issue in this study.

2.3.3 Quantitative concepts
According to the foregoing sections, a ‘quantitative concept’ can be seen as a generalization, which is abstracted by means of quantification. Superficially, this can be called a
‘quantity’. However, with respect to the objects of this study I assign broader as well as
more specific meanings to the term ‘quantitative concept’. The meaning of a quantitative
concept is broader in the sense that it refers not only to quantities, but also to certain values
of quantities, relation between quantities (which can on its turn be seen as a quantity as
well), or certain patterns in a relation between quantities. The more specific meaning of a
quantitative concept accounts for Carrol’s (1962) definition of a ‘concept’ (see section
2.3.1). Herewith, I address the notion of the contexts in which a quantitative concept is
used and got a meaning19. These notions stem – directly or indirectly – from students’ experiences with the contexts by which they assign a particular meaning to a quantitative
concept. In biology education, one can talk about biological meanings with respect to contexts, which deal with living beings. Moreover, when a biological meaning is assigned to a
quantity, one can talk about a biological quantity20.
I use the term ‘quantitative concept’ rather than ‘quantity’ to specify certain ‘quantitative content’ in biology education and for which the term quantity is neither sufficient
nor appropriate. Let me illustrate this with two examples. The first example stems from
investigations on students who measured an electrocardiogram. In fact, they measured the
physical quantity ‘voltage’. During observations, I observed that students called this quantity ‘heart activity’. They assigned a meaning to the ECG-patterns and called this the representation of the ‘heart activity’. However, ‘heart activity’ is not a common quantity in the
scientific sense. I prefer to call this a quantitative concept rather than a quantity to distinguish common scientific definitions of quantities from students’ notions of quantities.
The second example is about quantitative concepts, which can have a common meaning in science, but which refer to patterns in the relation between quantities rather than
quantities itself. For example, the ECG of a healthy person holds typical patterns, which
are indicated with the letters P to T – one usually talks about the P-peak, the QRScomplex, and the T-peak. These patterns are definitely quantitative, yet they cannot be
called quantities. Moreover, these patterns have names because of the particular meanings,
which are assigned to it in certain contexts, which accounts for Carrol’s (1962) definition
of a ‘concept’ (see section 2.3.1). Indeed, many concepts in science can be better described
19

With respect to the use of contexts as an entity in which a concept gets a particular meaning, a context can
be seen as a human practice according activity theory. Indeed, Carrol’s (1962) definition of a ‘concept’ accounts as well for human practices in which particular meanings for concepts emerge.
20
This is not to say, however, that biological quantities can only be measured in or by living organisms. For
example, a biological meaning can as well be assigned to physical quantities, which are measured in vitro.
Nor do biological quantities differ fundamentally from physical or chemical quantities because of a biological meaning. For example, in both expressions ‘the length of a human’ and ‘the length of wall of a house’ the
quantities ‘length’ do not differ fundamentally from each other. However, only in the first expression, the
term ‘biological’ is appropriate because it refers to a context of the living nature by which a biological meaning is assigned to the quantity ‘length’.
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by number patterns visualized by graphs than by words only21. This also explains why science textbooks usually hold many graphs.

2.3.4 Representations of quantitative concepts
Quantitative representations are any kind of depiction with which notions of number and
magnitude can be expressed and which can be used to represent quantitative concepts.
Common quantitative representations in education are symbols, numbers, formulae, tables,
graphs, schemes, and diagrams. Further, different media can be used for representation,
like speech, gestures, writings on paper, or the computer screen.
Within a single science subject, one usually agrees upon the use of symbols, numbers, formulae, and tables22. However, one does not always agree upon what can be called
a graph, diagram, or scheme and how these should be used. Indeed, the meanings of these
terms overlap in common speech (Oxford English Dictionary, 2005). In this dissertation, I
hardly discuss schemes and so it is not required to specify their meaning. In contrast, I will
refer often to graphs, which I define as a collection of all points whose coordinates satisfy
a given relation. Cartesian graphs are a special class of graphs, which are plotted in a
(two-dimensional) Cartesian plane. Moreover, I will also refer to the term diagram, which
is in this case a figure that can hold one or more graphs.
In science, any representation of quantitative concepts can be seen as tools for communication (Lynch & Woolgar, 1990). The content it represents does not directly determine the type of representation. For example, a Cartesian graph depicting the course of the
blood pressure during a heartbeat can be either a representation of a mathematical model,
which reflects how scientists think blood pressure behaves, or a representation of an actual
measurement. In this case, a Cartesian graph can be used to represent either a set of numbers of theoretical origin or a set of empirical data. Both the quantitative representation and
the textual or pictorial context in which the quantitative representation is embedded determine to what extent a reader is able to determine the nature of the represented. Issues concerning different communicative uses of representations will be discussed elsewhere in this
dissertation in more detail (see section 2.4.2).
It is important to concern the question whether quantitative concepts can be seen
apart from their representations. According to a cognitive perspective, such a distinction is
appropriate. For example, with respect to models, Gilbert and Boulter (1998) distinguished
between mental models and expressed models. The first are held by individuals and are
personal and private representations unobservable to others. In communication with others,
the mental model should somehow be expressed by speech or writing and becomes available for discussion with others. This is when a representation emerges, because it is a tool
for communication. This view on models may count as well for quantitative concepts (in
section 2.4.4 I will elaborate in more detail the relation between models and quantitative
concepts). In my view on learning and teaching, however, I argued that a cognitive perspective is not an appropriate starting point for this study (see section 2.2). Rather, quantitative concepts will be studied by their modes of communication by which they get a
meaning. These representations are the only ‘things’ we can observe directly. Note, how21

According a semiotic framework, texts consist of any kind of symbols humans assign meaning to (usually
called ‘signs’). According this view, even graphs can be approached as texts (see for example Roth et al.
2002). A quantitative concept therefore does not necessarily need to be described by written or spoken words
but can also be described by pattern in a graph.
22
Between different school disciplines like physics and mathematics, however, differences exist between the
notations of formulae and symbols (Ellermeijer & Heck, 2003). Therefore, confusion exists what is exactly
meant by the different types of symbols used in formulae.
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ever, that these ‘things’ are not limited to written or drawn objects. Spoken words as representations of quantitative representations may be valuable data as well.

2.4 Difficulties with quantitative concepts
There is an extensive amount of literature on difficulties with number and magnitude in
science education. Such literature can be recognized by headers holding intriguing terms
like ‘quantitative literacy’, ‘mathematical skills’, ‘numeracy’, and so on. This research
field is somewhat diffuse because such terms are often not rigorously defined. This diffusion is reinforced by the existence of different theoretical perspectives by which researchers implicitly or explicitly approach the use of quantitative concepts, which on their turn
induces different types of research questions. This section focuses in particular on such
perspectives with a twofold aim. First, I attempt to overview the research field I studied by
presenting the perspectives I encountered (but limited to biology education). Second, I will
point out which of the perspectives I think are appropriate in biology education, thereby
sketching some directions for research.

2.4.1 Cognitive approaches
A cognitive view on science education holds several limitations with respect to studying
learning processes and designing teaching methods (see section 2.2). Such limitations
count for explaining difficulties with quantitative concepts as well. For example, Tairab
and Khalaf Al-Naqbi (2004) recently studied how secondary school science students interpret and construct scientific graphs. They subjected 94 Grade 10 (15-16 years) secondary
school students to a variety of graphing tasks and finally they concluded that:
The study found that both groups of students were unable to attend globally to the
whole graph: as such, their interpretation ability was quite low when asked to interpret
graphs in a qualitative manner by describing and explaining what the graph represents.
(Tairab & Khalaf Al-Naqbi, 2004, pp. 131)

Conclusions like this have been very common as outcomes of research on graphing in the
1980s and the 1990s (see for example Wavering, 1989; Beichner, 1990; Berg & Smith,
1994; Berg & Philips, 1994). However, such outcomes of a cognitive view in which graphing is seen as an ability or as knowledge represented in students’ minds have been criticized by Roth and McGinn (1997). They pointed out that such a view leads to problems,
which have methodological as well as educational consequences. Firstly, it leads to a
common attribution problem that locates difficulties in students’ deficient cognitive apparatus. Roth and McGinn emphasize here research in the Piagetian tradition, which frequently uses students-as-concrete-thinker, or student-lacking-logical-thinking-structures as
resources to explain failures to do graphing tasks according to researchers’ standards (see
for example Wavering, 1989; Berg & Philips, 1994). Roth and McGinn illustrate the drawbacks of such a perspective by saying that according to such a view:
Younger students and anyone else who is not a “formal thinker” cannot be expected to
graph properly. If teachers (or researchers) take this perspective, they may easily
blame deficiencies on students’ cognitive abilities and end in a state of despair.
(Roth & McGinn, 1997, pp. 93)
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Thus, it is to be expected that a problem analysis according to a cognitive perspective leads
easily to the conclusion that students are not ‘able’ to handle representations of quantitative
concepts rather than criteria for educational design.
Secondly, a cognitive perspective on the use of quantitative concepts may lead to
an assessment problem of how to account for variations in performance across contexts
and tasks. Roth and McGinn (1997) underpin this problem by the given that research in the
everyday use of mathematics shows that test performance is different when the contexts of
testing are changed. They state that mathematical performance cannot be isolated as cognitive ability in people’s heads.
Nevertheless, many studies concerning difficulties associated with quantitative concepts are still limited to certain domains while they implicitly assume validity in other domains as well (see for example the studies of Marsh & Anderson, 1989; Lenton & Stevens,
1999; Lenton, Stevens & Illes, 2000; and Tariq, 2002). According such assumptions difficulties with quantitative concepts should be due to difficulties with ‘quantitative skills’. As
I pointed out here, such a belief has methodologically questionable consequences.
As I explained before in the introduction, it is nowadays widely believed that cognition and skills are situated and that the transferability of skills from one domain to another
domain is not an easy, straightforward process. This was already realized by many biology
educators from both universities and secondary schools when they experienced that most
students who mastered quantitative skills in separate mathematics courses are not able to
apply these in biology, for example when solving common problems. These educators
therefore proposed curricula (see for example Gross, 1994; Jungck, 1997; Phoenix, 1999;
Gross, 2004; Hoy, 2004; Brent. 2004; Bialek & Botstein, 2004) or design approaches (see
for example Smith & Thomerson, 1990; Snyder, 1999) in which quantitative skills are
taught strongly and logically tied together with the teaching of factual knowledge of the
biological disciplines in which they are commonly applied. This was already advocated by
Schwab (1962), who studied the explicit teaching of science as inquiry in the context of,
among others, the Biological Sciences Curriculum Studies. Indeed, in a recent study with
1780 high school biology students it has been found that students who enrolled in an integrated Advanced Placement Biology/Advanced Placement Calculus course got significant
higher achievements for Advanced Placement Biology exams than students who enrolled
in traditional separated courses (Lukens & Feinstein, 2000). Although the study does not
point out the design of the courses and, especially, differences in content between the integrated and the separated courses, this study indicates that integration of quantitative methods like calculus and biological content is more effective than teaching those separated.
However, this is not to say that the many studies which investigate the necessary
‘numeracy’, ‘quantitative skills’, or ‘school biology mathematics’ are fruitless. For example, the Bio2010 project (Gross, 2004) lists a number of quantitative skills for undergraduate education for scheduling biology and math courses. The explicit aim of this list is to
determine which quantitative skills should be mastered in which biology courses and in
association with which biological topics, and vice versa, which biological examples could
be used for the teaching of which quantitative skills. Another example is a list of the ten
most important formulae in biology (Jungck, 1997), which explicitly connects major scientific achievements in certain biological domains to the underlying mathematical formulae.
Not surprisingly, these formulae look very different from each other. This reflects the domain-specificity of representations of quantitative concepts.
In section 2.2 I already pointed out that frameworks which focus on students’ abilities rather than the circumstances in which students construct knowledge are not fruitful as
grounding frameworks for improving science curricula. Moreover, more or less the same
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cognitive frameworks seem to be ineffective to explain students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts. I therefore did not apply a cognitive framework to approach the teaching of
quantitative concepts.

2.4.2 Representations of quantitative concepts in practices
In section 2.2 I explained that concerns with the unproductive and ineffective cognitive
approaches have lead to several studies in which both science and science education were
approached from a social perspective. With respect to quantitative concepts, such studies
propose frameworks in which the use of quantitative concepts is seen as a social activity
rather than a cognitive ability and which take into account the relations between people, in
particular scientists, students and teachers, and their settings and practices (see for example
Roth & McGinn, 1997; Roth, 2003). Such studies have shed a new light on difficulties
with quantitative concepts due to a focus on representations of quantitative concepts, like
graphs, as situated artifacts of practices (in an activity theoretical sense – see also section
2.2.2) rather than direct expressions of students’ or scientists’ cognitions. This perspective
therefore connects difficulties with quantitative concepts to certain practices by means of
representations. This connection was one of my concerns in section 2.3.4 and it might
therefore be fruitful to explore further this field of study. Further, some of these studies
were particularly involved with secondary biology education. I will therefore discuss these
studies in detail here.
A study performed by Roth, Bowen, and McGinn (1999) focused in detail on the role
of high school biology textbooks in the appropriation of authentic scientific graph-related
practices. To get a better understanding of this role, they compared graphing in high school
biology textbooks with graphing in scientific ecological journals. Based on this study and
earlier studies, the researchers first constructed a categorization of graph uses.
The ontology of Roth, Bowen and McGinn is based on graphing resources. These
are elements of graphs, associated captions, and main texts, which facilitate graph reading
and therewith decrease the so-called interpretative flexibility of graphs. Examples are the
line of the graph, labels, scales (representations of quantities), units, plotted data points,
difference markers that indicate particular aspects of the graph, and legends. Although the
researchers focused in their study on textbooks and journals only, the constructed ontology
included more graph uses. For example, curves rendered by means of gestures during faceto-face conversation were also part of this categorization. Finally, with respect to different
types of graphing, the researchers distinguished between various kinds of scatter plots with
either data points and/or plots of mathematical models visible, graphs of mathematical
models, so-called ‘graphical models – graphs without scales or units or curves accompanied by axes only, and curves rendered by means of gestures (see Figure 2.1).
Roth, Bowen, and McGinn aimed at indicating differences in graphing practices in
science and science education. Therefore, they counted the frequency of the different categories in both sections on ecology in six different high school biology textbooks and five
annuals of leading scientific ecology journals. The outcomes showed dramatic differences
in graphing between science and science education. While graphical models (Figure 2.1f)
hardly appeared in scientific ecology journals, they appeared frequently in high school biology textbooks (up to one graph per five pages). In contrast, scatter plots with individual
data points (Figure 2.1a-d) or plots of mathematical models (Figure 2.1e) frequently appeared in scientific ecology journals while they hardly appeared in ecology sections of
high school biology textbooks. Given the differences in graphing resources between the
different graph types, the investigators concluded that “scientific journals provided more
resources to facilitate graph reading and more elaborate descriptions and interpretations of
26

graphs than the high school textbooks.” This is a remarkable conclusion, because graphs in
high school biology textbooks are usually read by novices in the domain, while graphs in
scientific ecology journals are read by expert graph readers.

Figure 2.1 Eight subcategories of graphing as a social practice: (a) scatter
plots including data points only; (b) scatter plots with line connecting
points; (c) scatter plots with best-fit curve (and/or statistics); (d) scatter plot
with plot of mathematical model; (e) graph of mathematical model; and
graphical model (f) without scales or units or (g) curves accompanied by
axes only and (h) curves rendered by means of gestures during face-to-face
conversations (Picture from Roth et al., 1999).
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A model for graph reading
The findings of Roth, Bowen, and McGinn (1999) raise the question about the consequences of graphs with little graphing resources for novice graph readers. An answer to
this question is given by studies that focused in detail on how experts and non-experts read
biological graphs (Bowen, Roth & McGinn, 1999; Roth & Bowen, 2001; Roth, Bowen &
Masciotra, 2002). In one of these studies (Roth et al., 2002) scientists, biology teachers and
university students were recorded over a period of two year in different settings (teaching,
small group tasks, conference presentations, public lectures) in which they read one of
three graphs identified in a study of Roth et al. (1999) as very common in science. To analyze the data sets, the researchers constructed a semiotic model of graph reading in which
graphs and their captions are seen as texts.
At one level, graphs are texts that can be structurally analyzed in terms of their constituent signs and the relations of the signs. At a second level, graphs are signs that refer to other material configurations (signs, things) that people phenomenologically
ground in the world.
(Roth et al., 2002, pp. 332)

Thus, reading graphs consists of two processes: structuring (things into signs) and grounding (signs into world). Based on this model of graph reading, the researchers analyzed the
extensive data sets of experts and non-experts reading graphs and found the following
characteristics of graph reading:
At some lowest level, graphs never become texts that signify anything beyond themselves but are the focus of all activity. At a second level, reading is a semiotic activity
that structures the text and subsequently relates it to the description of worldly situations. Finally, when graphs and situations are very familiar, we observe transparent
readings that provide competent readers with transparent access to the objects signified.
(Roth et al., 2002, pp. 332)

Thus, graph interpretation is dependent of two factors. First, it is dependent of graphing
resources in the graph, which enable the reader to structure the graph and subsequently relate it to the descriptions of worldly situations. Second, interpreting graphs is dependent of
the extent to which worldly situations described by the graph are familiar to the reader of
the graph. These two factors explain students’ difficulties with graphs in biology textbooks. Indeed, in a comparable study by Bowen et al. (1999) it was found that scientists
drew on a large stock of worldly situations to make judgments about the meanings of
graphs with little graphing resources. Because of this large stock of worldly situations, they
successfully interpreted graphs. In contrast, students referred to a relatively small number
of worldly situations due to which they often failed in interpreting the graphs.
In this study, I assume that difficulties with graphs count for other representations as
well. Hence, I assume two factors play a role in difficulties with quantitative concepts.
First, representations of quantitative concepts may provide too little resources out of which
the student can construct meaningful signs, which he can relate to worldly situations. Second, students’ knowledge of worldly situations, which they can relate to signs in representations of quantitative concepts and by which they are able to make judgments about the
meaning of the graph, is usually limited. Moreover, the effects of both factors amplify each
other. Because of their limited knowledge of worldly situations associated with quantitative concepts, lesser than experts students have means for interpreting representations of
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quantitative concepts with little resources provided. Based on these assumptions, we can
sketch some clues for solutions for difficulties with quantitative concepts in pre-university
biology education.
An obvious solution to difficulties with quantitative concepts is to redesign their representations so that students are provided with sufficient resources for interpretation.
Herewith, the focus is on the first factor, namely the provision of sufficient resources in
representations of quantitative concept. Indeed, as part of their study on graphing resources
in biology textbooks, Roth et al. (1999) already provided some examples of appropriately
redesigned graphs. These suggestions may be especially valuable for textbook developers.
In this study, however, I will focus on the second factor. Therefore, I will aim at contributing to a durable development of students’ knowledge of worldly situations by which they
can make judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts.
Durable development of students’ knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts
Which teaching activities support a durable development of students’ knowledge of
worldly situations by which they can make judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts? According to me, such activities aim at students’ construction of knowledge about the practices by which representations of quantitative concepts
emerge. This knowledge can be called epistemic knowledge. Among others, it may have to
do with knowledge of the theory-guided construction of representations of quantitative
concepts out of empirical data; the scientific or professional contexts in which comparable
representations emerge; the aims of representations of quantitative concepts in textbooks;
and the nature of science in general. This will be discussed in more detail in section 2.6.
According to the textbook analysis of Roth et al. (1999), practices by which students
construct epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts are uncommon
in biology education yet. It is therefore worthwhile to aim at the improvement of this aspect of biology education. Moreover, one of the general aims of this study is to investigate
the possible role of ICT in teaching quantitative concepts. With respect to this aim, I think
ICT can play a useful role by contributing to students’ development of epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts. Indeed, in science and science education
many applications of ICT can support the construction of representations of quantitative
concepts, like modelling programs; automated measurements; automated analysis of empirical data, and spreadsheet programs. The question then arises in what respect such programs support a durable development of students’ epistemic knowledge, and, hence, of
worldly situations by which they can make judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts. This will be further discussed in section 2.5.

2.4.3 Causal reasoning
Another perspective on difficulties with quantitative concepts concerns causal reasoning. A
causal explanation explains something in terms of its causes. A particular quantitative concept, for example a pattern in a quantitative relation or a value of a quantity, can be explained by causes for these patterns or values. In that sense, by means of causal explanations we can assign meaning to certain patterns in quantitative relations or certain values of
quantities. For example, the pattern in the relation between bramble density and light intensity (see Figure 2.1, section 2.4.2) can be explained causally by stating that light is a
factor which determines the brambles’ growth speed, but that there are also other factors
playing a role, like moisture or nutrients. The causal explanation can be further explored,
for example, by laboratory experiments in which a single factor is investigated.
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Students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts may be due to difficulties with
causal explanations. If students do not understand or do not know appropriate causal explanations, they have no means to assign meaning to certain patterns in quantitative relations or certain values of quantities. In characterizing difficulties with quantitative concepts, we should pay attention to causal reasoning as well.
Proximate versus ultimate causal explanations
In biology, causal reasoning may be complicated because of the different types of causal
reasoning that exist. Mayr (1961) addressed a distinction between two types of causal explanations in the life sciences: proximate and ultimate causal explanations. Later, Mayr
(1997) defined these two explanations as follows:
All the activities or processes involving instructions from a program are proximate
causations. This means particularly the causation of physiological, developmental, and
somatic programs. They are answers to “How?” questions. Ultimate or evolutionary
causations are those that lead to the origin of new genetic programs or to the modification of existing ones - in other words, all causes leading to changes that occur during
the process of evolution. They are past events or processes that changed the genotype.
They cannot be investigated by the methods of chemistry or physics but must be reconstructed by historical inferences - by the testing of historical narratives. They are
usually the answer to “Why?” questions.
(Mayr, 1997, pp. 67)

For example, the phenomenon that a plant grows towards the light can be explained
proximately, on the one hand, by describing physiological, developmental, and somatic
programs that cause the plant to grow towards the light. On the other hand, we can explain
the phenomenon ultimately by describing an evolutionary plausible ontology of these genetic programs. In the biological sciences, valid causal explanations for events and phenomena usually consist of both ultimate and proximate causal explanations23.
With respect to the use of quantitative concepts proximate and ultimate explanations
are different. Ultimate explanations are usually of a narrative nature. The use of quantitative concepts in the construction of ultimate causal explanations is therefore limited. Of
course, this counts especially in education. In contrast, quantitative concepts usually play a
role in the construction of proximate causal explanations. These kinds of explanations can
be constructed by the methods of physics and chemistry, which involve the use of quantitative methods.
Difficulties with proximate explanations
A study of Abrams, Southerland, and Cummins (2001) showed some of the consequences
of the duality in causal explanations for biology education. They asked 96 secondary
school students from different grades how certain common phenomena of life occurred,
like the phenomenon that a bean plant grows towards the light. The majority of the stu23

Sober (2000) argued that a distinction between proximate and ultimate explanations is not unique for biology. Rather, evolutionary theory, as the framework for ultimate biological explanations, is related to the rest
of biology the way the study of history is related to many of the social sciences. The centrality of evolution is
therefore a special case of a more general idea, which says that nothing can be understood ahistorically. In
physics, for example, current events are explained ultimately as well, like the current structure of the universe, which is explained by the Big Bang. However, the notion of historical studies, which are required in
every discipline for complete understanding, is probably not very obvious in education. Rather, this idea may
be more explicitly apparent in biology education than in any other of the science education subjects.
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dents did not give a proximate explanation for such phenomena. On the contrary, many
students responded spontaneously with an explanation, which can be called ultimate-like or
teleological.24 It is important to note that the researchers were only interested in the nature
of the response. Thus, the question was left open whether the answers of the students were
sound from a scientific point of view.
The results of the study of Abrams et al. (2001) indicate that students find it difficult
to give proximate explanations. Rather, they tend to give teleological explanations. This
was explained by the researchers as due to influences outside school that stress on evolutionary adaptations, and, hence, on narratives, like movies about natural phenomena. However, Keleman (1999) argued that in the daily-life domain causal reasoning is often anthropomorphic or teleological. This is explained as the formation of folk theories in attempts to
understand phenomena in the ambient world. These folk theories are sufficiently effective
in daily life and therefore students tend to construct anthropomorphic or teleological explanations in biology education as well.
In short, students may have difficulties with quantitative concepts due to misunderstanding or not knowing causal explanations by which they assign meaning to these concepts. Therefore, we should take into account the construction of causal explanations in the
design of an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts as well. That is, we should
design practices by which students construct causal explanations by which they can assign
meaning to certain patterns in quantitative relations or certain values of quantities. This
counts in particular for proximate causal explanations because these are often bound up
with quantitative concepts.
Students tend to explain ultimate-like or teleological rather than truly ultimate or
proximate. Although it would be interesting to investigate the backgrounds of this aspect of
students’ behavior, it is not the aim of this study. Rather, this study investigates students’
proximate causal reasoning as an aspect of assigning meaning to quantitative concepts.
Accordingly, I assume that students’ proximate causal reasoning is informative with respect to probing students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts.

2.4.4 Models and modelling
Quantitative concepts are often explained by means of models. For example, in biology the
quantitative concept population growth can be explained with the aid of various population
growth models. Such models show different kinds of population growth of which each examples can be observed in the real world, like exponential and logistic population growth.
The other way round, models often hold quantitative concepts. A population growth model
holds quantitative concepts like population size or time.
The word model has many different meanings in the context of science and science
education. Gilbert and Boulter (1998) characterized scientific models as tools to investigate
systems, by means of formulating hypotheses about objects, phenomena or processes, in
short targets of the model. Besides targets, one can as well distinguish a source from
which the model is constructed. In biology, this distinction may be important. For example,
while modelling the beating of the heart, the target is the beating heart (which is not directly observable in daily life), while the source is the human body from which empirical
data are retrieved by means of, for example, ECG and fMRI. Note that targets as well as
24

Abrams, Southerland, and Cummins (2001) referred in such cases to ultimate explanations. However, an
ultimate explanation should refer to the theory of evolution but this could hardly be found in students’ answers. However, students’ explanations often referred to purposes which may have an evolutionary significant meaning. Such answers are therefore indicated as ultimate-like, or, in a more neutral way, as teleological.
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sources can be physical objects. However, only sources allow direct measurements and observations based on which models can be constructed and revised. Although targets can be
physical objects, this does not necessarily be the case. In many instances a target does not
exist in the ‘real world’, especially when a model is constructed for the first time. Rather,
targets first exist as theoretical entities only and might become a part of the ‘real world’
when the models, which are describing parts of it, are tested thoroughly over again or when
some undisputable proof for their existence is given. For example, Gilbert and Boulter referred to black holes, which were for a long time only known as theoretical entities. At the
other hand, some targets remain forever in the theoretical world because their existence in
the ‘real world’ is falsified, like happened with phlogiston. The process of modelling can
therefore be seen as a way of building the ‘real world’.
It is important to realize the distinction between the model and its representation. A
model is at first a human idea about the ambient world. This idea can be represented by
something physical, like writings, drawings, or computer graphics. Representing models is
important, because it facilitates reasoning about the model, which enhances model construction. Moreover, represented models play an important role in the communication between scientists. Gilbert and Boulter (1998) distinguish with respect to modes of communication between mental models, expressed models and consensus models. The first are
held by individuals and are personal and private representations of a target (Johnson-Laird,
1983). In communication with others, the mental model should somehow be expressed by
speech or writing and becomes available for discussion with others. Through comparison
and testing of expressed models, a given social group may reach agreement on their expressed models and therewith construct consensus models, sometimes also called conceptual models (Greca & Moreira 2000). Finally, scientific models can be seen as consensus
models in the scientific society (Gilbert, Boulter & Elmer, 2000).
In accordance with the above definitions of models, different modelling processes
can be distinguished, like mental modelling, expressing models, and the collective practice
through which a given social group may reach agreement on their expressed models, which
is the construction of consensus or conceptual models25. Moreover, modelling may be the
endeavor of a scientific society in which scientists express and communicate models
Modelling as a practice of individuals or groups is often named after the tools, which
are used to model. For example, mathematical modelling can be seen as modelling practices in which persons or groups use mathematical tools to construct models. However, the
term ‘mathematical’ does not say much about the social characteristics of the process. It
might be a personal process of an individual scientist as well as a process with many individuals discussing and reshaping an expressed model. The same counts, of course, for
computer-based modelling, which is one of the processes in which computers are used as
tools to express mental models into conceptual or scientific models.
In science education, the word ‘modelling’ is sometimes confusing. With respect to
the definitions of modelling stated above, modelling in the context of science education is
usually the practice by which an individual learner or a group of learners express models
and discuss it with each other or the teacher. Many different particular practices are covered by this definition. However, teachers sometimes refer to ‘modelling’ when they actu25

Following activity theory I discussed in section 2.2.2, both individual and collective expression of models
can be seen as social practices. Indeed, modelling as a personal practice is mutually dependent of reasoning,
which is the use of language in thinking. By means of reasoning, a mental model might be expressed as a
logical structure of symbols with a particular meaning grounded in language. This logical structure creates
enhanced opportunities for reasoning about the model, which then can be seized to refine and reshape the
model.
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ally mean a particular instance of it, namely computer-based modelling. In other instances
the term ‘modelling’ refers to simulation practices through which the learner can study the
behavior of a given consensus or scientific model by manipulating parameters and running
the model.
A modelling perspective might yield better understanding of some of students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts. As an example, I will discuss an issue raised by Paton
(1996), which concerns an apparently simple modelling problem. The problem starts with a
task, which could virtually be used to assess students’ performance in a simple modelling
problem (See Box 2.1 – the reader is strongly encouraged to try the task before going on to
the discussion of the outcomes of the task).
Box 2.1 A biological modelling problem discussed by Paton 1996)
Scientists studied the way an organ in one’s person responded to a new drug. In a series of trials,
they injected a measured amount of the drug into the blood vessel supplying the organ and a
short time later measured the amount of substance X that left the organ in the blood vessel draining it. The table below shows the results from the series of trials. For this person the values for a
given amount of the drug were always the same.
Amount of drug
injected
(µg/l)
0
2
4
6
8
10

Amount of substance
X leaving the organ
(µg/l)
0
6
12
18
24
30

• Question 1: How much of substance X would you expect to leave the organ if 4 µg/l of the
drug were injected?
• Question 2: What would you expect the amount of drug injected to have been if 12 µg/l of
substance X were released?
• Question 3: How much of the substance X would you expect to leave the organ if
12 µg/l of drug were injected?
• Question 4: What would you expect the amount of drug injected to have been if 4
µg/l of substance X left the organ?

Paton argues that the most common set of responses for question 1 to 4 is 12 µg/l, 4 µg/l,
36 µg/l, and 4/3 µg/l, respectively. Further, a common generalization of the experiment
may be expressed as the following transfer function rule: IF drug into organ is A µg/l
THEN substance X out will be 3 x A µg/l. However, this solution holds a number of assumptions, which are not made explicit. These assumptions involve, among others: a
closed or open system; the extent to which the experiment is controlled; if interpolation or
extrapolation is appropriate; the uniformity of response; monocausality versus multicausality; and so on. Typically, a high number of such assumptions are associated with modelling
problems, not at least in biological modelling problems. Thus, when using the above task
as a unit in a performance test for logical reasoning, students’ answers may differ from the
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above. However, answers different from the above may represent outcomes associated
with different but valid assumptions. For example, with respect to the assumptions made,
Paton (1996) argues that the following answers are also correct:
1. Table [in Box 2.1] may be used directly in this case to give the answer 12 µg/l.
2. The answer to this is that you cannot say definitely; 4 µg/l is the most likely given
the nature of the experiment but other output patterns that remain consistent with
the available data are possible. For example, the drug may work to give stepwise
values so that, depending on the operation of a particular threshold function, either
3 or 5 µg/l of drug could give twelve µg/l of X.
3. The answer to this is that you cannot say definitely; 36 µg/l is a very likely answer
but it must be borne in mind that an extrapolation is required on the data set above
the maximum of 10 µg/l given in the table. It could be that the relation changes
above 10.
4. The answer to this is that you cannot say definitely; 4/3 µg/l would be the value
consistent with the transfer rule noted above but issues raised in both question 2
and 3 must also considered here.

The aim of this discussion is to show how an apparently simple modelling might be very
complicated if one takes into account all assumptions and logical reasoning patterns associated with the modelling problem. With respect to the use of models in education, this has
some consequences for the teaching and learning of quantitative concepts.
In science education, scientific models are often used without referring to the assumptions made. Such models are simply presented as facts, like the heliocentric model of
the solar system. Probably as a result, students therefore see most scientific models they
encounter in science education also as facts (Grosslight, 1991; Treagust, 2002). Consequently, quantitative concepts are taken very literally as well when they are taught as aspects of models. This may induce conceptual difficulties when students are expected to apply such quantitative concepts in real-world situations – assumptions, which were ignored
when the models were presented, will again play a role then. In such cases we can compare
models in science education with the apparently simple model of Paton (IF drug into organ
is A µg/l THEN substance X out will be 3 x A µg/l.). Students will learn that the quantitative concept ‘substance X out’ is always ‘3 x A’. However, when they apply this in a real
world situation, they might experience situations in which ‘substance X out’ is not ‘3 x A’
at all. To avoid conceptual problems with quantitative concepts, which are parts of models,
and to enable students to cope with cases in which models are not valid, students should
have some understanding of the assumptions made with the construction of the apparently
simple model. To put it short: this involves epistemic knowledge of the model.
Paton’s model is an idealized example to show some problems, which can play a role
in educational modelling practices. However, these problems are likely to occur. For example, in my own teaching practice, students learned by means of a Mendelian model
about the heredity of eye-color. However, when they estimated phenotypic frequencies of
different eye colors in their own family, they encountered heredity patterns, which could
not be explained by the Mendelian models they had learned. This raised many questions,
which they could not answer. As a result, the conception of a quantitative concept like the
probability of a certain offspring became troubled. Thus, the ignorance of assumptions that
played a role in Mendelian models of heredity resulted in confusion with students.
One can propose that a modelling process can be made explicitly to deepen understanding of a certain quantitative concept. For example, confronted with empirical observations that do not agree with Paton’s apparently simple model students might try to revise it.
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However, the aim of the educational practice might then shift from the quantitative concepts to the modelling process. The question thus remains whether such an approach is appropriate to teach the quantitative concepts involved. To overcome this problem, modelling
practices therefore sometimes aim at the reconstruction or manipulation of existing conceptual models (rather than construction of models from scratch). Still, the question arises
to what extent students recognize those conceptual models as such and acquire better understanding of either the quantitative concepts involved or the modelling process. In a review on modelling in science education, Greca and Moreira (2000) state clearly that:
[...] students do not necessarily see those conceptual models as such. Firstly, because
they do not have the necessary knowledge of the field to interpret them as conceptual
models. It is as if we see Picasso’s Guernica for the first time, without knowing what
the Spanish Civil war was. One is able to see eyes paws, heads, knives, but the painting will be meaningless. Secondly, because students often do not understand that a
conceptual model is simplified and idealized representation of phenomena or situations, without being told the actual phenomena or situation.
(Greca & Moreira, 2000, pp. 6)

Thus, students’ success in learning quantitative concepts through models or modelling is
dependent of the availability of resources, which are necessary for interpreting the models
involved. This is more or less similar to students’ lack of resources in graph interpretation
practices. Indeed, quantitative models can be represented by graphs and many graphs in
textbooks are in fact representations of models. Similar difficulties with quantitative concepts both reported in graphing and modelling practices can be seen as equivalent teaching
difficulties. With respect to the teaching of quantitative concepts, an approach from a modelling framework does therefore not yield any particular clues except that modelling – like
graphing – is a practice in science. This similarity between modelling and graphing practices does not alter the potency of modeling as a teaching practice. Rather, both modelling
and graphing practices might contribute to students’ epistemic and conceptual knowledge
of quantitative concepts in a domain.

2.4.5 Conclusions and implications
In this section, I pointed out a number of perspectives on students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts I explored during my study. A cognitive perspective did not yield satisfying
explanations of students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts. A social perspective, however, led to the conclusions that students have particular difficulties with representations of
quantitative concepts, which they do not recognize as artifacts of human practices. Knowledge of the practices by which representations of quantitative concepts emerge, may therefore contribute to a solution for students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts. This was
defined as epistemic knowledge. In particular, this perspective provided a potential clue for
the use of ICT because in science and science education many applications of ICT can
support the construction of representations of quantitative concepts. Another perspective
took into account the reasoning associated with quantitative concepts. I concluded that students’ difficulties might be bound up with the proximate causal explanations by which they
assign meaning to quantitative concepts. In a solution for students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts, one should therefore take into account the construction of proximate causal
explanations. Finally, the role of models and modelling in students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts was explored. It was concluded that difficulties with models and model-
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ling was equivalent to students’ difficulties with graphs and graphing. Indeed, quantitative
models can be seen as particular kinds of quantitative concepts.

2.5 ICT in biology education
In this section, I will explore the use of ICT in biology education with respect to its contribution to the teaching of quantitative concepts. I will start with an overview of the different
uses of ICT in biology education. By reflecting on this overview, I will identify datalogging and modelling as promising applications for the teaching of quantitative concepts.
With respect to causes of students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts pointed out in the
previous section, I will point out why I finally made a choice for datalogging.

2.5.1 An overview of uses of ICT in biology education
An overview of ICT in biology education requires a framework for categorizing the various uses of ICT. An appropriate framework should cover all current uses of ICT in biology
education. Moreover, it should provide understanding for which educational practices
which kinds of ICT are used.
Bruce and Levin (1997) reviewed a number of classifications of educational technology. They related the historical development of uses of educational technology to the
frameworks behind categorizations of educational technology. They concluded that such
frameworks reflect then-current views on the use of educational software. Indeed, Scaife
and Wellington (1993) reviewed as well a number of classifications of uses of IT in education and none of these frameworks seemed to offer criteria to classify some typical current
practices of ICT, like the use of websites and collaborative projects like webquests.
In general, early frameworks of the 80s seem to focus on the technology itself, while
later frameworks of the 90s reflect awareness that features of hardware and software alone
do not determine educational practices or potentials. Bruce and Levin elaborated this
awareness by stating that technology is merely a means to approach a task when it is used
as a tool. They proposed an activity theory-like framework (see section 2.2) which characterizes the use of educational technology by practices. Bruce and Levin grounded these
practices in what Dewey (1943) identified as the major educational resources: the natural
impulses to inquire or find out things; to use language and thereby enter into the social
world; to build or make things; and to express one’s feelings and ideas. Accordingly, Bruce
and Levin made the following classification:
A. Media for Inquiry
1. Theory building (technology as media for thinking)
2. Data access (connecting to the world of texts, video, data)
3. Data collection (using technology to extend the senses)
4. Data analysis
B. Media for Communication
1. Document preparation
2. Communication (with other students, teachers, experts in various fields, and
people around the world)
3. Collaborative Media
4. Teaching Media
C. Media for Construction
D. Media for Expression
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Bruce and Levin systematically tested the classification and it covered all uses of technology they encountered. Moreover, by its very nature, it provides understanding for which
educational practices which kinds of applications are used. The framework of Bruce and
Levin seemed to be appropriate to get an overview of the different uses of ICT in biology
education.
Databases
The overview aimed at understanding in which practices of biology education which kinds
of applications of ICT are used. Therefore, ICT applications in biology education were
sampled from databases in two ways. Some existing databases were included integrally in
the sample, like BiosciEdNet and the Biology Education Software FAQ. Other databases
were constructed out of larger databases, like four annuals of teachers’ journals in the period 2000-200426 or a search on the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) database. Thereby, the selection and construction of databases was focused on variation in the
types of applications rather than the number of applications. The following databases were
finally selected or constructed:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Biology Education Software FAQ (Meir, 1999).
BiosciEdNet (BEN), AAAS. Browsed on august 25, 2004 by Resource Types “applications” and “simulations” (http://www.biosciednet.org/portal).
The search (biol*) and ((DT:ERIC = BOOKOR-PRODUCT-REVIEWS) or
(DT:ERIC = COMPUTER) or (DT:ERIC = COMPUTER-PROGRAMS)) in The
ERIC Database 2004/01-2004/06; and The ERIC Database 1992-2003.
Journal of Biological Education, Volumes 35-38 (2000-2004). Browsed articles
under the headlines ‘Interactive Learning’ and ‘Educational media’.
School Science Review, volumes 296-312 (2000-2004). Browsed for articles under
the headlines “Websearch” and “Reviews” (up to 2002).
The Science Teacher, volumes 69 (4)-71 (4) (2002-2004). Browsed for articles under the headlines “NSTA recommends” and “Taking Note”.

When a database entry pointed to another set of applications or database, this was browsed
as well. For example, BiosciEdNet pointed to a database of alternatives for dissection,
made by the NAVS (National Anti-Vivisection Society), which contains many anatomy
visualization programs. From the selected or constructed databases, titles were omitted that
were not explicitly intended for scientific/educational use, like the game SimLife.
Classification
For each subcategory of the classification scheme, Bruce and Levin (1997) mentioned
some examples of applications. These examples can be seen as discipline-specific fillings
of the subcategories. Thus, by filling the categorization with examples of ICT in biology
education mentioned in the databases, I gradually got a classification of applications of
ICT specific to biology education, which yielded finally a fine-grained description of the
different uses of ICT in biology education.
One should not confuse the examples with the types of uses of ICT. The categorization of examples is not based on the framework of Bruce and Levin but rather arbitrary,
pragmatic and domain-specific. However, these examples may be familiar for profession26

In one case (The Science Teacher), only two annuals of the period 2002-2004 were browsed due to limited
availability of the journal in the library.
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als like teachers and curriculum developers and may be relevant with respect to communicative generalization (Smaling, 2003)27.
Outcomes
The classification of Bruce and Levin (1997) filled with biology-specific examples is given
in Table 2.1. After each example one, two, or three titles are given. Moreover, the total
number of titles in the category is given as well (#).
Table 2.1 Overview of the use of ICT in biology education
Practices
Examples
A. Media for Inquiry
1. Theory building
Dynamic modelling
Quantitative model exploration
(quantitative simulation)
Virtual investigations (qualitative simulations)
Visualisation of molecules
Visualisation of real-world organisms
Virtual reality
Symbolic equation solving
2. Data access

3. Data collection

4. Data analysis

Examples of titles

#

Extend, Stella, Coach 5
Eco Beaker, Fish pond

3
47

Virtual Fly Lab,
BioLogica
RasMol, Protein Explorer
Interactive Frog Dissection, Virtual Cell
The Virtual Forest
Maple, Mathematica

13

Informative multimedia hyperbooks
Databases of digitised content
(general)
Databases of digitised realworld content (images and
video)
Linkpages, portals, webdirectories, resources pages
Bibliographic database
Online Journals

Mitosis and Meiosis Demystified, CellsAlive
All Species Inventory

63

Graphis gallery (Access
Excellence), MicroAngela
Geniusfind.com, Toxic
Lemon
Psci-comlit
Freemedicaljournals

8

Microcomputer-Based Laboratories
Remote scientific instruments
accessible via networks
Video recording

Coach 5, LabView

7

Eyes on the Bay

1

Fun with Flukes

1

Taxonomic analysis
Taxonomic identification

Cladistics, MacClade
Ecocam, ETI World Biodiversity Database

2
2

-

-

4
22
1
2

9

12
1
1

B. Media for Communication
1. Document preparation

27

In section 4.3.2 I will explain in some more detail this methodological consideration, which I applied in
other parts of this study as well.
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(continued)
2. Communication

Redistribution and exchange of
science education content
Discussion fora
Expert communication
Webquests

Cities of Science,
Teacher Resource Exchange
Science teacher's e-mail
discussion group
Meet the SEED experts,
Pantaneto forum
High School Science
Webquests, ThinkQuest

2
1
2
2

3. Collaborative Media

-

-

4. Teaching Media

Online courses
Online education centres

Cancernursing.org
APSnet Education center,
Smithsonian's Education
Website
Eco-Schools

1
6

The Molecular Biology
Notebook, Microbiology
On-line
Biology Exam Tutor, Digestive System Quiz
Webwise Spinneret Biology Website, Lesson
Planet
Science ICT Resources
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Science Animations,
Classroom Clipart
Education Using PowerPoint
Question Genie for Biology
FreeTeachingAids.com,
Secondaryscience.co.uk
TE-MAT Website, Wired
for health
Science Karaoke,
Download a Dinosaur

10

Science Education Review
High School Science
Webquests

1

Education Programme Information Site
Science education (multimedia)
hyperbooks
Drill and practice
Science teaching portals
ICT resources for teaching
(general)
Instructional animations, images, drawings
Multimedia presentations
Assessment tools
Curriculum development tools
Science teacher professional
development
Digital (re)distribution of traditional science teaching resources
Online education journals
Webquests
C. Media for Construction

-

-

D. Media for Expression

Illustrative animations

Animations Galore

1

4
5
1

4
1
3
8
17

1

1

Note The column named ‘#’ indicates the total number of applications found in this category
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Conclusions
Table 2.1 serves as an overview of the many different uses of ICT in biology education. It
lists the types of uses as seen through the framework of Bruce and Levin (1997). With each
use some examples and titles are given as well. This list gives some understanding of the
uses of ICT in biology education.
In biology education, ICT is used for inquiry and communication rather than for construction and expression. This reflects the nature of biology education as an activity in
which scientific content and practices are translated for learners. Moreover, it reflects the
nature of biology education as an activity in which learners communicate with each other,
the teacher, or experts in the field.
With respect to media for inquiry, many different applications exist for theory building and data access. In contrast, fewer examples are mentioned for uses of ICT like data
collection and data analysis. However, this does not mean that in biology such uses of ICT
are less frequently applied. Rather, applications of ICT for collection and analysis of empirical data are more generic. The same application can therefore be used in many different
teaching practices. Indeed, the many different programs that exist for exploring existing
theories each focus on a particular theory or phenomenon. In contrast, programs for investigating the ambient world by means of data collecting are usually more versatile.
In biology education, media for communication are mainly used for teaching. That is,
most communicative media are especially designed for the teacher to use it in his or her
practice. In some instances, these media are designed for students for communicating about
biology with experts in the field or with each other, but not so many different uses exist yet
for this purpose. However, some of these uses are very popular and rather large-scaled, For
example, many different schools participate world wide in ThinkQuest.

2.5.2 Teaching quantitative concepts with ICT
Of the four different uses of ICT, media for inquiry most obviously offer opportunities for
teaching quantitative concepts in biology education. Four types of this use of ICT can be
distinguished: media for theory building; data access; data collection; and data analysis.
Each of these might offer opportunities for the teaching of quantitative concepts. However,
the opportunities might differ with respect to overcoming difficulties with quantitative
concepts explained in section 2.4.
In biology education, the use of ICT for data analysis is mainly about taxonomic
analysis. This use of ICT offers as well some opportunities for teaching quantitative concepts. However, in Dutch pre-university biology education taxonomic analysis is only a
minor part of the curriculum. A quantitative approach of taxonomic analysis is therefore of
little practical benefit for pre-university biology education.
Data access, in all its forms, is a common use of ICT in biology education. However,
it is usually used for storing, browsing, and retrieving qualitative data. For example, since
the introduction of mass data storage on CD-ROM and the World Wide Web, multimedia
hyperbooks are very common uses of data access in biology education. However, these applications involve usually qualitative data, like movies, images, and texts. This does not
mean that data access cannot be applied to support the teaching of quantitative concepts.
Rather, the teaching of quantitative concepts might be supported by activities in which students’ access databases with quantitative data. This is interesting with respect to new developments in biology, like bioinformatics and genomics. However, Table 2.1 shows that
such practices are not common yet.
Uses of ICT as media for theory building offer many opportunities for teaching quantitative concepts. For example, computer-based modelling is commonly used to explore
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relations between quantities. Many different modelling applications exist, each with a different level of abstractness and access to the quantitative concepts involved. Moreover, virtual investigations, for example in the domain of genetics, are common in biology as well.
Such uses of ICT enable the user to do rather complex calculations with visual materials
rather than with symbols only. Symbolic equation solving is of course quantitative in nature. However, as far as I know, this is not a common use in secondary biology education.
Data-collection as well offers many opportunities for the teaching of quantitative
concepts. Indeed, Microcomputer-Based Laboratories, usually abbreviated to MBL and
also called datalogging or probeware, are intended for collecting and analyzing various
kinds of quantitative data. It enables the user to investigate relations between quantities in
real situations. Moreover, video recording can as well be applied to teach quantitative concepts, especially in the case mentioned in Table 2.1. Indeed, Microcomputer-Based Laboratories may contain applications for video recording and analysis as well.
Theory building and data collection seem to be particularly promising uses of ICT
for teaching quantitative concepts. Of these uses, computer-based modelling and datalogging appeared very useful to me. With respect to these applications, I will elaborate the
opportunities for teaching quantitative concepts in more detail.

2.5.3 Computer-based modelling
In pre-university biology education, computer-based modelling (or computational modelling) is mainly used for constructing models in a modelling environment and running and
manipulating simulations (Stratford, 1997). Model construction activities with a computer
program allow the student to build a model – if desired from scratch. The applications used
are often called modelling environments, because the student constructs something that
looks like a computer program. Indeed, any system, event, or process, which can be described in terms of arithmetical, algebraic, differential, or statistical operation, can be modelled, that is, converted in a set of algorithms.
Dependent on the modelling environment different types of models can be constructed. In some instances, even spreadsheet programs can be used to construct simple
models. However, several specific environments are especially designed for modelling
practices, eventually in educational settings. Such environments support building and editing sequences of formulae, either graphical or textual; the definition of initial values of parameters; the input of new values for parameters; and some facilities for graphical output.
Key features of modelling environments are alteration and editing the model. Moreover,
the model can be represented visually so that the student can distinguish easily the basic
concepts and relations of the model, like variables and parameters.
An interesting development in computational modelling involves qualitative modelling environments. These environments enable learners to construct conceptual computational models of systems and their behavior using qualitative formalisms (Bredeweg &
Forbus, 2003). This is useful in biological domains in which the mathematical formalisms
and representations are too complicated for students (see for example Bouwer, 2005). Such
environments can be applied to bypass partly complicated quantitative aspects while still
enabling students to explore the conceptual structure or behavior of a system. In this way,
these modelling environments can be used to prepare students to quantitative approaches.
Simulations are computer representations of particular scientific models. They allow
the student to interact with such models by running the simulation or by changing parameters and observing the effects. The user interface is in this case customized to the needs of
the particular application. Unlike modelling programs, simulations are designed to represent particular phenomena. The mathematical structure of the model is usually fixed. In
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some instances, the student may alter the model structure, but often the user can only
change parameters of the model. Usually, the user has no or very limited access to the
mathematical structure of the model. Common subjects for simulations in biology education are population biology (growth models) or genetics (heredity models). In these cases,
simulations are used to let students investigate the quantitative relations involved. However, in domains like ecology, simulations are sometimes used to enable the students to
investigate complex biological systems by manipulating parameters and observing the effects. In such cases, the mathematical core is often not accessible to students because of its
complexity and the simulation is used as a microworld to investigate typical behavior of a
biological system (like competition in an ecosystem). The same technologies can be used
to enable the student to study biological phenomena, which are difficult to investigate empirically because of their time span or magnitude (like behavior of ecosystems).
Most modelling programs offer opportunities to construct models and to represent
these as simulations for the learner. This enables an author to construct a model and to
cover its mathematical structure with a user interface, which is designed for certain educational purposes. The modelling program can then be seen as an authoring environment for
simulation practices. Moreover, this enables the author to construct a learning environment
in which the learner gradually gets increased access to the model behind the simulation.
The access may be at first limited to some of the parameters. With the course of the teaching process this may be extended with access over all parameters and eventually to parts of
the structure of the model and, finally to the whole structure. As such, a modelling environment might be used to teach the modelling process backwards and to show how a scientific model can be manipulated, is build up, and may be even revised with respect to the
aims of the model.
Another application of computer-based modelling is analytical modelling. It supports
the analysis of empirical data sets. The user can chose a particular mathematical function
of which he thinks this describes best the pattern found in the dataset. The modelling environment automatically varies the parameters of the chosen function until it finds a best fit
with the pattern in the dataset. In this way, the student can easily find out which mathematical function describes best the patterns in the data, which may help him to articulate
and to verify ideas about the nature of the observed trends.
In biology education, the use of simulations is rather common, while model construction is not widely used yet. This is reflected by Table 2.1, which holds an exceptional high
number of examples of simulation practices as compared to examples of educational uses
of model construction. However, the low number of examples of modelling environments
also reflects their generic nature. A single example of a use of a modelling package does
not mean that it is the only possible use.
Computer-based modelling and the teaching of quantitative concepts
Computer-based modelling offers opportunities for the teaching of quantitative concepts,
which are closely related to the use of models in science. One of these is the use of a model
as a research tool. This is used to obtain information about a target, which cannot be observed or measured directly. Accordingly, simulations allow studying quantitative concepts, which cannot be observed directly in the classroom. Moreover, aspects of dynamic
quantitative processes, which are difficult to ‘visualize’ by pictures in textbooks, can be
studied with a dynamic model. Indeed, a study in which students were taught ecological
concepts by means of simulation programs indicated that it helps students to understand
the dynamic nature of ecological phenomena and its relation with the mathematical construction (Korfiatis et al., 2000).
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Further, in science, a model is usually kept as simple as possible. Dependent on the
modeller’s aims, some aspects of the target can be excluded from the model. With respect
to the teaching of quantitative concepts, this might help students to focus on particular abstract (quantitative) concepts or isolated variables, which are normally combined (Osborne
& Hennessy 2003). Indeed, early research findings showed that modelling helped students
to identify relations between components of a (virtual) system and to learn to control it
(Gagne, Wagner & Rojas, 1981). As such, modelling programs might provide students
with experiences that facilitate conceptual development in a particular domain (Schecker,
1993), or might support identification and revision of scientifically inconsistent conceptual
understandings (Brna, 1987, 1991; Gorksy & Finegold, 1992; White, 1993; Stratford,
1997). This might count especially for quantitative concepts involved with modelling processes.
In section 2.4 I discussed difficulties with teaching quantitative concepts associated
with the use of models and modelling. Of course, these difficulties also count for computer-based modelling. Students may focus on quantitative concepts in the computer-based
model without realizing that meaning of these concepts is limited to the target, which is
modelled. Indeed, students attribute a great deal of authority to the computer and may develop misunderstandings by taking too literally representations of such abstract concepts
(Wellington, 2004). Further, students may focus too strongly on the quantitative components without being able to translate these to the ‘real-world’. For example, although the
above-mentioned study of Korfiatis et al. (2000) fostered better understanding in the dynamical nature of ecological processes, they also mentioned drawbacks with the meaning
students assigned to quantitative concepts:
The emphasis given to advancing the capabilities of the students in using computer
programs offered them a good comprehension of mathematical perspectives as well as
manipulating them, facts reflected in their essays. By contrast, it became evident that
emphasizing mathematics could obscure the biological and ecological aspects of modelling. This latter point is also pointed out by students themselves. They suggest that
more emphasis should be put on explaining the meaning of the biological concepts
while simulating models.
(Korfiatis et al., 2000, pp. 1278-1279)

Moreover, in computer-based modelling programs, the models themselves have a pictorial
or symbolic representation and the outputs of the models or simulation involved are often
graphs of quantitative concepts. Thus, the de facto representations involved with computerbased modelling do not differ much from representations of quantitative concepts found in
textbooks. There is no reason to believe that the difficulties students have with representations like graphs I explained in section 2.4 do not count for the representations commonly
used with computer-based modelling. I do not think students have fewer problems with
interpreting the symbols used in simulations than with interpreting the symbols used in
graphs. Nor do I think students are provided with sufficient resources to make judgments
about the meanings of simulations. Thus, with respect to the indicated difficulties in section 2.4, computer-based modelling offers no particular solutions.
This is not to alter, however, the potency of modelling practices in teaching quantitative concepts. Indeed, modelling may be a fruitful activity when students have acquired
some familiarity with the quantitative concepts involved, for example by means of empirical observations or measurements providing them with resources necessary for modelling
practices.
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2.5.4 Datalogging
Datalogging involves the use of electronic devices and computers to measure and record
physical quantities. Data can be collected using a sensor and an interface, which converts
the analogical signal into a digital signal, which is subsequently stored or downloaded into
the computer for display and analysis. It is common to present the data graphically while
they are gathered. In this way, a real-time graph of a sensed quantity in an experimental
setting can be presented on the computer screen.
With respect to the use of measurement devices for sensing, a distinction can be
made between Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBL) and datalogging. MBL refers to
a microcomputer (today personal computers) as the central device. Sensors are connected
with the computer intermediated by an analog-digital converter. However, especially for
measurements in the field, for example in a pond outside the school, a setup with a personal computer is not practical. Therefore, devices have been developed which allow the
user to measure remotely from the computer. These devices usually consist of a sensor and
a module for storing the measured data. Later, the data can be downloaded into a computer.
For such devices, the term dataloggers are usually preserved. However, with datalogging
one can also mean the computer-mediated collection of data, without referring in particular
to devices with which one can measure remotely from a personal computer (see for example Newton, 2000). Moreover, modern MBLs might hold various applications, of which
some have not directly to do with the collection of data, like actuators. In this thesis, I use
the term datalogging in the same meaning as Newton (2000). Thus, datalogging is seen as
the computer-mediated collection of empirical quantitative data, which can be a component
of an MBL, whether the sensor is remote from the computer or not. According to this
meaning, a datalogger is any computer-holding device by which empirical quantitative data
might be collected.
Datalogging is currently seen as the most significant form of ICT for science teaching (Osborne & Henessy, 2003). Nevertheless, it took some time before its potential was
fully recognized. Early research projects concerning datalogging sometimes reported no
significant better learning outcomes as compared to traditional teaching approaches (see
for example Powers & Salamon, 1988; Adams & Shrum, 1990). However, it is now realized that together with new teaching opportunities the use of datalogging introduces new
learning outcomes as well (Rogers, 1997). Because less classroom time is spent to traditional teaching aims, datalogging practices might even affect traditional learning outcomes
negatively. Thus, evaluations of the benefits of the use of datalogging should take into account its new teaching aims and related learning outcomes. Comparative studies that focus
on traditional learning outcomes might therefore be invalid, a point already stressed by
Gredler (1996). Research of the last decennia is therefore focused on inventorying new
teaching aims.
Datalogging and the teaching of quantitative concepts
By nature, datalogging involves the process by which worldly situations and phenomena
are translated into visible quantitative concepts. Consequently, it contributes to students’
development of epistemic knowledge, that is, knowledge of the practices by which representations of quantitative concepts emerge. In this respect, it has the potential to solve difficulties in the teaching of quantitative concepts I addressed in section 2.4. However, a
number of possibilities of datalogging appear to be especially promising with respect to the
development of epistemic knowledge and the assignment of meaning to quantitative concepts observable in the data.
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First, datalogging is seen as an effective aid for exploring and interpreting graphical
displays of empirical data (Rogers, 1995; Rogers & Wild 1994; Weller, 1996; Newton,
1997a, 2000). Hereto the nature of the data samples contributes because electronic systems
can collect large amounts of high quality data. Students are therefore less often confronted
with insufficient or too messy data. Moreover, the software reduces the effort students
must invest in presenting data graphically so that they can invest more effort in interpretive
activity. Finally, the software allows students to explore the data and present it in different
ways with a low investment of time and effort. Several tools enable students to manipulate
easily their graphs and to magnify certain regions of it, making it easier to highlight characteristics in the patterns of graphs. Indeed, it has been found that students invented techniques for manipulating data in the service for emerging understanding (Russel, Lucas &
McRobbie, 2003). In science textbooks, graphs are always represented statically and cannot be manipulated in service for interpretation. However, research has shown that manipulation of graphically represented data might foster interpretation of the graph, especially
when the reader does not dispose of domain-specific resources for graph reading (Bowen
et al. 1999; Roth & Bowen, 2001). The use of datalogging might offer such opportunities.
Second, datalogging supports conversation about data (Barton 1997b; Newton,
1997b). This is because of the multiple representations of information about which students can talk (real-world, table, graph, animations of measurement display). This enhanced conversation not only helps students to develop communications related to graphs.
Rather, talking about gathered data helps to develop students’ appreciation of the meaning
in their data (Newton, 1997b; Barton, 1997a) and allowed students to evaluate critically the
appearance of the graphic display (Russel, Lucas & McRobbie, 2004). In this sense, datalogging might as well offer opportunities for the assignment of meaning to quantitative
concepts.
Third, as compared to traditional measurements, datalogging affects positively the
process of data collection. Students may gather first-hand experimental data, which offer
genuinely scientific experiences (Weller, 1996). Further, data collection might be more extensive because of the high sample rate (Barton 1997b) and low cost-effectiveness-ratio
(Scaife & Wellington, 1993). Moreover, datalogging serves potential gains in the types and
quality of data that students can access (Scaife & Wellington, 1993; Rogers & Wild, 1996;
Rogers, 1997). For biology, this latter point might be of particular interest. Indeed, examples of particular measurement opportunities, which are not possible with traditional measurement methods, are already described, like recording the activity rhythms of small
mammals (Cheverton & Ebling, 1997), or logging the growth of a yoghurt culture (Wild &
Bateman, 1995).
Finally, datalogging enables the student to repeat measurements and to vary the experimental conditions. This is widely recognized as a major benefit of datalogging as compared to traditional measurements (Rogers, 1995; Rogers & Wild 1994; Weller, 1996;
Newton, 1997a, 1998, 2000). As a result, datalogging enables the student to obtain high
quality graphs of empirical data even in domains in which quantitative concepts traditionally cannot be investigated practically.

2.5.5 Conclusions
In this section, I explored the use of ICT in biology education with respect to teaching
quantitative concepts. I first overviewed the use of ICT in biology education, which appeared to be limited to inquiry and communication. I discussed this overview with respect
to opportunities for the teaching of quantitative concepts. It appeared that media for inquiry
were most promising for the teaching of quantitative concepts, in particular media for the45

ory building and data collection. This counted particularly for computer-based modelling
and datalogging. Each of these uses was discussed with respect to the difficulties with
quantitative concept I identified in section 2.4.
In pre-university biology education, computer-based modelling is mostly used for
manipulating parameters of simulations. At one hand, such practices might support students to accentuate the conceptual structure of a domain or to identify and revise scientifically inconsistent conceptual understandings. At the other hand, however, computer-based
modelling may hold difficulties with quantitative concepts, which are comparable to difficulties with representations of quantitative concepts in textbooks. It is therefore questionable whether computer-based modelling contributes to a solution for difficulties with quantitative concepts I identified in section 2.4.
Datalogging seems to be a promising tool in the teaching of quantitative concepts. It
offers extensive opportunities for the manipulation of graphical data, for students’ conversations about data, and for the types and quality of data gathered. Moreover, datalogging
especially supports students’ development of epistemic knowledge of representations of
quantitative concepts. On its turn, this might support the process by which students assign
meaning to the quantitative concepts observable in the data. Therefore, I focused this study
on the use of datalogging in teaching quantitative concepts.

2.6 Epistemic knowledge and practical measurement activities
Datalogging is a means to automate partly measurements and the representation of gathered data. According to my framework of science teaching proposed in section 2.2, students should have some authority over the materials with which they work. Moreover,
when students handle the datalogging equipment themselves they have opportunities to
discuss the operation of the equipment and the data collected. Thus, I suppose that the
benefits of datalogging show up best when it is embedded as a practical measurement activity in a teaching method. In this section, I will address the supposed development of students’ epistemic knowledge by means of datalogging as a practical measurement activity.
First, I will discuss some frameworks concerning the natures of knowledge that students
can develop by means of practical work. Thereafter, I will focus on epistemic knowledge
to be developed by measurement activities in particular.

2.6.1 A framework for practical work in science education
Practical work refers to any teaching and learning activity, which involves the students in
observing or manipulating real objects and materials. Although there is no doubt that such
settings can contribute to science learning, research findings on the efficacy of practical
work are usually confusing and generally inconclusive (Hodson, 1993). To overcome this
situation, Hodson (1996) conceptualized practical work in terms of three distinct purposes:
y to help students learn science – acquire and develop conceptual and theoretical knowledge;
y to help students learn about science – develop an understanding of the nature and methods of science and an awareness of the complex interactions
among science, technology, society and the environment;
y to enable students to do science – engage in and develop expertise in scientific inquiry and problem solving.
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These purposes each assign a different meaning to the word ‘science’. These meanings are
more or less the meanings Driver et al. (1996) assigned to the word ‘science’ in science
education:
y a product (a body of knowledge);
y an enterprise (the institutionalized pursuit of knowledge of the material
world);
y a process (a way of conducting inquiry).
According to this view, we can distinguish two types of epistemic knowledge of science
content. First, knowledge can be developed about the nature of science as a human enterprise. Second, it involves knowledge of methods of enquiry.
In projects like APU (Fairbrother, 1991) and PACKS (Millar et al., 1994), it was attempted to describe the development of epistemic knowledge involved with problem solving activities in which students perform practical measurement activities. These projects
yielded models (the APU- and PACKS-model respectively) of sequences of activities in
which students might construct epistemic knowledge. These models are not appropriate for
describing the constructed knowledge during a single measurement activity because in
such models a measurement is depicted as a black box. In this case, however, I am interested in the contents of the black box. Moreover, these projects focused on science as a
problem solving activity and emphasized the construction of epistemic knowledge more or
less independently from science content.
According to my framework on teaching and learning science, I argued that knowledge is situated (see section 2.2). That is, the context in which knowledge is constructed
cannot be seen apart from the knowledge itself. Indeed, I argued that difficulties with
teaching quantitative concepts are caused by a lack of attention to the processes by which
scientific knowledge is constructed (see section 2.4). The construction of scientific knowledge might therefore be supported when students do science or learn about science, and,
hence, develop epistemic knowledge. Furthermore, I am particularly interested in single
measurement activities rather than sequences of practical work aimed at problem solving.
With respect to this interest, I will attempt to describe the relation between the context of a
measurement activity and the epistemic knowledge developed therein.

2.6.2 Epistemic knowledge in a measurement activity
A common definition of measurement is the assignment of numbers to fundamental attributes of objects or events (Kyburg 1984; Ellis, 1966; Campbell, 1957). This classical conceptualization of measurement focuses mainly on physico-mathematical aspects. These can
be elaborated to describe all techniques and devices through which geometric models mediate the interpretive relation between theory and data (Lynch, 1991).
However, in a measurement activity, the epistemic knowledge constructed by either a
student or a researcher not only involves the physico-mathematical aspects of the measurement. Rather, ample research has shown that the reasons for which measurements are
conducted should be understood by their socio-cultural context as well (Kuhn 1961, Latour, 1987; Lynch, 1991; Matthews, 1994). Accordingly, I developed a model to describe
the elements playing a role in the construction of epistemic knowledge during a measurement (see Figure 2.2). This model takes into account both the physico-mathematical aspects and the socio-cultural context that play a role in a measurement.
The model distinguishes four basic elements. The target accounts for the measurement context as a human practice (see also section 2.2.2). With respect to this practice, cer47

After measurement moment (with data)
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Before measurement moment (without data)

tain purposes determine which knowledge is
target
to be constructed. The target is the ‘thing’ of
which knowledge is to be constructed by
means of the measurement. The purposes,
on their turn, are determined by the sociocultural aspects of the measurement context.
The target can be either a physical obobject
ject, like the sun or a human body, or an invisible, theoretical object, like an atom or an
ecosystem. Usually, the knowledge to be
constructed involves only an aspect of this
‘thing’. This aspect is distinguished as
meaningful with respect to the purposes of
device
the measurement. For example, in the context of developing a sun protection cream, it
is meaningful to measure the intensity of
UV radiation in solar light. Further, the target holds a dual identity during a measuredata
ment: it is something of which an aspect is
unknown yet before the measurement starts,
while the outcomes of the measurement Figure 2.2 Epistemic elements of a measmight yield a description of an aspect of the urement activity.
target.
The physical aspects of a measurement context constitute the object of the measurement. The dashed arrow between the target and object indicates their relation. This relation
can be rather obvious. For example, one might assess the beat frequency of the heart (target) by counting the pulses at the wrist (object). However, in other instances, this relation
is not so obvious. This is in particular the case when the measurement object is a model of
the target. For example, in physics education, it is common to do measurements on mechanical models, like a pendulum or a spring. In such cases, it may be not so obvious to
students on which target the measurements is aimed. Understanding the relation between
the target and the object is required for the construction of knowledge about the target.
This understanding can be seen as an aspect of the development of epistemic knowledge
during a measurement.
It is important to note that in some cases target and measurement object can be very
closely related to each other. For example, when I measure my own length with the aim to
know how tall I am, target and object are the same. Such measurements involve so-called
fundamental quantities (Campbell, 1957), like mass and length, which can be measured
directly by means of a single measurement using standard units and which, basically, do
not need any prior measurement. Not surprisingly, these kinds of measurements are very
transparent to students.
The third element is a measurement device. It should be aimed to receive a signal
from the measurement object. Subsequently, the measurement device converts the signal
into data, which are displayed, for example on a display or in a graph (in case of datalogging). The route of the signal from measurement object to the data is depicted with a
closed arrow to indicate a direct relation between the object, device, and data. Traditional
measurement theories usually aim at the description of the physico-mathematical nature of
this relation (see for example Kyburg 1984; Ellis, 1966; Campbell, 1957). It must be said

however, that the relation between object, device, and data holds as well social components, like agreements about calibrations and measurement methods.
Between the preparation and conduction of a measurement activity, two kinds of
manual, gestural, and verbal operations can be distinguished28. Some operations are only
aimed at one of the four elements of the model. Other operations are aimed at the relation
between two or more elements. For example, students might discuss how to set up the device with respect to the properties of the measurement object. These relations are indicated
with dashed lines between the elements. In these latter operations, another distinction can
be made between operations taking place either before or after a measurement. Thus, this
distinction is based on the assumption that a measurement activity is a discontinuous process with respect to the moment on which a measurement actually takes place.
The difference between the processes before and after the measurement moment, respectively, is the involvement of the data. In the operations before the measurement moment, the data are not playing a role because they do not exist yet. After the measurement
moment, the data emerge and may be involved in further operations. Of course, in the next
measurement activity, the data of the preceding measurement activity can play a role in the
preparation. In the model, the different types of operations are depicted left and right of the
elements respectively: the arrows at the left side indicate operations in which data may
play a role, while the arrows at the right side indicate operations in which data do not play
a role yet.

2.6.3 The contribution of datalogging to a measurement activity
Based on the epistemic model of a measurement activity as a situated human activity, we
can elaborate in more detail the possible role of datalogging in students’ development of
epistemic knowledge.
Newton (1998) discussed a number of operational skills, which play a role during
datalogging. These skills should be mastered before the data collection can take place, like
checking and assembling laboratory apparatus; selecting sensors and interface; making
connections; starting up; checking software settings; trial run. According to the epistemic
model of a measurement, these operational skills aim primary at the measurement device
and object, in this case the datalogging software and hardware and the laboratory setup.
These operational skills are in particular of concern before a measurement has taken place.
In traditional measurement activities, the preparations before the measurement moment and the subsequent display of data usually take up all classroom time. Little time is
left for conversation about the measurement device, object and target, let alone relations
between those elements. The data itself rather than construction of knowledge about the
target are often the aim of measurement activities. In contrast, datalogging supports the cyclic nature of a measurement activity. Usually, time is left to interpret the data and to discuss and adjust other elements of the measurement activity in relation with these results. In
particular, datalogging supports discussing the target where it is all about in relation with
other elements. On its turn, this supports the understanding of a measurement activity as a
cyclic process that is aimed at construction of knowledge about the target rather than the
28

The term ‘operations’ should be conceptualized broadly. It might be literally manipulating a device or object, but it might also be a conversation about one of the elements or the relations between. Moreover, gestures aimed at one of the elements are also considered operations. According to Roth and Welzel (2001)
manual manipulations, gestures, and speech are all of the same senso-motorical origin. Indeed, during measurements there is a continuum between manual manipulations, gestures, and conversations. This is probably
because talking about the objects, which can be manipulated by the hands, is supported by gestures. Their
common origin justifies to be all covered by the term operations.
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collection of data. Indeed, as said before in section 2.5.4, this is mentioned as an important
benefit of datalogging. Moreover, the measurement objects subject to datalogging can be
really part of worldly situations. These worldly situations support students to make judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts, which are comparable to the data.

2.6.4 Conclusions
In this section, I attempted to describe how datalogging contributes to the development of
students’ epistemic knowledge. With respect to common frameworks on the character of
knowledge developed by practical work, it can be concluded that datalogging contributes
mainly to the development of epistemic knowledge involved with learning to do science.
That is, it helps students to develop knowledge about the methods by which representations
of quantitative concepts emerge. However, epistemic knowledge cannot be seen apart from
the content of the measurement.
A model was constructed in which a measurement activity is approached as a situated human activity. It describes significant elements in the process of the construction of
epistemic knowledge, like the measurement object, the device, and the data. Moreover, it
shows how these elements contribute to the construction of knowledge about the target of
the measurement. As such, the model may be useful to analyze students’ learning processes during a measurement activity with respect to the development of epistemic knowledge. It must be said, however, that the model aims in particular at single measurements. It
does not describe the contribution of a measurement to the construction of epistemic
knowledge involving the nature of science as a human enterprise.
The model made clear how and why datalogging could support students to make
judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts. First, it contributes to the cyclic nature of a measurement activity. Such a cyclic process supports the construction of knowledge rather than data collection only. Second, datalogging creates the
opportunity of measurements of worldly situations. This supports students to make judgments about the meanings of representations of quantitative concepts, which are comparable to the data. As such, datalogging-mediated measurements may support both learning to
do science and learning science. In what respect datalogging contributes to learning about
science is not described by the model.

2.7 Preliminary research question
This study aims to show how ICT can be applied in teaching quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education. According to my view on learning and teaching, I suppose
this should be shown by the design of an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts. The preliminary research question of this study can therefore be specified as follows:
How can the use of ICT contribute to an adequate method for teaching
quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education?
The initial orientation on this question clarified some core issues with respect to an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts. I proposed that students’ development of
epistemic knowledge may support the interpretation of representations of quantitative concepts. On its turn, this may support the construction of proximate explanations by which
students can assign meaning to representations of quantitative concepts. Finally, I argued
that datalogging offers opportunities for students’ development of epistemic knowledge. I
pointed out in detail how datalogging-mediated measurement activities may contribute to
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the development of epistemic knowledge. Based on the theoretical orientation, an initial
hypothesis could be formulated:
In an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts in pre-university
biology education:
1. Datalogging supports students’ measurement activities;
2. Which supports students’ development of epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts;
3. Which supports the process by which students assign meaning to the
quantitative concepts by means of associated proximate causal explanations.
In my view on learning and teaching (section 2.2), I argued that the construction of knowledge is situated. Thus, the research question is meaningless without a content-specific domain in which this problem can be investigated. This induces the aim to get an overview of
the role of quantitative concepts in the content-specific domains in the pre-university biology education. Such an overview may provide better understanding of domains in which
the above research question can be studied. Furthermore, this overview may underpin the
relevance of this whole study because it yields as well indications of the significance of the
use quantitative concepts in biology curricula.
With respect to these latter research aims, this study will continue with a search for
an appropriate domain by studying the role of quantitative concepts in the pre-university
biology curriculum.
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3 Research domain
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will describe the search for an appropriate domain for this study. The appropriateness of this domain was determined by the opportunities it could offer for investigating the application of ICT in teaching quantitative concepts. To investigate which domains met this requirement, a research approach was chosen which yielded a domainspecific overview of the role of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology curricula.
As a result, this approach not only yielded potentially appropriate domains but also rather
general data about the role and significance of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. In this chapter I will presents these outcomes as well.
This study was rather explorative and some choices and assumptions had to be made
to keep the study concise. However, it should yield a valid and reliable overview of the
significance of quantitative concepts in different pre-university biology curricula. Therefore, I will first address some methodological issues (section 3.2) and underpin the choice
for studying the National Curriculum (section 3.3) and the National Exams (section 3.4)
Finally, based on the outlines of these studies and some other pragmatic considerations I point out the choice for an appropriate domain. Based on this choice, I will formulate a domain-specified research question (section 3.5).

3.2 Methodological notes
In this section, I will discuss two methodological issues that played a role in this study.
First, I will point out how I selected the databases of this study. In particular, I will discuss
the framework on which I based this selection. Second, I will discuss issues concerning the
probing of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology curricula.

3.2.1 Database selection
The Dutch pre-university biology curriculum consists of many different materials and
practices. Among others, it holds the National Curriculum, National Exams, textbooks,
specific materials for practical activities, and so on. Moreover, it holds practices in classrooms in which teachers, students, and technical assistants participate. The question arises
which parts of the curriculum should be selected as databases for investigation.
A framework for curriculum inquiry has been proposed by Goodlad, Klein and Tye
(1979). It accounts for the socio-political and technical-professional processes of adoption
and implementation of curricula. Such processes cause ideal curricula to differ from what
is finally taught in the classroom practice and learned by students. Goodlad, Klein and Tye
(1979) distinguished five different representations of curricula, which each represent a
stage between ideal curricula and the learners’ minds. Table 3.1 presents these curriculum
representations with their major actors and typical databases.
A more reliable overview of the role of quantitative concepts would be obtained by
studying all kinds of curriculum representations. However, getting an overview of the use
of quantitative concepts by studying perceived, operational, and experiential curricula
would take too much time. It involves studying students and teachers’ conceptions by
means of classroom observations, interviews, and so on. Moreover, ideological curricula
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may account little for actual teaching practices (see for example Van Berkel, 2005). Formal curricula, however, are to a reasonable extent representative for what is actually happening in the classroom, while the databases involved are usually concise and consist of
written materials.
Table 3.1 Different representations of curricula as distinguished by Goodlad, Klein and Tye (1979)
Curriculum
Actors
Typical databases for investigation
Ideological curricula
Curriculum committees,
Products to serve decision making and curpolicy makers, academic
riculum development, textbooks, workresearchers
books, teachers’ guides
Formal curricula

Curriculum committees,
policy makers, academic
researchers, educators,
teachers

Curriculum guides, adopted texts, units of
study set forth by a curriculum committee,
textbooks, workbooks

Perceived curricula

Teachers, parents

Interviews, questionnaires, recorded discourse on the curriculum, articles in teachers’ literature

Operational curricula

Teachers, students

Recorded classroom practice, interviews,
questionnaires

Experiential curricula

Students

Recorded classroom practice, interviews,
tests, questionnaires

Within formal curricula, Van den Akker (1998) distinguishes between formal curriculum
documents with a prescribed/obligatory status, like National curricula and National Exams,
and curriculum documents with an exemplary/voluntary status, like textbooks and workbooks29. By their very nature National curricula and National Exams are both concise and a
more or less reliable overview of the contents of the curriculum. I therefore decided to investigate these databases30.

3.2.2 Probing the use of quantitative concepts
The aim of this study was not to describe all quantitative concepts in formal curricula.
Rather, I would like to get an overview of the significance of these quantitative concepts in
different domains. It was therefore sufficient to probe the appearance of quantities and
quantitative methods in domains of formal curricula. Indeed, when quantities or quantitative methods are mentioned, quantitative concepts will likely play a role as well. However,
two considerations are of importance here. First, the differences between quantitative concepts are bound up with the different meanings assigned to it. On its turn, these meanings
are dependent of the use in different contexts. For example, the voltage of the heart differs
from the voltage of a neuron, although in both cases the quantity voltage is mentioned.
29

With this example of the status of textbooks as voluntary curriculum materials I refer to the Dutch situation
in which biology departments choose a textbook out of a number of different textbooks which are usually
developed by different independent publishers. In some countries, however, textbooks have an obligatory
status because they are prescribed by the national or regional government.
30
Textbooks offer a reliable overview of the contents of the curriculum as well. They might even better give
account of classroom practices than, for example, National curricula. In this case, however, I first wanted to
explore the curriculum rather superficially to obtain an appropriate domain, which then could be further studied by means of textbooks (see sections 5.3 and 5.4).
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Therefore, it is important to take into account the different biological contexts in which
quantities are mentioned. With respect to these biological contexts, one may talk about biological quantities (see also section 2.2.3). Consequently, I probed for biological quantities
in content-specific domains of formal biology curricula.
Second, in Dutch National curricula of science subjects, quantitative methods are
formulated as general skills apart from domain-specific content. With respect to the situated nature of knowledge and abilities, I believe that the context in which these ‘skills’ are
mastered determines what is actually practiced and learned in the classroom (see section
2.2). For determining the significance of quantitative concepts in formal biology curricula,
in particular with respect to domains, these ‘skills’ are less representative than biological
quantities. Nevertheless, an overview of these general ‘skills’ exemplifies the expectations
of formal curricula with respect to the use of quantitative concepts. I will therefore provide
a concise overview of the quantitative skills in the National Curriculum.

3.3 Quantitative concepts in the National Curriculum
In this section, I will present the outcomes of an investigation of the role of quantitative
concepts in the Dutch National Curriculum for pre-university biology education31. This is
divided into two parts. First, I will address the objectives of the general ‘skills’ domain of
the National Curriculum. Second, I will show the results of a number of analyses regarding
biological quantities in content-specific domains.

3.3.1 Quantitative ‘skills’ in the National Curriculum
In the introduction, I told briefly about the introduction of a new National Curriculum in
1998 in which more attention was paid to quantitative methods by the introduction of a
skills-based domain (see section 1.1.2). In contrast with the four domains that covered factual knowledge, the introduction of this domain meant a renewal for pre-university biology
education. It described 49 skills divided over eight subdomains, which students should
learn to master in all science subjects (see also Table 1.2). Moreover, these skills should be
tested as well and the outcomes of these tests should make up at least 30% of the examination. According to the National Curriculum, it is recommended that students should exercise skills through practical work. However, a substantial part of the skills might also make
sense in other types of activities. For example, arithmetical skills also make sense when
genetics assignments require students to do calculations.
In appendix A, I list all (potentially) quantitative objectives of the skills domain of
the Dutch National Curriculum for pre-university biology education. Three types of quantitative skills can be distinguished. First, one subdomain explicitly mentions six different
arithmetic/mathematical skills. Besides these explicit quantitative skills another set of explicit quantitative skills can be listed which are spread through the skills domain. It holds
as well six skills. Finally, a number of skills does not refer explicitly to quantities or measurements, but with the teaching and learning of these, quantitative methods may be used as
well. This list holds another 22 skills. In short, a quarter of the skills explicitly states that
students should be able to handle with numbers and quantities, while half of the skills may
be associated with working with quantitative concepts. Only a quarter of the skills have no
quantitative nature at all.
Based on these outcomes, one might conclude that the use of quantitative methods
should play a significant role in Dutch pre-university biology education. However, three
31

The information about the Dutch National Curriculum provided here is derived from an official Dutch state
syllabus (Stuurgroep Profiel Tweede Fase, 1995).
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considerations are of importance here. First, the number of quantitative methods mentioned
in the ‘skills’ is no indication for the actual classroom time spent to these methods. For example, a teacher might spend only a few lessons to practical activities in which students
apply all the methods. Although this is not recommended according to the National Curriculum, teachers are actually free to design the operational curriculum.
Second, the skills discussed here are the same for all scientific subjects in schools
(general science, physics, chemistry, and biology). In practice, each subject emphasizes
different quantitative methods during practical work. For example, calculations (skill 10)
and mathematical techniques (skill 11) usually play a more prominent role in physics than
in biology. Although the list of skills might suggest a rather quantitative nature of practical
biology lessons, this does not need to be the case when the list is implemented in teaching
practices.
Third, what actually happens in teaching practices with these skills also depends on
the domain-specific content, which is subject to the quantitative methods mentioned in the
skills subdomains. Indeed, the National Curriculum prescribes that skills should be taught
and learned in combination with content-knowledge32. Therefore, the content-knowledge
ultimately determines which quantitative methods are applied in practical work.

3.3.2 Biological quantities in the National Curriculum
In the National Curriculum for pre-university biology, the domain-specific objectives are
divided over four domains, which each hold several subdomains. Table 3.2 lists both these
domains and subdomains. I counted in several ways the appearance of biological quantities. First, in each subdomain I counted the number of objectives mentioning any quantity.
Further, I counted the number of different biological quantities mentioned in all (quantitative) objectives of the subdomain together. Table 3.3 shows the results.
Table 3.2 Content-specific domains and subdomains of the Dutch National Curriculum
for pre-university biology education (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschappen, 1998)
B Structures
C Lifecycle
B1 Structures of ecosystems
C1 Lifecycle and genetic information
B2 Structures of species and population
C2 Human lifecycle
B3 Structures of organisms
C3 Lifecycle of cells
B4 Structures of cells
D Metabolism
E Dynamics and homeostasis
D1 Energy and matter
E1 Dynamics in ecosystems
D2 Plant metabolism
E2 Emergence and maintenance of variety
D3 Human metabolism
E3 Humans’ influence on ecosystems
D4 Dissimilation and assimilation
E4 Ethology
D5 Protein synthesis
E5 Homeostasis
E6 Protection of internal environment

32

This prescription is rather plausible. In section 2.2, I already argued that in biology education quantitative
skills are meaningless without content knowledge, which can be observed here. For example, “processing
calculations with known quantities and relations – therewith handling the appropriate formulae and units”
(objective 10) is only a meaningful activity when students are introduced to phenomena and objects by which
the quantities with which students do calculations get a meaning.
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Table 3.3 The appearance of biological quantities in the subdomains of the National Curriculum of
pre-university biology education
Subdomain
# Objectives
# Quantitative
Fraction
# Quantities
# Quantities
objectives
(%)
in subdomain per objective
B1
6
2
33
11
1.8
B2
7
1
14
1
0.1
B3
4
0
0
0
0.0
B4
9
0
0
0
0.0
C1
14
4
29
6
0.4
C2
19
2
11
6
0.3
C3
9
0
0
0
0.0
D1
15
6
40
10
0.7
D2
13
6
46
13
1.0
D3
26
8
31
39
1.5
D4
13
6
46
14
1.1
D5
17
2
12
6
0.4
E1
8
6
75
19
2.4
E2
6
4
67
9
1.5
E3
2
2
100
12
6.0
E4
13
3
23
9
0.7
E5
22
10
45
18
0.8
E6
13
0
0
0
0.0
Total
216
62
173

Table 3.3 reveals some quantitative properties of pre-university biology education. In 62 of
216 domain-specific objectives of the National Curriculum, one or more biological quantities are mentioned, making it 173 biological quantities. Some quantities are mentioned in
more instances in different domains, like the quantity ‘light intensity’. When considering
this, the National Curriculum still held 140 different biological quantities.
Some subdomains seem to have a quantitative nature. In the subdomains E1, E2, and
E3, more than two third of the objectives hold biological quantities. The subdomains D1,
D2, D4, and E5 score also high – more than one third of the objectives in these domains
mentions biological quantities. However, some subdomains have few objectives. The score
of subdomain E3 therefore does not mean much. Some subdomains do not hold any quantity; B3, B4, C3, and E6.
The number of biological quantities per subdomain shows a different picture. Domain D3 scores high with 39 different biological quantities. However, this domain holds
26 objectives as well. Therefore, it is better to observe the average number of biological
quantities per objective. Then the subdomains B1, D2, D3, D4, E1, E2, and E3 score high,
on average more than one quantity per objective.

3.3.3 Conclusions
This study aimed at getting an overview of the appearance of quantitative concepts in subdomains of the National Curriculum. The first part consisted of a brief introduction into the
backgrounds and the emergence of the Dutch National Curriculum for pre-university biology education in the Netherlands. It explained the occurrence of both quantitative skills
and concepts as elements of objectives. It appeared that a quarter of the skills explicitly
states that students should be able to handle numbers and quantities, while half of the skills
may be associated with working with quantitative concepts. Only a quarter of the skills has
no quantitative nature at all. These outcomes might suggest a significant use of quantitative
methods in the Dutch National Curriculum. However, this conclusion is both unreliable
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and invalid because several unpredictable factors determine which of these methods are
actually implemented in which way in teaching practices.
The next part reported about a quantitative study concerning the appearance of biological quantities in the Dutch National Curriculum for pre-university biology education. It
appeared that a limited number of subdomains contained most of the 140 biological quantities mentioned in objectives of the content-specific part of the National Curriculum. Some
of these ‘quantitative’ domains can be identified as domains in which mathematical,
chemical, or physical concepts are of importance, like domains concerning metabolism or
ecology. The non-quantitative domains concern topics like structures and lifecycle.

3.4 Biological quantities in National Exams
In this section, I will discuss three analyses of the use of biological quantities in the National Exams for pre-university biology education in the Netherlands. The first analysis
concerned the overall appearance of biological quantities in the National Exams. Herewith,
I wanted to develop understanding of the significance of quantitative concepts in National
Exams. The second analysis focused on the domain-specific distribution of biological
quantities in the National Exams. This should yield insight in the distribution of quantitative concepts over different domains of pre-university biology curricula. Finally, with respect to the choice of a domain, it is worthwhile to know in which subdomains the use of
biological quantities may be problematic. Therefore, I analyzed the test results of the National Exams with respect to quantitative exam questions in particular subdomains.

3.4.1 Biological quantities in the National Exams
Seven National Exams33 for the pre-university biology education in the Netherlands from
the period 1995-2001 were analyzed. Of these exams, I counted the number of questions
mentioning biological quantities as well as the number of different biological quantities in
these ‘quantitative’ questions. During this investigation, I found that in certain exam questions biological quantities are mentioned but that their use is not required with respect to
finding the right answer on the exam question. I decided to exclude biological quantities
mentioned in such questions. In Table 3.4, the number of questions containing biological
quantities as well as the number of different biological quantities per exam is shown. One
can observe that in almost all exams students are confronted with quantitative concepts in
around or more than half of the questions.
Table 3.4 The frequency of questions containing biological quantities and
the number of different biological quantities per exam in the National Exams for pre-university biology education (1995-2001) in the Netherlands
Exam
Questions
Questions holding
Different quantities
per exam
quantities per exam
per exam
1995
43
21
53
1996
44
25
44
1997
46
26
36
1998
44
21
52
1999
41
15
16
2000
44
28
43
2001
40
23
36
33

Both National examinations and National re-examinations take place each year in pre-university education
in the Netherlands. For each examination the Central Institute for Test Development (CITO) designs National
exams. The National exams designed for National re-examinations are not discussed here.
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3.4.2 Biological quantities in subdomains of the National Exams
To refine further the analysis of the appearance of biological quantities in the National Exams, I counted biological quantities as I did in the National Curriculum. For each question
in the National Exams, I determined which objective was tested and of which subdomain
of the National Curriculum this objective was a part. Accordingly, I counted for each subdomain the number of exam questions mentioning any quantity. Further, I counted the
number of different biological quantities mentioned in all (quantitative) exam questions of
the subdomain together. Table 3.5 shows the results.
Table 3.5 The frequency of biological quantities in National Exams for pre-university biology education (1995-2001) with respect to subdomains of the National Curriculum
Sub# Questions
# Questions w.
Fraction (%)
# Quantities
# Quantities
domain
quantities
per question
B1
15
11
73
20
1.3
B2
2
0
0
B3
3
2
67
3
1.0
B4
15
4
27
5
0.3
C1
27
11
41
6
0.2
C2
11
1
9
1
0.1
C3
13
4
31
3
0.2
D1
18
14
78
24
1.3
D2
6
4
67
18
3.0
D3
40
33
83
59
1.5
D4
19
9
47
17
0.9
D5
30
7
23
16
0.5
E1
15
13
87
15
1.0
E2
11
11
100
9
0.8
E3
14
13
93
10
0.7
E4
12
7
58
18
1.5
E5
18
11
61
12
0.7
E6
15
4
27
18
1.2

Apparently, subdomains B1, B3, D1, D2, D3, E1, E2, and E3 seem to be the most quantitative subdomains in the National Exams. In these subdomains more than two out of three
exam question hold biological quantities.
According to the biological quantities mentioned, subdomain D3 again scores rather
high. In this domain, I counted 59 biological quantities. However, when determining the
number of biological quantities per exam question, the picture changes a bit. Then E4 and
E6 appear as quantitative subdomains as well.
With respect to the frequency of biological quantities in certain domains there appears to be some diversity between exams and the objectives. For example, domain E6
holds per exam question more than one quantity, while in the objective no biological quantities are mentioned at all. This is more or less the case with the subdomains B3, B4, and
C3 as well.

3.4.3 An indication of problematic domains
To get an indication of subdomains in which the use of biological quantities may be problematic, I analyzed the test results of the National Exams with respect to quantitative exam
questions in particular subdomains. I took into account the difficulty (p) of individual
‘quantitative’ exam questions in the analysis, which is defined as the fraction of candidates
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that gave the right answer on this question. However, to ensure that the difficulty is not due
to improper construction of an exam question by exam developers, I took into account the
reliability of the questions as well. A measure for the reliability of an exam question is the
rest-item correlation (Rir), which is defined as the correlation between examinees’ scores
on the question and his average score on the remaining questions.
The difficulty (p) and the rest-item correlation (Rir) for each question were obtained
from the Test and Item Analysis (TIA) of the National Exams, which is annually published
in the Netherlands by the Central Institute of Test Development (CITO). The sample size
of a given TIA for a given exam is equal to the number of all candidates doing that exam
(in our case N >> 1000). I assigned questions on which 70% or less of the students found
the right answer as difficult. In general, questions with Rir < 0.15 are not reliable (Van
Berkel, 1999) and were not taken into account. Thus, I determined for each domain the
fraction of difficult and reliable exam questions with biological quantities of the total number of exam questions with biological quantities. The results are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 The number of difficult but reliable quantitative exam questions in different subdomains
Subdo# Difficult and
Frequency (%)*
main
reliable questions
B1
3
18
B2
0
0
B3
2
100
B4
3
75
C1
4
36
C2
0
0
C3
4
100
D1
8
57
D2
2
50
D3
15
45
D4
3
67
D5
5
71
E1
5
38
E2
8
73
E3
4
31
E4
3
43
E5
7
64
E6
0
0
Note * Represented as the fraction of the total number of
quantitative exam questions per subdomain

3.4.4 Conclusions and discussion
The aim of this study was to get an overview of the appearance of biological quantities in
Dutch pre-university biology exams. Such an overview should yield insight in the significance as well as the domain-specificity of the use of quantitative concepts in Dutch preuniversity biology curricula. Moreover, I wanted to identify domains in which the appearance of quantitative concepts may be problematic.
In almost all National Exams in the period 1995-2001, students were confronted with
quantitative concepts in around or more than half of the questions. This indicates that the
use of quantitative concepts is significant in Dutch pre-university biology education.
Not surprising, the use of biological quantities in National Exams is in some subdomains more significant than in other ones. Domains in which the use of biological quanti60

ties is more significant, are on topics in which, from a historical point of view, mathematics, physics and chemistry play a dominant role, like metabolism, ecology, and so on.
However, in some exceptional cases objectives were tested in the National Exams by questions about quantitative concepts while these subdomains as described in the National Curriculum did not hold any objective with quantitative concepts. However, these are exceptions. Most subdomains of a quantitative in nature hold quantitative concepts in both the
objectives of the National Curriculum and the National Exams.
According to the study of problematic quantitative exam questions, it appeared that
certain domains with biological quantities seem to be more than other difficult. Some of
these difficult subdomains do not hold any biological quantities in the objectives while
they are tested in the National Exams by use of biological quantities, like subdomains B3,
B4, and C3. This difference in the appearance of biological quantities between the National
Curriculum and the National Exams may contribute to the difficulty of exam questions.
In other domains the difficulty of the exam questions can be explained by the given
that exam questions of these domains deal often with rather abstract concepts in which
mathematical, physical or chemical knowledge plays an important role, like D1, D2, D3,
D4, D5, E2, and E5. For example, exam questions testing the objectives of subdomain E2
are often about the Hardy-Weinberg equation, which is conceptually rather complicated. In
these domains, difficulties with quantitative concepts may be caused by conceptual difficulties. Such domains might be suitable for studying difficulties with quantitative concepts.

3.5 Choice of domain
The domain in which to conduct further research should meet a number of requirements
with respect to the preliminary research question stated in section 2.7. First, the domain
should hold some quantitative concepts, which are associated with proximate explanations.
Second, in this domain datalogging should offer opportunities for students’ development of
epistemic knowledge. Third, students’ development of epistemic knowledge should support the teaching of quantitative concepts mentioned in the first requirement.
The domains D5 and E2 did not meet these requirements. The process of proteinsynthesis takes place on a submicroscopic level of organization. The quantities that play a
role in this process usually cannot be measured by sensors accessible in secondary science
teaching practices. In addition, the emergence and maintenance of variety is about quantities that are not measurable by sensors at all. Based on these considerations, I focused on
other suitable domains like D1, D2, D3, D4, and E5. I tended to the domain Human metabolism for a number of reasons. First, in both the National Curriculum and National Exams the number of biological quantities was exceptionally high. This might offer a relatively high number of opportunities for datalogging. Second, the domain Human metabolism is about the human body. This study object is always accessible in the classroom.
Moreover, from my teaching practice I knew that students usually appreciate it to do
measurements on themselves.
With the requirements in mind, I scanned some teachers’ journals as well as preuniversity textbooks for opportunities of datalogging in the above domains, in particular
the domain Human metabolism. Of course, in what respect these opportunities should finally meet the requirements stated above, equaled the answer to the research question.
Thus, the choice of a domain should be partly intuitive and pragmatic. This turned out to
be the domain of the cardiovascular system, in particular the working of the human/mammal heart. In pre-university biology curricula, this domain usually concerns the
quantities pressure, voltage, and sound. Moreover, these quantities are depicted by means
of graphs in which the quantitative concepts involved are observable by means of typical
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patterns. Students are expected to assign meaning to these quantitative concepts, which
concerns a number of proximate explanations associated with the working of the heart. For
example, students are expected to learn that the arterial pulse, which is usually represented
by a pressure-time graph of the aorta, is caused by the contraction of the left ventricle.
Further, examples of applications of datalogging for secondary education in the domain of the working of the heart indicated that different heart-related quantities can be
monitored by means of datalogging (Mioduszewska, 2003). Moreover, as a preparatory
project in this PhD study a small-scale one-day project was conducted at our institute, during which a group of 25 novice pre-university students datalogged heart-related quantities
(Van Eijck, Goedhart, Ellermeijer, 2002). During this project, it appeared that students easily measured a number of heart-related quantities by means of datalogging. We concluded
that a comparable project could be conducted in the classroom.
In short, datalogging heart-related measurements might support students’ development of epistemic knowledge of the representations of quantitative concepts involved.
Classroom practices in which students should measure these heart-related quantities by
means of datalogging might therefore support the teaching of quantitative concepts. In section 5.2 the quantitative concepts, proximate explanations and epistemic knowledge involved with this domain will be further explored. This section will be concluded by formulating a domain-specified research question after which a research design can be pointed
out.
Domain-specified research question
In section 2.7 I formulated as the general research question whether ICT can contribute to
an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education.
With respect to the domain of the working of the heart, the research question can be formulated as follows:
How can the use of ICT contribute to an adequate method for teaching heartrelated quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education?
Moreover, the hypothetical answers to this question holding preliminary elements of a
method for teaching quantitative concepts can also be further specified with respect to the
chosen domain. These hypotheses can be formulated as follows:
In an adequate method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education:
1. datalogging supports students’ heart-related measurement activities;
2. which supports students’ development of epistemic knowledge of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts;
3 which supports the process by which students assign meaning to the heartrelated quantitative concepts by means of proximate explanations involving
the working of the heart.
In the next chapter, I will point out the methods by which I tested these hypotheses.
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4 Research design
4.1 Introduction
This study attempts to develop an adequate method for the teaching of heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. Accordingly, it can be seen as a typical
developmental research study. In this chapter, I will first point out what I mean with developmental research (section 4.2). Next, I will explain how I adopted this approach for the
study described in this thesis (section 4.3).

4.2 Developmental research
The journal Science published in 2004 an article under the heading Meager evaluations
make it hard to find out what works (Mervis, 2004). It reported on the scientific quality of
evaluations of curriculum innovations in U.S. science and mathematics education. The outcomes of two meta research projects were addressed: one of the public-private consortium
known as Building Engineering and Science Talent who investigated 200 evaluations of
curriculum innovations; and another of the National Research Council who examined 698
evaluations of 19 elementary and secondary school mathematics curricula, of which 13
were funded by the National Science Foundation. The conclusions of these meta studies
showed that it is hard to find out what works – no single curriculum innovation could be
identified as undisputable successful. The article addressed in particular the scientific rigor
of evaluation studies. It was suggested that the many curriculum innovations could not be
assessed (as successful) because no appropriate evaluation methods were available yet.
With respect to the origin of the need for such methods, the author cited an educational researcher who said that:
“Evaluation researchers are moving slowly toward the type of evidence-based standards used in biomedical research [...] NSF is now asking for multivariate and controlled studies.”
(Mervis, 2004, pp. 1583)

I agree with the suggestion that educational research should use the same evidence-based
standards as biomedical research. However, in that case, evaluation studies are only one
side of the picture. Indeed, Mayr (1997) argues that:
[...] science is a two-step process. The first involves the discovery of new facts, irregularities, exceptions, or seeming contradictions in nature, and the formation of conjectures, hypotheses, or theories to explain them. The second step deals with justification
- the procedures by which such theories are tested and validated.
(Mayr, 1997, pp. 51)

Arguably, if we want educational research to be of the same rigor as biomedical research,
it should reflect such a dual nature. This should imply, in the words of Mayr, rigor exploration of existing curricula with the aim to discover new facts, irregularities, exceptions, or
seeming contradictions. Moreover, this should be followed by the formation of conjectures,
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hypotheses, or theories to explain students’ difficulties with science topics and related
teaching problems. Indeed, science education research has already been moving in that direction. In the last decennia, for example, much research has been carried out to probe students’ ideas of science topics (see for example Duit, 2004).
However, descriptive and explanative knowledge of traditional science curricula is
not sufficient. It is of little predictive value with respect to science teaching. It does not say
how a certain science topic should be taught given the difficulties and opportunities observed in traditional science curricula. Indeed, in section 2.2 I already addressed this issue
raised by Lijnse (2000). Science education research should not only focus on difficulties
with learning and theoretical explanations for these difficulties. Rather, with respect to
teaching as a human practice, science education research should also hold a design component in which theoretical knowledge is converted into tools for teaching practices.
In short, science education research consists at least of three processes. First, it holds
exploratory research in which traditional science curricula are investigated. Ultimately, this
step should yield explanations for teaching and learning difficulties and grounding principles for solutions to such difficulties. Second, outcomes of exploratory research should be
translated into tools for the practice of teaching and justified by small-scale empirical studies in teaching practice. Third, improvements justified by case studies can be implemented
in existing curricula and evaluated by larger scale studies.
A three-fold view on science education research assigns a particular value to clear
and empirically tested design criteria for curriculum innovations. Indeed, design studies are
required because general learning and teaching theories cannot be translated directly in
educational designs. Research should focus on adequate application of such theories in the
context of science content and classroom practice. However, the value of design criteria is
not only justified by curriculum innovations that work. Rather, design criteria point out on
forehand what to evaluate after all and thereby contribute to the validity of evaluation studies. Thus, in my opinion not only “meager evaluations make it hard to find out what
works” (Mervis, 2004) but also the lack of thorough design studies on which the evaluation
criteria are based. And finally, design studies may also yield information which is required
for successful implementation – a factor of importance in the success of innovations.
In science and mathematics education, research design studies are known as developmental research (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 1994a; Lijnse 1995, 2003) or design
experiments (Cobb, Confrey, DiSessa, Lehrer & Schauble, 2003.). From the perspective of
teaching as a human practice the aim of such research is the design of useful tools for
teaching practice. Such tools can be seen as both more or less tangible entities like teaching
materials or learning environments and the body of knowledge constituting these entities.
Indeed, Cobb et al. (2003) argue that design experiments
[...] have both a pragmatic bent – “engineering” particular forms of learning – and a
theoretical orientation – developing domain-specific theories by systematically studying those forms of learning and the means of supporting them.
(Cobb et al., 2003, pp. 9)

The study described in this dissertation is a typical example of developmental research. It
attempts to develop an adequate method for the teaching of heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. However, I am not only interested in developing
a method that works. Rather, as suggested by Cobb et al. (2003), the aim of a developmental study is to explain why certain approaches will work (and others not). As such, this
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study ultimately aims to contribute to the design of a local theory on the instruction of
heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education.
Further, this study has an explorative nature because little is known yet about the
teaching of heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education and the
role of ICT therein. Due to the explorative nature of this study, developmental research is
the appropriate type of research (conform Cobb et al., 2003). It starts by formulating conjectures about an adequate design, which is next field-tested. Because of this field-test,
some conjectures will be refuted, and others will emerge – grounding a new design, which
can be field-tested again. Therefore, this study follows an iterative approach to explore the
research field, which is typical for design studies (Cobb et al., 2003).
Moreover, according to Freudenthal (1991) the purpose of developmental research is
to adapt education to a changing society. Such a change is the rapid interrelated change in
the use of both ICT and quantitative concepts in the life sciences (see section 1.1). Furthermore, while the use of ICT penetrates almost all sections of society, biology education
has yet not kept up with the times. One of the central hypotheses of this study is that the
use of ICT can support a method for teaching biology. Thus, by means of developmental
research this study attempts to adapt to changes in society as well.

4.3 Design of this study
The process of developmental research usually consists of two successive stages: the explorative research phase and the cyclic research phase (see Figure 4.1). The explorative
research phase concerned the design of a preliminary method for teaching heart-related
quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. In the cyclic research phase, the
preliminary method was field-tested in two successive case studies. Based on empirical
findings from the first case study, the preliminary teaching method was revised and a second teaching method was designed. In a second case study, the revised teaching method
was again field-tested. This cyclic research phase should yield an adequate method for
teaching heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university education. Moreover, the outcomes of the case studies should provide feedback for the theoretical foundations of this
method. As such, the study should contribute to a domain-specific teaching-learning theory. In the next sections, I will elaborate the design of the two distinct research phases in
more detail.
Domain-specific teaching-learning theory
Theoretical
and practical
exploration

Teaching
method 0

Teaching
method 1

Case
study 1
Explorative phase

Teaching
method 2

Teaching
method n

Case
study 2
Cyclic phase

Figure 4.1 Overview of the developmental research approach (adopted and reworked from
Knippels, 2002)
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4.3.1 Explorative phase
The explorative phase consisted of a series of both literature studies and small-scale empirical studies. These studies were aimed at exploring and elaborating preliminary hypotheses concerning the adequacy of a method for heart-related quantitative concepts in
pre-university biology education.
Exploring the domain of the working of the heart
A first step in the design of an adequate method consisted of the exploration of the objectives of the National Curriculum concerning the working of the heart. The aim was to identify and to exemplify the quantitative concepts involved. Based on these quantitative concepts and their examples, the associated epistemic knowledge and proximate explanations
was described (see section 5.2).
Curriculum analyses
The domain of the working of the heart was particularly chosen because of the opportunities it offers for datalogging heart-related quantities. I hypothesized that this activity could
support students’ development of epistemic knowledge of heart-related quantitative concepts. On its turn, this might contribute to the construction of proximate explanations by
which students assign meaning to representations of heart-related quantitative concepts
(see section 3.5). This hypothesis implicitly held the assumption that representations of
heart-related quantitative concepts in current biology curricula offer insufficient resources
for students’ development of epistemic knowledge. Moreover, as a result, students should
have difficulties with construction of proximate explanations by which they assign meaning to heart-related quantitative concepts. This assumption was tested at different levels of
the curriculum (see also section 3.2 for an explanation of curricular levels).
The assumption was first tested by analyzing representations of quantitative concepts
in the formal curriculum, of which textbooks are typical examples (Goodlad, Klein & Tye,
1979; Van den Akker, 1998). Therefore, I attempted to test this assumption by investigating sections covering the working of the heart in textbooks. In section 2.4, I discussed
frameworks about graphing resources and causal reasoning. I applied these frameworks in
an analysis of representations of quantitative concepts in textbooks (see section 5.3 and
5.4). Consequently, graphs were chosen as representations of quantitative concepts.
The assumption was also tested at the experiential level of the curriculum – that is,
with students. By means of a questionnaire, I probed epistemic knowledge, which students
constructed based on the graphs of heart-related quantitative concepts of textbooks. Moreover, I probed as well students’ causal reasoning involved (see section 5.5).
The outcomes of the curriculum analyses should justify that difficulties with teaching
quantitative concepts in the selected domain is associated with insufficient resources in
representations of heart-related quantitative concepts. This is assumed to frustrate students’
development of epistemic knowledge and to cause difficulties with constructing proximate
explanations. Accordingly, the curriculum analyses should justify the assumption that an
adequate method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts should explicitly address
the development of epistemic knowledge and the construction of proximate explanations.
Students’ pre-knowledge of the heart
The aforementioned curriculum studies yielded some clues about students’ knowledge of
the working of the heart. However, this knowledge concerned the outcomes of (traditional)
education about the working of the heart. With respect to the design of a teaching method,
I wanted to know in more detail which level of students’ pre-knowledge I had to take into
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account. Therefore, literature about pre-university students’ pre-knowledge of the build,
function, and working of the human heart was reviewed (see section 5.6).
Exploring datalogging heart-related quantities
The final explorative studies concerned datalogging heart-related quantities. A choice was
made for a particular datalogging environment and its general features were explored.
Given this choice, it was explored which typical quantitative concepts for the domain of
the working of the heart pre-university biology could be obtained with this environment.
Based on these quantitative concepts, the associated epistemic knowledge and proximate
explanations were described as well. This part of the explorative research is presented in
section 5.7. Furthermore, I wanted to get some experience with a classroom situation in
which students gather data of heart-related quantities by means of datalogging. Therefore,
a one-day project was conducted in which a group of pre-university students datalogged
heart-related quantities. Moreover, during this study students’ knowledge of the build,
function, and working of the heart was probed as well. The outcomes of this project are
published elsewhere (Van Eijck, Goedhart, Ellermeijer, 2002).
Construction of the scenario
The design of a preliminary method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts was
partly based on the outcomes of the explorative research phase – in particular with respect
to domain-specific issues of the expected teaching-learning process. Another determinant
of the design was based on my view on learning and teaching. In particular, I adopted the
problem-posing approach of science teaching as the framework for the design of the preliminary teaching method (see also section 2.2).
Developing a teaching method initially involved selecting and justifying appropriate
successive steps in the process of teaching, therewith choosing and designing as well specific (ICT-based) activities. The induction of content-related motives for the successive
activities was a guiding principle of the problem-posing approach in this design process.
These content-based motives for every next activity had to be induced by reflecting on the
outcomes and expectations of the preceding activity. As such, the preliminary method
should consist of a logical structure of alternating motives and teaching activities.
Before the teaching method could be field-tested, a scenario had to be constructed. In
this scenario, I predicted and theoretically justified in detail the expected teaching-learning
processes. This scenario differed from the teaching method itself with respect to the detail
in which teaching activities are described. A teaching method describes, literally, a way of
teaching. For this reason, teaching methods are usually accompanied by a teacher’s guide,
which describes, for example the required teaching materials and the setup of the teaching
activities. Well-designed teaching methods even instruct the teacher more extensively, for
example by giving some ideas for initiating classroom discussions. A scenario, however, is
far more detailed. It describes in detail the intended teaching-learning process. That is, it
points out what the teacher and the students are expected to do during the teaching sequence as well as how these activities will contribute to students’ learning process. Moreover, the scenario articulates the domain-specific theory based on which the teaching
method is designed. Accordingly, it justifies the intended teaching-learning process.
In this study, I used the scenario in a threefold way, as described by Lijnse (1995).
First, it forced me to explicit my expectations of the method for teaching quantitative concepts with ICT as well as to make it empirically testable in the cyclic research phase in
which it is field-tested. Second, it supported me to prepare the teachers who participate in
the field-testing in the cyclic research phase. The scenario made clear what they were ex-
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pected to do during the execution of the teaching sequence and why I expected them to do
so. Third, I used it as a research instrument, which guided me in observing in what respect
the actual teaching process agreed with my expectations. As such, the scenario enabled me
to test my own expectations in a more or less valid and controllable way.
The explorative phase consisted of investigations by which particularly the initial
hypotheses for the design of the teaching method were elaborated in a domain-specific
context. It finally yielded a domain-specific method for teaching heart-related quantitative
concepts as well as a hypothetical scenario, which articulates how this teaching method
will work out in teaching practice. The exploratory phase of the research is presented in
chapter 5.

4.3.2 Cyclic research phase
In the cyclic research phase, the preliminary method for teaching heart-related quantitative
concepts was field-tested in two successive case studies. As far as I could judge, no thoroughly tested methods existed yet for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts by
means of datalogging. Consequently, the case studies were rather explorative. With respect
to this explorative nature, on the one hand, some aspects of the classroom practice in which
the method is tested, and which can be seen as the research context, had to be chosen rather
ideal. This ensured the actual teaching process to follow as closely as possible the intended
path, resulting in the absence of unwanted interfering disturbing factors, and, therefore, the
provision of reliable conclusions (Lijnse, 2003). For example, a possible disturbing factor
could be the implementation of datalogging devices in classroom practice. However, the
use rather than the implementation of these devices in the classroom practice was the object of study. Therefore, the implementation of these devices in the classroom practices
was not left to the teacher. For the same reason, I wanted to work with experienced teachers who had earlier taught the working of the heart at pre-university level. Moreover, I
aimed at testing the teaching method with one teacher in each successive research cycle
and in only one or two of their classes.
At the other hand, analog properties between the research setting and comparable settings allow so-called analogical generalization (Smaling, 2003). Therefore, a research context, which matches more or less with modal classroom practices, should be chosen with
respect to issues for which I attempted to yield ecologically valid conclusions. Thus, the
testing environment should yet hold properties by which it is comparable to other educational settings in pre-university biology education. For example, I did not teach the teaching method myself because I wanted to know how the teaching method was executed and
experienced by ‘modal’ teachers. That is, teachers with little experience with datalogging
heart-related quantities. The choice of the research context, including the teacher, is discussed in more detail in the sections in which I will describe in detail the local setup of
each of the case studies (sections 6.2 and 7.2 respectively).
The data collected in the two successive case studies are mostly qualitative. They
consist, among others, of transcribed interviews, students’ work sheets, students’ reports,
digital files from ICT-based teaching activities, test answers, and transcribed protocols of
audio and video tapes. Accordingly, the same objects and processes will be monitored by
many different data sources. According to Knippels (2002), such complementing data
sources will allow triangulation during the data processing and analysis process. For example, using students’ worksheets and classroom observations improved the interpretation
of the protocols of audio- and video tapes. Of course, the scenario guided as well the process of selecting and interpreting the data of different origins. In particular, I focused on
moments where something happened that justified or falsified the scenario or on moments
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where the scenario was not clear about what actually would happen. It should be noted that
the ‘evidence’ on which the scenario is justified or falsified is of a qualitative nature. For
this reason, the aim is not to assess to what extent the teaching method is valid. Rather, the
nature of evidence in qualitative research methods is a logical distinction (Miller &
Fredericks, 2003). In such cases, the aim is to assess in what respect the teaching method is
valid or not. The process of data collection, processing, and analysis is discussed in more
detail in sections in which I describe each of the case studies. In these sections, the different specific research instruments by which the data are collected are discussed as well, like
written tests, questionnaires, and concept maps (sections 6.2 and 7.2 respectively).
The output of the cyclic research phase will be threefold. First, it will yield a set of
prototypic and partly ICT-based materials for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts
of which the intended classroom use is described in a scenario. Both these teaching materials and the scenario are empirically tested. As such, an exemplary teaching sequence, including a teacher guide, which describes the teaching process, is ready for uptake by other
teachers or curriculum developers. Second, and even more important, this study will yield
a thoroughly empirically tested method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts by
means of datalogging. Third, with respect to the theory, which grounds the teaching
method, a reflection on the outcomes of both case studies will yield a more articulated perspective on a domain-specific theory for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts. The
cyclic research phase is described in chapters 6 and 7.

4.4 Outline of research activities
The research project started in December 2000 and ended in December 2005. A chronologic overview of the most important research activities in the period 2001-2004 is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Research activities in chronological order
Research phase
Research activities
Orientation
Literature studies
Overview of ICT in biology
Choice of domain

Study of National Curriculum
Study of National Exams

Explorations

Classroom project on datalogging the heart*
Exploring domain of working heart
Study of heart-related graphs in textbooks
Study of students’ ideas of heart-related graphs
Literature review of students’ pre-knowledge of heart
Design teaching materials and scenario

Case studies

Case study 1
Case study 2

Section(s)
1.1-2.6
2.5

Year
2001

3.3
3.4
5.2
5.3-5.4
5.5
5.6
5.8
6
7

2002

2003
2004

Note * A small-scale one-day project was conducted in which a group of pre-university students datalogged
heart-related quantities and were probed for their pre-knowledge of the working of the heart. It has been
published in a teacher’s journal only and not in this dissertation (Van Eijck, Goedhart, Ellermeijer, 2002).
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5 Explorations
5.1 Introduction
The aim of the explorative stage of this developmental study was to elaborate a number of
domain-specific issues involved with the design of a method for teaching heart-related
quantitative concepts. In the orientation (see chapter 2), I have shown that both epistemic
knowledge and proximate explanations are bound up with the teaching of quantitative concepts. Consequently, I will start by showing how relevant quantitative concepts, proximate
explanations, and epistemic knowledge are represented and bound up with each other in
the domain of the working of the heart (section 5.2). In section 2.4, I assumed that students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts have to do with representations, which offer
insufficient resources for the construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal
explanations. These assumptions were based on research in the domain of ecology. I will
therefore test – and therewith elaborate – these assumptions in the domain of the working
of the heart (sections 5.3 to 5.5). Furthermore, with respect to the starting level of the
teaching sequence, I wanted to develop a more articulated view of students’ pre-knowledge
of the heart. Therefore, relevant research literature was reviewed (see section 5.6). Finally,
a choice was made for a particular datalogging environment and its general features were
explored. With respect to this environment, I address the epistemic knowledge to be developed by means of datalogging heart-related quantities (section 5.7). The outcomes of the
explorative research phase will ground the design of a preliminary method for teaching
heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. A scenario of the
expected teaching-learning process will be described (section 5.8).

5.2 The domain of the working of the heart
In Dutch pre-university biology education, the domain of the working of the heart usually
covers processes in and around the heart at the organismic level of organization. This is
covered by the following objective in the National Curriculum (Stuurgroep Profiel Tweede
Fase, 1995):
The candidate is able to indicate the relation between build, working, and function of
the heart, both blood, and lymphatic circulation, with use of anatomical figures, in particular:
• greater and lesser blood circulation;
• arteries;
• capillaries;
• venae;
• lymphatic system;
• heart.

In case of the working of the heart, the anatomical figures to which is referred are usually
schematic drawings of length sections of the heart, like Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic drawing of a longitudinal section of the heart (left) and the location of the conduction tissues (right), both ventral views. 1: Lower vena cava; 2: Upper vena cava; 3: Pulmonary artery; 4: Aorta; 5: Pulmonary vein; 6: Right atrium; 7:
Left atrium; 8: Right ventricle; 9: Left ventricle; 10: Heart valves; 11: Arterial valves
(crescent-shaped); 12: Sinus node; 13: AV-node; 14: Purkinje fibers (Figures taken
from Van der Schoot, 1997).

5.2.1 Heart-related quantitative concepts
In the objective of the National Curriculum covering the domain of the working of the
heart (see previous section), no quantities are mentioned. However, the quantity blood
pressure is mentioned in another objective (Stuurgroep Profiel Tweede Fase, 1995):
The candidate is able to indicate how transport of substances takes place:
• out of the capillaries to the cells of the tissues
• out of the cells of the tissues to the capillaries (diffusion, among which osmosis;
active transport; blood pressure; streaming).

Apparently, the blood pressure is mentioned only within the context of the capillaries. To
be able to understand the working of the heart, however, students should develop understanding of the role and the behavior of the blood pressure in the heart cycle as well.
Moreover, in pre-university biology education it is common practice to refer to electrical
and acoustical events when explaining the relation between build, working, and function of
the heart. Accordingly, three different quantities are involved with dynamic and rhythmic
phenomena related to the heart: the blood pressure, which changes can be felt in the neck
or on the wrist; the sound of the heart, which one can hear as two typical sounds, one
harder than the other, with an ear on the chest, or with a stethoscope; voltage changes involving the heartbeat which yield the ECG when monitored in a particular way, for example by a physician.
The devices by which these quantities are measured are not literally mentioned in the
objectives of the National Curriculum. However, one of the technical-instrumental skills
states that the candidate should be able to indicate techniques and devices by which major
biological quantities are measured (see Appendix A, objective 26). Indeed, every preuniversity biology textbook pays attention to ECG and blood pressure measurements.
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The course of the three quantities is usually shown by a particular figure, which is
called the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2). Typically, in textbooks the Wiggers diagram
holds a number of graphs, which each show the course of a heart-related quantity during
one heart cycle, like the course of an ECG (voltage), the blood pressure in different compartments and vessels (usually left ventricle, aorta, left atrium), and the heart sounds. It
must be said, however, that pre-university biology textbooks do not always show the Wiggers diagram like in Figure 5.2. Sometimes they show each graph in a separate figure.
In the Wiggers diagram, a number of heart-related quantitative concepts can be observed as patterns in the involved biological quantities during one heart cycle (see Table
5.1).

5.2.2 Proximate explanations associated with the working of the heart
A number of proximate explanations are associated with the quantitative concepts represented by the Wiggers diagram (see Table 5.1). These explanations may be complicated
because they involve three different types of elements:
• Structural elements, like the different compartments of the heart, the valves, the
attached vessels, and the conduction tissues (see Figure 5.1);
• Dynamic elements, like force exerted by the heart muscle, blood pressure
changes, the movement of blood, and conducted impulses;
• Causal elements, like an exerted force due to contraction of ventricles, conduction
of impulses, blood pressure changes due to an exerted force, the movement of
blood due to blood pressure changes, and the closing of the valves due to the
streaming of blood.
Table 5.1 Quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram and associated proximate explanations
Graph Biological quantities
Quantitative concepts
Proximate explanations
A
Blood pressure aorta
Aorta pulse (2-5)
Ejection of blood into aorta
Small peak (5-6)
Closing of arterial valves
Decrease (5-9)
Decay of pressure due to blood
streaming away (from measuring
point)
B

Blood pressure atrium

Increase (8-9)

Force exerted on blood due to
contraction of atrium

C

Blood pressure ventricle

Increase (8-9)
Peak (1-6)

Force exerted on blood due to
contraction of atrium
Force exerted on blood due to
contraction of ventricle; closing
of heart valves

D

Sound of heart

Greater heart sound (1-3)
Lesser heart sound (5-6)

Closing of heart valves
Closing of arterial valves

ECG

Voltage of heart

P-peak (before 1)
QRS-complex (before 1)

Innervation of sinus node
Innervation of successively AV
node, Purkinje fibers and heart
muscle
Relaxation of heart muscle

T-peak (3)

Note The numbers between brackets refer to the numbers on top of the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 The Wiggers diagram consists usually of a number of graphs each showing
the course of a heart-related quantity during one heart cycle. The Wiggers diagram
above shows the course of: the blood pressure of the aorta (A), the left atrium (B), and
the left ventricle (C); the intensity of the sound caused by the heart (D); and the voltage
differences caused by the heart (ECG, lower graph) (Figure taken from Silbernagl,
1998)
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The crux of the Wiggers diagram is the observable coherence between quantitative concepts observable in the graphs, which can be explained proximate causally. For example, a
typical pattern like the QRS-complex is followed by an increase of the pressure of the left
ventricle. This reflects the successive innervation of the AV-node, the Purkinje fibers and
the heart muscle, which causes the left ventricle to contract. As such, a proximate causal
coherence between electric (voltage), mechanical (pressure), and acoustical (sound) events
is represented by the Wiggers diagram as well.
Together, the proximate explanations mentioned in Table 5.1 constitute a consensus
model34, which describes how the anatomical elements of Figure 5.1 behave coherently
during a heart cycle. In effect, this model is to be taught according to the objective in the
National pre-university biology curriculum, which covers the working of the heart (see
previous section). Because of this teaching process, students should be able to explain dynamical and rhythmic events in the heart cycle, which are depicted by typical quantitative
concepts in the Wiggers diagram. This may be complicated for students because of the
physiological duality in the parts involved with the working of the heart. On the one hand,
the heart is an organ working mechanically like a pump. On the other hand, the heart is
also a neurological active organ due to which it pumps autonomously and regular, and,
hence, continuously.

5.2.3 Epistemic knowledge associated with the Wiggers diagram
Understanding how the Wiggers diagram emerged involves two types of epistemic knowledge pointed out in section 2.6. It involves knowledge of both the scientific enterprise and
the methods by which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
Epistemic knowledge involving scientific enterprises associated with the Wiggers diagram
The Wiggers diagram is named after Carl J. Wiggers (1883-1962). Wiggers (and coworkers) discovered the coherence in electrical, mechanical, and acoustical events of the
cardiac cycle by measuring simultaneously an electrocardiogram (voltage), the blood pressure in different compartments and vessels of the heart and the heart sounds. This was a
milestone in cardiologic research which was reached by the scientific community after approximately two decades hard work since the discovery of the ECG by Einthoven in 1900
(Reeves, 1998; Braunwald, 2003). However, with respect to the emergence of the Wiggers
diagram, we should distinguish between the genuine empirical data grounding the Wiggers
diagram and current ‘Wiggers diagrams’ in textbooks. Indeed, Wiggers himself did not
construct the Wiggers diagram as it appears today in textbooks. Even in one of his last major review articles, Wiggers (1957) explained the working of the heart by means of genuine
graphs of empirical data, which differ obviously from the graphs in current Wiggers diagrams.
Wiggers diagrams in current biology textbooks do not represent genuine measurements. Rather, the lines of the graphs of the Wiggers diagram of Figure 5.2 are schematized. According to the ontology of graphing of Roth et al. (1999; see also section 2.4.2)
the graphs in the Wiggers diagram of Figure 5.2 can be seen as graphs of mathematical
models. The Wiggers diagram therefore represents a model of the working of the heart
based on the average of several measurement outcomes and a set of proximate explanations for the quantitative concepts observed (see section 5.2.2). Nevertheless, this model of
the working of the heart could be developed thanks to the findings of Wiggers.

34

For an explanation of the term consensus model, see section 2.4.4.
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Hence, the emergence in textbooks of Wiggers diagrams like Figure 5.2 involved
two distinct practices. First, it involved the scientific enterprise of Wiggers, which yielded
a model of the working of the heart and empirical data by which the model was verified.
Next, it involved the practice of other scholars who designed schematized graphs based on
the work of Wiggers, which they depicted in a diagram called after Wiggers. This second
practice is a typical example of the rhetorical use of measurement outcomes as addressed
by Kuhn (1961).
Epistemic knowledge involving the methods associated with the Wiggers diagram
Another type of epistemic knowledge involves the methods by which the Wiggers diagram
emerged. According to the epistemic knowledge elaborated in the previous section, one
might distinguish between two different methods. The methods of Wiggers and coworkers
have yielded the empirical data on which the Wiggers diagram is based. This involves
knowledge of specific devices and measurement procedures as explained by Reeves
(1998). For example, Wiggers developed specific measurement devices to measure the
blood pressure inside a mammal’s heart in vivo. The methods of other scholars involved
schematization of empirical data into the Wiggers diagram.
Of course, not every aspect of epistemic knowledge I pointed out here is relevant for
pre-university biology students who are learning to assign meaning to the quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram. Moreover, only some of these aspects can be developed by
means of datalogging. This will be further elaborated in section 5.7.

5.3 Heart-related quantitative concepts in textbooks, part I
The central hypothesis of this study (see section 3.5) implicitly held the assumption that
representations of heart-related quantitative concepts in current biology curricula offer insufficient resources for students’ development of epistemic knowledge. Moreover, as a result, I assumed that students have difficulties with construction of proximate explanations
by which they assign meaning to heart-related quantitative concepts. In this section, I report on the first part of a study, which tested this assumption. I focused in particular on
graphs as representations of quantitative concepts. Consequently, I analyzed the use of
graphing resources and associated causal reasoning in the domain of the heart of the Dutch
pre-university biology curriculum. Further, this part was aimed at textbooks as typical materials of the formal level of the curriculum (see also section 3.2 for an explanation of curricular levels). It aims to answer the question whether representations of quantitative concepts in these materials offer sufficient resources with respect to the development of epistemic knowledge and the construction of proximate causal explanations.
The part of the study reported about in this section is a case study concerning three
graphs. The aim is to get familiar with the application of frameworks on graphing resources and causal reasoning. These frameworks ground the categories based on which all
graphs in two sections of two biology textbooks were characterized in the second part of
this study (see section 5.4).

5.3.1 Selection of graphs
The graphs were selected from the two pre-university biology textbooks mostly used in the
Netherlands35. These books were Biologie voor Jou (Smits & Waas, 2001) and Nectar
35

For two reasons, the figure of the Wiggers diagram presented in section 5.2.1 was not analyzed. First, current biology textbooks for pre-university education do not hold comparable figures. Instead, the contents of
the Wiggers diagrams are divided over different graphs of the ECG, blood pressure and the heart-sounds.
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(Maier & Van Wijk, 1999). I first determined which Cartesian graphs were apparent in
both textbooks in sections covering the domain of the working of the heart. These sections
are usually about the cardiovascular system. So, the graphs involved many different aspects of the cardiovascular system. Finally, I found five different Cartesian graphs, which
appeared in the textbooks. From these five, I selected three graphs, which dealt most with
the working of the heart. Thus, each of the selected type of graphs is studied in two textbooks, making it six graphs selected. Table 5.2 shows the origin of the six graphs selected
from the two textbooks.
Table 5.2 The origin of the six graphs used in this case study
Topic
Biologie voor jou Nectar
Electrocardiogram
Fig. 28, pp. 157
Fig. 31, pp. 109
Blood pressure in part(s) of heart Fig. 43, pp. 165
Fig. 27, pp. 107
Blood pressure in vessels
Fig. 45, pp. 165
Fig. 11, pp. 94

5.3.2 Analysis
For each graph, I analyzed the use of graphing resources and associated causal reasoning.
Graphing resources were analyzed according to the framework of Roth et al. (1999, see
also section 2.4.2). This framework distinguishes the following resources: the graph consisting of a line; background spaces and labels; scales and units; plotted data points; units
of analysis; markers with points and lines; the caption; and the part of the accompanying
text in which is referred to the graph, the so-called main text.
Analysis of graphing resources should answer the question whether the reader of a
graph is able to identify the so-called units of analysis (which are eventually represented by
data points) and the nature of the Cartesian plane. Moreover, this analysis should finally
characterize the graph as either a graph of a measurement, a graph of a mathematical
model, or a graphical model.
The analysis of causal reasoning focused on the coherence between the graphs and
the associated main text. First, I analyzed whether an explanation was given in the main
text. Second, if a causal explanation was given, its type was determined according to the
framework of Abrams et al. (2001; see also section 2.4.3), which distinguishes between
either proximate causal or teleological explanations. Third, I analyzed whether the causal
explanation in the main text referred to any quantities and whether these corresponded in a
scientifically sound way with the quantities depicted in the graph.
The outcomes of the analysis should indicate in what respect the graph could contribute to the development of epistemic knowledge of the learner. Moreover, it should indicate in what respect students could be supported to construct proximate explanations based
on which they assign meaning to patterns in the graphs.

5.3.3 Outcomes
Only the outcomes of three representative graphs are presented here. These graphs play as
well a role in section 5.5 in which I present the outcomes of a study among students. Each
analysis starts with a figure of the graph and the associated translated captions and main
text. Next, the two different analyses are given and the findings are summarized.

Second, when I conducted this study, I was not in the possession yet of the Wiggers diagram presented in
section 5.2.1. Actually, I got the figure from a teacher during the first case study.
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Graph A – Electrocardiogram

CAPTION: 31 Electrocardiogram
MAIN TEXT: Heart graph – A physician can register the electric activity of the heart on the electrocardiograph with electrodes on the skin. Source 31 gives schematically the result: an ECG
(electrocardiogram). During one heartbeat, the ECG of a healthy person shows three peaks. The
P-peak reflects the electrical activity in the atria. Due to dissemination of the impulse along the
ventricle walls the QRS-peak emerges. Refraction of the ventricles causes the T-peak.

Graphing resources The line of the graph is colored red without variety in thickness. The
background is transparent. There are neither axes and labels nor associated scales and
units. Moreover, no plotted data points are visible. In the graph the letters P, Q, R, S and T
are difference markers that highlight three characteristic patterns common in an ECG. The
caption says that the graph is an electrocardiogram. The title of the main text is “heart
graph”. The first sentence informs the reader about the measuring procedure: a physician
can register the signal to be measured and the apparatus with which this is done is called an
electrocardiograph. Furthermore, it says that electrodes placed on the skin, are required for
the measurement procedure. Next, it is told that the graph “gives schematically the result”.
The last part of the main text tells that three characteristic peaks are visible in an ECG. The
nature of the signal or the measurement procedure is not addressed.
Causal reasoning In science textbooks it is common to point at the relation between the
activity of certain conduction tissues in the heart and patterns of an ECG. Indeed, in the
main text, characteristic patterns of the graph are proximate causally explained by the
“electrical activity” of structural elements of the heart, like the atria (P-peak) and the ventricle walls (QRS-complex and T-peak). However, terms are introduced that are not explained in more detail like “dissemination of the impulses” or “refraction”. Moreover, the
explanation does not refer to any quantities and units.
Conclusions The caption suggests that this graph is a ‘real’ electrocardiogram. In the main
text it is told that electrodes are placed on the skin by a physician and that the ECG is registered by an electrocardiograph. This would suggest that this graph is a ‘real’ electrocardiogram and students may get the idea that ‘something’ is measured. Indeed, the main text
states that the graph “gives schematically the result”. However, no graphing resources are
provided to identify what is exactly measured. There are no axes, labels, scales, units, and
plotted data points by which the nature of the units of analysis can be identified. Therefore,
the graph can be characterized as a graphical model. Furthermore, a proximate causal explanation of patterns in the graph is given in the main text. However, terms are introduced
which are not explained and the explanation does not refer to any quantities and units.
Hence, insufficient resources are provided for developing epistemic knowledge and associated proximate causal explanations.
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Graph B – Blood pressure in parts of the heart

CAPTION Fig. 43. The course of pressure in the ventricles and in the aorta and the pulmonary
artery just after the crescent-shaped valves.
MAIN TEXT The blood pressure – The main cause of the blood pressure is the systole of the ventricles, especially of the left ventricle. When the crescent-shaped valves are pushed open the blood
pressure in the ventricles is equal to that in the attached arteries (see Figure 43).

Graphing resources The lines of the graph are colored in four different colors: blue, red,
green, and yellow. Difference markers with the same colors make clear that these lines represent aorta, left ventricle (linkerkamer), pulmonary artery (longslagader), and right ventricle (rechterkamer), respectively. The lines start somewhat right from the vertical axis but
before the origin of the horizontal axis. The background of the graph is transparent. The
horizontal axis starts at a not explicitly determined negative point (approximately -0.15 s)
and is marked off in increments of 0.2 which the label instructs us to read as time (tijd) in
seconds (s). The vertical axis does not cut the horizontal axis at the origin but instead at a
negative point mentioned before which is not explicitly determined. It starts with zero and
it is marked off in increments of four, which the label instructs us to read as pressure (druk)
in kilopascal (kPa). No plotted data points are visible as well. The caption informs the
reader that this graph shows the course of pressure in the ventricles and in the aorta just
after the crescent-shaped valves. In the main text, no other graphing resources are provided. Instead, the learner is pointed to the graph without any further explanation on what
this graph represents; how to read the graph; or the relation between the graph and the information in the main text. According to the units of analysis, it is neither made clear
where the data presented in this graph are from, nor it is explained that this course is characteristic for only one heart cycle.
Reasoning In the main text two different explanations can be distinguished. First, it is explained that the “systole of the left ventricle” is “the main cause for the blood pressure”.
This can be interpreted as a proximate causal explanation for the course of the blood pressure in the left ventricle. The text continues with explaining that the blood pressure in the
ventricles is as high as in the attached arteries when the crescent-shaped valves are pushed
open. This can be interpreted as a proximate causation for the opening of the crescentshaped valves. However, when taking this sentence literally, this causation is not sound
(one may ask what actually causes ‘pushing’ as long as there is no pressure gradient).
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Moreover, it does not explain the patterns observable in the different blood pressure
graphs, like the graphs of the aorta and the left ventricle. When focusing on quantities, an
incoherency in causal explanations between the graph and the main text is also observable.
While changes in pressure with the course of the time are shown in the graph, nothing is
said in the main text about any pressure changes. The use of quantities in the main text
does therefore not support a scientifically sound explanation for observable patterns in the
graph.
Conclusions This graph can be assigned as the representation of a mathematical model describing the course of the blood pressure in the heart and in the attached arteries because
labels, scales, and units are on both axes. However, a closer look to the graph reveals difficulties with respect to the development of epistemic knowledge. The main text provides
some proximate causal explanations and it is attempted to relate these to processes and patterns in the heart. However, these explanations are unsound and the use of quantities
therein does not correspond with the use of quantities in the graph. It can be concluded that
insufficient resources are provided for developing epistemic knowledge and associated
proximate causal explanations.
Graph C – Blood pressure in different parts of the cardiovascular system

CAPTION: 11 The blood pressure in subsequent blood vessels of greater circulation
MAIN TEXT: The elastic walls of the great arteries cushion the pushes with which the ventricles
pump the blood into the arteries. Therefore, the blood is streaming more constantly further on in
the arteries (source 11).

Graphing resources In the graph, three lines are visible: a red wave-like line and two green
lines above and under the red wave-like line. The magnitude of the amplitudes of the
waves of the red line decreases with the course of the line, until it stops. The green lines
converge with the decreasing amplitudes of the waves of the red line. Moreover, where the
red line stops the green lines merge. The green lines follow an inverse S-form. Difference
markers are placed above (systolic blood pressure) and under (diastolic blood pressure) the
green lines, close to the vertical axis. The background is transparent. On the vertical axis,
the space is set out as blood pressure in units of kPa. On the horizontal axis no space is set
out but instead seven qualitative difference markers mentioning places in the greater circulation are placed below the axis (subsequently: aorta, arteries, arterioles, capillaries,
venules, veins, venae cavae). The seven difference markers under the horizontal axis men-
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tion different types of vessels, which suggest that the position in the greater circulation, as
related to the heart, is set out. This even suggests a distance measure on the horizontal axis.
However, note with respect to these suggestions that in fact: 1) the horizontal space is not
quantitative; 2) the horizontal axis has no ordinal or continuous scale; 3) neither units nor
plotted data points are visible. It may therefore be concluded that the units of analysis are
unidentifiable for the learner. The caption indicates that the graph represents the blood
pressure in different types of vessels. It does not inform the reader any further on how the
graph should be read. The main text has almost nothing to offer for the reader who wants
to be informed about how to read the graph.
Reasoning The main text refers to the graph while giving two causal explanations. First,
walls of the arteries cushion the ‘pushes’ caused by the pumping of blood by the ventricles.
Second, streaming of blood becomes more constant due to cushioning. These casual explanations are proximate but are only rhetorically represented by the graph. With rhetorically I
emphasize the difference between this graph and a graph of either a mathematical model or
a measurement. This difference is revealed by the units of analysis of the graph: this graph
does not show any relation between variables because the horizontal axis is a qualitative
axis. Therefore, the novice reader can only guess what proximate causal explanations are
represented by the graph – it is even not sure whether experts are able to situate this graph
in an appropriate context. It may be a representation of the blood pressure in different vessels which decreases with the total volume in the vessels and therefore with the streaming
of blood from the aorta to the venae cava. Alternatively, it may represent the fluctuating
blood pressure in the aorta and the arteries due to the heartbeat, which is cushioned by the
walls of the aorta and the arteries. However, such explanations are represented scientifically unsound by the graph. For example, if the graph depicts the relation between pressure
and distance from the heart, the arterial pulses had to be drawn the other way round, that is,
with the shoulder-like patterns to the left side.
Because of the rhetorical character of the graph, none of the causal explanations in
the main text has a clear relation with the graph. For example, the main text mentions the
fluctuation of the blood pressure and points to the graph. The reader will see ‘blood pressure’ on the vertical axis and ‘fluctuation’ in the line. However, a fluctuation is a repetitive
change between two extremities with the course of time or distance. Because nor time nor
distance is set out at the horizontal axis the graph cannot verify any claim about fluctuation
of the blood pressure. Another example is the ultimate causation for the low streaming
speed. Note first that this phenomenon is not explained proximate causally, while this is
required for a good understanding of the course of the blood pressure. Second, such an explanation should be related to the graph (low pressure in capillaries). In contrast, it is not
clear how the actual ultimate causal explanation can be derived from the graph or how it
represents data in the graph. Summarizing, we can observe that none of the explanations in
the main text are actually represented or verified by the graph. I interpret therefore the role
of the graph only as rhetorical according to causal explanations in the main text.
Furthermore, in the proximate causal explanations of the main text quantities are
mentioned that are not visible in the graph, like streaming of blood. Moreover, the only
quantity that plays a role in the graph (blood pressure) does not play a role in the causal
explanations of the main text.
Conclusions This graph is evidently a graphical model in which quantitative data on the
vertical axis are ‘mixed’ with qualitative data on the horizontal axis. One may ask even
whether this is a Cartesian graph at all. Consequently, the learner will not be able to iden-
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tify the nature of the units of analysis. The main text accompanying this graph gives
proximate causal explanations but these are only rhetorically represented by the graph.
Quantities in the graph are not mentioned in the explanation and vice versa. It can be concluded that it is likely that this graph will not support the development of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal reasoning sufficiently.

5.3.4 Conclusions
In this section, I reported about the first part of a study on graphing resources and causal
reasoning in the Dutch pre-university biology curriculum. In particular, I focused on sections covering the working of the heart in textbooks as typical materials of the formal level
of the curriculum.
It appeared that in most graphs many different graphing resources, like axes, scales,
units, and even quantities were missing. Such graphs can be characterized as graphical
models. In one instance, a graph could be characterized as a representation of a mathematical model. Moreover, the analysis has shown incoherencies between the graphs and the associated causal reasoning. This is especially the case with the so-called graphical models –
it is usually not clear which quantitative concepts these graphs actually represent. Moreover, explanations given in the main text often do not correspond with the explanations
supported by the graphs. Quantities used in the graphs and quantities discussed in the main
text do not fit or in one of both resources the quantities are not apparent at all.
The analysis has shown that the instrument can be applied to characterize difficulties
in graphing resources and associated causal reasoning. This analysis instrument is therefore
applied as well in a study in which all graphs in sections covering the working of the heart
of two biology books are analyzed and about which is reported in the next section.
Moreover, the analysis has shown that these three graphs offer insufficient resources
with respect to the development of epistemic knowledge and the construction of proximate
causal explanations. This suggests that students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts
have to do with inappropriate representations.

5.4 Heart-related quantitative concepts in textbooks, part II
In this section, I report on the second part of a study on graphing resources and causal reasoning in the Dutch pre-university biology curriculum. I will extend the characterization of
graphing resources and causal reasoning to all graphs in sections of two Dutch preuniversity textbooks covering the working of the heart. This indicates the significance of
the findings presented in the previous section, which focused in detail on three graphs.

5.4.1 Selection of graphs and analysis
The textbooks and the sections studied were the same as in the first part of this study. In
this study, however, I selected all Cartesian graphs in these sections, making it a total of 37
Cartesian graphs. I analyzed the graphs in the same way as in part I of this study and focused on graphing resources and causal reasoning. Moreover, graphs were characterized in
the same way as in the first part of this study as either graphs of measurements, graphs of
mathematical models, or graphical models. With respect to causal reasoning, I analyzed in
the same way whether an explanation is given in the main text associated with the graph; if
any given causal explanation is either proximate or teleological; and whether any quantities
in the causal explanations in the main text correspond scientifically sound with the quantities depicted in the graph.
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5.4.2 Outcomes
Table 5.3 summarizes the outcomes of the analysis of graphing resources and causal explanations in sections on the cardiovascular system in two Dutch pre-university biology
textbooks. One can observe the high number of graphical models and graphs of mathematical models in contrast with the lack of graphs from actual experiments. Only respectively five and six graphs were accompanied by explanations. Moreover, a closer look at
the explanations reveals that quantities mentioned in graphs and/or the explanations do not
fit in most cases.
Table 5.3 Use of graphs and accompanying explanations in sections on the cardiovascular system
in two biology textbooks in the Netherlands
Analyses
Frequency (n)
Biologie voor Jou Nectar
Number of Cartesian graphs
16
21
Type of graph
With data from actual experiments or with data points visible
Representing mathematical model
Representing graphical model (with missing scales or units)

0
4
12

0
5
16

Appearance of explanations
No explanation in main text for patterns in Cartesian graphs
Explanation in main text for patterns in Cartesian graphs

11
5

15
6

Type of explanation
Ultimate-like explanation only
Proximate explanation only
Proximate explanation and ultimate explanation

0
4
1

0
5
1

Use of quantities in explanation
Quantities in both graph and proximate explanation, fit
Quantities in both graph and proximate explanation, no fit
Quantities in graph, no quantities in proximate explanation
Quantities in proximate explanation, no quantities in graph

2
2
0
1

0
5
0
1

5.4.3 Conclusions
It can be concluded that representations of quantitative concepts in curriculum materials in
the domain of the working of the heart offer little resources to develop epistemic knowledge. Many graphs are so-called graphical models, which lack common graphing resources necessary for novices in the domain to assign meaning to the graphs.
Further, the analysis of causal reasoning showed incoherence between the graphs and
the associated causal reasoning. Let alone some exceptions, quantities mentioned in the
graph are not mentioned in the texts and vice versa. The outcomes verify the assumption
that the use of graphs in textbooks in the domain of the working of the heart is likely to
induce difficulties because insufficient resources are provided to construct both epistemic
knowledge and proximate causal explanations.

5.5 Students’ interpretations of heart-related graphs
In the previous two sections, I showed how I analyzed textbooks, being documents of the
formal curriculum. In this section, I present a study on the use of representations of quanti-
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tative concepts at the experiential level of the curriculum (see also section 3.2 for an explanation of curricular levels). That is, in the study it was investigated whether problematic
aspects of graphs pointed out in the previous sections can also be observed in the curriculum as experienced by students. In particular, it was probed whether students have difficulties with the construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal explanations associated with the graphs analyzed in section 5.3.

5.5.1 Methods
A test was designed based on the graphs A, B and C presented in section 5.3. These graphs
were used because they appeared each in both textbooks studied and they showed difficulties with respect to graphing resources and associated causal reasoning. In the test, the
graphs were depicted with their caption and the main text (see Appendix B).
First, students’ epistemic knowledge associated with the graphs was probed (see section 2.6). Two questions probed epistemic knowledge students mentioned spontaneously.
These questions were open-ended and simply asked how graphs B and C have been
emerged (Appendix B, questions B1 and C1). Another question probed students’ knowledge of measurement methods. I assumed that students could show knowledge of these
methods by indicating the quantities and units of a measurement, in this case the ECGmeasurement associated with graph A (Appendix B, question A1).
Second, I probed students’ explanations of quantitative concepts represented by the
graphs (see section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). In some instances, I did not want to stress any type of
explanation and I just asked students to explain patterns in graphs B and C (Appendix B,
questions B2 and C2). In other instances, I attempted to ‘force’ students to construct a
proximate causal explanation36 (appendix B, question A2, B3, B4, C3, C4). Both questions
C3 and C4 could be answered with the same proximate explanation. However, in the first
question, the attention of the students is directed primarily to the graph, and the answer depends on graph reading. In the second question, the answer of the students is not dependent
on the ability of graph reading. This twofold questioning for the same explanation gives
information on whether students’ graph reading skills influences their answers.
I subjected 48 students from three different urban schools following pre-university
biology education (Grade 11, 16-17 years) to the test. Moreover, it is important to note that
all students had already followed a course covering the domain. During this course, one of
both textbooks was used (it depended on the school which of the textbooks was actually
used). The teachers of these students all had a teaching experience of at least five years.

5.5.2 Outcomes
Students’ epistemic knowledge
Students’ answers to the questions which asked how graphs in textbooks emerged (Appendix B, questions B1 and C1) were analyzed with respect to notions of different types of
epistemic knowledge (see section 2.6). The first type involved knowledge of measurement
methods. In such answers, students mentioned only method, single measurements, or experiments without further explanation. Second, in some of students’ answers a notion of
36

In practice, this way of questioning was accomplished by asking ‘how’-questions of which Mayr (1997)
indicated that they refer to proximate explanations. In the original Dutch questions (see appendix B) the part
“what causes” reflects a proximate nature better because in Dutch it can be formulated as (literally): “how
does it come”. Due to the word how such a question asks for a certain functional mechanism. However, such
an expression does not exist in English. Although the word how is omitted I think that the translation to
“what causes that” best approaches the original Dutch expression.
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the nature of science as an enterprise was observable. For example, one of the questions
(Appendix B, questions B1) was about a graph, which is partly comparable to the Wiggers
diagram (see Figure 5.2). The data on which this graph has been based were obtained by
many different researchers, among which Wiggers, and it took much time and work to obtain these data. I categorized students’ answers as showing knowledge of the nature of science as an enterprise when remarks were made about either: 1) the long time span; 2) the
different researchers that worked on it; 3) the different activities involved; or 4) the various
combined sets of data that are required for such a graph (which requires at least multiple
experiments). Another category of students’ answers showed no notion of epistemic
knowledge at all but consisted of an explanation of patterns in the graph. Besides the categorization, I was surprised by spontaneous confusion of students, indicated by declamation
marks, question marks, and so on. I decided to present these results as well. In Table 5.4
some examples of students’ answers are given for each category37.
Table 5.4 Types of epistemic knowledge in students’ answers to the question how heart-related
graphs emerged (Appendix B, questions B1 and C1)
Epistemic knowledge
Example of students’ answer
Science as an enterprise
One has done research for years on the heart and the
blood circulation. One of the results is this graph
Method/single measurement
Someone has measured these values and plotted in a
graph
Explanation ( no epistemic knowledge) The blood pressure in the ventricles is higher at the
moment that the crescent-shaped valves are opening,
because of that higher pressure they are opening
Expression of confusion
What kind of question is this???

The outcomes of the analysis of accounts of epistemic knowledge in students’ answers on
questions how the graphs emerged are summarized in Table 5.5. Most students explained
patterns in the graph, or mentioned that measurements or experiments are carried out from
which the results are directly drawn in a graph. Only seven students referred to the nature
of science as an enterprise. About one out of every ten students is confused by the question.
Table 5.5 Notions of epistemic knowledge in students’ answers on the question how heart-related graphs emerged
Answer to question
Frequency (n)
B1
C1
Science as an enterprise
7
Method
32
34
Explanation ( no epistemic knowledge)
7
11
No (substantial) answer
2
3
Expression of confusion
5
4
Notes N=48. The category ‘expression of confusion’ does not mutually exclude the other categories.

Students’ knowledge of the measurement methods was probed in higher detail. In particular, I asked students which quantities were measured and in which units these quantities
were measured and thus, which quantities and units should be noted at the horizontal and
37

Because the categorisation of students’ answers to questions B1 and C1 was comparable, I only show examples of answers to question B1 here.
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the vertical axis respectively (Appendix B, question A1). Students’ answers are listed in
Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Students’ answers to the question to identify the nature of the Cartesian plane
of a graph of an electrocardiogram without axes, quantities and units
Horizontal axis
Frequency (n) Vertical axis
Frequency (n)
quantities time
38
1
potential difference
no answer
6
6
voltage
17
electric activity
1
electric signals
5
pressure
4
current
3
electricity
1
impulses
1
P, Q, R, S, T
No answer or ?
6
units
7
4
ms
mV
22
6
s
V
1
1
MS
µV
1
1
tenths of seconds
∆V
no answer
16
1
Ma
4
mA
1
a
1
A
1
N
joule or watt
1
1
Pascal
1
kPa
No answer or ?
21
Notes N=44 (only 44 of the 48 students tested finished the test of which this question was the last
question within the given time). The outcomes refer to question A1 of appendix B.

Most students identified the nature of the horizontal axis, although 16 students did not indicate in which unit the time is measured. Especially with respect to the vertical axis many
different quantities and units are mentioned. Almost half of the students did not indicate
the units of the vertical axis. Note, that 17 students mention the quantity ‘electric activity’,
which is mentioned in the main text associated with the graph. This indicates that students
actually used the main text to interpret the graph. The answer “P, Q, R, S, T” indicates that
a student actually used the depicted labels for interpreting the graph.
Students’ causal explanations
Students’ answers to questions which probed causal explanations were analyzed according
to the framework of Abrams et al. (2001) whether they were teleological or proximate (see
also section 2.4.3 for an explanation of different kinds of causal explanations). Proximate
explanations were categorized from a scientific point of view as sound or unsound. Criteria
for indicating proximate explanations as scientifically sound are listed in appendix B as
well. Examples of students’ answers for each category are shown in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7 Students’ frequency of types of answers to different questions addressing explanations
for (patterns) in different graphs
Type of answer
Q Example of students answers
Proximate sound
A2 Due to impulses of the sinus node
B2 The pressure is low at the diastole of the left ventricle; as soon as
the systole begins, the pressure increases in the left ventricle (because it contracts).
B3 The pressure is higher there because the ventricle is more strongly
together. The aorta is not squeezed together.
B4 The right ventricle is pressed together with less force than left ventricle. The pressure in the aorta is therefore higher than the pressure in the pulmonary artery.
C2
The total area of the blood vessels increases, thus the blood pressure increases more and more.
C3 The total surface area of the capillaries exceeds that of the aorta.
Proximate unsound
A2 Due to impulse from central nerve system → sinus node.
B2 First the left ventricle is empty (→ low pressure), streams then full
with blood from the left atrium → pressure increases.
B3 The contraction of the ventricle causes the highest pressure. A small
part of that pressure is absorbed by the elastic wall of the aorta,
which has due to that already a bit less pressure.
B4 Is poor of oxygen blood that goes through it, thus low pressure.
C2 Because the pumping effect of the heart is less noticeable deeper in
the body increasingly less noticeable and due to the elasticity of the
walls of the arteries the pressure decreases increasingly.
C3 Closer to pumping heart.
C4 The heart has still influence there.
Teleological
B2 The left ventricle pumps the blood through the whole body so the
largest pressure change takes place there.
B3 Left ventricle must press a bit stronger to open the valves.
B4 The pulmonary artery needs to transport blood only to the lungs.
Piece of cake → needs to pump less strong → less pressure.
C2 The blood pressure in the capillaries must be low, because the there
is more time to exchange substances oxygen etc.
C3 The capillaries are very narrow and less important, with too much
pressure in the capillaries one would be covered with bruises.
C4 Otherwise, the blood couldn’t be pumped around if there was no
blood pressure.
Notes Q = question. The numbers refer to questions in appendix B. No teleological answer was given to
question A2. No proximate sound answer was given to question C4.

Table 5.8 summarizes students’ types of answers to questions addressing explanations for
(patterns in) graphs. In most cases, a majority of the students does not construct a sound
proximate explanation, let alone whether (B3, B4, C3, C4) or not (C2, B2) students are
forced to construct a proximate causal explanation. To questions C2, C3, and C4, most students answer proximately unsound. These are questions about a graph, which was identified as a partly qualitative graphical model. To question B3 many students did not answer
at all. To question B4, which is actually a how-question, 28 students answered teleological.
Only to question A2 approximately two out of five students construct sound proximate explanations. This question refers not directly to a graph but to a particular quantitative concept that was mentioned in the text (‘heart activity’). Note also that there is little difference
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between the nature of the answers on the first and second question of graph C. This suggests that graph-reading skills do not affect students’ answers.
Table 5.8 Students’ frequency of types of answers to different questions addressing explanations for (patterns) in different graphs
Type of answer
Frequency (n)
A2
B2
B3
B4
C2
C3
C4
Proximate sound
19
10
6
5
4
7
Proximate unsound
20
13
9
7
29
33
36
Teleological
14
13
28
2
3
1
Other
2
No answer
9
11
18
8
13
5
11
Notes N=48. The questions refer to Appendix B.

5.5.3 Conclusions
The outcomes of this study showed that students have difficulties with graphs in textbooks.
In two cases, it appeared that students hardly constructed epistemic knowledge with respect to science as an enterprise. The graphs used in these cases were actually a mathematical model and a graphical model, respectively, and most students indicated that these
graphs were the outcomes of single measurements or experiments. In another case, it was
observed that students had difficulties with constructing knowledge of measurement methods. In particular, to the question to indicate which quantities and units are measured with
an ECG, many students did not answer while the answers given diverged strongly. This
indicates that students had difficulties with constructing epistemic knowledge.
Second, students’ construction was probed of explanations of typical quantitative
concepts associated with the graphs. It appeared that students hardly constructed, from a
scientific point of view, sound proximate explanations. Instead, students tended to give unsound proximate or teleological explanations or no answers at all.
These outcomes underpin the assumption that students’ difficulties with quantitative
concepts in the domain of the heart have to do with representations, which offer insufficient resources for the construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal explanations.

5.5.4 Discussion and implications
The explorations pointed out in sections 5.3 to 5.5 verified the assumption that students’
difficulties with quantitative concepts have to do with their representations in textbooks. In
this section, I will first discuss some methodological aspects of these explorations. Further,
the verified assumption on its turn underpins the relevance of testing the general hypothesis of this study (see section 3.5). I will therefore evaluate the outcomes of these explorations with respect to the design of a teaching method for testing this general hypothesis.
Research design
The studies indicated that students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts have to do with
their representations in the test. However, I did not prove that students’ difficulties with
representations of quantitative concepts were caused by insufficient resources these representations offer. To allow such a conclusion, a different research design should have been
followed. For example, I could have asked students to interpret representations of quantitative concepts during an interview. This research method could probably have ruled out
more methodological weaknesses. In the chosen method, it was not probed sufficiently
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whether students were able to come up with other than the ‘desired answers’, that is, the
expected epistemic knowledge and proximate causal explanations. For example, to question B4, a relatively high number of students answered with a teleological explanation. Indeed, in current pre-university biology education it is common to explain the pressure differences between the aorta and the pulmonary artery teleologically, that is, by means of
their contributions to the blood circulatory. In this case, many students came up with an
answer that was desired from the perspective of traditional biology curricula. Another
weakness of the chosen method concerned the inter-rater quality. This was not checked and
the categorization therefore can be somewhat subjective.
Empirical data obtained by means of an interview should have allowed more valid
and reliable conclusions. I could have probed more thoroughly whether these students had
difficulties with the proximate explanations involved. However, it would also have taken
more time to process and analyze these data. The choice for a test was therefore pragmatic.
Despite the methodological weaknesses, the outcomes of the test are sufficiently reliable
with respect to its aims. I did not attempt to prove the causal relation between difficulties
with the construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal explanations. Rather, I
attempted to underpin the plausibility of the assumption that students’ difficulties with
quantitative concepts are correlated with representations that offer insufficient resources
for the construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate causal explanations. This assumption underpins the central hypothesis of this study (see section 3.5), which will be
tested extensively in the cyclic research phase. The plausibility of the assumption underpinning the general hypothesis will therefore be investigated indirectly again. In short, with
respect to the aims of this study, a test was sufficiently reliable and valid.
Implications for the design of a teaching method
The outcomes of the explorations in sections 5.3 to 5.5 show that graphs in textbooks can
be interpreted in many ways. Such graphs allow a high interpretative flexibility (Roth et
al., 1999, see also section 2.4.2) and may cause therefore difficulties when students attempt
to assign meaning to the graphs. An important question concerns the role of the teacher
with respect to students’ learning processes in which they use these kinds of graphs. One
may argue that the teacher should point out the meaning of the quantitative concepts in the
graphs. For two reasons this is not an adequate solution. First, the outcomes in section 5.4
have shown that many graphs in textbooks hold difficulties. It cannot be left to the teacher
to address each of these graphs individually. Second, current school biology textbooks are
designed to support a teaching-learning style, which is not didactical. Usually, the student
works on assignments and asks the teacher for support if necessary. Students cannot be expected to be aware of the difficulties in the graphs. As a result, it is likely that students interpret graphs in a way that is not intended and assign a scientifically unsound meaning to
the quantitative concepts involved. Apparently, the problems addressed here need a more
thorough solution than leaving it to the teacher. The teacher should be provided with an
adequate method to tackle the indicated problems.
One may argue that a solution to this problem is to let students acquire better understanding of quantitative concepts before interpreting the representations. However, this implies a paradoxical situation: the content knowledge, which is learned by interpreting the
graph, should already be mastered before the graph can be interpreted. Indeed, this situation is an example of the so-called learning paradox already described by Plato. In a review concerning this paradox, Bereiter (1985) argued that the learning paradox was the
result of a constructivist view:
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Efforts to explain learning as a constructivist process run into the paradox of having to
attribute to the learner prior knowledge that is at least as complex as the new learning
to be explained.
(Bereiter, 1985, pp. 201)

Bereiter further proposed that examination of the wide range of mental resources available
to human learners might lead to a solution of this problem. However, such a cognitive perspective did not help the science education community much further, as I argued already in
my view on learning and teaching (see section 2.2). Indeed, Von Glasersfeld (1998) later
criticized the work of Bereiter by showing that the learning paradox is a spurious problem,
which springs from traditional views of knowledge and conceptualization. In this study,
however, I will attempt to overcome the learning paradox by approaching difficulties with
quantitative concepts from an activity theoretical perspective (see section 2.2.2). According to this view, quantitative concepts cannot be seen apart from the practices in which
their representations are relevant. Graphing, for example, should be seen as a practice in
which knowledge is constructed to reach certain purposes. To be successful, the graph interpreter should be aware of these purposes as well as be provided with sufficient resources
to construct the desired knowledge out of the graphs. According to this view graphing resources rather than mental resources determine the success of knowledge construction by
means of graphs.
In this study, I hypothesized that students themselves should construct graphs by
means of datalogging heart-related quantities. Accordingly, they will be provided with sufficient resources for the development of epistemic knowledge of representations of heartrelated quantitative concepts. This should ultimately support the process by which students
assign meaning to the heart-related quantitative concepts by means of proximate explanations. However, with respect to the knowledge about the working of the heart to be constructed students should be aware of the purposes for which they do these practices. Therefore, I will apply the problem-posing approach of science teaching (see section 2.2.3).

5.6 Students’ pre-knowledge of the heart
This study aims at the design of an adequate method for teaching heart-related quantitative
concepts in pre-university education. In this design, I wanted to take into account students’
pre-knowledge of the heart. In the previous section, I already reported about pre-university
students’ interpretations of graphs in the domain of heart and blood circulation. However,
these students had already followed a course in the domain. In this section, I therefore focus on novice biology students’ pre-knowledge of the heart. Moreover, two types of
sources will be reviewed: sources which have to do with the knowledge students are expected to have according to the Dutch National Curriculum for lower secondary education;
and, second, sources which have to do with research on upper secondary level students’
knowledge of the heart.

5.6.1 Objectives of lower secondary biology education
In the Netherlands, secondary education is divided in lower and upper forms. Lower secondary education usually takes three years. Differentiation between lower preparatory vocational education, higher preparatory vocational education and pre-university education
starts officially in upper secondary education. The key objectives in the National Curriculum are therefore the same for all students in lower secondary education. However, most
schools already arrange groups in lower secondary education with respect to students’
abilities. Despite these efforts of schools, textbooks are usually written with the aim to be
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applicable at each level of lower secondary education. Differentiation with respect to students’ abilities is applied within the textbooks, for example by means of particular assignments and texts for higher ability students. Nevertheless, biology textbooks in lower secondary education can be sometimes insufficiently challenging for high ability students.
Therefore, it is up to the teacher or the school to formulate objectives and to develop extra
teaching materials, which are adjusted to high ability students.
When Dutch students enter pre-university biology education, they usually have had
two years of lower secondary biology education. The Dutch National Curriculum for lower
secondary education holds three distinct heart-related objectives (SLO, 1996):
Students should be able to:
• indicate which organs and tissues humans have for transport;
• indicate the function of organs, which are involved with transport;
• explain with help of schematic anatomical drawings the relation between build,
working and function of a number of transport organs, including the heart.

The detail in which these objectives are met differs much with respect to schools and
teachers. However, a glance on lower secondary biology textbooks reveals the average
level at which students are expected to master the build, function, and working of the heart.
In general, students usually do not need to know much details of the inner build of the
heart, like valves. Moreover, the relation between the build of the valves and the working
of the heart is usually not taught. Rather, students are usually only taught that the heart
consists of a number of compartments and attached vessels through which blood of two
distinct blood circulations streams and that the heart pumps blood by means of its muscles.
Conduction tissues are usually not addressed.

5.6.2 A review of literature on students’ pre- knowledge of the heart
Students’ knowledge of the build and working of the heart has been studied only as part of
studies concerning secondary school students’ conceptions of either the cardiovascular system (Arnaudin & Mintzes, 1985) or the human body as a whole (Gellert, 1962). Moreover,
as a preparatory project in this PhD study a small-scale one-day project was conducted in
which a group of 25 novice pre-university students datalogged heart-related quantities.
During this project, students were also probed for their pre-knowledge of the working of
the heart. The results have been published elsewhere (Van Eijck, Goedhart & Ellermeijer,
2002), but can be taken into account here.
Arnaudin and Mintzes (1985) conducted a detailed study on students’ conceptions of
the cardiovascular system. They questioned 102 tenth grade students among a sample of
495 students of five different grades ranging from elementary to college freshmen. With
respect to the build of the heart they found that from a series of drawings of possible
builds, around one third of the 10th graders chose drawings with four chambers, another
third chose drawings with three chambers, and around 10% of the students opted for a solid
heart with two tubes coming out of it. The remaining students were more or less equally
divided over two-chambered heart, solid hearts, or no answer. With respect to the function
of the heart, a majority of approximately 70% of the students indicated that the heart
pumps blood. Besides pumping, the remainder of the students assigned also other functions
to the heart, like gas exchange, purification, or production of blood. Comparable findings
concerning the functions were also found by Gellert (1962) although the sample size in this
study was very low (N=11).
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The outcomes of the study of Arnaudin and Mintzes (1985) agree more or less with
our study among pre-university students (Van Eijck et al., 2002). Students, who were
asked to draw a length section of the heart, drew one, two, three, and four chambered
hearts. In some cases, students drew spontaneously schemes of blood circulation in the
whole body. When students were asked how the heart worked, their answers showed little
detail. In most cases, they only gave a description of the streaming of the blood through the
heart. The role of valves and conduction tissues was rarely pointed out. When asked what
caused the heart muscles to contract, students answered that the heart was autonomic innervated or referred to a signal from the brains. When asked for it, most students indicated
that the blood pressure was caused by the pumping of the heart. Consequently, most students indicated that the blood pressure fluctuates.

5.6.3 Conclusions and implications
According to the objectives of the National Curriculum for lower secondary education,
students should develop knowledge of the build, working, and function of the heart. However, the details of this knowledge may vary depending on schools and teachers. Indeed,
studies among novice pre-university students suggest that outcomes of lower secondary
biology education should not to be overestimated. Most students know that the heart is
compartmented and that its function is pumping blood to maintain a blood pressure. Nevertheless, it is also found that students assign other functions to the heart. With respect to the
build, students hardly heard about rather detailed elements like valves and conduction tissues. It is therefore not surprising that they indicate that a signal from the brains keep the
heart running.
In the design of a method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts, a rather
basic level of knowledge of the build, function and the working of the heart should be
taken into account. Students should get at least the opportunity to study in detail the build
and function of the heart before they are expected to study its working. Nevertheless, when
starting the teaching method, some aspects, like the compartmentalized build and the function as a pump of blood, can be addressed superficially with the aim to recall preknowledge. Moreover, it is also possible to start the teaching method in a context in which
students can apply their pre-knowledge, also with the aim to recall it. For example, given
students’ knowledge of the course of the blood pressure due to rhythmic contraction, students should be able to derive the heartbeat frequency from heart-related measurements in
which this rhythm is observable. Hence, conducting heart-related measurements may be
meaningful to students even without detailed knowledge of the working of the heart.

5.7 Logging the heart with Coach 5
This study is conducted at the AMSTEL (Amsterdam Mathematics Science and Technology Education Laboratory) institute of the University of Amsterdam. The research and development program of the institute focuses on the use of ICT in science education (see for
example Ellermeijer, 2004). One of the applications developed by the AMSTEL institute is
a learning environment for science, mathematics, and technology called Coach 538. This
learning environment holds all the features required for practical activities in which heartrelated quantities are measured with datalogging equipment, and was therefore suitable for
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Most of the information about Coach 5 presented in this section can be found in documentation of Dorenbos and Mioduszewska (2001) and Foundation CMA (2002, 2005a, 2005b, 2005c). For an overview of
Coach 5 in Dutch mathematics, science and technology education see Ellermeijer (2004).
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this research project. Furthermore, this research project should also yield better understanding of the use of Coach 5 in the classroom.
In this section, I will point out a number of features of Coach 5, which are of importance to understand this study and its outcomes. I will first give an overview of the measurement procedures with Coach 5 and the main components involved (sensors, interface,
and software application). Moreover, I will discuss some features for data processing and
analysis, which are used in this study. After this general introduction to Coach 5, I will address in detail relevant components of the measurement of three different heart-related
quantities. With respect to patterns in the outcomes of those measurements, I will point out
which quantitative concepts are involved and by which proximate explanations meaning
can be assigned to these quantitative concepts. Finally, I will focus on characteristics of the
epistemic knowledge students may develop with these measurements.

5.7.1 The Coach 5 datalogging environment
Coach 5 can be seen as a kind of Microcomputer-Based Laboratory. It consists of a software package and holds several modular hardware components designed for measurements. However, it is developed as an authoring environment for the design of inquirybased teaching. Besides measurement features the package also supports and integrates
other tools, like control (actuators), video analysis, modelling, and data processing and
analysis. In this section, I will mainly focus on measurement features of the environment,
because only this feature was used for this study.
The measurement features of Coach 5 enable to collect data from sensors (for example a temperature or pH sensor) which are connected to an interface. On its turn, the interface is connected to the computer. A sensor converts a physical quantity (for example light,
sound, pressure) into a voltage. The interface is amongst other an analog-digital converter,
which converts the voltage of the sensor into a digital signal. With respect to the physical
quantity measured and based on a calibration of the sensor, the software converts the digital signal into an appropriate value of a quantity. Dependent on the settings, the computer
can display the measurement data in various ways, usually as a number on a display or as a
measurement point in a table or graph. The points in a graph can be eventually connected
by lines.
The Coach 5 measurement activity screen
In Figure 5.3 a typical Coach 5 activity screen is shown in the measurement modus. It is
usually divided in smaller windows. In this case, in the upper half of the screen two multimedia windows are visible with pictorial and textual information for the student about the
procedure (left) and setup (right) and of a measurement. Other multimedia windows may
contain web pages and videos. In the lower half of the screen, the panel window is visible,
in which the settings of the datalogging interface Coachlab II can be controlled. Besides
multimedia and panel windows, the measurement activity screen may hold data display
windows with different types of displays, like meters, values, graphs, or tables.
The Coach 5 software environment has extensive authoring features. An author can
make an Activity in which for example a single measurement takes place. Further, a set of
Activities constitutes a Project. With respect to the educational aims, the authoring features
enable the developer to adjust the options accessible in the resulting learning environment.
For example, the author can develop an activity for novice students in which the settings of
the sensors cannot be controlled. Or the author can give experienced students control over
the sensor settings so that the measurement environment can function as an open learning
environment for datalogging-mediated investigations.
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Figure 5.3 A typical Coach 5 activity screen in the measurement modus

Coachlab II
The interface used in this study was Coachlab II (see Figure 5.4). This is a multifunctional
interface for measurement and control. It is provided with its own micro-controller and
memory.
Data processing and analysis
Coach 5 has many different features for data processing and analysis. Only two of these
features are applied in this study. Figure 5.5 shows an example of the use of the scanning
tool in a graphical display window. With the mouse pointer, the user can go along the data
points and dashed lines indicate the coordinates on both axes of the Cartesian plane. Moreover, for each data point the exact values of both quantities can be read out in a small box
in the upper right corner.
Another function is the magnify tool. With this tool turned on, any rectangular part of
the graphical display window selected with the mouse pointer is magnified to the dimensions of the graphical display window. This enables the user to magnify a part of a graph
and to study patterns in the graph as detailed as desired. Moreover, in combination with the
scan function, the user can read out particular values in graphs, like peaks, very accurately.
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Figure 5.4 Coachlab II (top and rear view) is a versatile analog-digital converter and features:
analogue inputs to connect sensors with BT connectors (1); analogue inputs to connect sensors
with 4-mm plugs (2); 'push-pull' output channels to control various actuators (3); a plug for the
external mains adapter (4); a 9-pin plug for connection of the cable to a serial port of the computer (5); a digital channel for connection to specific devices (6); red/orange/green LEDs
showing the status of digital outputs (7); a green LED which lights up when Coachlab II is
properly powered (8).

Figure 5.5 The scan function in Coach 5

5.7.2 Heart-related measurements with Coach 5
In Coach 5, a number of heart-related measurements are possible. I will discuss here the
measurements, which played a role in this study.
Measurement of an ECG
Figure 5.6 shows the setup of a measurement of an electrocardiogram (ECG) in Coach 5.
The ECG amplifier (below left) amplifies potential differences between the electrodes,
eventually attached to the wrists. This signal is filtered and the voltage changes caused by
the activity of the heart are outputted via a LED. A light sensor is used to convey the LED
signal to Coachlab II. The optical coupling guarantees the safety of the person attached.
Figure 5.7 shows a typical example of students’ outcome of the measurement of an ECG.
The measurement took five seconds and the patterns of five different heartbeats are visible.
The unit depicted is usually millivolts.
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Figure 5.6 Setup of a measurement of the ECG

Figure 5.7 A typical outcome of the students’ measurement
of an ECG in Coach 5

Measurement of the heart sounds
In Coach 5, heart sounds can be measured with a sound sensor, which consists of a microphone followed by an internal amplifier (see Figure 5.8). The sound sensor measures variations in air pressure caused by a sound wave. Because of the high sensitivity, the sensor is
very much suited to detect short pressure pulses, like heart sounds. These can be recorded
by placing the microphone on the chest. For better recording of the heart sounds, an
adapter connected with a funnel by rubber tube was attached to the sound sensor (not
shown here). The funnel was then placed on the chest near the heart.
Figure 5.9 shows a typical example of students’ outcome of the measurement of the
heart sounds. The measurement took three seconds and the patterns of at least three different heartbeats are visible. Note the difference in sound intensity between the first (louder)
heart sound caused by the closing of the heart valves and second (softer) heart sound
caused by the closing of the arterial valves.
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Figure 5.8 Sound sensor

Figure 5.9 A typical outcome of the students’ measurement
of the heart-sounds in Coach 5

Measurement of the carotid pulse
The heartbeat sensor holds an earclip, which consists of a lamp, and a photoelectric cell in
between which the earlobe can be placed (see Figure 5.10). The more the earlobe is saturated with blood, the less light is transmitted through the ear lobe. The signal of the photoelectric cell is amplified and inverted. The output signal of the heartbeat sensor is a measure for the blood saturation of the blood vessels of the ear lobe and varies with the frequency of the heartbeat. The resulting signal is the so-called carotid pulse.
Figure 5.11 shows a typical example of students’ outcome of the measurement of the
carotid pulse. The measurement took 10 seconds and nine carotid pulses are observable.
From this outcome, the heartbeat frequency can be derived. The quantity depicted on the
vertical axis is the relative light intensity (I in %) which is the relation between the light
emitted by the light emitting diode and the light received by the photoelectric cell.
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Figure 5.10 Heart Rate sensor (left) attached to the ear lobe (right) for measuring the carotid
pulse

Figure 5.11 A typical outcome of the students’ measurement of the carotid pulse in Coach 5

5.7.3 Heart-related quantitative concepts and proximate explanations
The outcomes of the measurements discussed in the previous sections show a number of
quantitative concepts by which meaning can be assigned by means of proximate explanations (see Table 5.9). These quantitative concepts look like the ones found in the Wiggers
diagram (see Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1). However, some differences in the nature of the
quantitative concepts observable in either the graphs of measurement results or the Wiggers diagram are of importance.
In the measured ECG (see Figure 5.7) characteristic patterns are observable which
are equivalent to patterns mentioned in the schematic ECG of the Wiggers diagram, like
the P-peak, the QRS-complex, and the T-peak. The same counts for the heart sounds. The
greater and lesser heart sounds observable in the Wiggers diagram can be identified in the
data as well (see Figure 5.9).
The outcome of the measurement of the carotid pulse in the ear lobe (see Figure
5.11) is equivalent to the graph of the blood pressure of the aorta in the Wiggers diagram.
Consequently, the quantitative concepts observable in the graph as typical patterns can be
explained by processes taking place in the aorta during a heartbeat. The carotid pulse is
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caused by the contraction of the ventricles ultimately. Also observable, and caused by the
closing of the arterial valves, is the small ‘shoulder-like’ peak immediately following the
carotid pulse. One may observe as well the decrease after the shoulder-like peak. This is
due to blood streaming away from the measuring point after each carotid pulse. Note however, that this reflects the streaming of blood in the ear lobe arteries and not in the aorta.
It is important to realize in what respect the quantity in this measurement differs
from the pressure of the aorta in the Wiggers diagram. In this case the fraction of absorbed
light is measured, which is a measure for the amount of blood in the ear lobe. On its turn,
this is a measure for the pressure in the ear lobe. The pressure in the ear lobe arteries is on
its turn linear with the blood pressure in the aorta, although there is a phase difference because of the time the blood needs to stream from the aorta to the ear lobe. In short, the
course of both graphs is equivalent.
Table 5.9 Quantitative concepts in results of heart-related measurement with Coach 5 and associated proximate explanations
Graph Biological quantities
Quantitative concepts Proximate explanations
A
Amount of blood in ear lobe
Carotid pulse
Ejection of blood into aorta
Small peak
Closing of arterial valves
Decrease
Decay of pressure due to blood
in ear lobe streaming away
D

Sound of heart

Greater heart sound
Lesser heart sound

Closing of heart valves
Closing of arterial valves

ECG

Voltage of heart

P-peak
QRS-complex

Innervation of sinus node
Innervation of successively AV
node, Purkinje fibers and heart
muscle
Relaxation of heart muscle

T-peak

Note See Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1 for an explanation of the quantitative concepts

5.7.4 Epistemic knowledge associated with datalogging the heart
Datalogging heart-related quantities may contribute to students’ development of epistemic
knowledge of the Wiggers diagram. This counts in particular for three of the graphs of the
Wiggers diagram depicted in Figure 5.2: the blood pressure of the aorta (A), the intensity
of the sound caused by the heart (D), and the voltage differences caused by the heart (ECG,
lower graph). This type of epistemic knowledge involves the empirical methods grounding
the Wiggers diagram. In particular, students may develop epistemic knowledge involving
the measuring devices, objects and typical data (see also section 5.7.2) as well as the relations between these elements and the target of the measurement, which is in this case the
heart. This knowledge development can be described in detail by using the epistemic
model of a measurement activity (see section 2.6.2).
Besides epistemic knowledge of the empirical methods, students may as well develop some knowledge of the enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged. This
knowledge development may be initiated by the awareness that the data in the Wiggers
diagram are schematized in comparison with raw data obtained by datalogging heartrelated quantities. For this reason, students may learn that the graphs in the Wiggers diagram are schematized and based on averages of more than one measurement rather than the
outcome of single measurements.
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5.8 A preliminary teaching method
The explorative stage of my study yielded several promising ingredients for a preliminary
teaching method. In this section, I will point out how I actually applied these ingredients in
the design of such a method.

5.8.1 Structure
Table 5.10 shows the structure of the preliminary teaching method. It lists sequentially the
local motives for teaching activities and the content-knowledge, which is developed by
these activities.
Table 5.10 Structure of preliminary teaching sequence
Content-knowledge
General orientation on measurements in medical
context


By means of heart-related measurements


By means of reading texts on the working of the
heart and studying its build practically


By means of assignments involving interpreting
graphs of data and the Wiggers diagram based
on determining systolic time intervals


By means of reading about cases of heart diagnostics and diagnosing heart failures

Motives

Raises the general question to better understand
how and for what purposes electronic measurement devices are applied in a medical context

Which induces a motive to study how electronic
measurement devices work

Which raises question how to interpret the
measured signals

Which induces a motive to study the heart’s
working

Which raises the question how the measured
signals should be interpreted according to the
supposed working of the heart

Which induces a motive for interpreting the data
medically according to the supposed working of
the heart

Which raises the question what meaning the
interpreted signals have in a medical context

Which induces a motive for studying the role of
comparable data in a medical context


5.8.2 Scenario
According to the problem-posing approach explained in section 2.2, the teaching method
must start with a main question students can understand and which induces a driving general motive for the teaching sequence. That is, by reflecting on the general motive a local
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motive for each successive teaching activity is induced. Among others, the general motive
induces local motives for both datalogging heart-related quantities and interpretation of
representations of heart-related quantitative concepts.
According to Mayr (1997), the roots of physiology are bound up with medical practices. Consequently, the question how the healthy heart works was driven by the need for
explanations for heart failures. Research of Wiggers and his contemporaries must therefore
be seen in the context of cardiology as a medical discipline. Thus, the question how the
healthy heart works can ultimately be seen as a medical question. The other way round,
reflecting on heart-related practices in a medical context may ultimately induce fundamental cardiophysiological questions. This line of thinking guided me towards a general motive, which may fit with students’ daily life situations and interest. Namely, one can wonder for which purposes physicians study the unhealthy heart by means of measurement devices. The answer to this question sounds that physicians need to distinguish between the
working of either the unhealthy and the healthy heart so that they can determine working
failures. This may induce the question how physicians make such a distinction. On its turn,
this question induces the fundamental cardiophysiological question how the healthy heart
works. Thus, a raw picture of the teaching sequence can be drawn from the proposed main
question. It involves the introduction of a medical context, which finally induces a need for
knowledge about the working of the heart.
To introduce the main question, the teaching sequence starts with an introduction of
a medical context in which measurement devices play a role. Students watch video fragments in which it is observable how medical personnel measures patients’ ECG and carotid
pulse and in which screens with the outcomes of these measurements are visible. Students
are then asked which devices they have observed, what these devices measure, and for
which purposes these devices are used. I expect this to yield many different answers from
students. This diversity between students’ answers indicates a need for a better understanding of the purposes and use of the measurement devices visible in the video. In a class discussion, the teacher is expected to explicate this general motive and to raise the main question of the teaching sequence.
The diversity of students’ answers to the questions which devices they have observed, what these devices measure, and for which purposes these devices are used not
only induces the general motive for the teaching sequence. In addition, the need for a better
understanding of the aim and use of the measurement devices visible in the video makes a
local motive plausible to study the nature and use of these devices. I therefore expect this
general motive to be appropriate to induce a local motive for doing comparable measurements by the students themselves in the classroom. By doing such activities, one gets a better understanding of the nature of such measurement devices and the purposes for which
physicians may use it. Students therewith develop epistemic knowledge.
Datalogging heart-related quantities
The next activity consists of practical work by which students conduct measurements comparable to measurements in a medical context. In particular, students use datalogging devices to measure three different heart-related quantities as explained in section 5.7: an electrocardiogram, the carotid pulse, and the heart sounds. During these activities, students develop epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts involved with the
working of the heart, as the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2). The nature of this epistemic
knowledge is described in section 5.7.4. The learning process by which this knowledge develops can be described by the epistemic model of a measurement activity in section 2.6.2.
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I expect that the measurement outcomes yield graphs from which students want to
derive information about the condition of their own heart. This is in fact a reflection on the
main question, which asks for medical purposes for heart-related measurements. Therefore,
I expect these measurements to induce a local motive for medical interpretation.
Medical interpretation is dependent on two factors. First, it is dependent of data of
sufficient quality. However, I expect that students are not able to determine yet which quality is required for medical interpretation. They must therefore be provided with a norm,
which is accomplished by asking students to determine the heartbeat frequency from the
data. When the frequency of the heartbeat can be determined, the quality of the data is sufficient to allow medical interpretation. According to the findings of section 5.6 on students’ pre-knowledge of the heart, I expect that most pre-university biology students are
able to apply this norm during the measurements.
Second, for medical interpretation one needs thorough knowledge of the working of
the healthy heart and its representation in the graphs measured. This must be emphasized
by the teacher in a group discussion following on the measurement activities. In this way,
it can be made plausible to the students that one needs knowledge of the working of the
healthy heart to be able to interpret the graphs of the measurements. This induces a local
motive for studying the working of the healthy heart.
Studying the working of the healthy heart
From a biological perspective, an answer to the question how the healthy heart works is
grounded in understanding its build and function as well as the relation between those two
concepts. Herein, I follow Wright’s (1976) definition of function:
The function of X is Z means
(a) X is there because it does Z
(b) Z is a consequence (or result) of X’s being there
(Wright, 1976, p. 161)

‘The function of the heart is to pump’ means that ‘the heart is in the human body because it
pumps’, and that ‘pumping is a consequence (or result) of the heart being there’. Although
Wright’s definition of function does not cover all its uses39, it may be fruitful in biology
because it refers to proximate as well as ultimate explanations. One can explain a living
system by means of assigning both proximate and ultimate causalities to its build. This
framework is common in biology education – biology teachers often emphasize the relation between function and build.
In sections 5.6 I reported on studies in which students’ pre-knowledge of the heart
was probed. I concluded that students must get the opportunity to study in detail the build
and function of the heart. Herewith, students develop understanding of the causal elements
involved with the working of the heart. The studying of the working of the heart is therefore approached from a functional-morphological framework40
In practice, working of the heart is taught in two subsequent lessons. First, students
read a text about the function of the heart. This function must ‘match’ with the outcomes of
the measurements of the previous lesson. Therefore, it must be pointed out that the heart
39

For a discussion see the critique of Cummins (1975), on its turn discussed by Boorse (1976) and Sober
(1993) respectively.
40
Only some aspects of a functional-morphological approach are applied. For a more detailed elaboration of
this framework, see Boerwinkel (2003).
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has a function of an autonomous pump. The pump function of the heart requires the contraction of the left ventricle, of which students have registered the effect by measuring the
carotid pulse. Moreover, it requires the closing of the valves, which students have measured with the heart sounds measurement. The function of the heart as an autonomous organ
requires conduction tissues of which students have monitored the electrical activity with
the ECG measurement. Therefore, the function of the heart as an autonomous pump must
match with proximate causal elements based on which students can assign meaning to
quantitative concepts observable in their data.
Second, students study the anatomy of the heart. This is accomplished by a rather
classical anatomy practicum in which students dissect a mammals’ heart according to a detailed guideline. This guideline instructs how to cut into the heart to obtain typical length
sections, which can be drawn. Students are expected to produce drawings of a length dissection of the heart in which both ventricles and atria are visible41. Further, students are
expected to attempt to find the resemblance between their own drawings and schematic
drawings (see Figure 5.1) and to name the different parts of the heart observable in their
drawings. In this way, practical work on the build of the heart provides students with
causal elements based on their own experiences. Based on these building elements and the
proposed function of the heart, it is expected that students are able to construct proximate
explanations associated with the working of the heart (see section 5.2.2).
The next step in the teaching method is to induce a motive for practices in which students construct proximate explanations for quantitative concepts observable in the data of
their measurements. This can be accomplished by reflecting on the main question and,
next, to ask how the data can be interpreted in such a way that it yields medical relevant
information. At the end of the lesson in which the build of the heart has been studied, the
teacher initiates a class discussion and asks this question explicitly. As an outcome of this
discussion, it is expected that students are motivated to learn to interpret the data with the
aim to obtain medical relevant information.
Interpreting data proximately
During the fifth activity, students are expected to learn to interpret the data. Students learn
to assign meaning to the observable quantitative concepts by constructing proximate causal
explanations (see also section 5.7.3 for the quantitative concepts and the proximate explanations involved with the measurements). Moreover, this must yield medical information.
In practice, this can be accomplished by determining some typical cardiophysiological values, which are used for diagnosis of heart failures, the so-called systolic time intervals.
Table 5.11 lists the quantitative concepts and proximate explanations associated with these
systolic time intervals.
The systolic time intervals can be determined by the time between typical quantitative concepts observable in the graphs. For example, the Ventricular Contraction Time is
the time between the beginning of the greater heart sound and the beginning of the lesser
heart sounds. In Coach 5, this can be done very accurate using the scan and magnifying
tools (see section 5.7.1). By doing such activities, it is expected that students assign meaning to the quantitative concepts involved by constructing proximate causal explanations.
For example, by determining the Ventricular Contraction Time students learn that the
greater and lesser heart sounds are caused by the closing of the heart and arterial valves,
respectively. Of course, the relation between the quantitative concepts and the proximate
explanations must be explained explicitly during these activities.
41

A common educational reason for making drawings is that students pay secure attention to visible parts of
the heart in the cross sections.
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Table 5.11 Quantitative concepts and proximate explanations associated with the systolic time intervals
Systolic time
Biological
Quantitative
Proximate explanations
interval
quantity
concepts
VCT
Sound
Greater heart sound
Closing of heart valves
Lesser heart sound
Closing of arterial valves
EMS

ECG

QRS-complex
Lesser heart sound

LVET

Amount of blood in ear lobe

Carotid pulse
Small peak

Innervation of successively
AV node, Purkinje fibers
and heart muscle
Closing of arterial valves
Ejection of blood into
aorta
Closing of arterial valves

Notes VCT: Ventricular Contraction Time; EMS: Electro-Mechanical Systole; LVET: Left-Ventricular Ejection Time. For an explanation of the quantitative concepts and proximate explanations involved, see section
5.7.3.

As a next step in the teaching-learning process, students extend their understanding of
heart-related quantitative concepts to the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2). A motive for
this activity is to provide a norm for the values of systolic time intervals, based on which
heart failures can be detected. This can be accomplished by determining the systolic time
intervals in the Wiggers diagram. As a result, students interpret the Wiggers diagram explicitly. During these activities students may observe differences and similarities between
graphs of their own measurements and the Wiggers diagram. Students may learn that the
graphs in the Wiggers diagram are schematized and based on averages of more than one
measurement instead of the outcome of single measurements. This contributes to students’
development of knowledge of the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram
emerged (see section 5.7.4).
So far, students have developed epistemic knowledge of representations of heartrelated quantitative concepts. On its turn, this has supported the process by which students
assign meaning to the heart-related quantitative concepts by means of proximate explanations involving the working of the heart. However, the main question has not been answered yet. Therefore, the teacher is expected to reflect again on the main question by asking how systolic time intervals can be applied in cases when the heart is unhealthy. The
teacher then initiates a class discussion, in which must be explicated the motive to study
both such cases and the application of determining systolic time intervals therein. In the
final activity, students are expected to read some cases of common heart failures, like a
heart attack and arrhythmias, and learn therewith to diagnose these heart failures based on
changes in the systolic time intervals. When these activities are finished, students have a
fair idea of the purpose and use of measurement devices in a medical context.
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6 First case study
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the first of two case studies of the cyclic research phase in which the
preliminary teaching method was field-tested. I will first describe the setup and the research context of this case study (section 6.2). Thereafter, I will present the empirical data
based on which the preliminary teaching method was evaluated (section 6.3). According to
this evaluation, the preliminary teaching method was revised (section 6.4).

6.2 Setup
In chapter 4, I described the research design of the study as a whole. This section, however,
can be seen as a local elaboration of the research design with respect to the context of the
first field-test. The local characteristics of the research context are first described. Next, I
will show how I implemented the scenario in the actual classroom setting. Finally, I will
describe the applied methods during data collection, processing, and analysis.

6.2.1 Research context
The first case study was carried out in January 2003 at a public school in Haarlem, the
Netherlands. This school was selected after a procedure in which both the willingness of
the teacher and the computer facilities of the school played a role. I started this procedure
by teaching a course of one day in which teachers worked with the teaching materials. During this course, the teachers were asked to participate in a trajectory in which they tried out
the teaching materials in their own teaching practice. Three teachers responded to this invitation. One teacher had a teaching experience of only one year. Another teacher had no
computer facilities at his school. Therefore, I decided to cooperate with the third teacher.
This teacher was well experienced in teaching biology and the school had some computer
facilities.
The school can be seen as a city school although its students come from a wide area,
which extends outside the city as well. The school is a gymnasium, which means the students follow regular pre-university education and either Latin or Greek as another compulsory subject. Because of the extra study load, the gymnasium curriculum usually requires
more than average learning efforts of students as compared to regular pre-university education. Therefore, many gymnasium students are gifted learners. This counts especially for
senior students because they have proven to meet the requirements of the lower level of the
gymnasium. The students (11th grade, 16-17 years old) of the groups in which this case
study was carried out can therefore be seen as better than average learners. It is important
to note, however, that this counts for languages rather than science and mathematics.
Moreover, because the students are more gifted, the need to improve teaching methods is
felt as less urgent by teachers as compared to regular pre-university education. As a result,
gymnasium curricula are usually rather traditional.
Before trying out the teaching sequence, I had three meetings with the teacher in
which we discussed the aims and methods of the teaching sequence as well as issues related to research and data collection. The technical assistant and the ICT assistant were
also involved to prepare necessary technical and ICT-related issues. During these prepara105

tory meetings, it turned out that the physics department was very experienced with the
learning environment I intended to use (see section 5.7.1). As a result, this learning environment was already installed on the school’s computer network and students were familiar with it in the context of physics education. Moreover, installing the necessary software
for our activities was done by the physics department because they managed the learning
environment on the school’s computer network.
Selection of classes was based on our research focus on a course on the working of
the heart at pre-university level. On this level, the subject is usually introduced half way at
upper secondary school (11th grade). The teacher had two groups of students of 23 and 21
students respectively. Both groups were subjected to the teaching sequence.

6.2.2 Implementation of the scenario
Table 6.1 shows the implementation of the scenario (see section 5.8) in the actual classroom practice. Lesson 3, 5, and 6 were scheduled in 45 minutes. These teaching activities
held no practical work like dissection or measurements. Such practical activities, in the
second and fourth lesson respectively, were scheduled in lessons of 60 minutes.
Table 6.1 Implementation of the scenario in the actual classroom practice
Lesson
Duration
Activities
1
45’
Orientation on medical context: video with assignments
2
60’
Practical work: measuring the heart
3
45’
Assignments on working of heart
4
60’
Practical work: anatomy of heart
5
45’
Interpretation of measured graphs and the Wiggers diagram
6
45’
Cases of heart diagnostics

Table 6.1 only shows the main teaching activities in each lesson. Usually, each lesson
should start with a group discussion in which the content-related motives for the upcoming
teaching activity should be explicated. Ideally, in such a group discussion, both the main
question and the knowledge needs to be satisfied during the upcoming teaching activity
should be explicated. Further, if possible, each lesson should finish with a group discussion
in which the teacher and the students, in view of the main question, reflect on the knowledge gained during the executed teaching activity. However, such concluding group discussions would not be possible in lessons holding practical activities, like the second and
fourth lesson, because such activities usually consume all teaching time left (due to clearing out the classroom and cleaning the workplaces). A reflective group discussion following on these lessons should therefore be planned at the beginning of the next lessons. Of
course, such a reflective group discussion should be merged with preparing group discussions in which the motives for the upcoming teaching activity should be explicated.
For practical reasons, the fifth lesson was scheduled in a common classroom without
computer facilities. Students could therefore not analyze their data with the computer (as
supposed in the scenario; see section 5.8.2). Instead, they analyzed paper-printed graphs.

6.2.3 Data collection
During the case study, extensive data sets were collected through classroom observations,
audio- and videotapes (of group discussions and pairs of students), completed worksheets,
written tests and interviews with students and the teacher. Data collection was guided by
the question whether the actual teaching and learning processes followed the scenario. I
therein distinguished between learning processes, teaching processes, and the learning out-
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comes. Consequently, data collection was aimed at students (classroom observations, audio- and videotapes of group discussions and pairs of students, completed worksheets,
written tests and interviews with students), the teacher (classroom observations, audio- and
videotapes of group discussions, interviews with the teacher), and the learning outcomes
(completed worksheets, written tests and interviews with students). Table 6.2 gives an
overview of the different kinds of data collected. In both groups, the same types of data
sets were collected. The lessons of the two groups of students were scheduled on different
moments in the week. Therefore, observations and audio- and video recordings could be
made in both groups. I will briefly discuss each of the type of data collected below.
Table 6.2 Collected data during the first case study
Moment
Data collected
Subjects
Before TS Pre-test
Students
Lesson 1

Observations
Interviews

Whole group
Three students

Lesson 2

Observations
Audio-recordings
Video recordings
Interviews

Whole group
Three pairs of students
Two pairs of students
Three students

Lesson 3

Observations
Audio-recordings
Video recordings
Interviews

Whole group
Whole group
Whole group
Three students

Lesson 4

Observations
Interviews

Whole group
Three students

Lesson 5

Observations
Audio-recordings
Video recordings
Interviews

Whole group
Whole group
Whole group
Three students

Lesson 6

Observations
Audio-recordings
Video recordings
Interviews

Whole group
Whole group
Whole group
Three students

After TS

Worksheets
Measurement files
Final test
Questionnaire
Interview

All students
All students
All students
All students
Teacher

Note TS = Teaching sequence.

Observations
During observations, an outline of the course of the lesson was written down in a draft report. Observations were further driven by the scenario in such a way that events validating
the expectations or events showing deviations from the scenario were described in particular. Usually one or two days after the lessons the report was written down in a final version
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in which reflective additions were made by the researcher. In the final report, draft writings
and reflections were written in different sections to enable distinction between the empirical data and the interpretations. The rather ‘fresh’ reflections appeared to be valuable, because it helped the researcher to evoke relevant events during the lessons and to interpret
the briefly written observations.
Audio- and video recordings
During each lesson except the first and the fourth, audio and video recordings were made.
Due to practical reasons, the first lesson was not audio- and videotaped. During the second
lesson, which took place in a computer room, almost no group discussions were possible.
Moreover, students worked nearly the whole lesson in pairs on assignments. Therefore, it
made no sense to make audio- and video recordings of the classroom as a whole. Instead, I
made audio- and video recordings only of two pairs of students doing their assignments on
the computer. The fourth lesson consisted of practical work on the anatomy of the heart.
This was a traditional activity and, as a biology teacher, well known to me. I therefore did
not consider it to yield additional data to answer the research question.
The video recordings were always made from a fixed point. The group discussions
(lessons 3 to 6) were videotaped from the back of the teaching room. Pairs of students were
videotaped while the video camera stood on a tripod besides them and partly pointing towards the computer screen so that also students’ gestures to the computer screen were observable (lesson 2). The audio recordings overlapped the video recordings. Group discussions were monitored with two audio recorders in between the students and one audio recorder carried by the teacher. Pairs of students were monitored with an audio recorder used
additively to the video recorder because of the better sound quality of the audio recorder as
compared to the video recorder.
Interviews
Semi-structured student interviews were designed with the aim to discuss the actual teaching-learning process and to verify in what respect this process complied with the scenario
according to students’ experiences. Both the course of the past lesson and the teaching materials used therein should be discussed. The student syllabus was available during the interviews and students could freely browse through it. When I referred to a section in the
students’ syllabus, it was shown explicitly to the student. It was intended to interview three
different students individually after each lesson. However, because of pragmatic reasons,
this has only been conducted after the second, third and fourth lesson. The interviews were
registered by means of audiotapes and transcribed afterwards.
A semi-structured teacher interview was scheduled after the teaching sequence. The
aim of this interview was to discuss both the teaching-learning process and its outcomes. In
particular, I attempted to verify how the teacher experienced the actual teaching-learning
process and whether he thought it complied with the scenario. Further, I also aimed at understanding the role of the teacher in moments of non-compliance. This latter point was not
a research aim on its own. Rather, I wanted to know to what extent I succeeded in explaining the teacher the objectives and structures of the teaching method and how this finally
affected the execution of the teaching sequence. The interview was semi-structured, registered by means of audiotapes and transcribed afterwards.
Worksheets and digital measurement files
After the teaching sequence, the worksheets of students were collected. Further, the second
lesson yielded diskettes with digital files with the graphs of measurements. Given that the
teacher had two groups of students of 23 and 21 students respectively and both groups
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were subjected to the teaching sequence, we could collect, ideally, as many as 44 worksheets and measurement files. However, most lessons not all students were present and not
every student handed in all the worksheets at the end of the teaching sequence. Moreover,
during some assignments, in particular the measurements, students cooperated in pairs and
together handed in one worksheet and/or diskette with measurement files only. Therefore,
in most cases the number of 44 individual worksheets was not met.
Pre-test
Before the teaching sequence, students were subjected to a pre-test probing their knowledge of the build, function, and working of the heart. In the preparatory investigations, a
pre-test was already designed in a rather intuitive way. To improve its validity and reliability the pre-test was redesigned according to a test by Buckley (2000). This test monitored
students’ knowledge of the heart as well and proposed structure, function, behavior, and
mechanism as the basic components of this knowledge. However, I modified Buckley’s
categorization with respect to heart-related measurements. For example, I extended the
category behavior with the subcategories ‘voltage’, ‘pressure’ and ‘sound’ because these
quantities played a role in heart-related measurements (and did not play a role in Buckley’s
test). My pre-test was therefore meant to test the assumption that students had no extensive
detailed knowledge of the build, function, working, and behavior of the heart yet, in particular with respect to the quantities pressure, sound, and voltage. Although it appeared that
the initial test covered already many of Buckley’s topics, two more questions were included. The p-value of students’ pre-test answers was partly determined after Buckley
(2000). For the categories not covered by Buckley, I defined score criteria. The pre-test
questions as well as comments on the design and the score criteria are explained in Appendix C.
Final test
After the teaching sequence, students were subjected to a final test. This final test held
questions to meet the teacher’s aims of testing students’ general knowledge about the cardiovascular system and other topics taught in lessons preceding the teaching sequence. In
cooperation with the teacher, I developed as well some specific questions to meet the aims
of this study. These questions are presented in Appendix D. It is important to note that the
questions of the final test differed from questions of the pre-test. While the pre-test probed
general knowledge of the heart, the final test focused in detail on some specific issues concerning the taught knowledge. The final test was comparable to the investigation of students’ difficulties with heart-related graphs in the explorative phase of this study (see section 5.5). In particular, the test probed students’ construction of epistemic knowledge and
proximate causal explanations associated with the Wiggers diagram (see section 5.2 and
Figure 5.2).
Students’ epistemic knowledge associated with the Wiggers diagram was probed in
two ways: with respect to the enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged and with
respect to the measurement methods (see section 2.6). I did not expect students to construct
detailed knowledge of the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged (see
section 5.2.3). However, I wanted to know if students constructed this type of epistemic
knowledge, which explains differences between the graphs of their measurement outcomes, and the schematized graphs in the Wiggers diagram (see section 5.7.4). To probe to
what extent students developed such epistemic knowledge I just asked how the Wiggers
diagram emerged (question 1).
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In the scenario (see section 5.8), I pointed out that I expected students, due to the
teaching method, to develop knowledge of measurement methods (see section 5.7.4).
Therefore, this was probed in more detail. I assumed that this knowledge development
should enable students to indicate the quantities and units of graphs in the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2), which are comparable to the graphs of their measurement outcomes.
To probe this knowledge, I asked the question which quantity and which unit is usually
depicted on the vertical axis of the graph of the electrocardiogram of the Wiggers diagram
(question 2).
According to the scenario, students should have learned to construct proximate explanations for quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram (see also section
5.2.2). This knowledge construction was probed by two questions. One question involved
the similar change of the pressure in the left atrium and ventricle during a part of the heart
cycle, which can be explained proximately by the opened heart valves (question 3).
The other question involved the causal coherence in the course of different quantities, in this case voltage and heart sounds (question 4). This can be explained proximately
by the conduction of impulses from the AV-node to the Purkinje fibers which causes the
heart muscle to contract, and which on its turn causes the blood to move and the heart
valves to close. This question probed students’ construction of a proximate explanation
they had constructed by interpreting their own measurements (see section 5.7.3).
Questionnaire
After the teaching sequence, a questionnaire probed students’ ideas of the actual teachinglearning process as well as the extent to which a number of limiting conditions were met.
The first series of questions was about the teaching sequence. These questions probed students’ opinions about different aspects of the teaching sequence, like the clarity of the texts
and assignments, the central question, the order of the activities, and to what extent students think they have met the learning aims of the teaching sequence. The second set of
questions should yield some information about the efforts with which students tried to
meet the desired learning outcomes and their motivation to learn apart from content-related
motives. The third set of questions should yield some information about whether or not
students encountered problems with the learning environment Coach 5 and students’ opinions about this learning environment and doing measurements with the computer by themselves. The questionnaire and its outcomes are shown in Appendix E.
Role researcher
As a researcher, I took actively part in classroom practice. I walked around answering students’ questions and assisted during the setup of activities. At one hand, this was sometimes required, for example during the lessons in which ICT was applied and with which
the teacher had too little experience to carry out the lessons on his own. On the other hand,
the role of a practitioner-researcher also enabled me to hold conversations with individual
students and to observe in detail how students acted during the teaching activities. This enabled me to investigate more thoroughly how the teaching activities actually turned out in
classroom practice and which problems students encountered.
The lesson before the start of the case study, I was introduced to the students as a researcher of the University of Amsterdam. I briefly explained the aims of the research project, in effect to develop new modes of teaching in which a computer was applied.
Therewith I told students that these lessons were of importance because I studied how
computers could be of benefit in the actual classroom practice. Further, I mentioned some
implications for the students, like the presence of a video recorder. The students were told
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that they could approach me like the teacher and that they could ask me questions as well
about the teaching sequence and its contents. Further, students were asked to answer all
questions in the teaching materials as honestly as possible and, if possible, to act as usual
during biology lessons. It was also stated that the data and worksheet would be handled
confidentially. Moreover, I promised not to discuss particular person-specific empirical
data with the teacher if they could harm a students’ performance, like bad answers to questions or unwanted classroom behavior. Moreover, I told that students’ utterances could be
printed in publications but I promised that this should be done anonymously, which in effect means that students’ individual utterances could not be traced back to their person.
The teacher stated that the series of lessons were a substitute for the normal lessons in biology and that it would be concluded by a written exam.

6.2.4 Data processing and analysis
Data processing and analysis was driven by the question whether the actual teaching and
learning processes complied with the scenario. For each stage in the scenario, databases
were selected to be processed and analyzed42. Selection was guided by the question which
set of databases should allow a reliable reconstruction of the actual teaching and learning
process while the processing and analysis should yet take an acceptable effort. In practice,
the pre-test, the final test, the interview with the teacher and the questionnaire were fully
analyzed. Furthermore, databases which yielded direct information about the learning-and
teaching process (observations, video and audio recordings) were favored over sources
which yielded less direct information about the teaching and learning process (interviews,
students’ work sheets). When the former types yielded a reliable reconstruction of the
teaching learning process, the latter were not processed and analyzed.
In other instances, the choice for databases was strictly pragmatic. For example,
when students worked individually on assignments, observations and video and audio recordings yielded little information. In these cases only worksheets and interviews yielded
information about the teaching and learning process. Because of this selection procedure,
not all databases were processed and analyzed.
In short, when particular data sources mentioned in this section are finally not mentioned in the research outcomes, this means either that these data sources did not yield information or that the data sources yielded insufficient information to reconstruct the actual
learning- and teaching process in a reliable way.
During data processing and analysis I distinguished between the role of the students
(learning processes) and the teacher (teaching processes) as well as the effects of the teaching-learning process taking place (learning outcomes). Therefore, three distinct analysis
questions could be formulated as follows:
1. In what respect does the teacher comply with the intended teaching process?
2. In what respect does students’ actual learning processes agree with the intended
learning processes and how can differences be explained?
3. To what extent do students realize the intended learning outcomes?
Specific analysis
Because of the focus on the use of ICT in this study, the role of datalogging in the teaching-learning process was studied in more detail. For this detailed analysis, I used the model
42

Selection of databases with respect to stages of the scenario is common in developmental research. For an
explanation of this function of the scenario, see also section 4.3.1.
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I developed with the aim to describe the elements, which play a role in the construction of
epistemic knowledge during a measurement (see section 2.6.2).
Table 6.3 lists which data sources could potentially contribute to answering which analysis
questions.
Table 6.3 Overview of the potential suitability of the different data
sources for answering the analysis questions
Data sources
Analysis questions
1
2
Observations
●
●
Audio recordings of teacher
●
students
●
whole group
●
●
Video recordings of students
●
whole group
●
●
Interviews with
student
●
teacher
●
Worksheets
●
Pre-test
Final test
Questionnaire
●

3
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Note For the analysis questions, see the text.

6.3 Outcomes
In this section, the outcomes of the first case study are structured more or less according to
the scenario (see section 5.8). However, the teaching and learning of quantitative concepts
and the use of ICT is emphasized. I will first describe the start of the teaching sequence,
which constitutes a general orientation on the medical context. Next, I will address the local motives during measurement activities and the learning processes during these measurement activities. Hereafter, I will describe which local motives were induced because of
measurement activities. At this point, the actual teaching method started to deviate strongly
from the scenario, which will be explained. Further, I address learning outcomes of the
teaching sequence, which are monitored by means of tests. Thereafter, I will present the
retrospect of the teacher and the students on the teaching sequence.

6.3.1 General orientation: introduction to the medical context
The purpose of the general orientation was twofold. First, students had to be provided with
a general content-related motive for the teaching sequence. Second, from this general motive, a content-related local motive should be derived for the first teaching activity43.
During the first teaching activity, students watched two excerpts of video films in
which medical personnel applied electronic cardiovascular measurement devices. In both
excerpts close ups of the graphs of data collected by the measurement devices were visible,
in particular an ECG and a graph of a carotid pulse. In the teaching materials, I incorporated the following questions, which supported students to explicit the general motive:

43

This start is typical for the problem-posing approach. This is explained in more detail in section 5.8 (scenario of the teaching method) or 2.2.3 (problem-posing approach).
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1. Which devices do you observe? Mention their names, or, if you don’t know the
name, describe the devices.
2. What does the device measure?
3. What are physicians using the measurement device for?

It was expected that students’ answers to these questions should be diverse and showing
that they have a vague idea of the working and purpose of the observable measurement devices. By plenary discussing students’ answers, it was intended that the teacher should explicit the general motive. Moreover, he should make the local motive for the next teaching
activity plausible (doing heart-related measurements).
Table 6.4 Students answers to the three questions of the first teaching activity
1. Device
2. Device measures
3. Physicians use it for
Electrodes (1)
Measure electric signals to heart,
attached to heartbeat meter (1)
ECG-device (13)

Reflects graphically electric signals (1)
Electric activity (1)
Heartbeat (3)
Heart rhythm (1)

For corony care, then the physician may observe it if might go
wrong (1)
To measure if the heart beats
regularly (3)
Observe heart rhythm, to get the
heart going (1)
To keep control of the patient (1)
To look if the patient is alive (2)
Measuring heart activity to look
if the patient is alive (1)
Corony care (1)
To keep the heartbeat in control,
to see if it functions (1)
To see if the heart functions (1)

Heartbeat meter (5)

Heartbeat (2)
Heartbeat (electric signals, frequency) (1)
Impulses which nerves give to the
heart (1)
Electric activity (1)

Condition/health (2)
To look if there is a regularly
heartbeat (2)
To keep an eye on the heart (1)

Blood pressure meter (3)

Blood pressure (3)
Blood pressure (2)

Good/bad blood pressure (1)

Defibrillator (5)

Gives a shock (3)

Used when heart defibrillates (1)
Reanimate (2)
To let the heart beat again (1)

Oxygen mask (1)

Giving oxygen (1)

To let the heart beat again (1)

Note N=28 (Some students worked in pairs). The number of students giving the answer is bracketed.

I collected students’ written answers to the questions (see Table 6.4). A majority of the
students was able to name observable measurement devices, like the ECG-monitor and the
carotid pulse monitor (heartbeat meter). Apparently, these devices were familiar to the stu-
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dents. However, students also mentioned devices that did not measure anything at all, like
the defibrillator and the oxygen mask. Moreover, students seem to have difficulties to explain what the measurement devices actually measure, which was asked with the second
question. Compared to the first question, fewer students answered to this question and the
answers were rather ambiguous. For example, students’ answers hold something that is not
a measurable quantity, like ‘heartbeat’ or ‘electrical activity’. The question for what physicians are using the measurement devices also yielded different and somewhat superficial
answers. Most of the students explained that the devices are used for checking the patient
or its heart. Thus, like expected according to the scenario (see section 5.8), students have a
vague idea of the working and purpose of the observable measurement devices.
During the group discussion, the teacher wrote a number of students’ answers on the
blackboard, which showed the expected ambiguity. Further, students were asked to explain
in more detail to explain what was measured exactly with an ECG, in effect which quantities were measured. To this question, students’ answers were also rather ambiguous. Besides ‘voltage’, quantities like ‘blood pressure’, ‘current’ and ‘electric activity’ were mentioned. Hereafter, the central question was asked by the teacher, namely to explain for what
purposes physicians conduct measurements of the heart with electronic devices. Students
gave some of the answers, which were comparable to the ones of Table 6.4, but the group
did not seem very satisfied with these. In response, the teacher explicated the general motive that the teaching sequence was aimed at learning for what purposes and in which way
physicians use electronic measurement devices at the end of the lesson. Departing from
this general motive he explicated the motive for the activities of the next lesson, namely
that the students should learn more about such measurements by conducting these by
themselves. To this idea, most students nodded assent, therewith indicating their agreement.
From the analysis of the interviews after this lesson, it appeared that students were positive
about the purpose of the measurements, like in the following excerpt:
[1:1, I, 1]44 I is the interviewer, S is a student
1

I
S
I
S

5

Erm... let’s have a look. Well, let’s consider the video introduction...
Yes.
And next the measurement. Did you think that was logically following on each other?
Yes, one has at least an idea of what one’s going to measure because of the video
introduction. One has a better impression of it. If one has seen it in the hospital, one
thinks: gosh, that is measured. If one is doing it then by himself, then one can better
connect it to each other and because of that ...[?]...

The interviewed students appeared to understand why they were about to do some measurements the next lesson. However, this excerpt is not representative for all students. I
therefore cannot conclude that all students were aware of the local motives for the measurement activities.
Thus, from the actual course of the first lesson we can conclude the following:

44

See Appendix G for the meaning of the notations used in transcripts.
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•
•
•

Most of the students understood the general motive: they tried to answer the central
question for which purpose and how physicians use electronic measurement devices
and their answers were reasonable according to their state of knowledge.
Many students could not give a satisfying answer to the central question. Therefore,
the general motive may have induced a knowledge need.
The interviewed students understood the local motive and therefore knew why they
were going to perform measurements by their own in the next lesson comparable to
measurements they had seen in the first teaching activity.

6.3.2 Local motives during measurement activities
According to the scenario (see section 5.8), students had to measure three different heartrelated quantities: an electrocardiogram, the carotid pulse, and the heart sounds. These
measurements were rather cookbook-like: in texts in the learning environment, students
were told how to measure the desired heart-related quantity. The task was thus to obtain
some data. However, it was also expected that these activities, also with respect to the
foregoing introduction of the medical context, should induce spontaneously a motive to
interpret the measurement outcomes medically.
However, the analysis of the recordings of students doing measurements revealed
that the medical context played no role in students’ discussions when they evaluated any
data, nor when they attempted optimizing the quality of their data. The question arises for
what reasons students were motivated. Analysis of recordings of students doing measurements showed frequently two different concerns. I will illustrate this with an excerpt of
two students performing a measurement of the ECG in which both concerns are observable.
[1:2, P, 2] S1 and S2 are students. An ECG appeared on the screen.
1

S1
S2

5
S1
S2
10
S1
S2
15

20

S1
S2
S1
S2
S1
S2
S1

Yes, there it is... Well, very nice. Take a look!
Ooooh!
...[???]...
[S1 and S2 are studying the teaching materials and start with the subsequent
assignments
Well, let’s have a look. What have you been measuring? [S1 speaks out loud the first
question of the assignment].
You should do ...[?]... because I can’t. I cannot reach it. Hahaha [laughs]. [S2 wants to
start a new measurement. However, he cannot operate the computer because he is
connected to the ECG sensor with rather short wires.]
Do you want another time or something?
Yes.
[S2 laughs and moves with wrists. This results in a pattern of the ECG which is uncommon. S1 and S2 think this is very funny and repeat the same measurement
again with moving the wrists. Another student also joins. They all start laughing.]
And now for something serious. Relax now.
Shift-F9, we learned this yesterday from [mentions name of other student]
[Enters Shift-F9] ...[?]... Well, that’s a nice one. Now save it.
Should we save it?
Should we save it?
Shouldn’t we do another one? Yours, for example?
No, we save this one already.
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The first concern has to do with the task students are doing and want to finish. This can be
observed in line 20-22 when S2 wonders whether they should do another one. The motive
seemed rather task-oriented because they wonder what they ‘should’ do.
The second concern has to do with the quality of the data. It is about acquiring a
graph that is ‘nice’, or, in general, an indication of a certain visual quality. Such concerns
are observable in lines 1 and 18. Such indications of the quality of the outcomes play an
important role in students’ measurements. I will discuss these in detail in the next section.
Given the observed motives during the measurement activities, we can conclude the following concerning the measurements and the emergence of related local motives:
•
•

The local motive for the measurements, namely to get an idea of the nature and purpose of electronic measurement devices in a medical context, did not emerge spontaneously during measurement activities.
Students’ motives showed merely a focus on the task and the quality of data.

6.3.3 Measurement activities
During the measurement activities, it was expected that students should develop epistemic
knowledge of some of the heart-related quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers
diagram (see section 5.7.4 for an elaboration this knowledge). In this section, I will attempt
to describe this learning process. In particular, I will apply the model I had developed to
distinguish between the various elements, which play a role in the construction of epistemic knowledge during a measurement (see section 2.6.2). In short, this model distinguishes between the measurement object, device and data (see also section 5.7.2 for a more
articulated description of these epistemic elements). Moreover, any measurement is ultimately aimed at getting information of a target – in this case the heart. However, not only
are these four elements of importance, but also the relations between these elements as discussed by students.
The description of learning processes associated with the measurement activities is
divided into three parts. The first part is about what happened during the activities before
students obtained data. Thereafter, I will describe what happened during the activities
when students acquired data. In the third part, I describe practices in which students had to
interpret data by means of questions, which explicitly pointed to the nature and purpose of
the measurements. If not mentioned otherwise, the descriptions are based on the analysis of
audio- and video recordings of students doing measurements (see section 6.2).
Preparing measurements
The students had worked with the learning environment before during physics lessons. Although the students had not yet seen the applied types of sensors, they were already familiar with the general characteristics of sensors. They knew, for example, that the sensor has
a part that needs to be attached to the interface and a part through which the signals enter
the sensor. As a result, the learning processes associated with the devices only were of a
very short duration. It consisted mainly of identifying the sensors. During this identification process, students were already concerned with the measurements: they wanted to
know in which activity the sensor had to be applied rather than they wanted to know how
the sensor actually worked. Moreover, in case of the ECG-sensor the sensor had to be built
from a number of parts (amplifier module, wires, electrodes, and light sensor). Here, students frequently compared their own setup with an example of a setup from a photograph
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on the computer screen. Students encountered no problems while preparing the measurements and learned easily how each measurement should be set up.
The actual course of the measurement activities yields the following conclusions:
•

The learning processes associated with the devices consisted of identifying which
sensor should be applied in which measurement. Students encountered no problems
when setting up the measurements and learned easily how each measurement should
be set up.

Optimizing the quality of data
After having prepared the measurements, students should be ready to obtain the first data.
As pointed out in the scenario (see section 5.8), students should be provided with a norm to
get data of sufficient quality. This was accomplished by the assignment to obtain data from
which they could derive their heartbeat frequency.
From the analysis of video recordings of students doing measurements, I found that students, as soon as the first measurement result appeared on the computer screen, evaluated
its quality (even without having read the assignment to do so). This is for example observable in the following excerpt in which S1 and S2 are discussing the result of a measurement of the carotid pulse in the ear lobe. S1 was the measured subject and S2 handled the
computer. The excerpt starts when the data appear on the computer screen.
[1:2, G, 3] S1 and S2 are students, A is technical assistant
1

S1

5

S2
S2

10

15

20

S2
S2
S1

S2
S2
S2
S2
S1
S2
S1

25
S2

According to me, we only have to do the ear lobe measurement today.
[S2 takes teaching materials. Students start reading the instructions for the measurements and start with the measurement]
[The first results appear on the screen. S2 watches screen]
This is really strange.
[Silence]
Here, [calls S1], watch this!
[S1 watches screen as well]
It goes on decreasing [S2 means the graph gradually decreases with the time]
Put it on the other [S2 means the ear lobe of S1]
Maybe it is not well attached
[S1 takes heartbeat sensor of his ear lobe, observes it and attaches it again at the same
ear lobe. S2 checks whether the sensor’s plug is well plugged into the Coachlab.
Thereafter they start again another measurement]
Yes! [S2 indicates the start of a measurement]
...[?]... I think it is doing the same now.
[S1 reattaches the heartbeat sensor at the same ear lobe. S2 starts another measurement]
Also, yes.
Attach it to your other ear.
It is still not good?
Well, it is very low indeed.
Okay [S1 Attaches the sensor at the other ear]
[Students repeat the measurement several times without the desired outcome.
Thereafter they change from role. S1 operates the computer. S2 is measured. They start
a measurement]
That looks rather constant
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30
S2
A
S2
35
S2
40

S2
S1
S2

45
S2
S2

[S2 leaves the scene for fetching a diskette to save the data. S1 repeats the measurements. The technical assistant comes along and proposes to measure with the little
finger instead of the ear lobe. S1 agrees and starts such a measurement. S2 comes back
with a diskette.]
That looks rather logical
That’s it, isn’t it?
Yes, okay.
[The technical assistant counts ten beats in 10 seconds and calculates about 80 heartbeats per minute. Then the technical assistant leaves. The students continue with the
measurements.]
Put it to your other ear, [calls name S1]
[Silence]
Put in on your ear just for now.
No, that wasn’t that nice.
That doesn’t matter. You should measure on the ear, so, urm...
[Students carry out another measurement and are convenient with the result. They save
the measurement. Next they start a measurement with S2 (The earlier
measurements were not saved yet)]
[Points to screen] Strange peak
[S2 Repeats measurement]
[Watches to screen] Look, that is a nice one!
[S2 saves data]

In this excerpt, one can observe two processes associated with optimizing the data. First, in
lines 10, 11, 17, and 20 S1 and S2 manipulate the sensor or discuss the sensor in relation to
the measurement object, which is in this case the ear lobe. Therefore, based on the unusual
data, the students immediately decide to change some conditions related to the measurement object. Second, in lines 13-14, S2 does more or less the same, but with the measurement device only. Thus, in the first case both the measurement object and the measurement
object are mentioned, while in the second case only the measurement devices play a role.
These two processes frequently occurred with each measurement that yielded noninterpretable or unusual results. In fact, optimizing the data seemed to be an iterative process, consisting of doing a measurement; observing the results; discussing a change in the
measurement conditions, thereby referring to either the measurement object or the measurement device; manipulating the conditions; and doing again a measurement with the
agreed change in measurement conditions. This did not happen frequently with the relative
easy measurements of the ECG and the carotid pulse in the ear lobe. However, the measurement of the heart sounds appeared to be difficult. In one instance, the iterative process
of optimizing the quality of data was repeated ten times before a result of satisfying quality
was obtained.
In the previous section, I already concluded that students’ motives for repeating measurements concerned the quality of the data. When focusing on students’ learning processes
during the measurements, these motives are observable as well. They lay the foundation
for the iterative process that finally leads to data of a sufficient quality. So, the measurement procedure appeared to be sufficiently transparent to be able to optimize the quality.
Nevertheless, from the data analyzed, it is difficult to determine how students assess
the quality of the data. Clearly, they observe the graph of the data and judge according to
certain properties of this graph whether it is of sufficient quality or not. In this process, two
distinctions can be made. First, one can distinguish students’ words use which is strictly of
a qualitative nature, like “strange” (line 5), “not good” (line 21), “rather logical” (line 32),
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“nice” (lines 41 and 47), and “strange peak” (line 46). Second, in other instances, students
word use is of a more quantitative nature, like “goes on decreasing” (line 9), “low indeed”
(line 22), “constant” (line 27). These two word uses can be related to each other. For example, S1 asks “Is it still not good?” (line 21) and to this question S2 answers positively to
by saying “Well, it is very low indeed.” (line 22). However, students’ word usage is based
on visual aspects of the graph rather than on quantitative concepts in relation with the target of the measurement. The meaning students assign to the quantitative concepts involved
is based on how the graph should look like rather than their ideas about the target of the
measurement.
I analyzed the results of measurements students stored on diskette. When the heartbeat
could be derived from the result, this was indicated as interpretable. In other instances, it
was indicated as non-interpretable, or, when the result was not apparent on the diskette, as
not registered. The outcomes indicate that the optimizing process was fruitful for these
measurements (see Table 6.5). Note, however, that a minority of the students acquired noninterpretable outcomes of the heart sounds and carotid pulse measurements (6 and 4 out of
18 pairs of students respectively). This indicates that with these measurements it was difficult to acquire data of sufficient quality.
Table 6.5 Success of students’ measurements
Group
F
ECG
I
NI NR
I
1
9
9
0
0
7
2
9
7
1
1
5
12
Total
18
16
1
1

HS
NI
2
4
6

NR
0
0
0

I
7
5
12

CP
NI
0
4
4

NR
2
0
2

Notes N=36 (all students worked in pairs). F: Number of files with data collected. ECG:
measurement of ECG; HS: measurement of heart sounds; CP: measurement of carotid
pulse in ear lobe; I: interpretable result; NI: Non-interpretable result; NR: No result.

The actual course of the measurement activities yields the following conclusions:
•

•

•
•

Once students acquired a graph of a measurement result, they spontaneously tried to
optimize its quality. Therein, students frequently discussed the measurement devices,
the measured object, and the relation between these three epistemological elements
of the measurement activity (object, device, result). During iterative measurements,
the quality of the acquired graphs of data improved.
While discussing the quality of the graph, the graph facilitates students’ talking about
quantitative concepts observable in the graphs. However, the meaning students assign to the quantitative concepts involved is based on how the graph should look like
rather than their ideas about the target of the measurement.
While optimizing the data, students rarely discussed the relation between the target
studied and the other epistemic elements of the measurement activity (object, device,
result). The target was hardly discussed quantitatively.
Most students succeeded in acquiring graphs of data with sufficient quality. That is,
they acquired graphs of data from which the heartbeat frequency could be derived.

Interpreting graphs
According to the scenario (see section 5.8), the aim of the measurement activities was to
let students learn more about the nature and purpose of electronic measurement devices
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with which one can measure heart-related quantities. Moreover, it was intended that students should therewith develop epistemic knowledge of heart-related measurements. This
development should be reinforced by means of some questions pointing at epistemic aspects of the measurement outcomes. For example, after every measurement students had to
find out what they had measured exactly. Literally, they had to answer the following question in their manual:
Explain what you have measured exactly in view of the depicted quantities on the vertical axis of the graph.

Students’ had to write down the answer in their worksheets, which were collected after the
teaching sequence (see also section 6.2.3). Students’ answers showed that the question
what is measured exactly is rather ambiguous in this case. As an example, I present in
Table 6.6 students’ answers to the above question in the context of the measurement of the
heart sounds.
Table 6.6 Overview of students’ answers to the question what they have measured exactly in view
of the depicted quantities on the vertical axis of the graph of the heart sounds
Horizontal axis: Time. Vertical: sound level (decibel??).
Level of the heart sounds.
One measured the voltage which the microphone emits during a certain time (2).
Sound → volt.
Sound heart, time.
Sound level beating heart.
Sound per second.
Sound which is converted into an electrical signal (V) on the horizontal axis. As function of time
(s) on the vertical axis.
The amount of sound which one’s heart produces.
The blood saturation in percent per second.
The number of volts per second.
The sound level of the beats of the heart.
The sound of the beating of the heart.
The sound one’s heart makes as a pump.
The sound which is reflected.
The sounds one’s heart makes during a heartbeat.
The tone of the heart per time in volt.
The voltage per second.
The voltage the heart generates.
The volume of the sound in relation to the time.
The volume of the sound in relation with the time.
Volt per time unit in second.
Voltage per second.
No answer (3)
Note N=27. Literal answers are printed in italics.

One can observe that students refer to many different quantities. For example, eight students mentioned the quantity voltage emitted by the sound sensor (a microphone). The
voltage, which the sound sensor produces, can be converted into the level of the sound. Indeed, this quantity – or just ‘sound’ – was mentioned by ten students. Further, students referred to the symbols of the quantities they had seen on the computer screen (V) as well as
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to the physiological meaning of the quantities measured (“the sound one’s heart makes
during a heartbeat”).
Based on the analysis of the interviews, I could draw a similar picture: the meaning
of words for quantitative concepts was ambiguous, which troubled students to explain what
they had measured exactly. An example is given in the following excerpt of an interview
shortly after the measurements:
[1:2, I, 4] I is the interviewer, S is a student
1

5

10

I
S
I
S
I
S
I
S
I
S

And the heart sounds, what did you measure in that case? You said before: voltage.
Yes, then one heard it... and then a voltage was represented in time again. Although I
think it is measured in decibel. And the device converted it into volts, isn’t it?
The device with which you measured?
Yes
The sound sensor
Yes.
Yes, it emits volts, which was plotted in a graph. And with which was it related?
According to me it is the contraction of the ventricles of the heart.
yes, contraction of the ventricles…
And one hears that and then...I think if one does that blood is pumped through the
body.

In this excerpt, one can observe that the student understands reasonably what is happening
in the heart during a heartbeat and what is causing the sounds45. However, he uses words
for which the meaning is not well defined yet. This causes the student to use these words in
a different meaning than usual. For example, in line 2 the student refers to “a voltage”,
with which he probably means a pulse that causes the change in voltage.
Defining the meaning of words or symbols associated with quantitative concepts may
be related to understanding and defining the working of the sensor. For example, in lines 2
to 3 the student explains that the sensor converts decibel to voltage. Probably the student
means here that the sensor converts sound (pressure changes) entering the sensor into voltage differences which were depicted on the computer screen, which is a reasonable explanation of what is happening inside the sensor. The meaning of the words decibel and voltage is in this case associated with understanding the working of the sound sensor. In particular, in case of the carotid pulse sensor, I could observe something like that as well during the activities. When students were told how the carotid pulse sensor worked, they also
acquired some understanding of the meaning of the quantity I on the computer screen,
which is a measure for the relative transmission of light through the ear lobe. Thus, the
meaning of the quantity I held among others the working of the sensor.
Another assignment focused on the relation between the quantities as depicted on the computer screen and the physiological causes for changes in these quantities. I asked students
to explain the relation between their measurement outcomes and the physiological derivable quantity. The analysis of students’ answers showed that this was a dubious assignment. I will illustrate this with the heart sound measurement. Literally, the question
sounded as follows:

45

Although the student explains the cause of a heart sound wrongly from a scientific perspective, he understands that the contraction of something in the heart is related to the sound and he understands that the sound
is measured by the sensor.
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What relation exists between what you have measured and the sounds produced by
your heart?

I expected that students, who had understood this relation, should explain that the heart
causes sound due to its contraction, which is registered by the microphone and emitted as a
voltage change. However, students’ answers varied remarkably with respect to the detail in
which they explained this relation (see Table 6.7). This shows the ambiguity of the assignment. Nevertheless, very few students explain the relation like expected. It can therefore be concluded that this is still a complicated issue.
The sensor appeared to be an important epistemic element in explaining the relation
between the quantities as depicted on the computer screen and the physiological causes for
changes in these quantities. I frequently observed that students understood this relation
when they were explained how the sensor worked. For example, when students was explained that the carotid pulse sensor worked by means of a light source and a photoelectric
cell in between which the ear lobe is placed, they assigned a meaning to the data. By assigning this meaning, they referred to both the working of the sensor and the physiological
mechanisms inside the ear lobe. Thus, knowledge about the measurement device played a
role in this case in understanding the meaning of the quantitative concepts involved. This
can be seen as an aspect of epistemic knowledge, which contributes to the assignment of
meaning to heart-related quantitative concepts.
Table 6.7 Students’ answers to the question what relation exists between what they have
measured and the sounds produced by their heart
One hears the heartbeats
The heart pumps, the valves move, this makes sound
Louder sound → Stronger contractions
When the heart beats harder, the graph makes a bigger peak
That sound is converted into electrical current. The voltage differences can be seen.
One has measured the sounds.
Sensor that converts sound into voltage difference.
One measures the sound the hear makes.
It makes sound while working.
It is the tones’ activities.
Voltage excited by the microphone = proportional to sound level entering the microphone. Measured: sound heart + level indirectly.
The bigger the number of volts, the harder the heart beats.
≈ About the same, one is measuring and hearing indeed the beating of the heart.
When one’s heart is beating faster, the period is decreasing.
When one’s heart makes a lot of sound, one’s heart emits a big signal.
The amount of light that is passing through the ear lobe.
Heart cares for measured sound → blood.
Both have the same frequency.
When one’s heart beats faster one has a higher top.
The higher the graph, the higher the tone of the heart.
They are the same, but are positioned somewhat displaced to each other.
On time moment one hears sound, one observes the biggest top and thereafter the dip.
No answer (5)
Note N=27. Literal answers are printed in italics.

The analysis of video recordings of students doing measurements yielded some evidence
that the questions like above are able to induce a learning process which leads to better un-
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derstanding of what happens inside the human body. The excerpt starts when S1 speaks
aloud the question in the teaching materials.
[1:2, G, 5] S1 and S2 are students
1

S1
S2

5
S2

10

S2
S1
S2
S2

What is the relation between what you have measured and the streaming of blood in
the ear lobe?
When the blood pressure is higher... When the blood pressure is higher... It streams... It
streams... It streams thus faster through the ear
[S1 uses other students’ notes]
Hey! [S2 attracts attention of S1]
[S1 turns towards S2]
[Points to screen] If the percentage is higher…
More blood is let through
Yes!
[Silence]
No, there is more blood in the ear lobe, isn’t it?

In lines 3-4 S2 mentioned the blood pressure. It was indeed told in the teaching materials
that the depicted quantity I, which is the fraction of the light absorbed by the blood in the
ear lobe and which is depicted with a percentage, was proportional to the blood pressure.
Moreover, S2 concludes in the same lines 3-4 that the blood pressure is proportional to the
streaming speed of blood in the ear lobe. In fact, the streaming speed of the blood is the
derivative of the amount of blood in the ear lobe. In line 10, S2 agrees and it seems that
they are both assigning this meaning to the blood pressure. However, after a silence, S2
concludes in line 12 that more blood in the ear lobe if the percentage is higher, that is, that
the blood pressure is proportional to the amount of blood in the ear lobe. Therewith, he
translates the meaning of a quantity (blood pressure) that is proportional to the quantity on
the vertical axis (I) to the quantity that says directly something about what is happening
inside the ear lobe (the amount of blood in the ear lobe). Therewith he has ‘seen’ something inside the ear lobe through the ‘constellation’ of symbols in the graph. Thus, rather
than only discussing visual aspects of the graph quantitatively, like in excerpt 3, the student
here also discusses quantitatively the measurement object and its relation with an aspect of
the target (the behavior of blood in the ear lobe arteries caused by the contraction of the
heart). However, such learning processes are rare. In the transcribed excerpts I have observed such a striking example like above only once.
The actual course of the measurement activities yields the following conclusions:
•
•

•

The ambiguous meaning of the representation of the quantities involved with the
measurements appeared to be complicated when students had to explain the relation
between the data and their physiological meaning.
Knowledge about the measurement device played a role in understanding the meaning of the quantitative concepts involved. This can be seen as an aspect of epistemic
knowledge, which contributes to the assignment of meaning to heart-related quantitative concepts.
Epistemic knowledge constructed during the measurement of the carotid pulse appeared to support the construction of a proximate explanation for this quantitative
concept.
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6.3.4 Induction of a local motive for studying the working of the heart
According to a problem-posing approach it is not required that local motives emerge spontaneous during the teaching-learning process. If this does not happen, the teacher can also
start a group discussion and induce the desired motives by asking questions that point to
knowledge needs. However, the time limitation and the setting of this lesson did not allow
such a group discussion. To perform all three measurements, students spent all lesson time.
Moreover, the measurements were performed in a ‘computer attic’, which was not suitable
for a group discussion. I therefore decided to start the next lesson with a group discussion
about the measurements.
However, I wanted students already to reflect on what they had measured from the
perspective of the general motive, in effect from a medical context. With that aim I incorporated a final question in the teaching materials. During the group discussion at the start
of the next lesson the teacher could discuss students’ answers to this question. The questions were as follows with respect to each measurement:
For what purpose does a physician apply an electrocardiograph?
For what purpose does a physician register the heart sounds?
For what purpose does a physician register the blood volume in the ear lobe?

I analyzed whether students’ answers in their worksheets referred explicitly to either a
medical reason or a general physiological reason (which could also have medical aims).
For example, “measuring blood circulation” is an answer not explicitly referring to medical
reason, while in “to observe a heart disease” refers explicitly to a medical reason. Further, I
analyzed if the medical reason was specified, that is, if students explained how the sensor
could be used in view of the reason they mentioned, and if this specification was correct. A
correct specification means in this case that the observation mentioned is possible with the
sensor. The results are shown in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8 Students’ answers to the question for what purpose a physician uses a measurement
device
Type of answer
Type of measurement
ECG
HS
CP
Non-medical reason
6
2
9
Medical reason
Observing anomalies (incorrectly or not specified at all)
10
10
8
Observing anomalies (correctly specified)
7
Not interpretable
2
No answer
7
4
4
Note N=23. ECG: measurement of ECG; HS: measurement of heart sounds; CP: measurement of carotid
pulse in ear lobe.

One can observe that only the measurement of the heart sounds yielded some answers in
which students correctly specified a medical reason for the measurements. In all other
cases, students did not specify their answer at all or correctly. Thus, by discussing these
answers the teacher and the students could conclude that more knowledge is required to be
able to interpret the data. It was intended that by reflecting on the general motive of the
teaching sequence, such a discussion should ultimately induce a need for knowledge about
the healthy heart.
However, observations during the start of the third lesson, in which such a discussion
should have taken place, show that it did not turn out like expected:
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[1:3, O, 6]
Students have entered the classroom. The lesson starts. Teacher asks students to get
the teaching materials and to put these in front of them. He starts about something
else, namely that some students have to meet here in the break to speak about their research project. He indicates how the lesson will be build up:
- Discussing some examples of teaching materials
- Checking questions in teaching materials with answer keys
- Starting with next chapter
Teacher sets for homework to finish the next section. Teacher warns that this chapter
is “much more difficult” than section 1. Teacher asks students who have not finished
the practical activities to make an appointment for making it up. Teacher excuses
about the tape recordings that are made, but that he does not mind’ knowing that he
could have made use of the measurement devices. Teacher does not mention any motives for the activities. Teacher puts a sheet on the overhead projector with the result
of a measurement of the carotid pulse. Teacher discusses the first question of the accompanying teaching materials46. Other questions are not discussed. Teacher puts a
sheet on the overhead projector with the result of a measurement of the heart sounds.
Teacher shows one heart cycle in the graph. Teacher does not discuss any more questions. Teacher puts a sheet on the overhead projector with the result of a measurement
of the electrocardiogram. He shows and responds to the question to show one heart
cycle in the graph. Teacher instructs students to check the remaining questions by
themselves. He therewith gives a short overview of the questions of the next chapter
and warns this is difficult. In this series of conversations, the teacher does not mention
any content-related motive for answering the questions of both the current and the
next chapter. The medical perspective does not come up at all.

Here, the teacher did not seize the opportunity to discuss the outcomes of the measurements. The local motive for studying the working of the healthy heart in more detail was
therefore not induced. It is therefore questionable whether students found such an activity
plausible after having done the measurements. Indeed, analysis of the interviews has
shown that students did not. This is for example observable in the interview in which I discussed the structure of the teaching sequence with a student after the third lesson:
[1:3, I, 7] I is the interviewer/researcher. S is the student.
1

I

5

S
I
S

10

I
S

Yes. Erm... do you think that order is logical; first chapter 1, when you are doing the
measurements…
Well, maybe…
And next the build and working of the heart...
Mmmmm… maybe I should prefer the other way round, because then one knows
really...it doesn’t matter so much now, but... erm, then one really knows exactly what
happens. And if for example one hears the sounds of the heart, then one knows why it
is caused which one hears. And the other way round is also possible, because, I mean,
then one thinks, okay, that’s what we have been measuring.
Yes.
The one knows by which... but I think it.... then it has for me... I am better able to
imagine something if one knows where it is about.

46

This question sounded literally: Explain what you have measured exactly in view of the depicted quantities
on the vertical axis of the graph. This question is also discussed in section 5.5.
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In line 5 to 6 the students points out that he “should prefer the other way round” and that it
“doesn’t matter so much”. In lines 6 to 8, he motivates this with “then one really knows
exactly what happens. And if for example one hears the sounds of the heart, then one
knows why it is caused which one hears”. In other words, the student derives a contentrelated motive for the measurements from the knowledge of the working of the heart. Further, the student admits that he prefers such a content-related motive above the current content-related motive. Probably this is because the intended local motive is not clear at all to
this student. It is therefore questionable whether the intended local motive for studying the
working of the heart was induced.
Giving the observed teaching and learning processes, I conclude the following:
•
•
•
•

After the measurement activities, the teacher did not start a class discussion like intended in which the purpose and the nature of electronic measurement devices in a
medical context were discussed.
The teacher did not support the induction of a local motive for studying the working
of the heart by reflecting on the general motive for the teaching sequence.
It is questionable whether the intended local motive for studying the working of the
heart was induced.
The interviews with students showed that intended local motive for studying the
working of the heart was not induced.

6.3.5 Emerging inadequacies of the teaching method
According to the problem-posing approach (see section 2.2), any teaching activity in the
teaching sequence should be motivated in content-related terms which emerged in the preceding teaching activity. That is, each teaching activity should induce a knowledge need,
which is supposed to be satisfied by the next teaching activity. In the previous section, I
concluded that the actual teaching process did not support the induction of content-related
motives for teaching activities in which students should study the build and function of the
healthy heart (lesson 3 and 4, see also section 5.8 for a more detailed explanation of this
method). Further, it is also likely that students were not aware of the content-related motives for these activities. It appeared that from this point the actual teaching process deviated strongly from the hypothetical scenario. I will describe here in the gross what happened because of the distortion of the intended structure of students’ motives.
From the third lesson on, the teacher got less actively involved in the teaching process as proposed by the scenario. The teacher started the lessons by telling of which sections
of the teaching sequence students had to do assignments. However, the teacher did not start
a group discussion about content-related issues during these lessons. Remarkably, during
the fifth lesson, the teacher presented a self-made teaching activity with a series of assignments about the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2). The objectives of these assignments
were more or less the same as the objectives of the assignments in the existing teaching
materials.
The students became rather unmotivated from the fifth lesson on. From observations,
it appeared that many students did not work as seriously any more as during the first and
second lesson.
In this way, the intended teaching-learning process did not comply any more with the
actual teaching-learning process. To me, it did not seem meaningful any more to compare
the scenario with the actual teaching process. Analysis of this actual course could be useful
if it provided more insight why the teaching method was inadequate. However, the roots of
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the emerging inadequacies of the teaching method already appeared earlier and resulted in
the distortion of the teaching method.
It may be interesting to know for what reasons the teacher got less actively involved
in the teaching process as proposed by the scenario. For example, it would be meaningful
to know whether the teacher experienced that the motives for the teaching activities were
not understood by students. This will be discussed in section 6.3.7 when empirical data retrieved from retrospective interviews with the teacher are discussed. One might question
how the situation described here could emerge given the discussions with the teacher after
each lesson. It must be said that during this crucial part of the execution of the teaching
sequence the teacher had little time to discuss the actual teaching-learning process, so that
the discussions were very short. Nevertheless, I frequently asked the teacher to follow the
scenario and the teacher agreed. However, remarkably, the teacher appeared to act different every lesson and did not stand by the agreement. Reasons for this behavior will be discussed as well in section 6.3.7.
With respect to this section, I can conclude the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Because the induction of local motives failed as early as from the second lesson on,
the compliance with the intended teaching method became increasingly distorted.
As an illustration of the foregoing, the teacher intervened with a self-made teaching
activity during the fifth lesson.
The students became increasingly unmotivated. Especially from the fifth lesson on
the motivation decreased dramatically.
The actual course of the teaching sequence deviated strongly from the hypothetical
scenario.
The emerging inadequacies of the intended teaching method were rooted in earlier
lessons. Therefore, it made no sense to study the data collected in later lessons as
well.

6.3.6 Test outcomes
This section describes the outcomes of a pre-test and a final test, which should together
yield a picture of the outcomes of the actual learning process.
Pre-test
The outcomes of the pre-test are shown in Table 6.9 (see also section 6.2.3 and Appendix
C). Apparently, students’ pre-knowledge of the heart shows mainly the effect of students’
lower secondary education. For example, students had little knowledge of the conduction
tissues – a subject usually not taught in lower secondary education. In contrast, the function of the heart, its build consisting of four compartments, and the attached vessels are
usually taught in lower secondary education. It is also common to let students investigate
the heart sounds and the blood pressure, which explains that most students have some
knowledge of these items. In short, detailed knowledge of both the working of the heart
and the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2) was mainly constructed during the actual learning process.
Final test
The final test focused on students’ construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate explanations associated with quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram (see
also section 6.2.3 and Appendix D).
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Table 6.9 Outcomes of the pre-test
Test categories
Function of heart
Structure of atria and ventricles
Structure of valves
Structure of vessels
Structure of heart muscle
Structure of conduction tissues
Working of atria and ventricles
Working of valves
Working of vessels
Working of heart muscle
Working of conduction tissues
Behavior of voltage
Explanation of voltage according to working heart
Behavior of sounds
Explanation of sound according to working heart
Behavior of pressure
Explanation of pressure according to working heart

p-value (%)
85
79
41
38
12
0
24
15
29
18
3
15
9
65
35
74
38

Notes N=34. The p-value is the fraction of students which answers the question correctly.

Students’ epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram (questions 1 and 2)
The first final test question probed students’ epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram
in an open-ended way, namely by asking how the Wiggers diagram emerged (Appendix D,
question 1). Students’ answers were categorized according to the type of epistemic knowledge they came up with, more or less like the methods explained in section 5.5.2. In Table
6.10 some examples of students’ answers from the different categories are given.
Table 6.10 Examples of students’ types of epistemic notions in answers to question 1 of the final
test
Epistemic notion
Example
Science as an enterprise
After much experimenting one discovered that the pattern of an ECG
had to look that way (thousand times the same experiment with different people)
Method/single measure- The heart sounds have been measured, which is the closing of the
ment
valves one hears, the electric signals have been measured, in fact the
ECG. And the blood pressure has been measured in different parts of
the heart.
No epistemic notion
The pressure emerges due to the contraction of atria and ventricles.
The heart sounds are caused by due to the slamming of the heart valves
and the crescent-shaped valves. The ECG emerges by the electric activity of the sinus node and the AV node.

The results of the analysis of question 1 are shown in Table 6.11. Most students mentioned
single measurements as the cause of emergence of the Wiggers diagram. In contrast, only a
few students spontaneously referred to knowledge of scientific enterprise in which the
Wiggers diagram emerged.
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Table 6.11 Overview of students’ answers to question 1 of the final test
Epistemic notion
Frequency (n)
Methods/single measurements
31
Science as enterprise
4
No answer/no epistemic notion
4
Note N=39.

The second question of the final test probed in more detail students’ knowledge of measurement methods by referring to the ECG of the Wiggers diagram and asking which quantities and units were measured (Appendix D, question 2). Students’ answers are shown in
Table 6.12.
Table 6.12 Students’ answers to question 2 of the
final test
Students’ answer
Frequency (n)
Quantities voltage
18
1
U
7
current
1
electric activity
1
electricity
1
energy
no answer/?
10
Units
mV or V or volt
26
1
µV
A or mA
4
1
joule
1
kPa
2
mmHg
no answer/?
4
Notes N=39. Literal answers are printed in italics.

A majority of the students indicated that the nature of the measured quantity is electrical.
Roughly, half of students’ answers were more specified – they indicated they had measured the quantity voltage. A majority of the students also indicated in which units they
have measured the quantity. According to these answers, students seem to have gained detailed knowledge of the methods involved with an electrocardiogram.
Explaining quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram (questions 3 and 4)
The third and fourth final test questions asked students to explain proximately quantitative
concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram (Appendix D, question 3 and 4). In particular,
question 3 referred to the similar change of the pressure in both the left atrium and ventricle during a part of the heart cycle. Question 4 was about the causal coherence between the
QRS-complex and the first heart sound.
Students’ answers were analyzed according to the types of reasoning, more or less
like the methods described in section 5.5.2. Answers to question 3 were categorized as
proximate when students mentioned physical processes taking place in the heart. Such answers were categorized as sound when students argued that the valves between the ventricle and the atrium were open. In other cases, their proximate explanations were unsound.
Some students only described the course of the quantities. No teleological reasoning was
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found in this case. With respect to question 4, I categorized answers as containing proximate reasoning when students mentioned physical processes taking place in the heart.
Proximate explanations were on their turn categorized as sound when two or more elements were mentioned that played a role in the causal coherence between the QRS complex and the great heart sound, like the contraction of the heart muscle or the closing of the
heart valves. The answers were categorized as teleological when students assigned a purpose to a causal element, for example the reasoning that the heart valves should have to
close, preventing the blood streaming from the ventricles back into the atria. Table 6.13
shows some examples of types of students’ answers to both questions.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 6.14. To question 3, two third of the
students constructed a sound proximate explanation. To question 4, nearly one third of the
students showed sound proximate reasoning in their answers. Further, nearly half of the
students constructed scientifically unsound proximate explanations, while one out of ten
students reasoned teleological.
Table 6.13 Examples of students’ types of reasoning in answers to questions 3 and 4 of the final
test
Type of answer
Q Example of students’ answer
Proximate sound
3
The pressure is more or less equal when the heart valves are
open
4
As soon as the ventricles close, the heart valves are shut due
to the higher pressure in the ventricles. That shutting is the
first heart sound.
Proximate unsound
3
In the resting phase both are at a standing still (no contraction) so the pressure is equal
4
That is the sinus node
Describes course quantities
3
Because the blood pressure is equal in these parts
Teleological
4
Then the heart valves should close due to pressure difference
Notes Q = question. The numbers refer to the final test questions in appendix D.

Table 6.14 Overview of students’ answers to questions 3
and 4 of the final test
Type of reasoning
Frequency (n) in
answer to question
3
4
Proximate sound
26
12
Proximate unsound
10
18
Teleological
4
Describes course quantities
3
NA
No answer
5
Notes N=39 for all questions. NA = category not applied in the
analysis of students’ answers to this question. The numbers refer
to questions in appendix D.

The pre-test tested questions showed the following outcomes:
•
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Students had no particular detailed knowledge of the build and working of the heart
that exceeded the lower level of biology education. Detailed knowledge of the working of the heart and the Wiggers diagram could only be a result of the actual learning
process.

The final test yielded the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Most students mentioned single measurements as the cause of emergence of the
Wiggers diagram. Only a few students spontaneously referred to knowledge of the
scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
Students appeared to have developed detailed epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers
diagram, in this case about the methods of the electrocardiogram.
A majority of two third of the students constructed a sound proximate explanation for
a quantitative concept observable in the Wiggers diagram, in this case the similar
change of the pressure in the left atrium and ventricle during a part of the heart cycle.
With respect to causal coherence between quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram (QRS-complex and the greater heart sound) approximately one third of the students showed sound proximate reasoning in their answers. Nearly half of the students
constructed scientifically unsound proximate explanations, while one out of ten students reasoned teleological.

6.3.7 Teacher’s retrospect
After the teaching sequence, I interviewed the teacher with the aim to discuss the learningand teaching process. Several findings of the actual teaching process were confirmed by
the analysis of this interview. In general, the teacher agreed that the actual teaching process
did not turn out as intended. According to him, the first four lessons were “strong”, while
the lessons thereafter were “less strong”. In particular, the teacher was dissatisfied with the
fifth lesson about determining the systolic time intervals:
[1:0, I, 8]
Well, you know, I did not take care of it any more. I even did not pay attention to it
any more. Actually, I thought they should figure it out themselves, but... I wanted
them to understand it because you would like to have all the information – but to me it
was not important any more.

The teacher admitted that he did not understand how he could support the activities with
the systolic time intervals. Further, it appeared that the teacher could not assign a medical
meaning to this activity (or the systolic time intervals):
[1:0, I, 9]
Because I... did not know fully what I should do next. Then I thought, well, and then
they should figure it out themselves, because I don’t know as well what I could contribute at this moment. Moreover, I was not aware of it. [...] Because I didn’t know either what a physician would like to do with it. So it was like some kind of number
problem.

It appeared that the medical context caused difficulties in the teaching process. In the
above excerpt, the teacher admits he did not know what a physician can do with the systolic time intervals. However, this appeared to be a more deep-rooted problem with the
medical context. The teacher pointed out that the physician’s role did not become clear:
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[1:0, I, 10]
Yes, actually, I left those physicians aside. I... I... that.... that... I did not really register
those physicians were so important.

Further, the teacher told this had to do with his lack of knowledge about the medical context, which affected the teaching process:
[1:0, I, 11]
Yes, you know, of course I don’t know what a physician wants from me. I really don’t
know. So, I also don’t know what direction I should go. So, that is making me unsure.
The first two times: okay. And thereafter, I got two lessons of which I thought, well
now, I rather should let it go. However, at a given moment I thought: but now back to
this [Wiggers diagram]; this should be clear. So that has been traditional again. And I
did not discuss these [systolic time intervals] any more.

Indeed, the teacher became unsure about content-related aims of the teaching method.
Therefore, he could not support students in meeting these aims nor could he assess the extent to which students met these aims. As a result, the teacher intervened with a self-made
teaching activity about the Wiggers diagram:
[1:0, I, 12]
Well, I should add such a query sheet to it. I did make it. You have it. I would do that
so they are forced to understand it. Because I can tell you that I finally understand
now. I finally drew it all. Yes, because before I acted like: this is the aorta; and this is
the ventricle; and this is the atrium. Now I finally did understand.

From the excerpt, it appears that the teacher did not understand the Wiggers diagram on
forehand, in particular the causal coherence between different patterns. Consequently, the
teacher could not support teaching activities in which students determined the systolic time
intervals. This explains why the teacher was unsure about these activities. Moreover, it explains as well the teacher’s difficulties with the lesson following the measurements. Indeed, he explained that he did not know what to do next:
[1:0, I, 13] I is the interviewer; T is the teacher.
1

T
I
T

5
I
T
10
I
T
I
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Yes, I had no idea what I should do with it.
And what should you do with students’ measurements if you immediately start to discuss the Wiggers diagram?
Because one can observe the ECG... herein one observes the ECG [points to Wiggers
diagram]
Yes
So then one has observed it is working indeed. Okay, ECGs are different and an ideal
graph will sprout from it finally.... one observes the heartbeat frequency... let’s have a
look... what does one hardly observe... ECG, heartbeat frequency, and what else it
was about? Blood pressure?
Yes, the blood pressure in the aorta.
Yes, but we did not measure it. We got the ECG and the heartbeat frequency.
The carotid pulse in the ear lobe... which develops in the same way as the blood pressure and which is comparable to it.

15

20

T
I
T
I
T

Well, yes, you have seen it [in the measurements]. And you see it here [points to Wiggers diagram], and one sees it... altogether plotted against time. I think that is very
good.
Yes, so you say: doing measurements is in fact illustrative?
Yes.
And they should not construct knowledge by means of doing measurements?
No.

Here, it becomes clear that the teacher did not recognize how doing measurements could
contribute to the construction of knowledge about the Wiggers diagram – one of the aims
of the teaching method. Further, it became clear that the teacher did not apply the problemposing approach, because of these content-related difficulties. For example, the teacher
admitted that he did not reflect on the main question:
[1:0, I, 14] I is the interviewer; T is the teacher.
1

I

5

T

But more important is the reflection with the students on what has been done. So that
you might say: kids, we have been measuring something, what should we do next with
it. And then, for example, you should go back to the main question: what can physicians do with it?
I didn’t do that.

Thus, it appeared that teacher’s non-compliance with the teaching method was due to an
improper instruction of the teacher, in particular with respect to content-related aims associated with the Wiggers diagram and the measurements, which affected the execution of
the problem-posing approach. As a result, the teacher did not support the teaching method.
With respect to the aims of the teaching sequence, the interview also yielded some
information about the epistemic knowledge students had developed.
[1:0, I, 15] I is the interviewer; T is the teacher.
1

I
T

5

I
T

Do you think students know better the differences between such a model graph and the
reality? Has that aim been met?
Well, I don’t know. Because their real measurement can be explained like: well I did
not connect it [the measurement device] properly. So therefore it acted a bit strange.
Did you see that? That the students thought about it that way? For example, I observed
students who wanted an as beautiful graph as possible...
Well yes, as long as it is not exactly this [the Wiggers diagram] they think it is not
right. So, one wants to take care of it that it will be finally right. Of course, one wants
to have a normal heart.

Indeed, the teacher agreed with the finding that students’ judge their graphs aesthetically
and aim at reproducing the Wiggers diagram.
The interview with the teacher yielded the following findings with respect to the scenario:
•
•

The teacher agreed with the observed distortion of the intended teaching method.
The teacher was not well instructed about the contents of the teaching method, in
particular those associated with the Wiggers diagram, the medical context, the heartrelated measurements, and the systolic time intervals.
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•

•
•
•

The teacher was not well instructed about the procedures of the teaching method, in
particular with respect to the central role of the medical context, the induction of content-related aims for teaching activities, and, in general, the execution of the problem-posing approach.
Because of the foregoing, the teacher could not support well the intended teaching
process.
Consequently, the students were not supported as intended during the actual teaching-learning process.
The teacher agreed with the earlier reported findings that students judged their
graphs aesthetically and attempted to obtain graphs, which were as stylized as the
ones in the Wiggers diagram.

6.3.8 Students’ retrospect
After the teaching sequence, a questionnaire probed students’ ideas of the actual teachinglearning process as well as the extent to which a number of limiting conditions were met.
Both the questions and the results are shown in Appendix E.
In general, students were positive about the teaching sequence. They found it an interesting and good way to learn about the heart, the general question appeared to be meaningful, the order of activities was logical and the texts and the assignments were clear. Students agreed that due to the teaching sequence they learned what electronic measurement
devices log from patients and for which purposes physicians apply electronic measurement
devices. Students were also positive about the use of the software program Coach. The instructions of the measurements activities were clear and the software and hardware worked
as it should be. Most students found they had learned a lot by doing measurements. Moreover, most students said they were still able to indicate what they had measured and indicated they understood what one can derive about the working of the heart from the results
they had obtained.
However, the students did not experience everything positively. In general, students
doubted whether the teacher sufficiently supported them during the learning process and
whether the course of the teaching sequence, the data, and the assignments were discussed.
Students doubted as well their working attitude and motivation. Indeed, the students indicated that the number of completed assignments handed in decreased with the course of the
teaching sequence. Students were rather negative about the proposition that they were continuously aware of the general question of the teaching sequence and that they knew exactly what they were doing with the measurements with Coach. Indeed, I doubted earlier
whether all students were aware of the motives for the measurements. Moreover, this
agrees with the finding that the general motive was not frequently discussed. Further, according to the students insufficient time was left to discuss the data.
With respect to the compliance of the actual teaching-learning process with the scenario, the outcomes of the questionnaire agree with the findings from other sources. Moreover, a number of limiting conditions had been met, like the operation of Coach and the
clarity of the texts and assignments of the teaching sequence.

6.4 Revising the preliminary teaching method
In this section I will describe how the preliminary teaching method was revised according
to the outcomes of the first field-test. First, I will address the medical context and the outcomes of the measurement activities. Based on these reflections, I draw clues for revising
the teaching of quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram. These clues are
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further elaborated into a teaching method, of which a scenario and structure of the expected teaching-learning process are described.

6.4.1 Difficulties with the medical context
The use of the medical context caused difficulties in the actual teaching-learning process.
Initially, it appeared that students understood the general question of the teaching sequence, which was bound up with the medical context. Moreover, students could not give a
satisfactory answer to the general question, which might have induced a need for knowledge about heart-related measurement devices. It was therefore expected that students
should try to satisfy their knowledge need by doing measurements, which were comparable
to measurements in a medical context. However, the expected local motive was not observable during measurement activities. Students were focused on the task and the visual
quality of the data rather than the medical context. Although the measurement activities
appeared to be instructive, the actual teaching-learning process started to deviate from the
scenario. This deviation had also to do with an improper instruction of the teacher who, as
a result, did not know which role the medical context played in the design of the teaching
method.
At first glance, the outcomes point to a need for a better instruction of the teacher
with respect to the role of the medical context. However, the difficulties associated with
the medical context may be rather deep-rooted. A re-analysis of the teaching materials
showed some inconsistencies in the role of the medical context. For example, after students
had carried out the first measurements, they had to answer the question to explain how one
can observe in the data how long it takes between two heartbeats. This question forced students to obtain data of sufficient quality because otherwise it could not be answered. However, in a medical context, comparable measurements are standardized, which ensures a
sufficient quality for medical diagnosis. This question was therefore irrelevant in a medical
context. Due to optimizing the quality of the measurement results, the students are forced
to approach the data from a physiological context. By introducing the above question, the
medical context seemed to merge with the physiological context. Moreover, the transition
between the two contexts was not made explicit.

6.4.2 Measurement activities
Datalogging heart-related quantities had some benefits and drawbacks. As a benefit, the
datalogging procedures appeared to be transparent to students. Students encountered no
problems in identifying the sensors and setting up the measurements. Moreover, students
got the first data within short time as compared to the lesson time and they spontaneously
attempted to optimize the quality of it. In this process, they judged the quality of the data
visually. Further, students frequently discussed the measuring devices, the measuring objects and the data as well as the relation between these elements. During this iterative process, the quality of the acquired graphs of data gradually improved. As a result, most students succeeded in acquiring graphs of data with sufficient quality, that is, from which the
heartbeat frequency could be derived. Finally, it appeared that the measurements supported
students’ construction of epistemic knowledge. On its turn, this appeared to facilitate the
assignment of meaning to a quantitative concept, in this case the carotid pulse.
However, some difficulties emerged as well during the measurements. Students
rarely discussed the relation between the target (the heart) and the other epistemic elements
of the measurement activity (object, device, data), while optimizing the data. Indeed, the
medical context did not induce students to focus on the target. The teaching activity was
rather focused on the measurement devices itself and the reasons for which physicians use
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these devices. Thus, although datalogging heart-related quantities seems to be promising, it
requires to explain to students the relation between, at one hand, the target on which the
measurements are aimed, and, at the other hand, the other epistemic aspects of the measurements (object, device, data). Further, the ambiguous meaning of words related to the
quantities measured and the associated quantitative concepts troubled students’ explanations of the relation between the graphs of data and the measured object. Both this relation
and the meaning of the words and symbols associated with quantitative concepts were better understood when students had knowledge of the working of the sensor.

6.4.3 Approaching the Wiggers diagram
Students appeared to have constructed epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram, in
particular at the level of methods. To a limited extent, this supported the construction of
proximate causal explanations for observable quantitative concepts. However, the medical
context did not induce the expected local motives for this knowledge construction. Moreover, the teacher also intervened with an activity by which students might have learned to
construct proximate explanations. It is therefore questionable whether an approach in a
medical context actually contributed to students’ knowledge development.
After all, one may ask the question to what extent development of epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram is of interest or required in a medical context. As said before,
introducing a medical context out of which students are expected to construct rather detailed physiological knowledge induced deep-rooted difficulties.
Moreover, it was intended to let students interpret the Wiggers diagram by determining the systolic time intervals. Originally, the explicit focus on the systolic time intervals
was intended to make clear how heart-related measurements and subsequent interpretation
of the outcomes might yield medical relevant knowledge of the working of the heart. However, even the teacher did not understand the content-related motives of this activity. I
therefore expect that students will have difficulties with understanding this activity as well.
Moreover, the explicit determination of systolic time intervals held as well the implicit aim that students should construct knowledge about the causal coherence between
different quantitative concepts observable in the graphs of both the data and the Wiggers
diagram. However, it appeared that in this case the teacher had as well difficulties with understanding the assignment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the explicit determination
of systolic time intervals overshot the mark of constructing knowledge about the causal
coherence between different quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram.
The construction of proximate explanations by which students should assign meaning to heart-related quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram should therefore be taught in a different way. First, the context in which this knowledge construction
should take place should agree with the nature of the Wiggers diagram. The nature of this
diagram is physiological – in such a context, it is meaningful to construct rather than to use
a Wiggers diagram. Therefore, rather than in a medical context studying the Wiggers diagram explicitly makes sense in a physiological context.
Second, in case of determining systolic time intervals, the several causal elements
which play a role in the construction of proximate explanations should be addressed explicitly and individually. Students should first construct proximate explanations for individual quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram before any coherence in
between these will be explained.
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6.4.4 Structure of the revised teaching method
Table 6.15 shows the structure of the revised teaching method according to a problemposing approach. It lists sequentially the local motives for teaching activities and the
knowledge, which is acquired by means of the activities.
Table 6.15 Structure of preliminary teaching sequence as expressed through content-knowledge
to be constructed through teaching activities and the grounding content-related motives.
Content-knowledge
Motives
General orientation on the heart

by reading about early cardiovascular research
(Galenus, Harvey) based on which physical
functions are assigned to the heart (heart as a
pump)


by means of an anatomical practicum


by constructing a qualitative, narrative model
of the working of the heart as a pump


by assigning physiological capacities to the
heart to which the neurological functions of
the heart contribute


by measuring ECG, heart sounds, and carotid
pulse with an MBL


results in the global motive to better understand
the working of the heart (main question)


by which the question is raised how these functions can be processed by the heart

which induces a motive to study the build of
the heart with respect to assigning functions to
parts of the heart

by which the question is raised how the observed parts function in association with each
other with respect to their proposed functions

which induces a motive to study the working of
the heart theoretically

by which the question is raised if the model is
correct

which induces the motive to further extend
one’s knowledge of the working of the heart

by which the question is raised if the model is
correct

which induces a motive to study the working of
the heart empirically

by which the question is raised how from the
data can be derived how the different parts
function in association with each other
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by describing both causes for and causal relations between common patterns in graphs of
data


by means of a text with questions about the
Wiggers diagram

(continued)

which induces the motive to interpret graphs of
data according to students’ constructed model
of the working of the heart

by which the question is raised to what extent
the measurements are of sufficient quality to
allow fruitful interpretation

which induces the motive to study a set of
graphs of mathematical models which are
comparable to the graphs of data but which are
based on more extensive research (Wiggers
diagram)


6.4.5 Scenario of the revised teaching method
The general motive of the teaching method must offer opportunities for making clear why
students will study the Wiggers diagram ultimately. Originally, the Wiggers diagram is the
outcome of investigations with which one wanted to get a better understanding of the
working of the heart (see also section 5.2). Thus, it is logical to refer to this problem in the
main question of the teaching sequence. Moreover, this problem is understandable to students and can therefore be asked from the perspective of a problem-posing approach. The
question how the heart works in the human body is therefore an appropriate general motive
for the revised teaching sequence.
An answer to the question how the heart works in the human body must refer to both
the heart and the human body – it must make clear why the heart is pumping blood in the
human body. In the preliminary teaching method (see section 5.8), I applied the framework
of Wright (1976) to define the heart’s function. However, this framework did not make
clear why the heart is pumping in the human body. For this particular question, functional
analysis according to Cummins (1975) is more appropriate. According to this framework, a
function of a part is defined as its contribution to a larger whole. In this case, the heart contributes to the blood circulation by keeping the blood streaming by means of pumping (see
Table 6.16).
The function of the heart (pumping of blood) is explained by a capacity of the blood
circulation as a whole (transport of blood). Therefore, attention must be paid to the larger
whole (blood circulation) when introducing the proposed general motive (the working of
the heart).
Table 6.16 The function of the heart as elaborated according to Cummins’s functional analysis
Part
Function
Contributes to a Capacity
of Larger Whole
Blood circulation Transport of blood Transport
Transport system of
human body
Hart
Pumping of blood
Transport of blood
Blood circulation

In the revised teaching activity, Cummins’s framework is further elaborated. Students start
with a general orientation on the heart, thereby focusing on its vital importance for the hu138

man body. Two pieces of information supported such a focus: a collage of slogans by
which the Dutch Heart Association repeatedly asks for attention in magazines and newspapers and a photocopied page of the dictionary with many different meanings of the word
‘heart’. In response to this information, the teacher is expected to ask the students to explain why the heart is of vital importance for the human body. As a result, students consider the working of the heart in the human body. The expectations with this assignment
are twofold. First, students will be motivated to learn more about the working of the heart
in the human body. This is the driving question of the teaching sequence and therefore it is
the general motive. Second, students will experience it as logical to study the function of
the heart in more detail. This is the motive for the next teaching activity.
The teacher is expected to start a group discussion in which students’ ideas about the
reasons for the heart’s vital importance are explicated. Students hold different views on the
function of the heart (see section 5.6). Asking for students’ ideas of the importance of the
working of the heart in the human body may therefore yield different ideas. However, the
main objective of the group discussion is to focus students’ attention to the heart’s vital
importance in view of its working in the human body. Because of this discussion, the
teacher must also explicate the main question of the teaching sequence. By reflecting on
this question, the teacher explicates the motive for the next activity. He can do this by considering that research on the working of the heart is associated with research on the function of the heart. Especially this latter question concerned researchers since the classical
ages. In the next activity, students therefore read a text about some historical highlights
towards the discovery of the function of the heart by Harvey. Note that in this phase students do not necessarily know the actual function of the heart yet. The objective of this activity is therefore also to let students understand both the function of the heart and the
methods by which this function was discovered.
The main question of the teaching sequence concerns the working of the heart in the
human body. The latter addition is of importance for two reasons. First, it points to the larger whole of which the heart is a part, in this case the human body. On its turn, by addressing the human body, a motive for studying the working of the heart can be induced by
means of its functional analysis. Second, it points to a living system of which the heart is a
part, so the working of the heart is addressed in its physiological context. In section 5.2.2 I
explained that this physiological context holds mechanical as well as neurological aspects,
which may be complicating for students. From the perspective of education, this distinction
between two closely related meanings is therefore of importance (Kaper and Ten Voorde,
1991). Namely, we must avoid introducing both contexts at the same moment and
therewith assigning an ambiguous meaning to the working of the heart. Therefore, in this
phase of the teaching sequence only the mechanical working of the heart is addressed.
Some students may think that the heart contributes to the production of blood (see
section 5.6). This idea more or less resembles Galenus’s view. However, most students already know the heart pumps blood, which is Harvey’s view. To address both ideas, the text
starts with an outline of the ideas of Galenus and addresses some historical highlights involved with the ultimate discovery of the function of the heart by Harvey. The text concludes with a couple of questions with which students are asked to explicate the functions,
which were assigned to the heart by Galenus and Harvey. Then, as an overture to the reflection on the activity, the question is addressed how the heart is built based on the function assigned to the heart by Harvey.
The teacher is expected to discuss students’ answers to the questions in the text. In
particular, the teacher must reflect on this activity by addressing the function of the heart as
a pump of blood. Thereby, he extends the functional analysis one level by giving the as-
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signed function of the heart the status of a ‘Capacity’, and by which the heart itself becomes a ‘Larger Whole’. This induces a need for knowledge about the heart’s parts and
their functions with respect to the heart’s pumping capacity (which is more or less the final
question of the activity). Table 6.17 shows the extension of Table 6.16 with respect to the
heart’s capacity of a pump (in this phase, the students do not necessarily know from which
parts the heart is build and which functions they have and therefore, they are placed between brackets). To induce a motive for further study, the teacher must ask the question
how the working of the heart can be studied, given its function as a pump. Herewith, the
teacher can refer to research of Harvey or Vesalius based on which the build of function of
the heart has been discovered. It is expected that students then come up with proposals for
similar research, like anatomical research or building a mechanical model of the heart
based on their prior knowledge (this is dependent on previous activities in other domains
and which kind of activities are common in students’ biology lessons).
Table 6.17 The function of the heart’s parts as elaborated according to Cummins’s functional
analysis
Part
Function
contributes to a Capacity of Larger Whole
Blood circulation Transport of blood
Transport
Human body
Heart
Pumping of blood
Transport of blood
Blood circulation
(valves)
(closing ventricles and
Pumping blood
Heart
atria)
(ventricles)
(receiving blood from
Pumping blood
Heart
atria)
(atria)
(receiving blood from
Pumping blood
Heart
veins)
(muscles)
(extering a force on
Pumping blood
Heart
blood in ventricles and
atria)

In the teaching sequence, it is intended to conduct an anatomical practicum, which matches
with common teaching practices. Moreover, given students’ prior knowledge (see section
5.6), the construction of a mechanical model of the heart seems to me an assignment too
complicated yet. With an anatomy practicum, students learn about the structure of the
heart, which is required to understand its working. Further, this approach also resembles
the historical line of research towards the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2) – before a
physical model of the working of the heart was constructed by Wiggers, the anatomy of the
heart was already known in detail. The teacher must address the motive of the anatomy
practicum during the final group discussion, namely that the anatomical practicum serves
the purpose to study the function of the different parts of the heart with respect to the
heart’s capacity as a pump.
Studying the anatomy of the heart
Like in the first teaching method, students conduct an anatomy practicum. Again, the anatomy practicum is traditional, which means that students dissect a mammalian heart (usually a sheep’s heart) with help of a detailed guideline that instructs how to cut the heart and
which sections have to be made, and finally, drawn. However, the framework of the working of the heart is explicit now. The instruction only refers to parts that are of importance
for the working of the heart as a pump. Such a reference framework can be found in common informative books for secondary biology education in the Netherlands (Bannink &
Van Ruiten, 2005; Verkerk et al., 2004). Like in the first teaching method, students are ex-
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pected to produce drawings of a length dissection of the heart in which both ventricles and
atria are visible. Next, students must try to find the resemblance between their own drawings and schematic drawings and try to name the different parts of the heart visible in their
drawings.
The anatomy practicum is expected to induce questions concerning the functions of
the drawn and named parts of the heart, which is a motive for further theoretical study of
the heart. In a brief group discussion, the teacher may explicate this motive. However, it is
also expected that the anatomy practicum takes all teaching time. A class discussion may
therefore also take place during the next lesson.
Constructing mechanical causal explanations associated with the working of the heart
Students will now have got a picture of the parts of the heart contributing to its function as
a pump. Moreover, by studying and discussing these parts, I expect that students also have
constructed some ideas about the function of each of the parts. Based on the observed parts
and their proposed function, students may also have some preliminary ideas of the working
of the heart which explain heart-related phenomena proximately. However, it cannot be
expected that these ideas are consistent and coherent yet. Therefore, students must get the
opportunity to organize their ideas.
Moreover, during the preceding lesson a motive was induced to study the working of
the heart in more detail. This motive may be associated with the preceding expectations as
well because I think students want to organize their freshly constructed knowledge about
the build of the heart and the function of the observed parts into a coherent and consistent
model. Therefore, the next activity involves the expression of a model of the working of
the heart (see also section 2.4 for the meaning of an expressed model). Such a model cannot be of a quantitative nature yet, because students have observed its parts only qualitatively so far. Consequently, the activity consists of the construction and expression of a
qualitative model of the working of the heart. In practice, students write down chronologically what happens with all the parts of the heart during the heart cycle. This is the first assignment of the next activity. It can be seen as the first step in reasoning practices in which
students construct proximate causal explanations associated with the working of the heart
and by which they assign meaning to the quantitative concepts involved.
I expect that students’ expressed models are both incoherent and inconsistent from a
scientific point of view. Moreover, students may not immediately succeed in constructing
and expressing models in which all the parts of the heart of Figure 5.1 play a role. This
may induce questions about the completeness, consistency, or coherence of their expressed
models. During a brief group discussion, the teacher must articulate these questions. Students’ proposed shortcomings in the models will then offer opportunities for the teacher to
induce a motive for either extending or verifying the models.
Constructing neurological causal explanations associated with the working of the heart
At this point, students have constructed a model of the working of the heart focusing on
mechanical processes during a heartbeat. However, this model does not describe how the
working of the heart is regulated, so that the heart’s parts exert their function in a coherent
way. Furthermore, in the Wiggers diagram, where it is all about ultimately, the neurological working of the heart is shown by the ECG, which can also be measured. Therefore, to
anticipate on the contents of the Wiggers diagram, the working of the heart is extended
with neurological aspects. For such an extension, a motive must be induced. This aim can
be met by pointing to shortcomings of the mechanical model in view of the main question.
The teacher may ask the question how the heart ‘knows’ when to contract or how it can
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happen that a brain-dead person stays alive. Students will then wonder how the heart functions in the human body. Such a reflection will induce the desired need to extend the mechanical model of the working of the heart with a neurological component.
The next activity starts with introducing a need for two properties of the working of
the heart, which are not a part of the mechanical model of the working of the heart. First,
the parts of the heart operate in coherence with each other (the heart muscles ‘know’ when
to contract). Second, the heart functions relatively autonomous in the human body (a brain
dead person stays alive). The conduction tissues are proposed as parts of the heart making
these functions possible. In a functional analytic sense, another function is assigned to the
heart, namely an autonomous and regulated, and, hence, continuously working pump of
blood. These functions can be described as capacities by mentioning the conduction tissues
as parts that make such a function possible. Reasoning functionally analytic backward, the
function of the conduction tissues ultimately contributes to the transport through the human
body (see Table 6.18).
Table 6.18 The neurological function of some of the heart’s components elaborated according
to Cummins’s functional analysis
Part
Function
contributes to a Capacity of Larger Whole
Blood circulation Transport of blood
Transport
Human body
Heart
Continuous pumping of
Transport of blood
Blood circulation
blood
(conduction tisAutonomous regulation
Continuous and regular
Heart
sues)
pumping of blood

The construction of the physiological model induces a need for verification. This may be
done empirically, by means of measuring heart-related quantities. The next teaching activity consists of such measurements.
Datalogging heart-related quantities
The verification of their constructed models of the working of the heart47 is students’ motive for measuring heart-related quantities. This motive can be satisfied by datalogging
three different heart-related quantities, which yields outcomes comparable to the Wiggers
diagram (see section 5.7). Students measure each quantity separately to get familiar with
the measurement devices and to study separately the mechanical and the neurological
working of the heart. Next, students measure simultaneously two heart-related quantities to
investigate the relation between the mechanical and neurological working of the heart.
Obtaining data will induce a motive to assign meaning to the outcomes. However,
students may have several aims with such an interpretation. For example, students may
first want to know whether their data are ‘right’ (instead of assigning a content-related
meaning to it). The teacher is expected to seize the opportunity to reflect on this knowledge
need and to ask what students think is a ‘right’ measurement result. This may induce on its
turn the content-related motive for interpreting the measurements. Moreover, students can
also check the quality of data by trying to determine the heart rate frequency. When this
quantity cannot be determined, the data are of insufficient quality.
By doing heart-related measurements, it is expected that students develop epistemic
knowledge of the quantitative concepts observable in their data (see section 5.7.4). This
supports students’ construction of proximate explanations for quantitative concepts ob47

Note that in this case the measurements are conducted in a physiological context, which is very different
from the first teaching method in which was attempted to conduct the measurements in a medical context.
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servable in their data (see section 5.7.3). This latter teaching-learning process is split up in
two. First, for each individual measurement, both quantitative concepts observable in the
graphs of the data as well as their causes is addressed. This can be accomplished, for example, by letting students read a text about causations for typical patterns in the graphs of
the data, which more or less agree with processes and elements of their constructed model
of the working of the heart. These causations as well agree with proximate explanations
described in section 5.7.3. In this case, the quantitative concepts observable in the ECG are
explained in a somewhat higher detail. First, a schematic drawing of an ECG is shown in
which the typical quantitative concepts of an ECG are observable (see Figure 6.1). Below
this drawing, it is observable that the quantitative concepts can be proximately explained
by the activity of the different conduction tissues.
Figure 6.1 Above Schematic drawing of an electrocardiogram with letters
indicating typical peaks
and changes in the course
of the voltage. Below:
Graphs of the course of the
voltage caused by excitation of individual conduction tissues in the heart:
sinus node (1), atria (2),
AV node (3), bundle of
His (4), Purkinje fibers (5
and 6), and the heart muscles (7).

Second, students learn to explain proximately the coherence between quantitative concepts
observable in data obtained by different measurements – the coherence which is highlighted in the Wiggers diagram (see section 5.2.2). In particular, the graph of the combined
measurement of the ECG and the heart sounds enables such an interpretation. For example,
students can be asked to explain why the first heart sound immediately follows the T-peak.
By doing these activities, it is expected that students not only develop understanding
of the quantitative concepts observable in their own data. Moreover, it is expected that this
contributes to students’ construction of epistemic knowledge and proximate explanations
of comparable quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram (see sections 5.7.3
and 5.7.4).
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Interpreting the Wiggers diagram
It is expected that the quality of the data does not allow a successful interpretation in all
cases. Rather, students may blame the measurement devices and/or the measurement
methods used. The teacher is expected to start a group discussion in which he reflects on
such blaming. He must state that both enhancing the quality of data by repetitive measurements and the construction of schematized, model-like graphs are aspects of the scientific
enterprise. Further, he must explain that schematized graphs are usually easier to interpret
than raw data. Such a reflective process will serve two purposes. First, students develop
knowledge of the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged (see Figure
5.2 and section 5.2.3). Second, it induces a motive to study the schematized Wiggers diagram with the aim to understand better the working of the heart.
The last activity consists, consequently, of two assignments supporting students to
learn to interpret the Wiggers diagram. To support the development of epistemic knowledge involved with science as an enterprise, students are first expected to compare their
own data with the Wiggers diagram. Students therewith become aware of differences between the Wiggers diagram and their own data (see section 5.7.4).
Further, to support the students to learn to assign meaning to quantitative concepts
observable in the Wiggers diagram, they are expected to attempt to construct proximate
explanations (see section 5.2.2). Moreover, some questions point as well to causal coherence between quantitative concepts associated with different quantities in the Wiggers diagram. When discussing the answers to these questions, the teacher must reflect thereon by
stating to which extent the answers students have formulated are satisfying in view of the
main question. If this scenario will turn out as expected, students will at this point know
how the heart works in the human body.
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7 Second case study
7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the second of the two case studies of the cyclic research phase in
which the teaching method was field-tested. I will first describe the setup and the research
context of this case study (section 7.2). Thereafter, I will present the empirical data based
on which the revised teaching method was evaluated (section 7.3). Finally, I will elaborate
proposals for a final revision of the teaching method (section 7.4). In contrast with the first
case study, I do not describe a revised scenario for further field-testing the teaching
method. Rather, the recommendations for revising the teaching method are used as ingredients for the general discussion of this thesis.

7.2 Setup
This section describes the setup of the field-test of the revised teaching method. I will only
present parts of the setup, which differ from the setup of the first case study. Consequently,
the role of the scenario and the way I processed the data are not explained here.

7.2.1 Research context
The second case study was carried out from December 2003 to January 2004 at a school in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The selection of the school and the two cooperating teachers
was pragmatic. I worked on this school before I became a researcher and I already knew
these teachers. For a couple of reasons, it seemed to me that the teachers were capable of
carrying out the teaching method. They were open-minded and willing to try out new
methods of teaching. Moreover, they encouraged group discussions and interactivity between students. Finally, they were experienced teachers with a teaching experience of more
than five years.
The school can be seen as a city school, although students come from a wide area,
which extends outside the city as well. Like the first case study, the second case study was
carried out in the 11th grade and the school was a gymnasium (see section 6.2.1 for more
information about this type of school).
Before the start of the teaching sequence, I had three meetings with the teachers and
the technical assistant. In the first case study, the preparation of the teacher was not sufficiently aimed at the backgrounds and the aims of the teaching sequence. I therefore decided to pay more attention to these aspects in this case study. I started the first meeting
with discussing with the teachers the highlights of curriculum investigations of the explorative research phase (see sections 5.3 to 5.5). The teachers recognized the difficulties with
representations of quantitative concepts I identified during the explorative research. Thereafter, I explained concisely the structure and contents of the teaching method. In the first
case study, the teacher was insufficiently instructed about the problem-posing approach
(see section 6.3.7). Therefore, I paid more attention to the problem-posing approach during
the instruction of the teacher this time. The teachers indicated that they understood the
aims and backgrounds of the teaching method – according to them, it seemed a plausible
method to tackle the indicated difficulties. At the end of the meeting, I asked the teachers
to prepare the next meeting by reading two teachers’ journal articles about the explorative
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research phase (Van Eijck, Goedhart & Ellermeijer, 2002; 2003). Further, I referred to an
outline of my research project on the project website (Van Eijck, 2003).
During the next meeting, the teachers tried out the datalogging equipment. The computer system manager also joined the meeting and we discussed rather technical details
about the setup of the ICT-based lessons. I scheduled as well to discuss the teaching
method, in particular with respect to the contents of the articles. However, too little time
was left for this activity.
During the last meeting, I discussed with the teachers the articles as well as the scenario. It appeared to me that the teachers had understood for what reasons I designed the
teaching method and how the intended teaching-learning process should contribute to a
solution for the indicated difficulties. Moreover, the teachers indicated that they understood what they were expected to do during each of the lessons and they were enthusiastic
about the design of the teaching method.
The teaching sequence was written for the 11th grade (16-17 years olds). The teachers
each had one group of 11th graders and the biology lessons were always given simultaneously. Consequently, I could only observe one group each lesson. Moreover, I cooperated
more intensively with one of both teachers. The choice for this teacher was pragmatic: one
of the two teachers was temporarily in a poor physical condition, so I cooperated with the
other teacher. However, this should not be seen as a second best choice.

7.2.2 Implementation of the scenario
Table 7.1 shows the implementation of the revised teaching method in the actual classroom
practice. The first four teaching activities were planned in lessons of 70 minutes. Due to
practical reasons, the last teaching activity was planned in a lesson of 50 minutes. For reasons already explained in section 6.2.2, Table 7.1 only shows the main teaching activities
in each lesson. Group discussions, for example, are not shown in the scheme but are an
important part of almost each lesson.
Table 7.1 Implementation of the revised scenario in the actual classroom practice
Lesson
Duration
Activities
1
70’
Orientation on the working of the heart
2
70’
Practical work: anatomy of heart
3
70’
Construction of a model of the working of the heart
4
70’
Practical work: Measuring heart-related quantities
5
50’
Interpreting the Wiggers diagram

7.2.3 Data collection
Almost all data collection procedures were the same as in the first case study, so were,
consequently, the types of data collected. Table 7.2 gives an overview of the different
kinds of data collected during the teaching sequence. The group of the teacher with which I
cooperated intensively is called group 1. The group of the other teacher was called group 2.
As pointed out before, I could not collect all types of data in both groups. An exception is
the fourth lesson, which was not given simultaneously.
The observations, the pre-test (see Appendix C) and the questionnaire (see Appendix
F) were comparable to the first case study. The other types of data collected will be briefly
discussed below thereby focusing on differences with the first case study.
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Audio and video recordings
Video recordings were made during each lesson according to the same procedures as in the
first case study. Group discussions were monitored during lessons 1, 2, 3, and 5. During
lesson 4 no group discussion was held, so I video recorded pairs of students doing measurements. Audio recordings were made of discussions between the teacher and small
groups of students in lessons 2, 3, and 5 (lesson 1 consisted only of whole group discussions and students working individually).
Table 7.2 Collected data during the first case study
Moment
Data collected
Subjects
Before TS Pre-test
Students

Group
1, 2

Lesson 1

Observations
Video recordings

Whole group
Whole group

1
1

Lesson 2

Observations
Audio recordings
Video recordings
Interviews
Concept maps

Whole group
Teacher and some students
Whole group
Students (3)
Students (3)

1
1
1
1

Lesson 3

Observations
Audio recordings
Video recordings
Interviews
Concept maps

Whole group
Teacher and some students
Whole group
Students (3)
Students (3)

1
1
1
1
1

Lesson 4

Observations
Audio recordings
Video recordings
Interviews
Concept maps

Whole group
Pairs of students (6)
Pairs of students (2)
Students (3)
Students (3)

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1
1

Lesson 5

Observations
Audio recordings
Video recordings

Whole group
Teacher and some students
Whole group

1
1
1

After TS

Interview
Worksheets
Final test
Questionnaire

Teacher
Students
Students
Students

1
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

Note TS = Teaching sequence. The number of subjects of which data is collected,
if appropriate, is mentioned between brackets

Student interviews
After lessons 2, 3, and 4 three students were individually interviewed (each lesson the
same students). In contrast with the first case study, these interviews were very short and
aimed only at verifying if students had particular problems with the teaching materials. The
time left was used for concept mapping (see elsewhere for the procedures). The interviews
were therefore also held to recall the past lesson before the concept map was made. The
interviews were semi-structured and audio-recorded.
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Worksheets
After the teaching sequence, the worksheets of students were collected. The teachers had
each a group of 24 students and both groups were subjected to the teaching sequence. We
could collect, ideally, as many as 48 worksheets. Not all students were apparent in each
lesson and not every student handed in all the worksheets at the end of the teaching sequence. In most cases, the number of 48 worksheets was therefore not met.
Final test
Like in the first case study, I subjected students to a final test to probe in what respect students assigned meaning to quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram by
means of proximate explanations (see also section 5.2.2). However, while the final test in
the first case study held only four questions, the final test questions in the second case
study held three more questions (see Appendix D, question 5 to 7).
In the first case study, the final test questions probed students’ explanations of quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram at a rather high level. To get a more balanced picture in the second case study, the extra test questions probed at a more basic level. One of
these questions concerned the course of the blood pressure of the ventricle as depicted in
the Wiggers diagram (question 5). The other concerned the causal relation between the
graphs of the ventricle and the aorta during contraction of the ventricle (question 6). The
next question asked to explain the common quantitative concepts observable in an electrocardiogram (question 7).
Role researcher
My role as a researcher was more or less the same as in the first case study. However, I
coached the teacher too loosely during the first case study. I therefore decided to coach the
teacher more intensively this time and we discussed the course of every lesson extensively.
During these discussions the aims, the structure, and the scenario of the teaching sequence
were discussed frequently. The aim of these discussions was to let the teacher follow the
scenario as close as possible. I will not report about these discussions because the learning
process of the teacher is not a research aim of study.
Concept maps
In contrast with the first case study, three students made concept maps. The aim of this
data collection method was to monitor in depth the development of students’ conceptions
of the heart. Directly after lesson 2, 3 and 4, I let each student construct concept maps individually. It is important to note that concept mapping is not common in the Dutch educational system. Therefore, the students never had made concept maps before and required
instruction.
I applied the method of concept mapping after Wandersee (2000) and it consisted of
four stages. First, students got an A4-paper with fifteen empty lines under the term ‘heart’,
which was written on top of the page. I asked them to write down fifteen nouns that had to
do with the heart, in particular things, events, or properties. Students wrote down these
terms and I simultaneously copied students’ fifteen terms on yellow sticky Post-it™ papers.
Second, students got the sticky papers (with the fifteen concepts on it) and an A3sheet with the term ‘heart’ written on top. I asked the students to put the sticky papers on
the sheet under the term ‘heart’. The more general a concept was, the closer it had to be put
near the central concept ‘heart’.
Third, students got a pencil and I asked them to connect higher placed concepts with
lower placed concepts by drawing lines. In addition, I told the students that drawing a line
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indicated that they could describe the relation between the concepts. I also asked the students if they could also make ‘horizontal’ cross-links between different terms.
Fourth, I asked the students to describe each line-indicated relation by writing down
this description close to the line. Here, I gave the students an example of a part of concept
map of ‘biology’ (see Figure 7.1).
During the concept mapping procedure, I asked students to explain propositions that
I could not understand. I also asked them if they were sure that the concept map was complete. I finished the concept mapping activity when they answered when they were sure
about it. The concept mapping procedure took maximally 45 minutes and was audio recorded for later reference. Students’ concepts maps were redrawn with IHMC CMap Tools
(version 2.91), thereby retaining as much as possible the original relative positions of the
concepts and arrows.
BIOLOGY

is done by

is study of

BIOLOGIST

LIFE

with, for example a
MICROSCOPE

Figure 7.1 Example of concept map shown to students
during the concept mapping procedure

7.2.4 Data processing and analysis
Data processing and analysis was performed according to the procedures as in the first case
study (see section 6.2.4), let alone some differences. The student interviews yielded little
information about the teaching process and were therefore not analyzed. In contrast, all
concept maps were analyzed. Table 7.3 shows which general analysis questions could potentially be answered with which data sources.
Table 7.3 Overview of the potential suitability of the different data sources for answering the analysis questions
Data sources
Analysis questions
1
2
3
Observations
●
●
●
Audio recordings of Teacher and students
●
Video recordings of
Students
●
●
Whole group
●
●
●
Interview with
Teacher
●
Concept maps
●
●
Worksheets
●
●
Pre-test
●
Final test
●
Questionnaire
●
●
Note For the general analysis questions, see section 6.2.4.
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7.3 Outcomes
The outcomes of the second case study are structured according to the scenario with a focus on the parts of the teaching method in which the use of datalogging and the teaching
and learning of quantitative concepts takes place. I will start with the general orientation on
the function of the heart, after which I describe the transition towards a focus on the heart
as a pump. Thereafter, I report on learning processes during both measurement activities
and during interpreting the Wiggers diagram. Further, I address learning outcomes as
probed by tests. Finally, I will present both teachers’ and students’ retrospects on the teaching method.

7.3.1 Orientation on the function of the heart
The aim of the first teaching activity was twofold. First, students should be introduced to
the teaching sequence and get an idea of its aims – in this case understanding of the working of the heart (general motive). Second, content-related motives for the next teaching activity – the dissection of the heart – should be induced (local motives).
In the revised scenario, I pointed out that students should first be introduced to the
heart as an organ with an important function. This function should then be conceptualized
as a blood pump that contributes to a capacity of a larger whole, which is in this case the
transport of blood by the cardiovascular system. Students should therewith learn to distinguish between the function of the heart as a pump and the blood transport capacity of the
cardiovascular system. To meet this aim, the lesson held two assignments. The first assignment focused on the importance of the heart’s function for the human body. The second assignment was about historical highlights of research on the heart’s function.
Literally, the first assignment was as follows:
Observe the list of meanings, sayings, and proverbs in the dictionary. Alternatively,
observe the richness of the slogans about the heart. The heart is clearly a very important organ. There are many reasons for this importance, but in biology, we are of
course interested in the biological importance of the heart for the human body. Moreover, this importance is associated with the function of the heart.
Assignment 1 The importance of the function of the heart for the human body.
Ö Discuss with two or three classmates why the heart is of importance for the human
body. Write down your ideas in a pair of sentences in which you pay attention to
the function of the heart in the human body.

Due to pragmatic reasons, we could only collect the outcomes of this assignment in group
1. It consisted of eight worksheets, each holding the answers of a group of two or three
students. In these worksheets, students described the function of the heart as both a transport system and a pump of blood. Thus, at this point, students seemed to assign two different meanings to the function of the heart but were themselves not aware of this ambiguity.
According to the scenario, this was foreseen. It was therefore intended that the teacher
should start a group discussion in which he should ask the students to speak aloud some of
their answers to the first assignment. Such a discussion should reveal the ambiguity in students’ ideas concerning the function of the heart, which might induce a motive for the second assignment. However, the first teaching activity followed a somewhat different course.
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Some students finished the first assignment within the time given and started immediately with the second assignment. This assignment consisted of a text about the historical
highlights of cardiovascular research, in particular on research and ruling ideas on the
function of the heart from Galen to Harvey. It focused on the heart’s function as a pump of
blood as well as its role in the blood circulation. It should finally direct students’ ideas of
the working of the heart to the heart as a pump by means of the following questions:
Assignment 2 Ideas about the function of the heart.
Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was the function of the heart according to Galen?
How did Harvey falsify the function, which Galen assigned to the heart?
What was the function of the heart according to Harvey?
How should the heart been build according to the function which Harvey assigned
to the heart?

From the same eight worksheets mentioned before, I collected students’ answers to the
third question of the second assignment. The results are shown in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 Students’ description of the function of the heart according to Harvey (assignment 2,
question 4)
Pumping the blood around (3 )
The blood was brought into the tissues
The heart pumped the blood around, blood streams in one direction, circular movement
through pores
To transport further through the body
No answer (2)
Notes N=8. Students worked in pairs or trios. Literal answers are printed in italics.

Three groups of students described the function of the heart as a pump of blood only.
However, three groups of students refer to the transport system as a whole and two groups
of students did not formulate an answer at all. Apparently, not all groups of students described the heart’s function unambiguously. Indeed, a group discussion was intended here
to define unambiguously the heart’s function as a pump of blood. Moreover, from this
framework, a motive should be induced for the next teaching activity, namely to investigate the build of the heart by dissection. The last question of the assignment above should
facilitate the induction of this motive.
The teacher started to discuss the questions raised in the second assignment, in particular question 2 and 3. About the reason for this, he argued as follows to the students:
[2:1, G, 16]
I pick out Harvey here because he is in fact the one who... well his theories… we still
assume in fact that they are all still as sound today as he has presented in those days.

Instead of further directing to a motive for studying the function of the heart, the teacher
induced a new motive here. The teacher said that he would discuss Harvey’s theory because it is just sound. Alas, students’ answers to the first assignment were not discussed
plenary any more. Therefore, a local motive for the second assignment, namely to further
study the function of the heart, was not explicitly induced. This might have affected the
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relevance of discussing and reading the text and answering the accompanying questions
about the function of the heart. Indeed, when the teacher stated on forehand that Harvey
was right, it became irrelevant to discuss students’ ideas of the function of the heart. Because the intended discussion became irrelevant, it is therefore not surprising that the
teacher started a discussion that went beyond the function of the heart and that diverted
somewhat from the intended teaching process. Namely, he started to discuss the consequences of Harvey’s theory for the build of the heart. This is observable in the following
excerpt:
[2:1, G, 17] S1 and S2 are students, T is the teacher
1

5

10

T
S1
T
S2
T
S2
T
T

What did Mister Harvey say?
Blood streams in one direction.
Blood streams in one direction. How did he discover that?
He discovered that because there are valves in the heart.
How can one see from the valves that the blood streams in one direction?
Well, because the valves open in one direction only.
Who knows for example how in the heart... how in the heart things are going on with
the valves?
[silence]
If you know for what use the heart is – I hope you have written down several things
next to each other – what requirements should the heart meet?

This discussion should have induced a motive for the next teaching activity, which consisted of investigations by dissection of the heart. Moreover, it was intended that this motive should be induced by the question how the heart can function as a pump. As a result,
the investigations by dissection of the heart should have a clear aim, originating from the
functional framework of the heart as a pump. However, one can observe here that the
teacher takes large steps towards the induction of motives for the dissection of the heart. In
one sentence, he referred to both the first assignment about students’ ideas about the function of the heart and the fourth question of the second assignment about ideas of the build
of the heart according to Harvey’s function. This is a confusing approach because it was
intended that question 4 of the second assignment should be discussed only when there is
more or less agreement about the function of the heart as a pump. Instead, the teachinglearning process resulted in a group discussion48 from which it was clear that there was no
agreement on the function of the heart yet. Students first came up with some properties of
the heart that were necessary for the function of the heart as a pump, like the ability to contract and the ability to contract regularly. However, students then mentioned also that the
heart holds oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor blood. Giving these properties, it was apparent
that both frameworks still ruled. This should not have been a problem as long as the
teacher should finally guide students’ focus towards the framework of the heart as a pump.
In contrast, the teacher supported students’ discussion about the transport of oxygen by the
blood. A long-lasting group discussion49 followed in which the teacher and the students
talked about many different aspects of the function, the build, and the working of the heart
and the blood circulation. Concepts mentioned were for example: contraction, compartments, atria, ventricles, sinus node, love, relation between sinus node and love, chemical
48

The group discussion reported of here is not given fully as an excerpt because it was very hard to understand. Therefore, I could only pick up some of students’ utterances of which I concluded what kind of properties students assigned to the heart.
49
Again, this discussion was difficult to transcribe.
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substances, osmotic pressure, sucking, pumping, stream direction, typical shape of heart,
difference of size between left and right ventricle. Although some aspects of the heart as a
pump were mentioned, this was not consistently addressed by the teacher to support students’ understanding of the build of the heart.
At this point, the function of the heart as a pump should be approached as a capacity
on its own. It was intended that functions should be assigned to different parts of the heart,
which contribute to its capacity as a pump. As such, conceptualizing the heart as a pump
should have induced a need for knowledge about the function of different parts of the
heart. However, this framework played no explicit role in the group discussion. Consequently, the discussion might not have supported students to explicate which gaps they
have in their knowledge of the heart as a pump. It is therefore questionable whether a clear
motive was induced for the dissection activities during the next lesson.
Thus, from the actual course of the first teaching activity we can conclude the following:
•
•
•
•

As expected, students had an ambiguous conceptualization of the heart’s function.
Despite extensive group discussions about the heart and the cardiovascular system,
students’ ambiguous conceptualization of the heart’s function was not clearly addressed nor explicated.
Because of the foregoing, less attention than intended was paid to students’ ideas of
the heart as a pump. Students therefore might have acquired little insight about their
knowledge about the parts of the heart (and their functions).
Because students might not have been aware of their knowledge gaps concerning the
parts of the heart it is questionable whether a content-related motive was induced for
the next activity, which holds dissection of the heart.

7.3.2 Studying the working of the heart as a pump of blood
The second and third teaching activities should focus on the capacity of the heart as a
pump. Students should study parts of the heart and should try to understand how the working of these parts contributes to the pumping of the heart. The second teaching activity
should thereby focus on the build of these parts by means of a practicum in which students
dissect the heart and should try to distinguish parts that are of importance for the working
of the heart as a pump. Because of this activity, it was expected that students should become motivated for the third activity. This involved the construction of a qualitative, narrative model of the working of the heart based on the parts of the heart they had studied. I
will discuss here how this expected teaching-learning process turned out in practice.
Second teaching activity: studying the build of the heart by dissection
During the introduction of the second teaching activity, the teacher tried to explain that
students should approach the dissection activities from a certain perspective. The teacher
thereby focused both on properties of the heart as a pump and the blood circulatory:
[2:2, G, 18] T is the teacher
Last time we focused on the function of the heart; which you had to make up, ehrm,
ehrm… what kind of role the heart plays in your body. Hence, next, what kind of
function your heart should have therein. Last time we talked a rather long time about
it. There, upon… No, next, I have to say, you can also explain the build of the heart. If
you think a little bit about the function of the heart, which I tried in a discussion last
time, you can also say something about how the heart should be built. Well, that is
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what we are going to try to do today. Go on with that, with that view… view on the
heart. Keep in your mind: oh yes, this is the function, this kind of things the heart
should do in our body, and it works alike. And rich of oxygen, poor of oxygen, lesser
blood circulatory, greater blood circulatory, try to understand it, and try whether you,
attached to this, ehrm, are able to see that the heart is built in a particular way. We are
going to do that today.

In this transcript it can be observed that the teacher refers to properties of the cardiovascular system (rich of oxygen, poor of oxygen, lesser blood circulatory, greater blood circulatory) when talking about the function of the heart. Thus, although it was extensively discussed with the teacher, he still did not focus primarily on the function of the heart as a
pump.
After having instructed the students, the teacher began walking around to help groups
of three or four cooperating students with their practical activities. From the analysis of the
discussions he had with small groups of students, it appeared as well that students as well
as the teacher still did not focus primarily on the function of the heart as a pump. I show
here a typical example of such a discussion. In the excerpt a student (S1) tried to identify
the different parts of the heart. To understand the discussion, the major components of the
heart were shown schematically in a figure (see Figure 5.1).
The excerpt starts with a student asking if a particular hole in the upper side of the
heart is where the pulmonary vein enters the heart.
[2:2, G, 19] S1 is a student, T is the teacher
1

5

10

15

20

50

S1

Is the pulmonary vein entering there? Is that the pulmonary vein? [points to hole in the
heart]
T
The pulmonary vein is more back50. To where does the pulmonary vein lead?
S1 To the right ventricle?
T
Wrong! You just said it right.
S1 What? Oh, but what goes therein?
T
What does stream from the right ventricle…
S1 …[?]…
T
Right, what goes up from the right ventricle?
S1 Oxygen-rich blood?
T
No, what goes… to what do the ventricles pump their blood?
S1 [?] To the lungs
T
Yes, one ventricle, which ventricle
S1 The right-hand one, thus
T
And what does the left ventricle then
S1 [silence]
T
Well, I present the series one more time, because you have to know this to be able to
search for it, of course. Ehrm… ventricles do pump it away indeed, that is why they are
so muscled, and the atria receive, that’s why they are not muscled. So, when I
look to the right ventricle, to where will it pump the blood?
S1 To the atrium
T
The lungs. Next, is it an artery or a vein?
S1 An artery
T
An artery. How do you think it is called?

The heart the students got was somewhat mutilated by the slaughter and as a result the right atrium lacked.
The hole visible was in fact the passage between the right atrium and the right ventricle. With ‘more back’
the teacher meant actually ‘more on top’ in case the right ventricle should be intact
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25

30

S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1

The pulmonary artery
Thus it is so easy, isn’t it? You don’t need to remember it… left ventricle… ehrm,
sorry, the right ventricle pumps the blood in a vessel to the lungs, so the pulmonary artery51
Is this the right ventricle? [Points to part of heart]
Yes, that is obvious. In addition, the left ventricle, which is that side, is more muscled,
it pumps the blood to where?
To the other parts of the body
Yes, that is the…
Aorta

In this excerpt, one can observe the teacher referring to properties of the heart that make
sense when trying to understand the function of the blood circulation (lines 3, 7, 9, 11, 13,
15, 20, 22, 27-28, 30-31). At the other hand, one can also observe the teacher referring to
properties of the heart that make sense in the framework of the heart as a pump, although
in less instances (lines 18-19). In general, the framework of the cardiovascular system as a
whole dominated in this activity. Nevertheless, most parts of the heart observable in Figure
5.1 were also mentioned during these discussions and as well observable in students’ drawings. Although students were not primary focused on the heart’s structure as a pump, they
yet constructed a rather detailed picture of the build of the heart.
Students’ attention to the function of the cardiovascular system as a whole can also be seen
in the results of students’ concept mapping activities carried out immediately after this lesson (see Table 7.5).
Table 7.5 Concepts literally mentioned by each of the students in their
concept maps made directly following the second lesson
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
blood circulation
aorta
beating
ventricles
muscle
oxygen
heart valves
pump
aorta
atria
sports
left ventricle
stethoscope
pulmonary artery
right ventricle
feelings
love
movement
pulmonary artery
stamina
exertion
aorta
heart diseases
muscles
bypass
by-pass operation
valves
pulmonary vein
cholesterol level
“tok pok” (sound)
vena cava
sinus node
arteries
blood
heart valves
bypass
heart muscle
artificial heart
balloon dilatation
oxygen-rich blood
xenotransplantation
biology
oxygen-poor blood motor of body
live
Note The concepts are listed in the same order the students wrote them down.

Students’ concept maps held many concepts that make sense in the framework of the cardiovascular system as a whole, like ‘blood circulation’, ‘oxygen-rich blood’ and ‘oxygenpoor blood’ (student 1), ‘stamina’ ‘motor of body’ (student 2), and ‘oxygen’ (student 3).
51

In Dutch, the ‘pulmonary artery’ is literally the ‘pulmonary artery’, so the teacher refers to the comparison
in name of the direction of the vessel and the name of the vessel, which is in Dutch more obvious than in
English.
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On the other hand, some concepts are observable which make sense with respect to the
heart as a pump, like ‘heart valves’, ‘heart muscle’ (student 1), ‘muscle, ‘pump’, ‘sinus
node’, ‘heart valves’ (student 2), ‘muscles’, ‘valves’, and ‘tok pok (sound)’ (student 3).
Thus, the two frameworks (cardiovascular system as a whole versus heart as a pump) appeared to be still mixed up here.
Students’ need for knowledge about the cardiovascular system as a whole was not an
effect of teacher’s instruction only. Students frequently asked questions showing their need
for knowledge of the framework of the cardiovascular system as a whole. For example, in
the above excerpt this is observable in line 10 in which a student referred spontaneously to
the oxygen concentration of the right ventricle. Thus, the mixing of two frameworks can be
explained by teacher’s behavior during group discussions as well as students knowledge
needs. These two explanations may be interrelated because it is likely that the teacher responded to students’ knowledge needs.
In section 5.8, I explained that the aim of this teaching activity was to let students literally
observe how essential parts of the heart as a pump are build. This should induce a motive
to assign functions to these parts. On its turn, this should support students’ conceptual development of the working of the heart. That is, they should develop understanding of the
cooperation of these parts in a working heart. I expected that this activity should finally
induce a motive for paying explicit attention to this aspect. However, because of the focus
on the cardiovascular system as a whole, these learning aims were not fully met. Although
most students had seen the parts of the heart during these activities, this was not always
observed from the perspective of its pump-like function. Moreover, the practical activities
took the whole lesson. The teacher could therefore not initiate a group discussion in which
this perspective could be explicated. Therefore, I assume that some students left the classroom wondering how the cardiovascular system as a whole is built instead of wondering
how the heart works as a pump, given its build.
From the actual course of the teaching method, we can draw the following conclusions:
•
•
•

During dissection of the heart, both the teacher and the students were focused on
properties of the cardiovascular system as a whole as well as the build of the heart as
a pump.
Although students were not primarily focused on the heart’s structure as a pump,
they constructed a rather detailed picture of the build of the heart.
The local motive for modelling the heart’s working as a pump was not explicated
during a group discussion and it is therefore questionable whether this motive was
induced with students.

Third teaching activity: modelling the working of the heart
The third teaching activity consisted of three assignments meant to let students construct
and to express a qualitative narrative model of the working of the heart. First, students had
to assign functions to the observed parts, which are visible in Figure 5.1. The assignment
sounded literally as follows:
Assignment 1 the function of parts of a mammal’s heart
Ö The first step in the construction of a model of the working of the heart consists of
assigning functions to its observed parts. In particular, ask yourself how the part
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contributes to the pumping of blood by the heart as a whole. Eventually, discuss
this with a classmate. Focus on the following parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right and left atrium
Right and left ventricle
Venae cava and pulmonary veins
Aorta and pulmonary arteries
Heart valves
Arterial valves
Heart muscles

Ö Present for each of the mentioned parts above a concise description of its function.

Second, according to these functions, students should try to describe chronologically what
happens with the different parts during a single heartbeat, starting with the situation in
Figure 5.1. The assignment was as follows52:
Assignment 2 A model for the working of the heart
Ö The second step of constructing a model of the working of the heart consists of a
description of everything that is happening during one heartbeat.
Ö Start with the situation observable in Figure 2 in which:
•
•
•
•

The ventricles and the atria are filled with blood.
The heart valves are opened.
The arterial valves are closed.
The heart muscles around atria and ventricles are relaxed.

Ö Next, indicate chronologically what the different parts of the heart do during a
heartbeat. Mention therewith all parts of assignment 1.

Third, students had to extend their constructed model with neurological components to let
their models agree with a regulated working of the heart. To meet that aim, the teaching
materials held a reading text on conduction tissues and their functions. Thereafter the following assignment was given to the students:
Assignment 3 Extending the model for the working of the heart
Ö Extend your model of assignment 2 with the conduction tissues which are noted
hereunder. Extend your model by indicating when during the chronological events
in the heart which conduction tissues are active.
Conduction tissues:
• Sinus node
• Atri-ventricular node (AV-node)
• His bundle and Purkinje fibers

The aims of these assignments were twofold. First, students could study the working of the
heart theoretically by constructing a coherent and consistent model of fragmentary knowl52

The assignment refers to “Figure 2” which is actually Figure 5.1 in this dissertation.
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edge acquired during the preceding lessons. Second, students would finally like to know
whether their models are complete and whether their models agree with the actual working
of the heart. This knowledge need should induce a motive for empirical verification of the
constructed models by means of measuring heart-related quantities.
The teacher started the lesson, logically, with a short discussion on the practical activities of the preceding lessons. Then he instructed the students to start with the first assignment. However, this instruction differed from intended in that sense that the asked the
students to write down in what direction the blood streams through the heart. He then
handed out the worksheets, on which the picture of the heart of Figure 5.1 is depicted. As a
result of this instruction, students started with the first assignment by drawing arrows in the
figure, therewith indicating the streaming of blood through the heart. The framework of the
heart as a pump seemed to be somewhat underexposed to students. However, I instructed
the teacher to ask each group of students to read carefully the instructions of the assignment, which indeed happened.
To get an idea of the framework students used when assigning functions to different
parts of the heart I collected twelve worksheets, which contained answers to the first assignment of groups of two, three, or four students. I analyzed which framework students
used when assigning functions to different parts of the heart, namely the heart as a pump or
the cardiovascular system as a whole. In Table 7.6 an example of this categorization of one
student is given.
Table 7.6 An example of the categorization of a student’s answer to assignment 1
Part of heart Students’ literal answers
Framework
RA/LA
HP
Collection room for blood before it streams into the ventricles
RV/LV
CVS
Pumps blood via the arteries to either the lungs (right ventricle) or the body (left ventricle)
PV/VC
CVS
Oxygen-poor blood to right atrium oxygen-rich blood to left
atrium
PA /A
CVS
Through aorta, oxygen-rich blood pumps to whole body.
Through pulmonary artery, oxygen-poor blood pumps to
lungs.
HV
HP
Causes that blood streams from atrium to ventricle and not
from ventricle to atrium
AV
HP
Causes that blood does not stream back into ventricle from
aorta and back into right ventricle from pulmonary artery
HM
HP
Causes ventricles to contract and, hence, that the heart to
beats/pumps
Notes The following abbreviations are used for the parts of the heart (with numbers referring to Figure
5.1 between brackets): RA: right atrium (6); LA: left atrium (7); VC: (lower and upper) vena cava (1);
PA: pulmonary artery (3); A: aorta (4); PV: pulmonary vein (5); RV: right ventricle (8); LV: left ventricle (9); HV: heart valves (10); AV: arterial valves (11); HM: heart muscle (not apparent in Figure
5.1) . The following abbreviations are used for the framework the student refers to: CVS: student refers
to cardiovascular system as a whole only; HP: student refers to heart as a pump only.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 7.7. In some instances, students referred to both frameworks when describing the functions of the heart’s parts. Apparently,
when describing the different parts of the heart, students still referred to both frameworks.
The teacher started a brief group discussion after the students had finished the first
assignment. The teacher pointed out the working of the different parts of the heart in detail.
However, the group discussion was not so well structured and the teacher did not conse-
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quently emphasize the different functions of the parts of the heart as contributions to the
heart as a pump.
Table 7.7 Frameworks students referred to while describing the function
of different parts of the heart
Part of heart
Framework students referred to
CVS
HP
CVS+HP
N/NI
O2
RA/LA
2
4
2
4
3
RV/LV
6
4
2
1
PV/VC
1
3
7
1
4
PA /A
3
2
6
1
2
HV
1
7
4
AV
6
1
5
HM
8
4
Notes N=12 (students worked in pairs or trios); the numbers indicate in how many
worksheets students referred to a particular framework while describing a particular part of the heart. The following abbreviations are used for the parts of the heart
(with numbers referring to Figure 5.1 between brackets): RA: right atrium (6);
LA: left atrium (7); VC: (lower and upper) vena cava (1); PA: pulmonary artery
(3); A: aorta (4); PV: pulmonary vein (5); RV: right ventricle (8); LV: left ventricle (9); HV: heart valves (10); AV: arterial valves (11); HM: heart muscle (not
apparent in Figure 5.1). The following abbreviations are used for the framework
students refer to: CVS: student refers to cardiovascular system as a whole only;
HP: student refers to heart as a pump only; CVS + HP: student refers to both cardiovascular system as a whole and heart as a pump; N/NI: Answer of students not
interpretable or not apparent; O2: student refers spontaneously to transport of oxygen (not mutual exclusive with other categories).

After the first group discussion, the teacher asked students to start with the second assignment. In individual conversations between the teacher and groups of three or four students,
parts and functions were still mentioned that make no sense in the framework of the heart
as a pump but only play a role in the cardiovascular system as a whole, like the streaming
of blood along the lungs, oxygen-rich blood, and oxygen-poor blood. Apparently, the students were still in need of knowledge concerning the framework of the cardiovascular system as a whole during this activity as well and the teacher gave some room to discuss questions concerning this knowledge (conclusion 1)53.
I wanted to get an idea of the models students constructed during the second assignment. The same twelve worksheets which contained answers to the first assignment of
groups of two, three or four students contained also answers to the second assignment,
holding narrative qualitative models of the working of the heart. I analyzed these models in
two ways. I first analyzed which of the parts of Figure 5.1 were literally mentioned in students’ models. To give an example, let us observe the following student’s answer:
The ventricles contract. The arterial valves are pushed open because the blood is
pushed out of the right ventricle into the pulmonary artery and out of the left ventricle
into the aorta. The heart relaxes and the ventricles are filled again with blood out of
the atria and the right atrium is filled by the venae cava and the left atrium by the
pulmonary artery.

53

The numbered conclusions enable the reader to easily overview all the conclusions of this section.
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In this narrative model, atria, ventricles, aorta, pulmonary artery, and the arterial valves are
mentioned while the heart valves and the heart muscle are not mentioned. The results of
this analysis for all students’ answers are listed in Table 7.8. These results show that most
students were able to construct models, which held the parts of the heart observable in
Figure 5.1 (conclusion 2).
Table 7.8 Parts of the heart students mentioned in their narrative
model of the working of the heart
Part of heart
Mentioned
Not mentioned
No model
RA/LA
10
1
1
RV/LV
11
1
PV/VC
8
3
1
PA /A
11
1
HV
8
3
1
AV
8
3
1
HM
6
5
1
Notes N=12 (students worked in pairs or trios); the numbers indicate in
how many worksheets students mentioned a particular part of the heart
when describing a model of the working of the heart. The following abbreviations are used for the parts of the heart (with numbers referring to
Figure 5.1 between brackets): RA: right atrium (6); LA: left atrium (7);
VC: (lower and upper) vena cava (1); PA: pulmonary artery (3); A: aorta
(4); PV: pulmonary vein (5); RV: right ventricle (8); LV: left ventricle
(9); HV: heart valves (10); AV: arterial valves (11); HM: heart muscle
(not apparent in Figure 5.1).

In the second analysis of students’ narrative models of the working of the heart, I determined which framework was dominant in the constructed model. This framework can be
either the cardiovascular system as a whole or the heart as a pump. In the excerpt above,
for example, the framework of the heart as a pump dominates, because the student refers
only to the heart and its parts. The heart is in this case an active organ, which is doing
something pump-like. In the excerpt this is observable by means of the words ‘pushed’ and
‘relaxes’. In contrast, other students described the heart as a rather passive organ through
which blood streams dependent of the directions determined by the blood circulation as a
whole (in effect greater lesser blood circulation). Moreover, such descriptions of the working of the heart appeared to refer to body parts like the lungs or to properties like oxygen
transport. In these latter cases, the cardiovascular system as a whole was dominant in students’ narrative models of the working of the heart. However, it appeared that eight groups
of students constructed a model in which the dominant framework was the heart as a pump
while three groups of the students constructed a model in which the dominant framework
was the cardiovascular system as a whole (one group had no model). Therefore, most students actually constructed a model of the working of the heart in which the heart had the
function of a pump, despite their need for knowledge about the cardiovascular system as a
whole, (conclusion 3).
When the students finished the second assignment, the teacher started another group
discussion. During this group discussion the framework of the heart as a pump dominated.
Some students clearly explained chronologically how different parts of the heart cooperate
to make the pumping of blood possible. The teacher hereby corrected some minor mistakes. At the end of the discussion, a student asked how the valves ‘know’ when to close.
Here, the expected motive for extension of the mechanical model with neurological properties to make regulation of the heartbeat possible emerged. However, the attention for the
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discussion of most of the students waned and the teacher did not explicate this motive very
clearly. He refers to the third assignment by saying that it is “about everything with the sinus node and so on” (conclusion 4).
After the second group discussion, the teacher asked students to start with the third
assignment. With this assignment students had to extend their mechanical model of the
working of the heart with neurological components. However, this took place near the end
of the lesson and the students were not very motivated. I could not collect any worksheet in
which the desired extension was apparent (conclusion 5). Next, the teacher tried to initiate
a final group discussion. However, this ended in a monologue in which the teacher tried to
explain some properties of the regulation of the heartbeat. He finally referred to the textbook and some websites for further study.
Because of the chaotic end of the lesson, the motive for the next lesson was left
aside. I did not observe the teacher or the students to ask aloud how the constructed model
of the working of the heart could be verified by which methods or with which empirical
data (conclusion 6). Interestingly, during his monologue on the regulation of the heart the
teacher told a personal story about a deadly injured bird that had lost its heart. The heart
was fallen on the ground and continued with beating. In fact, by telling this story the
teacher already presented some empirical data that verified the model.
From the actual course of the teaching method, we can draw the following conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1) During activities on modelling the working of the heart both the teacher and the
students were focused on properties of the cardiovascular system as a whole as well
as the build of the heart as a pump.
(2) Most students constructed mechanical models of the working of the heart in
which all relevant parts were mentioned, despite their need for knowledge about the
cardiovascular system as a whole.
(3) Most students constructed mechanical models of the working of the heart in
which the heart had the function of a pump, despite their need for knowledge about
the cardiovascular system as a whole.
(4) The teacher did not clearly explicate the motive for extending the model of the
working of the heart with neurological properties.
(5) The students did not extend their models with neurological properties.
(6) The motives for which heart-related measurements should be performed during
the next activity were not well explicated.

Concept maps made following the modelling of the heart
The concept maps three students made independently after the third teaching activity also
indicated that both frameworks (heart as a pump and the cardiovascular system as a whole)
played a role in their conception of the heart. The concept map of student 1 has a whole
branch dedicated to oxygen transport, containing concepts like ‘oxygen-rich blood’,
‘lungs’, ‘oxygen-poor blood’, ‘pulmonary vein’, and ‘pulmonary artery’ (see Figure 7.2).
Interestingly, this branch has no cross-links to the branch above. This branch contains major parts inside the heart, like ‘right atrium’, ‘left atrium’, ‘right ventricle’, and ‘left ventricle’, ‘heart valves’, and ‘heart muscle’ and contains propositions involved with the pumping of the heart , like ‘heart muscle contracts left ventricle’ and ‘heart valves separate right
atrium and right ventricle’ shows reveals something of the pump function. Moreover, the
frameworks are clearly separated from each other. This agrees with the intention of the
teaching method to approach both frameworks independently. More or less the same is
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visible in the concept map of student 2, which contains three propositions involving oxygen transport and a branch that deals with the direction of current of the blood (see Figure
7.3). Again, there are no cross-links in between these branches.
In the concept map of student 3, only the framework of the heart as a pump is visible,
especially in the branch at the right side (see Figure 7.4). The concept map this student
made directly after lesson 2 contained concepts about oxygen transport. Thus, this student
is not focused on the cardiovascular system as a whole any more. Interestingly, one can
observe the story of the sparrow the teacher told at the end of the lesson, indicating this
made sense to student 3.
From the data collected by concept mapping, we can draw the following conclusion:
•

•

Both frameworks, the heart as a pump and the cardiovascular system as a whole,
were observable in two students’ concept maps as separate entities. One student described only the heart as a pump, while he focused before on the cardiovascular system as a whole.
The outcomes of the concept maps agree with the intention of the teaching sequence
to focus on the framework of the heart as a pump separately from the cardiovascular
system as a whole.

Figure 7.2 Concept map student 1 made immediately after lesson 3
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Figure 7.3 Concept map student 2 made immediately after lesson 3

Figure 7.4 Concept map student 3 made immediately after lesson 3
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7.3.3 Measurement activities
During the previous activity students constructed qualitative, narrative models of the working of the heart. Moreover, a motive should have been induced to verify empirically these
models by means of measuring heart-related quantities. It is likely that not all students had
this motive. However, that is not to say that learning processes did not take place. In this
section, I will describe these learning processes. The aim is to evaluate the role of datalogging with respect to the adequacy of the applied method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts (section 3.5).
To describe the role of datalogging in the teaching-learning process, I will apply the
model I had developed to distinguish between the various elements that play a role in the
construction of epistemic knowledge during a measurement (see section 2.6.2). In short,
this model distinguishes between the measurement object, device and data (see also section
5.7.2). Moreover, any measurement is ultimately aimed at getting information of a target –
in this case the heart. However, not only are these four elements of importance, but also the
relations between these as discussed by students.
The description of learning processes associated with the measurement activities is
divided into three parts. The first part is about what happened during the activities before
students acquired data. Thereafter, I will describe what happened during the activities
when students acquired their first data. In the third part, I describe practices in which students had to interpret data by means of questions, which explicitly pointed to the nature
and purpose of the measurements. If not mentioned otherwise, the descriptions are based
on the analysis of audio and video recordings of students doing measurements (see 7.2.3).
Preparing measurements
The students had never worked before with the learning environment and were therefore
not familiar with general characteristics of datalogging yet. Therefore, the learning processes associated with the devices took more time than during the first case study. Nevertheless, most students succeeded in setting up and conducting the first measurements within
less than 15 minutes.
In the beginning of the setup of the first measurement, learning processes associated
with measurement devices were apparent. At first, students handled the measurement devices with no obvious aim. It seemed that handling and feeling the devices was a learning
process on its own in which students tried to identify its characteristics. For example, students sometimes looked to a sensor for a relatively long time without saying anything. In
another instance, a student took the heart sounds sensor and blew in the funnel-shaped end,
which has nothing to do with its function as a sensor for the heart sounds. The following
excerpt shows an example of the identification process. Three different sensors were on the
table, of which the ECG-sensor consisted of six different parts. Thus, the table was covered
with all kinds of stuff that was new to the students and which they had to identify.
[2: 4, G, 20] S1 and S2 are students
1

5

S1
S2
S1
S2
S1
S2
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Let’s have a look [Picks up the adapter for heart sounds sensor]
[Picks up the carotid pulse sensor] This one is for the ear lobe.
[Picks up a wire with a plug at each end] I don’t know this one
[Touches again the carotid pulse sensor] This one is for the ear lobe
[Holds heart sounds sensor and brings the funnel-shape end to place of heart on chest]
This one is for the heart
[S1 Picks up a bundle of wires which have each plugs on ends] Plugs!

S1
10

S2
S1

[S1 is now holding the bundle of wires in his hands] I think this is for the ECG [Picks
up work sheet] Well, let’s have a look.
[Picks up ECG-amplifier] Here a …[?]… ECG.
[Starts reading out loud the text about the ECG sensor]

During the identification process, one can observe that students are not only focused on the
characteristics of the devices on their own but also on their function. In lines 2, 4, and 6
students discuss for example body parts on which they are going to measure. Thus, the
learning process shifts gradually from the individual measurement devices to the relation
between the measurement device and measurement object.
After students had learned how the sensor should be applied, they were expected to
start a measurement. This induced a learning process associated with measurement devices
only. The operation of the software was the object of learning, of which I give an example
in the following excerpt. In this excerpt, the students had everything prepared and wanted
to start a measurement. S1 was the student whose ECG has been measured. In the beginning, he also operated the computer.
[2: 4, G, 21] S1 and S2 are students
1

5

S2
S1
S2
S1
S2
S1
S2

[Looks to screen] Are we supposed to find a button somewhere now? Or some?
Well, I am not allowed to look to the screen. Click on the green start button to register
an ECG. [Students read out loud the practical instructions on the screen]
Yes, probably I should do that. [Indicates to take over the operation of the computer]
That is this, or isn’t it? [Clicks green button on computer screen] Start.
No, you shouldn’t look to that!
Okay, I don’t look.
[Takes mouse from S1] Okay, I should thus click the green button now and then...

Lines 1 and 5 show learning processes associated with the operation of the software. These
learning processes alternated with learning about specific measurement conditions, like the
condition that the student whose ECG is measured should not look to the screen (lines 2, 6
and 7).
The actual course of the measurement activities yields the following conclusions:
•

•

During the preparation of measurements, two learning processes associated with the
measurement devices were observable. First, students tried to identify characteristics
as well as the function of the measurement devices. Second, students were focused
on the relation between the measurement devices and the measurement object.
Students encountered no problems when setting up the measurements and learned
easily how each measurement should be set up, although they were not experienced
with the measurement devices and the accompanying software.

Optimizing the quality of data
As soon as the first measurement result appeared on the computer screen, students evaluated the quality. This is observable in the following excerpt in which S1 and S2 are discussing the result of a heart sounds measurement:
[2: 4, G, 22] S1 and S2 are students
1

S1

I think it makes no sense
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S2
S1
5
S2

[Takes diskette on which the measurements should be saved] This one should be put
there in.
But this isn’t a good measurement, isn’t it? [silence] Wait a minute. [silence] We
should find the right location.
You should look where it gets most far here [Points to vertical axis on graph of measurement result on screen], then you have the right spot

S1 immediately assessed the measurement result visually and concluded it made no sense
(lines 1). Such visual assessments appeared frequently. In most cases, students said that the
data were ‘good’ or ‘wrong’, without giving reasons. However, in another instance I observed that a student actually tried to count the peaks and tried to determine if they agreed
with the average heartbeat frequency of about one beat per second. However, in no instance, the target of the measurement was discussed.
Further, in this excerpt one can observe two processes associated with optimizing the
data. The first process takes place after S1 has remarked that the measurement is not
‘good’. He gives two suggestions to optimize it. First, S1 referred to the measurement object, which is in this case the location on which one should put the heart sounds sensor. He
suggested placing the sensor differently. Thus, he related the measurement result to the
measurement object (lines 4-5).
The second process is observable when S1 refers to a property of the measurement
device with which the measurement result might be optimized (lines 6-7). He indicates that
the pointer in the graph of the measurement result moves upwards and downwards along
the vertical axis when the measurement had not been started yet. This allows the possibility
to observe the amplitude of the signal before a measurement is started, that is, before the
pointer also runs from the left to the right. Thus, S1 related the measurement result to the
measurement device with the aim of optimizing the successive outcomes.
These two processes frequently occurred with each measurement that yielded noninterpretable results. In fact, optimizing the data consisted of repeatedly doing a measurement, observing the results, discussing a change in the measurement conditions, thereby
referring to either the measurement object or the measurement device and doing again a
measurement with the agreed change in measurement conditions. This did not happen frequently with the relative easy measurements of the ECG and the blood saturation of the ear
lobe. However, with the difficult measurement of the heart sounds this process was repeated in one instance up to 35 times before a measurement of satisfying quality was obtained. It must be said, however, that the measurement conditions were not discussed preceding each of the measurements. In fact, students discussed the measurement conditions
less frequent during the course of the experiment. In later instances, the student from which
the heart sounds were measured only relocated the sensor before starting a new measurement and repeated this nine times without discussing the measurement conditions. Again,
the target studied here, namely the heart, was hardly discussed by students.
The graph of the data is not discussed at all. It seemed that students had no difficulties with making sense of the represented symbols in the graphs of the data.
I analyzed students’ measurement results stored on diskette. When the heartbeat
could be derived from the result, this was indicated as interpretable. In other instances, it
was indicated as non-interpretable or, when the result was not apparent on the diskette, as
not registered. The outcomes indicate that most of the students acquired interpretable results for the non-combined measurements, indicating that the optimizing process was fruitful for these measurements (see Table 7.9). Moreover, the combined measurement of the
heart sounds and the ECG only succeeded with two students. This was due to a lack of
time.
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Table 7.9 Quality of students’ stored measurements results
Grp
S
F
ECG
HS
I
NI NR
I
NI NR
1
24 15 12
0
3
11
1
3
2
24 18
8
1
9
7
1
10
Total 48 33 20
1
12
18
2
13

I
12
5
17

CP
NI
0
4
4

NR
3
9
12

I
2
0
2

ECG+HS
NI NR
5
8
7
11
12 19

Notes Grp: group; S: Number of students in the group; F: files with data collected; ECG: measurement
of ECG; HS: measurement of heart sounds; CP: measurement of carotid pulse in ear lobe; I: interpretable result; NI: Non-interpretable result; NR: No result.

So far, the actual teaching process seemed to comply more or less with the intended teaching process. However, the last of the four measurements the students had to do, the combined measurement of the ECG and the heart sounds, was not carried out by most of the
students. Therefore, this measurement result was not interpreted by the students I observed.
The actual course of the measurement activities allows the following conclusions:
•

•
•
•

Once students obtained data, they spontaneously tried to optimize its quality.
Therewith, students frequently discussed the relation between results, measurement
object, and the measurement devices as well as the relation between these elements.
In this iterative process, the quality of the acquired graphs of data gradually improved.
While optimizing the data, students rarely discussed the relation between the target
studied (the heart), and the other epistemological elements of the measurement activity (object, devices, results).
Students assessed the quality of the data visually.
Most students succeeded in obtaining graphs of data with sufficient quality to derive
the heartbeat frequency.

Interpretation of data
After having obtained data, students worked on assignments aimed at interpreting data (see
section 6.4.4 for an overview). Students discussed the relation between quantitative concepts in the graph and the model for the working of the heart. The intended learning processes took place in which students interpreted their data with a model of the working of the
heart. This is observable in the following excerpt in which students just have obtained an
interpretable ECG and start with interpreting.
[2:4, G, 23] S1 and S2 are students, T is the teacher
1

S1
S2
S1

5
S2
S1
10

We need to answer just one question.
Huh?
[Speaks out loud the question] “Determine how long the conduction of impulses between the sinus node and the AV node takes”. [S1 continues on looking in the
teaching materials] Let’s have a look. The sinus node.. that is the P-peak. Where is it?
[Looks elsewhere in manual and observes Figure 6.1] Oh yes, here it is… [Looks for a
long time to Figure 6.1] I don’t understand it all.
What is that AV-node?
[Points to Figure 6.1] Yes, that is three. But where is the sinus node? [Silence, reads
text] P is the sinus node. But look, here [points to Figure 6.1] it is increasing this way
but I don’t know…
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15

S2
S1
S2
S1
T

20

S1
S2
S1

25
T

30

S1
T
S1
T
S2
T

I don’t understand it all either.
[Points to Figure 6.1] ...[?]... in between, but I don’t understand.
That is part of another graph isn’t it?
According to me it is the sum of all of these.
[Teacher comes along]
That is a nice ECG.
[A discussion about the way how to copy and past the graph of the measurement result
to the wordprocessor is omitted in this excerpt]
And... here [Points to Figure 6.1] That question about the sinus node and the AV-node.
Well, I think that three is the AV-node.
But where can it be found?
But where... [turns towards teacher] But you don’t see this graph [points to graph number one in Figure 6.1] coming back on the same location in this graph [points to
upper ECG in Figure 6.1]. Or is it the R?
The P-peak, that is the sinus node. And the Q on the right side is the conduction
through the bundle of His
But the AV node?
the AV node... that is in fact... via the AV node it goes to the bundle of His
But how does one see that in the diagram? [points to Figure 6.1]. Halfway or something like that?
I would say. I would say. From P to QRS that is the time it takes from sinus to AV.
Let’s say from P to Q?
From P to Q, yes.

In this excerpt students discussed frequently parts of the heart (lines 5, 8, 9, 10, 20, 21, 23)
and patterns of the ECG (5, 10, 23, 24, 25, 33). The assignment seemed to be too difficult
sometimes and some help of the teacher was required. However, students assigned meaning to the quantitative concepts observable in the ECG by formulating proximate causations in which they refer to parts of the heart. This happens for example in lines 5-6 (“The
sinus node… that is the P-peak. Where is it? Oh yes, here it is…”) or in line 30 when student S2 wants to know exactly which pattern of the ECG is caused by the AV-node (“But
how does one see that in the diagram? [points to Figure 6.1]”). In short, it appeared that
datalogging supported students’ assignment of meaning to quantitative concepts by means
of proximate causations.
In many instances, the interpretation of the graph occurred spontaneously when students discussed this graph with the teacher or with each other. Such a learning process is
observable in the following excerpt. In this excerpt, S1 and S2 have just obtained a measurement result of the saturation of the ear lobe and they are reading the text in the manual.
Now they had saved their data, the teacher came along.
[2:4, G, 24] S1 and S2 are students, T is the teacher
1

5

10
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T
S1
T
S2
T
S1
T

That is the ear lobe, isn’t it? Nice! Are you able to explain it? That little thing, wham!
That it falls down likewise [Points to second, smaller peak of graph on screen that conforms to the closing of the aorta valves (see also Figure 5.9)]
That the aorta closes, or something like that?
Yes, yes, what is happening?
Erhm, the aorta...
“Closing the aorta”, what do you mean with that?
I just heard.
How... just the first step... Here [points to first greater peak of graph] it increases. How
is it caused?

15

20

25

30

35

40

S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
S2
T
S1
T
S2
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S2
T
S2

45

S1
T

The heartbeat?
Yes, what does contract in the heart?
The heart muscle.
Which?
The ventricles.
Then a lot of blood is going to be pumped through the arteries. Okay. At a given moment it falls down. [points to graph]. How is that caused?
Because the pressure drops, or something like that?
Because... the pressure drops because...
Because?
The ventricles should fill up again...
The ventricles relax again. Yes? And then, suddenly, wham! It increases again. [Points
to second, smaller peak of graph on screen that conforms to the closing of the aorta
valves (see Figure 5.9)] How is that caused?
The atrium?
The pressure drops. What happens then with the blood in the arteries that during the
same time ...[?]...
It should stay motionless?
Yes, because the arterial valves, which purpose do they serve, in the near end of the...
That it won’t stream back.
What? That it won’t stream back. What happens. If the pressure drops, the blood tends
to come back to the heart, isn’t it? The blood comes back to the heart and wham!
Where does it fall on then?
On the heart valves.
On the heart valves... no, not the heart valves... what do you mean with heart valves?
The arterial valves.
The arterial valves. What happens next? It comes back. Wham! Like some trampolinelike effect you get: Wham! Wham! And when it is shot back, that is...
And then the next one comes....
... that is the little bump overthere [Points to second, smaller peak of graph on the
screen that conforms to the closing of the aorta valves (see Figure 5.9)].
And there another one starts? [Points to greater peak following on the decrease of the
graph]
Oh, yes.
So here the... ehrm, aorta valve closes and there it comes back. Wham! And then it is
shot to above again and then it goes on with the next heartbeat. Nice graph!

Again, one can observe that students and the teacher talked about processes in and structures of the heart (lines 1, 4, 6, 7, 11-13, 15-19, 21-26, 28, 30-39, 41, 45, 46), alternated
with patterns of the carotid pulse in the ear lobe (1, 2, 9, 17, 22, 40, 42, 46). In the beginning of the excerpt, the approach of the teacher is very didactical. Clearly, the graph invited the teacher to explain spontaneously the proximate cause of the small peak in the
graph of the carotid pulse (see also Table 5.1, graph A). Herewith the teacher explains a
quantitative concept. Further, one can observe that the teacher assigns meaning to the
quantity blood pressure (lines 18 and 19) by discussing the force the heart muscle exerts on
the aorta (13 and 16). Thus, one can observe that the emergence of a graph of data spontaneously induced the teacher to explain a number of quantitative concepts. Nevertheless, the
teachers’ approach is rather didactical and one may doubt whether the students also learned
these quantitative concepts. However, in lines 39 and 41-42, the student S2 attempts to assign meaning to the quantitative concept associated with the carotid pulse (“And then the
next one comes....” “And there another one starts?” [Points to greater peak following on
the decrease of the graph]). In this case, it is observable how datalogging heart-related
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quantities supports the teacher to explain quantitative concepts by means of proximate causations. Although less convincingly, students tried to assign meaning to these concepts by
means of proximate causations as well.
Because of a misunderstanding, only a few students completed all the assignments
and handed them in at the end of the teaching sequence. Therefore, I could not make an
overview of the outcomes of the assignments discussed here.
The last part of the teaching materials consisted of an assignment in which students
had to describe the causal coherence in characteristic patterns between graphs of different
data. This process of interpretation is only possible with the combined measurement of the
ECG and the heart sounds. However, none of the observed students could do this assignment because they did not measure both quantities simultaneously.
The actual course of the measurement activities yields the following conclusions:
•
•

Datalogging heart-related quantities supported students to assign meaning to heartrelated quantitative concepts by means of constructing proximate explanations.
Datalogging heart-related quantities supports the teacher to explain quantitative concepts by means of proximate causations.

Concept maps
In the concept maps students made directly after this lesson, one can observe that the
measurements played a role in students’ ideas of the heart. In the concept map of student 1
(see Figure 7.5) the concept ‘electric signals’ is connected to the heart muscle, which is on
its turn connected to the left and right ventricle. Therewith, the student showed to have
conceptualized the proposition that ‘a synapse gives an electric signal to the heart muscle
which takes care of contraction of the left and right ventricle’. Student 1 has also conceptualized the proposition that the ‘heart makes heart sounds with which one hears the heart
valves’. However, according to the concept map of student 2 the measurements did not
seem to have contributed extensively to the conceptualization of the working of the heart
(see Figure 7.6). He only mentioned the ECG as something that shows the working of the
heart muscle. Moreover, he also proposed that ‘one measures the ECG by means of the
wrist beat’. This indicates that it is not yet clear to this student how the signal measured
(voltage) is related to the measurement object (wrist) and the target of the measurement
(the heart). Finally, the concept map of student 3 (see Figure 7.7) also shows some minor
conceptualization with the proposition that the heart beats which makes sound and which
can be measured. However, it is interestingly that this conceptualization is followed by a
branch in which parts of the measurement device (‘computer’, ‘monitor’) as well as the
part of the measurement object (‘measuring by himself’, ‘wrist’, ‘ear lobe’) are described.
This shows that the measurement device and the operation of the measurement device
played a role here in students’ thinking about the heart.
The concept maps yields the following conclusions:
•
•
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The measurement device and the operation of the measurement device are observable
in students’ concept maps about the heart.
It might not yet be clear to the students how the signal measured is related to the
measurement object and the target of the measurement.

Figure 7.5 Concept map student 1 made immediately after lesson 4

Figure 7.6 Concept map student 2 made immediately after lesson 4
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Figure 7.7 Concept map student 3 made immediately after lesson 4

7.3.4 Interpreting the Wiggers diagram
It was expected that the quality of the data should not allow a successful interpretation in
all cases. Rather, students may blame the measurement devices and/or the measurement
methods used. The teacher was expected to start a group discussion in which he reflects on
such blaming. He should state that both enhancing the quality of data by repetitive measurements and the construction of schematized, model-like graphs are aspects of the scientific enterprise. Further, he should explain that schematized graphs are usually easier to interpret than raw data. Such a reflective process should serve two purposes. First, students
should develop knowledge of the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram
emerged (see Figure 5.2 and section 5.2.3). Second, it might induce a motive to study the
schematized Wiggers diagram with the aim to understand better the working of the heart.
The last activity consisted, consequently, of two assignments that should support students
to learn both aspects of interpreting the Wiggers diagram.
The teacher attempted to start up a discussion, but encountered some practical difficulties. The overhead projector was not installed yet, so he could not discuss some prepared sheets with examples of data. As a result, he was not well prepared to reflect on students’ measurements. He just told the students that the Wiggers diagram was comparable
to their own measurements and asked the students to start with the assignments. In this
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way, content-related motives for the assignments were not induced or explicated. Instead,
the teacher induced extrinsic motives by referring to the final test, which should hold comparable assignments.
After the students had been working for about half an hour on the assignments, the
teacher started a frontal instruction. He introduced the Wiggers diagram and pointed out
how to interpret some characteristic quantitative concepts of the ECG, like the P-peak and
the QRS-complex. Thereafter, the teacher addressed the second assignment because he had
noticed that students had some difficulties due to problems with interpreting typical patterns in blood pressure graphs of the Wiggers diagram. He skipped the first assignment, in
which students had to mention differences and similarities between the Wiggers diagram
and their own results. Consequently, a motive for the assignments was still not explicated.
Furthermore, the teacher had also difficulties with interpreting typical patterns in the blood
pressure graphs of the Wiggers diagram, due to which his explanation was confusing.
I analyzed students’ answers to the assignments with the aim to know to what extent the
teaching activities contributed to the intended learning processes. The first assignments
should support the development of knowledge about the scientific enterprise in which the
Wiggers diagram emerged. According to this assignment, students had to compare their
own data with the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2). Students should therewith become
aware of differences between the Wiggers diagram and their own data (see section 5.7.4).
Literally, the assignment was as follows:
Assignment 1 Your own measurements and the Wiggers diagram
Compare your data with the schematic data of the Wiggers diagram.
1. What is depicted in the Wiggers diagram that you did not measure with your own
measurements?
2. What can you derive from the Wiggers diagram that you cannot derive from your
own data?
3. Give two reasons for the phenomenon that the Wiggers diagram has smooth lines
(while your graphs might have not).

Students’ answers to these questions are depicted in Table 7.10. Let alone some exceptions, students’ answers to question 1 show that they have understood which graphs of the
Wiggers diagram are comparable to what they have measured and which are not. The answers to question 2 are somewhat less homogeneous. However, most of students’ answers
involve quantitative properties of ventricles and/or atria, which show that students are able
to interpret the limitations of their data when they compared these with the Wiggers diagram. Question 3 explicitly asks for the nature of the differences between students’ measurements and the Wiggers diagram, thereby probing the types of epistemic knowledge students apply while answering this question. Some of students’ answers showed epistemic
knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged
by explaining that this diagram is brought to perfection, or is schematic or is based on several measurements. However, the majority of the students only showed knowledge about
the measurement methods involved with the Wiggers diagram and blamed the equipment
they had used, the period of measurement or the scale of the graph.
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Table 7.10 Students’ answers to the questions of assignment 1
Students’ answers
Question 1 (N=20)
Blood pressure in (left) ventricle and atrium / graph B and C
Blood pressure in aorta and left ventricle
Blood pressure in aorta, left atrium and left ventricle
No answer

# answers
17
1
1
1

Question 2 (N=20)
Relation blood pressure/stream between left atrium, left ventricle and aorta
Relation blood pressure/stream between left atrium and aorta
Relation between left atrium and left ventricle
(Differences between) blood pressure in left ventricles and left atria
Blood pressure in left ventricle
Blood pressure in different ventricles and relation between
How heavy the heart pumps
How the blood streams/goes in the left heart half
How the blood in the heart is pumped between the ventricles and the atria
The heart’s pumping and the contraction of the heart walls
How the T-point emerges exactly

3
1
2
4
1
2
2
2
1
1
1

Question 3 (N=20)*
Wiggers diagram has been brought to perfection
Schematic representation
Wiggers diagram based on more measurements
Different scale/magnified
Much shorter period
Measurement instruments more accurate/professional/better
No distortion/noise
Better measurement conditions
More precise/accurate/beautiful/better measurement or method
No answer

3
2
4
3
4
9
7
1
4
3

Note (*) The number of answers is twice the number of students because students were asked to give
two answers.

To support the students to learn to assign meaning to quantitative concepts observable in
the Wiggers diagram they should attempt to construct proximate explanations (see also
section 5.2.2). These questions concerned individual quantitative concepts as well as causal
coherence between different quantitative concepts. Literally, the assignment was as follows:
Assignment 2 Interpretation of the Wiggers diagram
Check if you have understood the Wiggers diagram by answering the next questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Explain why the graph of the blood pressure in the aorta (A) runs beneath the
graph of the blood pressure in the left ventricle (C) in period 2-5.
Explain which process underlies the mutual peak of the graph of the blood pressure in the left atrium (B) and the left ventricle (C) in period 8-9.
Explain why the graph of the blood pressure in the left atrium (B) runs above the
graph of the blood pressure in the left ventricle (C) in period 6-9.
Explain why the graph of the blood pressure of the aorta decreases in period 6-9.
Explain why the first heart tone immediately follows the occurrence of the QRScomplex.

I categorized the answers whether they were sound proximate, unsound proximate, teleological or not understandable or not apparent at all. The analysis was in accordance with
some of the questions asked in earlier tests54. Table 7.11 shows some examples of different
types of students’ answers.
Table 7.11 Examples of students’ types of answers to the questions in assignment 2
Type of answer
Q Example (literal answer)
Proximate sound
1 That is because the ventricles contract at that moment due to which the
pressure is higher than in the aorta
2 During this period the atria contract and therefore the pressure increases as well in the ventricles
3 The left atrium contracts and the left ventricle is relaxed
4 The blood is streaming away to the whole body. That is why the blood
pressure is increasing
5 QRS complex causes heart muscles to contract due to which valves
close → the first sound is the closing of the heart valves
Proximate unsound

1
2
3
4
5

Teleological

1
2
3
4
5

If the ventricle contracts much blood enters the ventricle due to which
the blood pressure is higher than in the aorta → active fill phase
Both the left ventricle and the left atrium contract
Left atrium gets blood from the body
The pressure decreases because the ventricles are opening
Left ventricle must have a higher blood pressure than aorta to cause
the blood to stream into aorta due to pressure difference
The blood pressure in the left atrium must be higher than in the left
ventricle so that it will stream in the right direction
The heart must beat on

Notes Q = question. No examples of teleological answers were found in students’ answers to questions 2 and
4. No examples of proximate unsound answers were found in students’ answers to question 5.

These results of the analysis are summarized in Table 7.12. A high number of students
have unsound answers to questions 1 and 3. Apparently, students still have difficulties in
explaining pressure differences of different compartments inside the heart. These questions
involved phenomena not directly studied during the measurement activities of lesson 4.
Students had fewer difficulties with questions 2, 4, and 5. The phenomena addressed with
these questions were more directly studied with the measurements of the fourth lesson55.
Note that also the number of teleological explanations is highest in the answers to questions 1 and 3. Probably students constructed teleological explanations because they had
difficulties with constructing proximate explanations. However, the students were not explicitly asked to construct proximate explanations. Moreover, it is common in biology les54

In particular, question 1 of this assignment had been used in the explorative research (see section 5.5.2,
question B3) and in the first case studies (see section 6.3.6, question 6). Question 5 of this assignment had
been used before in the first case study as well (see section 6.3.6, question 4).
55
Question 2 involves the ECG in which activity of the sinus node is visible, which causes the atria to contract, and which cause the blood pressure to increase in both the atria and the ventricles. Question 4 involves
the measurement of the carotid pulse in the ear lobe in which the decrease of the amount of blood shows
more or less the same pattern as the pattern of the blood pressure of the aorta. Question 5 is associated with
both the measurement of the heart-sounds and the ECG.
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sons to learn to reason with respect to an evolutionary purpose. Therefore, the appearance
of teleological explanations does not mean that students are not able to construct proximate
explanations.
Table 7.12 Students’ reasoning in the first four answers to the questions of assignment 2
Reasoning
Number of types of answers to question (n)
1
2
3
4
5
Proximate sound
7
13
6
15
12
Proximate unsound
4
5
8
1
Teleological
7
7
1
None/ not interpretable
5
5
2
5
9
Total
23
23
23
21
22

Thus, the actual course of the teaching-learning process yields the following conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Due to practical difficulties, the teacher did explicate neither content-related motives
for interpreting the Wiggers diagram nor epistemic knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
Despite the foregoing point students appeared to have understood which measurements are comparable to quantities represented in the Wiggers diagram.
The teaching activities supported the development of knowledge of measurement
methods involved with the Wiggers diagram. Students indicated the limitations of
their measurements when comparing these with the Wiggers diagram.
The teaching activities did not result in the development of epistemic knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
More than half of the students constructed sound proximate explanations for quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram of quantities they have measured directly by
themselves (like the heart sounds and the ECG).
Students had difficulties in explaining patterns in the Wiggers diagram of quantities
they have not measured themselves directly (like blood pressure graphs).

7.3.5 Test outcomes
This section describes the outcomes of the pre-test and the final test, which should together
yield a picture of the outcomes of the actual learning process.
Pre-test
The outcomes of the pre-test are shown in Table 7.13 (see also section 6.2.3 and Appendix
C). This picture of students’ pre-knowledge of the heart is more or less similar to the first
case study (see section 6.3.6). It shows mainly the effect of students’ learning of the cardiovascular system during lower secondary education. Again, detailed knowledge of the
build and working of the heart as well knowledge of the Wiggers diagram (see Figure 5.2)
was mainly acquired because of the actual learning process.
Final test
The final test focused on students’ construction of proximate explanations associated with
quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram (see section 7.2.3 and Appendix
D).
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Table 7.13 Outcomes of the pre-test.
Test categories
Function of heart
Structure of atria and ventricles
Structure of valves
Structure of vessels
Structure of heart muscle
Structure of conduction tissues
Working of atria and ventricles
Working of valves
Working of vessels
Working of heart muscle
Working of conduction tissues
Behavior of voltage
Explanation of voltage according to working heart
Behavior of sounds
Explanation of sound according to working heart
Behavior of pressure
Explanation of pressure according to working heart

p-value (%)
93
63
15
0
3
0
5
0
0
15
3
0
13
60
10
43
60

Notes N=40. The p-value is the fraction of students, which answers the
question correctly.

Students’ epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram (questions 1 and 2)
The first final test question probed students’ epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram
in an open-ended way, namely by asking how the Wiggers diagram emerged (Appendix D,
question 1). Students’ answers were categorized according to the type of epistemic knowledge they came up with, exactly in the same way as in the first case study (see section
6.3.6, Table 6.10). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7.14. About one third of
the students mentioned single measurements as the cause of emergence of the Wiggers
diagram. In contrast, only a few students spontaneously referred to epistemic knowledge
involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
Table 7.14 Overview of students’ answers to question 1 of the final test
Epistemic notion
Frequency (n)
Methods/single measurements
26
Science as enterprise
6
No answer/no epistemic notion
11
Note N=43.

The second question of the final test probed in more detail students’ knowledge of measurement methods involved with the Wiggers by referring to the ECG and asking which
quantities and units were measured (Appendix D, question 2). Students’ answers are shown
in Table 7.15. The question was one of the last questions in the test and fourteen students
did not manage to finish the test in the time given. When these students are excluded, almost half of the students indicated the quantities and units involved with an electrocardiogram as electricity-like. However, note that a relatively high fraction of students indicate
they have measured the blood pressure.
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Table 7.15 Overview of students’ answers to question 2 of the
final test
Students’ answers
Frequency (n)
Quantities V or Membrane voltage
3
I or current or electrical current
7
1
Electric impulses
Blood pressure or pressure
10
4
t
No answer
4*
Units
mV or volt
10
A or Ampere or mA
3
5
mmHg
kPa or Pa
4
s or second
3
No answer
4*
Notes N=29. * 14 students did not finish the test in time and therefore
skipped the last questions of which this test questions was one. These
students’ answers are not taken into account in the category ‘no answer’. Literal answers are printed in italics.

Explaining quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram (questions 3 to 7)
The third to seventh final test questions probed students’ assignment of meaning to quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram by means of the construction of proximate explanations (Appendix D, questions 3 to 7).
Students’ answers to questions 3 to 6 were analyzed according to the types of reasoning found. Questions 3 and 4 were analyzed in exactly the same way as in the first case
study (see section 6.3.6). Students’ answers to questions 5 and 6 were analyzed more or
less according to the procedures described in section 5.5.256. However, because of differences between the two tests, I will provide some more explanation about the analysis procedure here.
With respect to question 5, a sound proximate explanation should refer to the contraction of the left ventricle. A common teleological explanation sounds that the ventricle
should pump blood through the whole body, while the right ventricle should pump blood
through the lesser blood circulation only. With respect to question 6, sound proximate answers should indicate that the graph of the ventricle exceeds the graph of the aorta because
a force is exerted by the heart muscle on the blood in the left ventricle so that the pressure
in the left ventricle is higher than in the aorta. A common teleological explanation sounds
that the pressure in the ventricle should exceed the pressure in the aorta because the blood
has to stream into the aorta. Examples of students’ answers to questions 5 and 6 are given
in Table 7.16.
The results of the analysis of students’ answers to questions 3 to 6 are presented in
Table 7.17. It appeared that well over one third of the students constructed a sound proximate explanation for the quantitative concept in the Wiggers diagram addressed in question
3, which is in this case the similar change of the pressure in the left atrium and ventricle
during a part of the heartbeat. However, the remainder of the students constructed an unsound answer or no answer at all.
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In particular, the analysis of students’ answers to question 5 and 6 of the final test was similar to the analysis of students’ answers to question B2 and B3, respectively, described in section 5.5.2.
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Table 7.16 Examples of students’ types of reasoning in answers to questions 5 and 6 of the
final test
Type of answer
Q Example of students answers
Proximate sound
5
The contraction of the ventricles, which pushes the blood
into the aorta.
6
The pressure in the ventricle is higher so that the blood is
squeezed into the aorta. The pressure in the ventricle is
higher due to contraction of the ventricle.
Proximate unsound
5
First the ventricle is empty because it has pumped all the
blood away. Next it is filled again with blood and therefore
an increasing blood pressure is observable in the graph
6
The aorta has a lower pressure because of the fact that the
ventricle contains more blood.
Teleological
5
This is so high because the left ventricle must pump all the
blood through the body. Therefore, the pressure is three
times higher than in the right ventricle.
6
The blood streams from the left ventricle to the aorta. Therefore, the blood in the aorta must be higher.
Notes Q = question. The numbers refer to questions in appendix D.

Almost two third of the students constructed sound proximate explanations in their
answer to question 4, which addressed the causal coherence between the QRS complex and
the first of the two heart sounds. In contrast, nearly a quarter of the students constructed
scientifically unsound proximate explanations.
To question 5, more than half of the students failed to explain the course of the blood
pressure in the left ventricle during its contraction. This is probably a result of the teacher’s
confusing explanations of patterns in the Wiggers diagram during the fifth lesson.
To question 6, students answered proximate as well as teleological, in both cases almost one third of the students. More than one third of the students answered this question
unsound proximate or did not answer at all.
Table 7.17 Overview of students’ answers to questions 3 to 6 of the final test
Type of reasoning
Frequency (n) in answer to question
3
4
5
6
Proximate sound
15
31
11
12
Proximate unsound
22
9
26
7
Teleological
2
13
Describes course quantities
1
NA
NA
NA
Other
1
2
No answer
5
3
4
9
Notes N=43 for all questions. NA = category not applied in the analysis of students’ answers to this question.

The seventh question asked to explain the quantitative concepts observable in an electrocardiogram. The types of answers to this question were categorized according to the causal
elements, which constituted students’ explanations (see also section 5.2.2). The results of
this analysis are shown in Table 7.18. The answers show that roughly half of the students
explained the P-peak and the QRS-complex scientifically sound. Well over one third of the
students explained the T-peak correctly.
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Table 7.18 Overview of students’ answers to question 7 of the final test
Pattern
Aspect of the working of the heart in students explanation
P-peak
Atrium systole by activity of sinus node*
Atrium systole (no cause)
Current (not specified)
Closing of valves
Streaming of blood
Heart is in rest
No answer

Frequency (n)
24
2
2
3
1
1
10

QRS-complex

Ventricle systole by activity of AV-node*
Ventricle systole (no cause)
Conduction pathway starting with activity of sinus node
Closing of valves
Streaming of blood
No answer

17
5
4
1
2
14

T-peak

Diastole of ventricles*
Rest period
Contraction of atria/heart
Current (not specified)
Closing of valves
Streaming of blood
No answer

15
3
3
2
3
1
16

Notes N=43. * Scientifically sound answer.

With respect to the outcomes of the pre-test, I conclude the following:
•

Students had no particular detailed knowledge of the build and working of the heart
that exceeded the lower level of biology education. Detailed knowledge of the working of the heart and the Wiggers diagram could only be a result of the learning process during this teaching sequence.

The final test yielded the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
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Most students still mentioned single measurements as the cause of emergence of the
Wiggers diagram, which indicates that epistemic knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged has hardly been developed.
When focusing on the ECG-graph, it appeared that students had developed knowledge of measurement methods involved with the Wiggers diagram. However, a number of students still indicated the ECG represents the blood pressure.
Half of the students constructed sound proximate causal explanations for quantitative
concepts in the ECG of the Wiggers diagram.
Fewer students constructed sound proximate causal explanations for common quantitative concepts in blood pressure graphs. These graphs were not directly measured by
students and not clearly addressed by the teacher.
To a question to explain the causal coherence in the course of different quantities, in
this case the typical QRS-pattern in the ECG and the patterns of the second heart
sound, almost two third of the students constructed a sound proximate causal explanation.

•

Although a major part of the students constructed sound proximate explanations,
there were still many students using incomplete and unsound proximate and teleological explanations.

7.3.6 Teacher’s retrospect
An interview was held with the teacher after the teaching sequence. The aim of this interview was to discuss the actual learning- and teaching process with respect to the intended
process. I will here briefly point out the major findings based on this interview.
In general, the teacher was positive about the teaching sequence. He found it rather
“dynamical” – many different kinds of activities were conducted and according to him, this
contributed to students’ understanding of the working of the heart. However, the teacher
agreed that he did not always comply with the intended teaching method. In particular,
with respect to the non-compliance of the first lesson, he pointed out:
[2:0, I, 25]
Because I... work like... I really like it to induce questions. If someone asks a question,
I like to continue with it. Then I try to get the others involved. But then it won’t go
from step one to step two and to three, but then it will go as well from one to five and
then to three and to five and to four, to six. Therefore, that is not as logic as we did in
the teaching sequence.

The teacher is used to respond to students’ knowledge needs by starting discussions. However, the teaching method required a very structured way of responding on students’ questions and utterances. The teacher felt not very comfortable about this requirement:
[2:0, I, 26]
I do think the teaching method – and now I repeat my introductory sentence, is not
made for everyone. I had not always the feeling that it was my method – my way of
teaching. The method is sound, I do believe that, I do believe as well that ...[?]... if it
works like that, but according to me, it is not always cut out for the method a teacher
usually follows. That is the essential part, as I said before. During a discussion, I just
want to have a conversation and then I go very deep, also with respect to the matter. In
addition, this was not always possible, which felt a bit like, oh... a bit strange.

Rather than inducing particular questions with respect to the main question of the teaching
method, the teacher aimed at inducing questions in general:
[2:0, I, 27] I is the interviewer; T is the teacher
1

I

5

T
I
T
I
T

10

Do you have the feeling that the intended teaching method has found expression during
the actual teaching sequence?
Sure, a little bit for sure, but I think it can be much better.
On which moments?
When it has been expressed?
Yes, when did you have... can you indicate a moment of which you say...?
Well, I think with Coach, yes, with those measurements. It is funny they associate the
time with the thing they measure that a sound can be heard with that particular blood
pressure, or... I think so, indeed, they start asking questions and that they see it. It
seems to me... in fact it seems to me a moment which should have the purpose of the
practical activity. Alternatively, the lesson before, the starting lesson about the heart,
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15

well in fact I did appreciate it as well. I am sure the starting lesson, many, many questions were asked, and hopefully we have stimulated them somewhat. According to me,
we rather succeeded in it – the feeling saying “yes!” emerged. And next... when that
feeling saying “yes!” emerged, then a lot of questions will be there as well. I think that
was successful. I do like that. I do like that very... so I’d like to teach. But if those
questions were such that they connected well with next lesson? I’d rather don’t know.

Around line 15, the teacher explains that according to him he complied with the intended
teaching method in particular when students asked questions (“According to me, we rather
succeeded in it”). Therewith, he refers to the measurements and the first lesson in which
the function of the heart was discussed. However, he admits that the questions, which were
discussed, did not connect well with the next lesson. It appeared that the teacher encouraged students to explicate their knowledge needs. According to the problem-posing approach, such knowledge needs should be induced by reflecting on the general question of
the teaching sequence. In this case, however, the teacher encouraged students’ knowledge
needs in general without a particular focus on the general question of the teaching sequence. This explains teacher’s focus on the cardiovascular system. Indeed, students were
in need of knowledge of the cardiovascular system rather than the working of the heart as a
pump. Consequently, students were encouraged to discuss about the former rather than the
latter.
Thus, the interview with the teacher yielded the following findings with respect to the scenario:
•

•
•

The teacher did not feel very comfortable with the teaching method because it structured students’ knowledge needs and the group discussions too much. The teacher
preferred to encourage all students’ knowledge needs rather than knowledge needs,
which are meaningful with respect to the general question of the teaching sequence.
The teacher’s retrospect explained his focus on the cardiovascular system rather than
the intended focus on the working of the heart during the start of the teaching sequence and the follow-up lessons.
The teacher’s retrospect explained that students were encouraged to discuss about the
framework of the cardiovascular system rather than the intended framework of the
working of the heart as a pump.

7.3.7 Students’ retrospect
After the teaching sequence, a questionnaire probed students’ ideas of the actual teachinglearning process as well as the extent to which a number of limiting conditions were met.
Both the questions and the results are shown in Appendix F.
In general, students were positive about the teaching sequence. They found it an interesting and good way to learn about the heart, the general question appeared to be meaningful, the order of activities was logical and the texts and the assignments were clear. Students were as well positive about the use of the software program Coach 5. The instructions of the measurements activities were clear and the software and hardware worked as it
should be. Most students said they knew exactly what they were doing with the measurements with Coach 5. They indicated they had learned what electronic measurement devices
log from the heart. In addition, they told to have learned what one could derive from the
results about the working of the heart. Finally, students agreed they were able to interpret
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the Wiggers diagram and to explain the phenomena involved with the heart, which played
a role in the teaching sequence.
However, not everything was experienced positive by the students. In general, student doubted whether the teacher sufficiently supported them and whether the course of the
teaching sequence, the data, and the assignments were sufficiently discussed. Students
were rather negative about the proposition that they were continuously aware of the general question of the teaching sequence. This agrees with the finding that the general motive
was not frequently discussed and that no clear motives were induced for the measurements.
Students doubted as well their own working attitude, their motivation, and the extent to
which they had learned from doing measurements.
With respect to the compliance of the actual teaching-learning process with the scenario, the outcomes of the questionnaire agree with the findings from other sources. Moreover, a number of limiting conditions have been met. For example, students hardly had difficulties with operating Coach 5 and found the texts and assignments of the teaching sequence clear.

7.4 Clues for revision
The former section has shown in what respect the actual teaching sequence complied with
the scenario. In this section, I will summarize the major findings with the emphasis on
clues for revising the teaching method. In contrast with the first case study, I do not describe a revised scenario for further field-testing the teaching method. The recommendations for revising the teaching method are used as ingredients for the general discussion of
this thesis in the next chapter.

7.4.1 The function of the heart as a pump
The intended general motive of the teaching method was about the working of the heart in
the human body. This motive should be introduced after having addressed the blood circulation. It was intended that students should learn to conceptualize the blood circulatory as a
whole as having a capacity (transport of blood) to which the function of the heart contributes by pumping blood. The latter aspect should then be studied in more detail by means of
heart-related measurements. However, it appeared that the actual teaching-learning process
did not comply fully with these intentions. On several crucial moments where it was intended that the function of the heart as a pump should be addressed, both the teacher and
the students extensively discussed the cardiovascular system as a whole. Moreover, it appeared that students were in need of knowledge of the cardiovascular system. The teacher
adequately sensed students’ knowledge needs and responded by giving room for discussion
and explication of these needs. To better support this teaching-learning process, the teaching method should be extended with a preparatory activity in which students’ knowledge
needs about the cardiovascular system as a whole are discussed and explicated and, if necessary, followed by an activity in which the needed knowledge is constructed.

7.4.2 Measurement activities
The setup and the performance of the measurements appeared to be without any problem.
In this case students never had worked before with the devices and the learning environment. Nevertheless, they easily identified the function of the sensors and did setup the
measurements. Moreover, they learned easily how to operate the measurement devices and
the software environment. Students got the first data within short time as compared to the
lesson time. As soon as the results appeared on the screen, students spontaneously attempted to optimize their quality. Optimizing became an iterative process of discussing the
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different elements of the measurement (object, device, and data); changing measurement
conditions based on the outcomes of discussions and repeating the measurement. In some
instances, this process took many different measurements in a relatively short time. Gradually, this process led towards data of sufficient quality, that is, to enable interpretation.
With respect to improving the visual quality of data, the datalogging process appeared in
this way to be rather transparent to students.
However, the datalogging process showed also drawbacks. In some instances, students had difficulties to explain the relation between the data and the measurement object.
Knowledge of the working of the sensor appeared to be essential, and sometimes critical,
for understanding the nature of the data and their relation with physiological aspects of the
measurement object. Moreover, students were focused on the quality of the measurements
from an aesthetical perspective. That is, there was no need to discuss the target of the
measurements. Of course, this latter aspect has to do with unclear local motives for the
measurements. The target was therefore hardly discussed in relation with other epistemic
elements of the measurements, like the object, the devices, and the data.
It can be concluded that heart-related measurements supported the development of
students’ epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts. Thus, datalogging seems to be a suitable tool for teaching quantitative concepts. However, the relation
between the target of the measurements and the other epistemic aspects of the measurements (object, device, and data) should be pointed out better to the students. To support
this, the induction of local motives for measurements should be improved.

7.4.3 Interpreting the Wiggers diagram
Ultimately, the teaching method aimed at students’ improved understanding of quantitative
concepts represented by the Wiggers diagram. Based on the outcomes of the assignments,
it appeared that students understood which measurements were comparable to the ones represented by the Wiggers diagram. Further, it appeared that students understood the limitations of their measurements when they compared these with the Wiggers diagram. The answers to the final test showed that students could indicate which quantities and units they
have measured with an electrocardiogram, although a relatively high fraction of students
still indicated they have measured the blood pressure. However, a majority of the students
blamed the equipment or the scale on which the measurements are depicted when asked for
the difference in smoothness of the lines between the Wiggers diagram and their own
measurements. In final test questions most students still mentioned single measurements as
the cause of emergence of the Wiggers diagram. Further, students developed epistemic
knowledge involved with measurement methods rather than the scientific enterprise by
which the Wiggers diagram emerged.
To a reasonable extent, students constructed proximate causal explanations for common patterns in the Wiggers diagram. In addition, students constructed sound proximate
causations to explain the coherence in the course of different quantities in the Wiggers diagram. In such constructions students appeared to have difficulties when the quantities involved did not had a clear relation to the quantities they had measured by themselves. This
suggests that measuring heart-related quantities contributes to conceptual development of
quantitative concepts, which students have observed or eventually interpreted in the data of
their own measurements. Therefore, heart-related measurements should be applied for supporting the teaching of quantitative concepts, which have a clear relation with the quantities measured. Preferably, the quantitative concepts to be taught should be observable in
data which students obtained by themselves.
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Students’ difficulties with interpreting the Wiggers diagram can also be explained by
the non-compliance with the scenario. Not in all cases, the intended scenario was followed
during and before the lesson about interpreting the Wiggers diagram. A content-related
motive was not clearly induced for interpreting the Wiggers diagram. It is to be expected
that students were not aware of the reasons for which they did assignments in which they
interpreted particular patterns of the Wiggers diagram. These non-compliances can be explained by the teaching style of the teacher and some particular difficulties in explaining
quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram. These are issues to be addressed
as well.
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8 Reflections
8.1 Introduction
This study aimed at exploring the question how ICT can contribute to the teaching of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education. To meet this aim, I first oriented on
central topics of this study, like teaching and learning, quantitative concepts and the role
of ICT in biology education (chapter 2). Further, a curriculum study was conducted to
identify an appropriate research domain (chapter 3). Based on the choice for the domain of
the working of the heart, the research question was formulated how the use of ICT could
contribute to an adequate method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts in preuniversity biology education. It was hypothesized that in such a method: datalogging supports students’ heart-related measurement activities; which supports students’ development
of epistemic knowledge of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts; which
supports the process by which students assign meaning to the heart-related quantitative
concepts by means of explanations involving the working of the heart. This hypothesis was
tested by a developmental research study (chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7).
In this chapter, I will reflect on the outcomes of both the curriculum studies and the
developmental research. First, I will draw the major conclusions (section 8.2). Thereafter, I
will discuss both these conclusions and the research design (section 8.3).

8.2 Conclusions
In this section, I will start by drawing conclusions derived from the orientation on the role
of quantitative concepts in formal pre-university biology curricula. These conclusions are
of relevance for pre-university biology education, amongst others for identifying domains
in which there is need for comparable strategies for teaching quantitative concepts. Next, I
will present several clues for an adequate method for teaching quantitative concepts derived from the developmental research study.

8.2.1 Quantities in formal pre-university biology curricula
The appearance of quantities in formal pre-university biology curricula was investigated in
the National Curriculum and in seven National Exams in the period 1995-2001. The National Curriculum holds a number of quantitative ‘skills’, which implies that students
should learn to handle numbers and quantities. These objectives are defined domain aspecifically and do not determine which practices are used to teach these concepts. Furthermore, in the domains-specific part of the National Curriculum it appeared that 62 of the
216 objectives contained 140 different biological quantities. These objectives were limited
to certain ‘quantitative’ domains. Some of these ‘quantitative’ domains can be identified as
domains in which mathematics, chemistry or physics play a dominant role.
In the National Exams, quantities are mentioned in around half of the questions. The
total number of quantities per exam ranged from 16 to 53. This indicates that the use of
quantitative concepts is significant in pre-university biology education. In some domains,
the appearance of quantities is more frequent than in others. Again, in these ‘quantitative’
domains, mathematics, physics, and chemistry play a dominant role. Moreover, some but
not all of these ‘quantitative domains’ appeared to hold more difficult quantitative exam
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questions than other domains. On its turn, some of these domains appeared to hold particular complicated quantitative concepts or were rather quantitative in nature. The outcomes
regarding the appearance of quantities in formal pre-university biology curricula pointed to
certain domains appropriate for studying the teaching of quantitative concepts, like the
domain concerning human metabolism.

8.2.2 Difficulties with heart-related quantitative concepts
Based on textbook analysis it could be concluded that representations of quantitative concepts, in this case graphs, in the domain of the blood circulatory offer insufficient resources. In particular, the resources are limited with respect to the assignment of meaning
to quantitative concepts by means of the construction of so-called proximate explanations.
Indeed, from a test among 48 pre-university biology students from three different urban
schools, it could be concluded that students encounter difficulties while interpreting these
graphs. When students were asked to explain proximately common quantitative concepts in
graphs representing blood pressure variations in either the heart or the cardiovascular system, they had difficulties in formulating, from a scientific point of view, sound proximate
explanations, or they tended to give teleological explanations. Furthermore, it appeared to
be likely that this had to do with the insufficient resources these graphs offered. Students
had difficulties in identifying the nature of the Cartesian plane of a graph of an electrocardiogram. Moreover, students had little knowledge of the practices by which blood pressure
graphs in textbooks have emerged.
These outcomes underpin the assumption that students’ difficulties with quantitative
concepts are caused by representations which offer insufficient resources for interpretation.
An adequate method for teaching heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education should therefore aim at providing students with sufficient resources. That is,
students should get the opportunity to develop knowledge of the practices by which representations of quantitative concepts emerge – in short, epistemic knowledge.

8.2.3 Datalogging heart-related quantities
With the datalogging environment Coach 5, students easily measured an electrocardiogram, the heart sounds, and the carotid pulse in common classroom settings. Even inexperienced students did not encounter problems while setting up the measurements and
learned easily how to conduct a measurement.
Students spontaneously tried to improve the quality of the obtained graphs and
thereby frequently discussed visual aspects of the graphs. During iterative measurements
and successive discussions, the quality of the obtained graphs gradually improved and
most students finally succeeded in obtaining graphs from which the heartbeat frequency
could be derived. Indeed, students’ pre-knowledge of the heart was sufficiently developed
to be able to recognize the heartbeat frequency in the measurement results. Moreover, the
graphs were sufficiently clear to enable students to apply their pre-knowledge of the heart
and to recognize the heartbeat frequency in the data.
Furthermore, it appeared that the graphs students obtained were comparable to common graphs in the domain of the working of the heart, which are usually depicted in the socalled Wiggers diagram. In the obtained graphs, a number of heart-related quantitative
concepts were observable which were also observable in the Wiggers diagram, like the carotid pulse, the heart sounds, and the typical patterns in the electrocardiogram. According
to the demands of the National Curriculum, students should be able to assign meaning to
these quantitative concepts by means of the construction of proximate explanations.
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8.2.4 Developing epistemic knowledge
During the preparation of the heart-related measurements, students attempted to identify
both the characteristics and the function of the measurement devices. Further, students focused on the relation between the measurement devices, in particular the sensors and the
measurement object, that is, the object on which the sensor is placed. During the iterative
process of optimizing the quality of data, students frequently discussed the data, the measurement object, and the measurement devices as well as the relation between these three
elements. Because of both the preliminary and the revised teaching method, students appeared to have developed epistemic knowledge of the electrocardiogram in the Wiggers
diagram, in particular about the measurement methods. However, a number of students still
indicated that an electrocardiogram represents the blood pressure. Furthermore, students’
concept maps of the second case study showed that the epistemic elements played a role in
students’ thinking about the heart. In short, datalogging appeared to contribute to the development of epistemic knowledge of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts, in particular about the measurement methods involved with the Wiggers diagram.
Nevertheless, students hardly discussed the relation between on the one hand the
data, the measurement object, and the measurement devices, and, on the other hand, the
target studied (the heart). Moreover, it was sometimes not clear to students how the signal
measured was related to the measurement object and the target of the measurements. This
suggests a weakness in the design of the teaching method with respect to students’ construction of epistemic knowledge about the relation between the target and other elements
of the measurements.
The meaning of the quantities depicted by the datalogging environment was sometimes unclear to students. This appeared to be a complicating factor when students were
expected to construct quantitative concepts by explaining the physiological meaning of
patterns in the graphs of data. These difficulties decreased when students had knowledge of
the working of the sensor of the datalogging equipment. Therefore, in the design of an
adequate method in which datalogging plays a role, unambiguous representations of quantities should be used and students should develop knowledge of the working of the sensor.
Students explained differences between the graphs in the Wiggers diagram and comparable graphs they obtained with datalogging mostly at the level of the methods applied.
Further, most students still mentioned single measurements as the cause of emergence of
the Wiggers diagram. Moreover, students tried to obtain, in vain, graphs, which were as
stylized as the schematized graphs observable in the Wiggers diagram. In spite of datalogging heart-related measurements, students hardly constructed epistemic knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged.

8.2.5 Assigning meaning to quantitative concepts
In the first case study, the teaching method started from a medical context. It was intended
that due to this context students should attempt to assign meaning to outcomes of heartrelated measurements. This should induce a knowledge need for interpreting heart-related
quantitative concepts in both the measurements and the Wiggers diagram. Furthermore, by
doing measurements, students should develop epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers diagram, which should contribute to the assignment of meaning to the quantitative concept
therein. During the execution of this approach, some inadequacies emerged. This was due
to incompatibilities between aspects of the medical context and the physiological context,
which were both apparent in the teaching method. In particular, the development of epistemic knowledge by means of doing measurements was not relevant in the medical context. Therefore, the development of epistemic knowledge did not contribute to the assign189

ment of meaning to the quantitative concepts involved which was intended to be medical.
Arguably, the epistemic knowledge to be developed by means of measurements should be
of relevance with respect to the meaning of the quantitative concepts in the applied contexts.
In the second case study, the heart-related measurements were approached through a
physiological context only. In this case, students assigned meaning to quantitative concepts
observable in the Wiggers diagram by means of the construction of proximate explanations. Two third of the students constructed a sound proximate causal explanation for the
causal coherence between patterns in different graphs in the Wiggers diagram (ECG and
sound). Moreover, half of the students constructed sound proximate causal explanations for
common patterns in the ECG of the Wiggers diagram. With respect to the construction of
complicated proximate causal explanations, the revised teaching method thus appeared to
be reasonably adequate.
Nevertheless, many students still used incomplete and unsound proximate and ultimate explanations while assigning meaning to quantitative concepts in the Wiggers diagram. These limitations in assigning meaning to quantitative concepts had to do, among
others, with the induction of students’ knowledge needs. Within the physiological context,
it was intended to let students conduct heart-related measurements with the aim to satisfy
their need for knowledge about the working of the heart as a pump. However, some students were in need for knowledge about the cardiovascular system as a whole. This knowledge need was not satisfied by the outcomes of the measurements. Therefore, not all students understood for what reasons they conducted the measurements. For these students
the development of epistemic knowledge did not clearly contribute to the assignment of
meaning to the quantitative concepts involved. Hence, when doing measurements in certain contexts with the aim to develop epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts, students’ knowledge needs should be satisfied by the outcomes of the measurements.
Students had many difficulties with the construction of proximate causal explanations for quantitative concepts in graphs in the Wiggers diagram they had not measured by
means of datalogging. Therefore, the revised teaching method appeared to be less adequate
with respect to the construction of proximate causal explanations associated with heartrelated quantities, which were not directly measured by means of datalogging.

8.3 Discussion
The discussion focuses on three issues in particular. To begin with, I will evaluate the design of this study. Next, I discuss the adequacy of datalogging in teaching quantitative concepts. Thereafter, I will reflect on the construction of epistemic knowledge by means of the
designed teaching methods. Finally, I address the role of quantitative concepts in the preuniversity biology education.

8.3.1 Research design
This dissertation not only reports about a research project, but also shows for a great deal
my learning process as a researcher. In this section, I will articulate some aspects of this
learning process. I will start by indicating how for some of the research instruments the
reliability and/or the validity might be improved. Thereafter I will draw some solutions to
problems I encountered during the research process.
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Research instruments
A number of different research instruments was applied to monitor the actual teachinglearning process. The reconstruction of the actual teaching-learning process was therefore
not dependent on a single research instrument. Rather, several databases were used to
monitor the same event, and as a result, triangulation contributed to the overall reliability
of the study. Therefore, each of the research instruments of this study had to meet less
strict requirements with respect to reliability, particularly as compared to an instrument
upon which all data collection of a study relies. For example, in both the explorative phase
and the case studies I used tests to monitor learning outcomes. The inter-rater quality of
these tests was not determined and therefore the tests cannot be considered indisputably
reliable. However, my main conclusions did not rely on these tests only. Consequently, the
test outcomes should be approached as an indication rather than proof.
Nevertheless, during data collection I did encounter some difficulties that affected either the validity or the reliability of the applied research instruments. Moreover, some of
these could have been avoided. With respect to my learning process as a researcher, it is
relevant to discuss these difficulties.
The observations were not always as rich as they could have been. In some lessons,
my attention or help was required for other things than observing. As Cobb et al. (2003)
suggest, the appearance of two or more researchers in the classroom could have improved
the monitoring of the actual teaching-learning process.
The validity of the concept-mapping method as a means to probe students’ thinking
appeared to be limited. The outcome is dependent of a student’s particular thoughts when
the concept map is made. Moreover, the setup of the concept mapping procedure was
rather clinical. The concept maps may therefore be less valid with respect to less clinical
settings. Therefore, I could only conclude that concepts associated with the measurement
devices played some of the many possible roles in students’ thinking. To find out which
role these concepts played in students’ thinking, also with respect to different situations, I
better could have interviewed the students about their concept maps.
I intended to collect students’ worksheets at the end of each lesson to ensure I got
these before students lost them in some way. I encountered some problems with this procedure because students wanted to keep their worksheets to be able to prepare themselves
for the final test and to read again their answers to the questions in the teaching materials.
For this reason, I decided to collect the worksheets at the end of the teaching sequence.
This was not a problem during the first case study, because the students were rather disciplined. However, during the second case study many students lost their own worksheets.
Therefore, the worksheets should better be collected at the end of each lesson, photocopied, and returned the next lesson. This procedure can be found in other developmental research studies (see for example Verhoeff, 2003; Knippels, 2002).
Tension between educational and methodological demands
A rather deep-rooted problem in the research design concerned the monitoring of students’
learning processes with respect to the educational setting. In some instances, the design of
the teaching method prescribed a silent working mode in which students did assignments
on their own. Such silent stages in the teaching-learning process should alternate with
stages during which the teacher and the students were expected to discuss the assignments.
Answer keys were made to let students check their answers in case not all assignments
could be discussed. The existence of these answer keys decreased the need to discuss all
assignments extensively and completely and the teacher and the students discussed only a
selection of the assignments. Consequently, little empirical data could be collected with
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respect to assignments which were not discussed. For example, the assignments concerning
the Wiggers diagram I presented in section 7.3.4 were done individually by the students
and were hardly discussed. This allowed only conclusions about the learning outcomes,
which yielded on its turn little detailed information about the adequacy of the teaching
method.
For investigating teaching and learning processes, another classroom setting is desired. Students should discuss the assignments with each other or with the teacher. This
allows the collection of richer empirical data about the teaching-learning processes57.
However, such a working mode is currently not common any more in Dutch biology education. Students usually work independently from the teacher and check assignments themselves with answer keys. Classroom time in which students and the teacher discuss assignments is therefore rather limited. Although a structured, teacher-centered design of a
teaching method may yield a reliable picture of students’ learning processes, one may
doubt its ecological validity. So, a tension can be observed between the reliability and the
ecological validity of the outcomes of the design experiment. Finding a way to deal effectively with this tension is a challenge to the developmental researcher.
The learning process of the teacher
The teaching method was field-tested by several teachers in their own classroom practice.
This choice was made with respect to the ecological validity of conclusions about the adequacy of the tested teaching methods. However, the outcomes of the field-tests showed that
it was difficult to explain the teachers how to apply the teaching method, especially with
respect to the problem-posing approach of science teaching. Indeed, the instruction of the
teachers was insufficient with respect to the intended teaching-learning process. Teachers
did not always act as intended, which on its turn affected the reliability of the field-tests. I
therefore should have paid more attention to the instruction and coaching of the teacher.
In conducting design experiments, Cobb et al. (2003) even identify the need for the
cultivation of ongoing relations with practitioners, which are sustained by the negotiation
of a shared practice. In comparable developmental research studies of Knippels (2002) and
Verhoeff (2003) this requirement was better met – the teachers were more intensively instructed and coached. Moreover, in the study of Verhoeff (2003), one of the teachers was
already familiar with the problem-posing approach of science teaching.
In a more shared practice with teachers, the aims of the teaching approach might be
better met. At the same time, more effort is then paid to letting the teacher act as intended.
Such research therefore only yields ecological valid conclusions when teachers are also
involved in designing the teaching sequence. Consequently, because teachers were not involved in the design phase of this study, extensive instruction of the teacher would have
affected the ecological validity of the outcomes negatively.
Influence of preceding curricula
The choice for the domain of the heart had some consequences with respect to the groups
in which the teaching method had to be tested. The domain of the working of the heart is in
the Netherlands usually taught to 11th graders (16-17 years). These students have already
had several years of biology education; have consequently developed a set of ideas and beliefs about biology and biology education; and behave according to these beliefs. This set
of ideas, beliefs and behavior can be seen as the resultant of preceding curricula. When
57

In the questionnaire, students indicated that they missed such group discussions after the measurements.
This finding points to educational reasons for group discussions besides the methodological reasons pointed
out here. I will discuss this issue in section8.3.2.
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subjecting students to an experimental curriculum, it cannot be excluded that this set of
ideas, beliefs, and behavior will interact with the preceding curricula, yielding unexpected
results. For example, students blamed the measurement devices when the graphs of data
were not as even as stylized as graphs in their textbooks. This can be the result of preceding curricula in which students hardly have seen graphs of raw data. Further research is
required to characterize the nature of this knowledge and its interaction with the teaching
of quantitative concepts.
The use of quantitative concepts at other curricular levels
In the explorative research phase, quantitative concepts were only investigated at the formal and experiential curricular levels (see sections 3.3, 3.4, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). Moreover,
experiential curricular levels were only investigated by means of a test among students.
The picture about difficulties with quantitative concepts is therefore limited. For example,
no empirical data were collected about difficulties with quantitative data at perceived and
operational curricular levels, that is, about teachers’ interpretations of the formal curriculum and the actual processes occurring in the classroom. For example, it is likely that some
teachers develop their own curriculum materials to support students’ conceptual development of quantitative concepts. Indeed, the Wiggers diagram depicted in Figure 5.2 was
used by the teacher of the first case study because he was dissatisfied with the quality of
the comparable diagrams in the book. Hence, observation of classroom practices would
yield a better picture of difficulties with quantitative concepts. On the other hand, many
teachers use textbooks as the de facto formal curriculum and stick to all the representations
of quantitative concepts therewith provided. Therefore, the outcomes of this study are yet
valid for a great part of pre-university biology education.
Applying the problem-posing approach of science teaching
In this study, I applied the problem-posing approach of science teaching (Klaassen, 1995)
as the framework for the design of a teaching method. The problem-posing approach has
been developed in the domain of physics education and until today, it has been applied in a
limited number of developmental research studies in physics, chemistry, and biology education58. So far, relatively little is known of the way in which desired knowledge needs can
be induced. In this study, it appeared to be difficult to induce knowledge needs for the
heart-related measurements. This may have to do with the epistemic nature of the application of datalogging devices as measurements tools. A tool or device designed by scientists
or engineers is not merely a physical entity with an operational purpose. A measurement
device can be seen as physical embodiment of scientific and technological knowledge (Latour, 1987). This body of knowledge has been developed simultaneously with the design of
the device. Indeed, many classical devices are due to certain scientific theories. For example, a dynamo can be seen as a physical embodiment of the theory of electromagnetism.
For using devices successfully in daily life it is usually not required to understand these
theories – everybody can use a dynamo to let a light bulb shine. Indeed, measurement devices are usually used as black boxes in daily life. However, the problem-posing approach
requires knowledge needs to be induced for using devices in teaching activities. When
measurement devices are used which measure complicated signals, like an electrocardiograph, it is complicated to explain why such signals should be measured. This is especially
the case when students are not familiar with the measurement outcomes. This particular
problem has not been solved in this study – it deserves attention in further research.
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As far as I know, the studies of Knippels (2002) and Verhoeff (2003) are the only documented developmental research studies with the problem-posing approach in biology education.
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The structured nature of the problem-posing approach was also problematic. Systematically, by inducing successive knowledge needs, students were led through the science
content. Obviously, this caused problems in the second case study. The teacher was used to
a more loose style of discussing science content and did not follow the prescribed steps. As
a result, knowledge needs for teaching activities were not in all cases induced like intended. Furthermore, the teaching style, which is required for the problem-posing approach, is not very common in pre-university biology education in the Netherlands nowadays. Rather, in current teaching practice, students perform assignments which they discuss
plenary or which they check themselves with answer keys. It appeared to be difficult to
adapt the problem-posing approach to this common teaching practice. For example, the
teachers in both case studies asked me to make answer keys in case not all assignments
could be discussed. I agreed, because it seemed reasonable to me. However, the existence
of these answer keys decreased both the teacher’s and the students’ responsibility to discuss the assignments. In short, the didactical nature of the problem-posing approach was
sometimes incompatible with the common educational context.
Finally, in both case studies I overestimated the effect of the instruction of the
teacher. Although in both case studies several sessions with the teacher were held, in which
I explained the aims, backgrounds, and procedures of the problem-posing approach it appeared to be difficult for the teacher to bring this into practice. It took many efforts to let
even experienced teachers act according to the problem-posing approach in the way I intended. This raises questions about the extent to which this approach is recognized by professionals in the field and how it should be implemented in practice. Although its theoretical foundations are promising, I doubt whether the current version of this approach is manageable in practice.

8.3.2 The adequacy of datalogging as a measurement tool
To use datalogging as a measurement tool, students need to learn first how to operate it.
Newton (1998) distinguished a number of operational skills which should be mastered before the ‘main data collection’ can take place, like: checking and assembling laboratory
apparatus; selecting sensors and interface; making connections; starting up; checking software settings; and trial run. Mastering these skills deals in particular with the measurement
devices and the measurement object. In both case studies, this learning process took some
time and this should not be underestimated. However, students easily succeeded in mastering these skills and conducting the measurements, despite, in one field-test, they were not
familiar with the datalogging tools at all. Moreover, after a number of trial measurements
almost all students acquired data of a high quality.
In a study on the use of ICT in physics, Roth (1996) found that computer tools can be
‘unready to hand’ so that students spent more time learning the software than learning
physics. With the term ‘unready to hand’, Roth referred to the nature of tools according to
activity theory: they mediate our actions during the process of making sense of the world
around us (see also section 2.2.2). As such, a tool helps us to meet certain purposes in the
process of sense making which would not be reached when the tool is ‘unready to hand’. In
the second case study, the datalogging equipment showed to have such a tool-like function.
When students measured heart-related quantities, the datalogging equipment was ‘ready to
hand’. Moreover, students made sense of the world around them, in particular of the working of the heart59.
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Especially in this case of the working of the heart one should better read: “...students made sense of the
world inside them...”
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In both case studies, students sometimes conducted the same measurement many
times while changing and discussing the measurement conditions. As such, the datalogging
tools supported here the cyclic nature of a measurement activity. This is widely recognized
as a major benefit of datalogging as compared to traditional measurements (Rogers, 1995;
Rogers & Wild 1994; Weller, 1996; Newton, 1997a, 1998, 2000). Nevertheless, students
did not always use the datalogging tools according to the intentions of the teaching
method. Particularly, students often used the datalogging tools just to obtain graphs of a
certain quality, without observably making sense of the data with respect to the working of
their heart. Furthermore, due to the emerging cyclic nature of the measurement students
got data of high quality. However, students often continued with visually optimizing the
quality of the data rather than assigning content-related meaning to quantitative concepts
therein. This behavior can be explained partly by the contents of foregoing curricula. Indeed, such aesthetical judgments are earlier reported by Goedhart (1990) as a common
means for students to judge the quality of their data. Furthermore, in textbooks most graphs
are ‘smooth’. Therefore, students might have the idea that self-obtained graphs of measurements are only of sufficient quality if the acquired graphs are of the same ‘smoothness’.
Datalogging allows visual judgments of the quality of the data as well, so that students easily get very involved with visual aspects of measurements. Indeed, this latter problem is
recognized by Newton (1997a, 1998, 2000) as rather typical to datalogging.
The current design of the teaching sequence allowed students to interpret the data
only visually. Neither the induced knowledge needs nor the activities after datalogging sufficiently helped the students to interpret the data at a more theoretical level. Moreover, students are not used to interpret data to such an extent. Not surprisingly, the students indicated they were in need of group discussions led by the teacher about their obtained data.
This suggests that datalogging yields rich outcomes, which require sufficient and welldesigned teaching activities in which students, supported by the teacher, learn to interpret
the data. Among these activities should be at least group discussions in which relevant
characteristics of the obtained data are explicated. Moreover, this study has shown that
teachers may have difficulties to initiate and to direct such group discussions. More research is therefore required to understand how the teacher can be supported in this particular aspect of datalogging.

8.3.3 Developing relevant epistemic knowledge by datalogging
In this study, datalogging was used as a means to let students develop epistemic knowledge
of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts. A reflection on this use will yield
some clues for inducing needs for developing particular aspects of epistemic knowledge.
Inducing need for knowledge about the target of measurements
The teaching method showed some inadequate aspects with respect to the intended epistemic knowledge developed. For example, students hardly discussed the heart as the target
of the measurements. Moreover, it was sometimes not clear to students how the signal
measured was related to both the heart as the target of the measurements and the measurement objects – the parts of the human body on which the sensors were placed. How can
this problem be tackled?
In the teaching method of the first case study, the heart as the target of the measurements was not well explicated a priori. The aim of the measurements was to get students
familiar with the measurement devices and to let them develop an idea of physicians’ purposes for measuring heart-related quantities. However, this only concerned the measurement device and the data. It was intended that the data should induce a need for knowledge
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about the condition of the heart. Accordingly, the heart would become the target of the
measurements. Although the resulting need for knowledge would then concern an aspect of
the measurement target, this is accomplished a posteriori only. Furthermore, neither was
the a priori motive for conducting measurements satisfied by doing measurements nor did
it concern an aspect of the measurements target.
The revision of the preliminary teaching method addressed the question how the target of the measurements, the heart, could be matched with the content-related motives for
doing measurements. I argued that the measurements should be approached through a
physiological context rather than a medical context because the reasons for studying the
heart are more obvious in the former context. In this case, it was intended that the target of
the measurements should be explicated before the measurements should take place. Moreover, the content-related motives (need for knowledge about the working of the heart as a
pump) should match with the target of the measurements (the heart). However, this method
did not work out exactly as intended because students’ knowledge need was different.
The second case study yielded some clues for revising the teaching method with the
aim to improve the induction of the need for knowledge of the working of the heart as a
pump. To begin with, students’ emerging need for knowledge of the working of the cardiovascular system as a whole should be satisfied before the working of the heart as a
pump should be addressed (see section 7.4). This aim can be met by starting the teaching
sequence with a learning-by-designing activity (Janssen, 1999) in which students construct
the outlines of the human cardiovascular system, given its function as a transport system of
oxygen in the human body. Thereafter, addressing and eventually constructing the working
of the heart as a contribution to the cardiovascular system as a whole by means of its
pumping might appear as purposeful to students. In that case, the measurement activities,
including the measurement target, could have been more meaningful to students as well.
Apparently, it was problematic to induce the intended motives for measurement activities in this design study. In a study on characteristics of meaningful chemistry education
in the case of measurements of water quality, Westbroek (2005) encountered comparable
problems. Moreover, Westbroek concluded that this problematic aspect is rather persistent
given its occurrence in a number of other design studies as well.
Inducing a knowledge need to be satisfied by datalogging heart-related quantities
In both teaching methods, students were not allowed to choose the resources, which were
used to construct the knowledge for which they are in need. This was a methodological
choice based on the aim to validate in particular the datalogging devices. Thus, students
had to use devices while they did not yet properly understand why they could use these.
This appeared to be a rather big step in the teaching process. Probably, students were not
really in need for knowledge that could be satisfied by datalogging heart-related quantities.
This raises the question how to induce such a knowledge need.
In the preliminary as well as the revised teaching method, the heart could also be
studied with other devices, like a stethoscope. Although such investigations do not yield
quantitative results, it may be a logical and yet required step towards more sophisticated
measurements. For example, when students are in need of knowledge of the condition of
the heart, one could first discuss with students how this can be studied. Then students can
think about the devices and procedures by which the heart can be studied out of their own
questions. It is then likely they chose methods and devices with which they are familiar
with and which are less complicated, like a stethoscope or a device to measure the blood
pressure mechanically. According to this approach a need for knowledge will be induced
that will be satisfied by the outcomes of the investigations.
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From students’ perspective, such an approach is a more authentic way of learning
science. As a result, students will be more involved with the reasons for which they are doing investigations (Roth, 1995). Such a teaching process will of course differ with respect
to the nature of the epistemic knowledge students will develop. At first, the data will be
qualitative, like a description of the heart sounds as well as basic quantitative data, like the
heartbeat frequency. In such a teaching-learning process that starts with qualitative, simple
measurements, the datalogging equipment can as well be used in a way that is more authentic to learners. At least, a knowledge need for datalogging heart-related quantities
should be induced that matches with the original knowledge needs (the condition of the
heart). Probably, this can be accomplished by reflecting on the reliability of the methods
for determining the condition of the heart. However, such a teaching-learning process will
take more time and activities than in the teaching methods presented in this study.
On the other hand, one can pose also the question in what respect an a priori knowledge need for datalogging heart-related quantities is of importance. In this study, it became
clear that the outcomes of heart-related measurements could induce conversations between
students and the teacher in which the meaning of heart-related quantitative concepts was
discussed in detail. In such conversations, knowledge needs for heart-related measurements
can be explicated a posteriori as well, because of which the students may become more
engaged with both the content-related aims of the measurements and interpreting the data.
Arguably, it is not always required to let students pose questions on forehand for engaging
them in teaching activities. However, still, group discussions after the measurements are
then required to develop students’ understanding and engagement.
Development of knowledge about the nature of science
The aim of the teaching methods tested in this study was, among others, to let students develop epistemic knowledge of graphs in textbooks in the domain of the heart, in particular
the Wiggers diagram. It was proposed that students should develop epistemic knowledge
by doing measurements, which should yield data comparable to ones presented in the Wiggers diagram. However, the question rose what epistemic knowledge was developed by
doing measurements. To understand really how graphs in textbooks emerge, knowledge of
the measurements only is insufficient. It involves as well knowledge of the scientific enterprise of which the schematized Wiggers diagram was the result. It was hypothesized that
students should develop such notions by conducting measurements and comparing the outcomes with graphs in textbooks. The differences between the graphs should support the
development of knowledge about schematization practices. However, based on this study,
this hypothesis is falsified rather than justified. In the final test, I incorporated the question
how the Wiggers diagram emerged to probe students’ epistemic knowledge that had to do
with the scientific enterprise in which this diagram emerged. Again, most students answered that the Wiggers diagram has been emerged due to measurements only. A very
small minority of the students showed answers, which held notions that explain differences
between graphs of data and schematized graphs in textbooks. These outcomes do not really
validate the conclusion that students do not have ideas of epistemic knowledge, which involves, for example, notions of the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram
emerged. Indeed, students were only asked to indicate how the Wiggers diagram emerged.
However, they were not extensively probed for different aspects of the epistemic knowledge involved. Thus, the given that most students did not articulate such knowledge does
not necessarily allow the conclusion that most students did not develop it. However, other
findings pointed to the latter conclusions as well. I expected that differences between students’ measurement outcomes and comparable graphs in textbooks would make clear to
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students that the graphs in textbooks are schematized, based on the average of many different measurements, or just the representation of a model. According to the teacher in the
first case study, it was just the other way round. While doing measurements, students’ tried
to obtain, in vain, as stylized graphs as they knew from their textbooks.
The findings concerning the development of epistemic knowledge agree with the
work of Leach et al. (1998). In this work, 721 science students aged 16-20 were presented
with a data set on which measured values of electrical resistance of a superconductor were
plotted at different temperatures, with error bars. Students were asked to select one of four
descriptions of the best way to propose a relation between resistance and temperature, or to
state their own alternative view. 26% of the upper secondary students and 28% of the university students selected the statement, which contained no reference to underlying theory.
That is, students’ answers expressed the idea that a relation between two quantities could
be proposed by induction only. The researchers concluded that these students’ epistemic
knowledge involving the scientific methods by which relations between quantities are proposed was rather poorly developed. Indeed, measurement activities are often conducted in
teaching practices without addressing clearly the theories or research questions involved.
These outcomes underpin the importance of measurement activities for which a knowledge
need is induced that is obviously related to the epistemic knowledge to be developed, like
the target of the measurements and the measurement outcomes.
Earlier, I addressed the influence of a foregoing curriculum. Indeed, in this study as
well as the study of Leach et al. (1998) this influence is obvious. Students might have developed the idea that outcomes of measurements should yield graphs, which are as stylized
as the graphs in their textbooks. Moreover, they might as well have developed the idea that
such graphs prove a relation between quantities. This may have far-reaching consequences.
Indeed, students might think that graphs which are not as stylized as the graphs in their
textbooks show shortcomings in their own measurements, which have to do with measurement conditions, their own actions, or the quality of the measurement devices. Deviations from the graphs in textbooks may then be interpreted as personal faults or the devices
used in the classroom, which are often of a lower quality than devices used by scientists,
may be blamed. Indeed, such shortcomings may appear when students are not experienced
with measurements and have to practice measurement techniques. Moreover, many measurements in school science are conducted only once without giving students the opportunity to optimize their data. Therefore, measurement activities should not only be conducted
more frequently, but the development of epistemic knowledge should also take account of
the theory-loadedness and cyclic nature of measurements, which is an aim to which datalogging can contribute. Yet, design research is required to find out how students by datalogging can develop understanding of the differences between stylized graphs showing a
particular idea or model (in textbooks) and raw measurements.
The development of an inappropriate idea of the quality of scientific measurements
may have some consequences in university education as well. For example, in several university disciplines it has been observed that students have difficulties with understanding
the meaning of statistical measurement errors and confuse these with personal faults or uncertain measurement conditions (Goedhart & Verdonk, 1991; Goedhart, 1999; Müller &
Wiesner, 2002). Moreover, it has been observed that a distorted picture of the nature of
science may constrain students’ success in research projects in university education (Ryder
& Leach, 1999). This suggests that students’ problems with the development of epistemic
knowledge associated with measurements in secondary education can ultimately contribute
to constraints in students’ research projects in university education.
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With respect to strategies for teaching about the epistemology of science, Ryder
(2002) mentioned a number of epistemic learning aims that go beyond the basic epistemic
elements of measurements. One of these aims says “that students should learn to recognize
that measurements carry an inherent variability and, therefore, do not provide unequivocal
access to a ‘true’ value” (Ryder, 2002, pp. 643). Indeed, the issue with stylized graphs in
textbooks is addressed by this learning aim. Ryder (2002) argued that such epistemic aims
can be taught by means of using secondary data. I doubt if this is the case. Rather, I think
students need to conduct repeatedly measurements in which they have the opportunity to
optimize the quality of their data to understand that graphs in their textbooks are not the
result of a single measurement. In this study, I have shown that datalogging can support
this process because students can easily repeat their measurements. However, conducting
measurements is not the only means of developing students’ understanding of the epistemic nature of graphs in textbooks. Rather, the purposes for which measurements are conducted and issues related to validity and reliability of research outcomes are of importance
as well. For example, when students’ investigations are aimed at improving their own
community, they might learn that the scientific quality of data is not determined by visual
aspects only but as well by the extent to which these data can be applied in the process of
improvement (Roth, 2004).

8.3.4 The role of quantitative concepts in biology education
This study focused in detail on the teaching of quantitative concepts in the domain of the
working of the heart. The outcomes of this study may be as well relevant for other domains
holding quantitative concepts.
The place of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology curricula
Both the National Curriculum and exams for pre-university biology education in the Netherlands hold many different quantities. When all associated quantitative concepts should be
taught as detailed as attempted in this study, the curriculum would be completely overloaded. This is important to realize, because educators and curriculum reformers frequently
address the overload of secondary school biology curricula. This is the case in the Netherlands (Boersma & Schermer, 2001), but also in other Western countries like the US
(Freedman, 1998) and the UK (Lock, 1997). When studied superficially, the overload
seems to be a problem caused by the growing body of knowledge in the life sciences,
which is gradually imported in secondary school biology curricula. As an example,
Boersma & Schermer (2001) mention the concept homeostasis, which hardly played a role
in secondary school biology curricula before the 1960s. Nowadays, it can be seen as one of
the central concepts in Dutch secondary school biology curricula (Kamp, 2000). However,
not only the number of concepts counts – curricula remain overloaded when significant
parts are excluded during reforms. Therefore, the causes may be as well at the perceived
level of the curriculum. Teachers may think they should teach concepts in a detail, which is
not required according to the National Curriculum. Moreover, textbook developers may
tend to include too much rather than too little content in their textbooks. However, according to Boersma and Schermer (2001) little empirical data are available which underpin
these suggestions. Moreover, these remarks involve experiences of both teachers and educators. Further research about overloaded curricula should therefore also be conducted at
the experiential level, that is, with students.
With respect to the design of curricula, it is important to address which quantitative
concepts should be taught in which domains. This study intended to design a method by
which students were shown a part of the trajectory by which a graph like the Wiggers dia-
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gram emerged. Moreover, students should experience how the use of ICT may contribute
to such a trajectory. When students should follow comparable learning pathways in different domains several times, they may have developed a reasonable body of knowledge
about the scientific practices by which graphs in textbooks emerge and how the use of ICT
contributes to these practices. It is neither required nor possible to offer a comparable
learning trajectory with each quantitative concept. Rather, each domain offers a particular
set of opportunities with respect to the teaching of aspects of quantitative concepts and the
use of ICT. For example, the domain of population biology, which involves quantitative
concepts associated with growth, offers opportunities for teaching the role of models in
science and, consequently, the application of the use of modelling software. Studies on
quantitative concepts and the use of ICT should aim at identifying such domain-specific
properties. Outcomes of these studies can show in which domains quantitative concepts
can be taught in coherence with the use of ICT – this can force breakthroughs in impasses
in reforming overloaded curricula (like described by Stokstad, 2001).
According to the current National Curriculum, transfer of skills is assumed to occur.
That is, it is assumed that students can apply skills in domains, which differ from the domains in which they have mastered these skills. Indeed, the National Curriculum explicitly
states that objectives of the skills domain should be taught in coherence with contentspecific objectives. However, it is not clear yet which objectives in the skills domain
should be taught in coherence with which content-specific objectives. In this study it is
shown how quantitative skills and ICT skills can be taught in coherence with the domain of
the working of the heart. More research is required to identify comparable coherences between objectives in the skills domain and other content-specific objectives.
This study has shown that the transfer of ‘quantitative skills’ between domains is already tested in the National Exams – some questions in the National Exams are about
quantitative concepts while in the National Curriculum the same domain holds no quantities at all. However, this study has yielded some indications that the transfer of skills between domains does not easily occur. ‘Quantitative’ exam questions testing objectives of
domains of the National Curriculum that hold no quantities are almost in all cases difficult.
It must be said, however, that the number of exam questions in which this is the case, is
rather low. Therefore, reliable conclusions about transfer cannot be made. The outcomes of
this study indicate that the transfer of quantitative skills by students between domains occurs neither frequently nor easily. I argued before that ample research has shown that quantitative skills are rather situated (Scribner, 1986; Lave, 1988). Little is known due to which
settings and to which extent transfer of skills between science domains actually takes
place. More research is required to determine in what respect expectations about the transfer of skills by students are justified.
Quantitative concepts and causal reasoning
This study showed that students’ difficulties with proximate causal reasoning are correlated with difficulties with representations of quantitative concepts. For example, the Wiggers diagram as presented in textbooks provided insufficient resources and students had
difficulties with proximately explaining patterns therein. In case of the Wiggers diagram,
the proximate causal explanations are bound up tightly and obviously with the quantitative
concepts. It is therefore well likely that students have difficulties with proximate causal
reasoning due to inappropriately represented quantitative concepts. However, it is important to note that these difficulties can be explained the other way round as well. Students
may have difficulties with constructing quantitative concepts because they have problems
with the proximate causal explanations involved. In fact, the process by which either quan-
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titative concepts or proximate explanations are constructed is not unidirectional. Rather,
students’ attempts to make sense of representations of quantitative concepts are mutually
dependent of attempts to construct proximate explanations. Indeed, Roth et al. (2002) have
shown this mutual dependency between the symbols in the graph and the natural object
‘behind’ the graph in the process of graph reading.
In the domain of the working of the heart, the coherence between quantitative concepts and proximate causal explanations is obvious. This makes the domain suitable for
teaching proximate explanations in coherence with quantitative concepts. In other domains,
however, this coherence may be less obvious or existent. For example, in molecular biology, the model of the structure of DNA, as a proximate explanation for hereditary phenomena, is bound up with complicated quantitative concepts, which have to do with X-ray
diffraction patterns. Such quantitative concepts are far too difficult to teach in preuniversity biology education. Moreover, the proximate explanations for hereditary phenomena can be taught by means of qualitative concepts, like structural models of DNA.
Many of such proximate explanations associated with quantitative concepts are inappropriate to address in pre-university biology education. Further research is required to understand of which quantitative concepts and proximate causal explanations the coherence is
appropriate to explicate in pre-university biology education.
This study focused mainly on the construction of proximate causal reasoning. Students’ ultimate causal reasoning was hardly investigated – it had only been shown that students tend to reason teleological. However, the central paradigm of the life sciences is the
neo-Darwinian theory of evolution (Mayr, 1997). A complete biological explanation for a
phenomenon of life should therefore hold proximate as well as ultimate aspects. The question therefore remains how the teaching of proximate causal explanations should be bound
up with ultimate causal explanations. This is a question beyond the scope of this study, but
yet one which requires an answer.
Teaching quantitative concepts through contexts
The inadequate use of contexts in the first teaching strategy is rather deep-rooted. It has to
do with the different – almost incompatible – natures of scientific knowledge in different
contexts. Latour and Woolgar (1986) have shown how scientific knowledge emerges from
professional practices in which scientists create and manipulate specific situations. These
practices are on their turn part of a complex social structure, which determines the nature
of scientists’ actions, and, consequently the nature of scientific knowledge. The emerging
knowledge in these practices may be applied in other professional practices, like the medical professional practice. When students get in contact with medical professional practices
in their daily life, for example when visiting a physician or a hospital, they may observe
some fragments of applied scientific knowledge. In this way, students usually have constructed already some ideas of applied scientific knowledge in daily life. However, these
ideas about applied scientific knowledge do not necessarily support the construction of the
corresponding genuine scientific knowledge in the classroom. On the contrary, the outcomes of this case study showed several difficulties in this learning process. These difficulties can be traced back to a number of rather fundamental problems in the reconstruction
from students’ experiential knowledge with professional practices to genuine scientific
knowledge that is applied in such practices.
The first problem has to do with differences between the natures of scientific knowledge in the scientific practice in which it is constructed and in a professional practice in
which it is applied. Latour (1987) called these different natures of scientific knowledge
science-in-the-making and ready-made science. In the teaching method, it was intended to
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let both natures of scientific knowledge play a role. It was intended to approach heartrelated quantitative concepts as applied scientific knowledge (medical) as well as knowledge to be constructed (physiological). In the former case, the heart-related quantitative
concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram can be seen as norms by which the physical
condition is judged. Epistemic knowledge about the representations of these quantitative
concepts is of little relevance in such a context. In contrast, in the latter case, the quantitative concepts involved are under construction and therefore dynamic and questionable. Because measurements are highlighted as tools for construction of knowledge about the quantitative concepts involved (rather than a tool for a medical diagnosis) epistemic knowledge
plays an important role here. This problem with the different natures of scientific knowledge – in this case physiological versus medical – will likely play a role when scientific
knowledge is constructed out of a professional practice in which it is applied.
The second problem has to do with the nature of experiential knowledge, which students construct when they get in contact with a professional practice in which scientific
knowledge is applied. One may question in what respect students recognize the scientific
knowledge in their experiences with such professional practices. Indeed, experiential
knowledge is aimed at practical use rather than explanations (Van Brakel & Van den
Brink, 1988). Therefore, one may expect that students’ experiential knowledge of professional practices is more aimed at the application than on the contents of the scientific
knowledge involved. This might be problematic when designing a teaching method, which
is aimed at the contents of the scientific knowledge involved.
Because of the inadequacy of the preliminary teaching method, the transition from
one context to another was not obvious to students. This is comparable to ‘stealthy’ context
transitions, which Kaper and Ten Voorde (1991) observed in textbooks for secondary
chemical education. Thus, in the teaching materials used in this first case study the context
changed ‘stealthy’ from medical to physiological. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
medical context does not play a role any more during the process in which students optimized their data and assigned a meaning to the data. When making use of different contexts to derive concepts from, it should therefore be obvious to students which contexts are
used and which different meanings the concepts involved have due to these contexts.
In the Netherlands, the National pre-university biology curriculum will be reformed
in 2009. The Commission for Renewal of Biology Education (In Dutch: CVBO) has already decided to design the new curriculum according to ‘concept-activity-context’ approach (Boersma et al., 2005). This approach is grounded in an activity theoretical framework and, consequently, contexts are seen as human practices in which meaning is assigned to certain concepts through human activities (see also section 2.2). Accordingly,
both concepts and contexts determine the structure of the curriculum in such a way that
concepts should be abstracted from situated knowledge in activities conducted within certain contexts. The ‘concept-activity-context’ approach should finally contribute to meaningful biology education because the concepts involved are constructed by practices about
recognizable contexts. However, this study has shown that the use of contexts may induce
difficulties due to the incompatibility of meanings of concepts in different contexts. This
problem will be even more likely to occur when students have little knowledge of particular contexts in which they are expected to construct particular meanings of the concepts
involved. Moreover, this study has also shown that the extent to which the teacher is familiar with such particular contexts should not be overestimated. Given these difficulties, the
challenge is therefore to design curricula in which students can develop both professional
and scientific meanings of concepts to the extent that they are able to distinguish these
meanings from each other.
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Appendices
A – Quantitative skills in the National Curriculum
Note: Before every objective the phrase ‘The candidate is able to’ should be read.
Arithmetic/mathematical skills
Subdomain: Arithmetic/mathematical skills
9. process basic calculations:
- using a (graphical) calculator;
- calculating with relations, percents, powers, roots;
10. process calculations with known quantities and relations, therewith handling the appropriate
formulae and units;
11. apply mathematical techniques:
- rewrite simple mathematical relations;
- calculating with proportionalities (directly and inversely);
- calculations of probability: product rule;
12. convert derived units into units of the SI with help of conversion tables;
13. estimat and assessing outcomes;
14. represent outcomes of calculations in an appropriate number of significant digits:
an outcome may hold one significant digit more or less than can be based on the accuracy
of the given data.
Quantitative skills
Subdomain: Information skills
17. retrieve required data out of graphs, drawings, simulations, schemes, diagrams, and tables, and
interpreting these data, also with the help of ICT;
- among others looking up in tables quantities, symbols, units and formulae in tables;
18. represent data in graphs, drawings, schemes, diagrams, and tables, and interpreting these data,
also with the help of ICT;
21. analyze, schematize and structure information, also with the help of ICT;
Subdomain: Technical-instrumental skills
25. use micro-electronic systems for measuring and regulating quantities;
26. indicate with which techniques and devices the most important quantities are measured in;
Subdomain: Investigation skills
41. do relevant observations and collecting relevant measurement data.
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Potentially quantitative skills
Subdomain: Language skills
7. defend or advocate a point of view.
Subdomain: Technical-instrumental skills
24. use ICT applications for consulting, processing, and presenting information and pointing out
processes.
Subdomain: Information skills
15. gather and selecting information from written, verbal, and audio-visual sources, also by using
of ICT.
20. justify facts with sources.
22. either judge the reliability of information or assess the value for either a problem to be solved
or a design to be made.
Subdomain: Design skills
28. recognize and specifying a technological problem.
29. convert a technological problem into a design-task.
30. determine priorities, conditions and opportunities for the execution of a design.
31. make a work schedule for the execution of a design.
32. construct a design.
33. evaluate a design process and its product thereby taking into account both the requirements
and the conditions for the design.
34. make propositions for improving the design.
Subdomain: Investigation skills
35. recognize and specifying a scientific problem.
36. indicate relations between the formulation of a problem, hypotheses, data, and existing scientific pre-knowledge.
37. convert a scientific problem into a scientific investigation.
38. formulate hypotheses and expectations.
39. determine priorities, conditions and opportunities for the execution of a scientific investigation.
40. make a work schedule for the execution of a scientific investigation with the aim to answer a
research question.
42. formulate conclusions based on gathered data of executed research.
43. evaluate solution, data, result, and conclusion.
Biology-specific skills
48. indicate that relations in the living nature have a complex nature and that many phenomena
cannot explained monocausally while in research only one factor is investigated:
- the whole is more than its parts: systems thinking.
49. relate biological phenomena to each other at different levels of organization: cell, organism,
ecosystem.
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B – Test on graphing and causal reasoning in textbooks
In the test, each graph was given with its caption and the main text and a series of questions. For an
extensive analysis of the graphs, including a translation of Dutch terms, see section 5.3.2. A table
with criteria for determining whether students’ proximate explanations were scientifically sound
can be found at the end of this appendix.
Graph A – Electrocardiogram

CAPTION: 31 Electrocardiogram
MAIN TEXT: Heart graph – A physician can register the electric activity of the heart on the electrocardiograph with electrodes on the skin. Source 31 gives schematically the result: an ECG
(electrocardiogram). During one heartbeat the ECG of a healthy person shows 3 peaks. The Ppeak reflects the electrical activity in the atria. Due to dissemination of the impulse along the ventricle walls the QRS-peak emerges. Refraction of the ventricles causes the T-peak.
1.
2.

Which quantities are measured and in which units are these quantities measured and thus,
which quantities and units should be noted at the horizontal and the vertical axis respectively
How does the ‘electrical activity’ of the heart emerge?

Graph B – Blood pressure in parts of the heart

CAPTION Fig. 43. The course of pressure in the ventricles and in the aorta and the pulmonary
artery just after the crescent-shaped valves.
MAIN TEXT The blood pressure – The main cause of the blood pressure is the systole of the ventricles, especially of the left ventricle. When the crescent-shaped valves are pushed open the blood
pressure in the ventricles is equal tot that in the attached arteries (see Figure 43).
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1.
2.
3.
4.

How did the graph emerge?
Explain the pattern of the graph of the left ventricle
Explain what causes the curve of the left ventricle to lie partly above the curve of the aorta
Explain what causes the curve of the pulmonary artery to lie much lower than the curve of the
aorta

Graph C – Blood pressure in different parts of the cardiovascular system

CAPTION: 11 The blood pressure in subsequent blood vessels of greater circulation
MAIN TEXT: The elastic walls of the great arteries cushion the pushes with which the ventricles
pump the blood into the arteries. Therefore, the blood streams more constant further on in the arteries (source 11)
1.
2.
3.
4.

How did the graph emerge?
Explain the pattern of the upper line in the graph (systolic blood pressure) from the aorta to the
venae cava (thus the whole line, from the beginning to the end)
Explain what causes the blood pressure in the aorta to be higher than in the capillaries
Explain what causes the blood pressure to vary between the systolic and the diastolic blood
pressure

Criteria for the scientific soundness of students’ proximate explanations
Question Criterion
A2
The answer refers to conduction tissues (names not required)
B2
The answer refers to the contraction of the left ventricle
B3
The answer refers to higher pressure in left ventricle as a result of contraction
B4
The answer refers to difference between force exerted by left and right ventricle
C2
The answer refers to increase of volume
C3
The answer refers to increase of volume
C4
The answer refers to ventricle contraction/beating of heart
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C – Pre-test on build, function and working heart
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Draw below schematically a longitudinal section of the heart (frontal view) and indicate
therein the following parts: the different cavities of the heart, the valves, the supplying and
draining vessels, the heart muscle, and the position of the conduction tissues. Name the parts
of the heart you have drawn.
Describe what is happening in the heart during a single heartbeat. Mention in your answer the
parts you have drawn and named in question 1.
What is/are the function(s) of the heart?
Describe the regulation of the contraction of the heart muscles. In other words: what in the
heart causes the heart muscles to contract?
What is an electrocardiogram (ECG)?
Draw below the pattern of an electrocardiogram of a healthy person.
Describe what you are measuring exactly when you are making an electrocardiogram? That is,
which quantities are you measuring in which units and are you plotting on the horizontal and
vertical axes of an ECG?
horizontal axis

vertical axis

quantities
units
8.

Describe as exactly as possible what you will hear if you listen carefully to the heart during a
single heartbeat (for example with a stethoscope). You may describe this as colorful as you
wish. You may also describe the sound by comparing it with another sound which you are familiar with.
9. What is the cause of the sound you described in question 8?
10. In most vessels the blood is under pressure. Explain why.
11. It is possible to measure the blood pressure of an individual artery. Sketch below the graph in
which you plot the blood pressure in an individual artery against the time of a single heartbeat.

Design
Buckley (2000) distinguished the following components constituting knowledge of the cardiovascular system: structure (S), function (F), behavior (B), and mechanism (M). On each part of the
cardiovascular system one may have knowledge of one or more of these four aspects. For example,
one may ask: what is the structure of the heart; what is the function of the heart, and so on. Further,
Buckley recognized that the cardiovascular system can also be described as structures which constitute each other hierarchically with respect to levels of organization. Thus, each structure holds
structures for which the same four questions might be asked again. This is also the case with the
structure of the heart, which holds vales, cavities, muscles, and so on.
Buckley applied this model to describe students’ knowledge of the cardiovascular system, including the heart. However, her description of knowledge of the heart was not sufficiently fine-grained
with respect to my research focus. For example, Buckley did not elaborate different aspects of the
behavior of the heart, while I tended to focus on students’ pre-knowledge of the behavior of the
heart expressed in biological quantities like blood pressure and voltage emitted by the conduction
tissues. Moreover, the terminology I used differed from Buckley’s. For example, Buckely’s
‘mechanism’ meant the same as ‘working’ in my terminology. Therefore, I adjusted and refined the
model of Buckley with respect to pre-knowledge of the heart, the types of knowledge I focused on
in my teaching method, and the terminology I used. Based on these adjustments I got the following
components constituting knowledge of the heart:
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y
y
y
y

Function (F): that which is a consequence of the heart being where it is, in this case
pumping (for an explanation of this definition of function, see the scenario of the first
case study, section 5.9)
Structure (S): something which is observable after dissection of the heart
Working (W): proximate causation explaining behavior of the heart (Mechanism according to Buckley)
Behavior (B): course of certain quantities in time; quantitatively observable as pattern in
Cartesian graph. Only sound and blood pressure are qualitatively observable as respectively typical sound of the heartbeat and a beating artery, for example in the neck or wrist.

These four components can be mapped on both the heart and the parts of the heart at a lower level
of organization, which yields a matrix that can be used for deigning questions probing knowledge
of the heart. However, not all fields are necessary to design test questions for. For example, I did
not want to ask for the working of the parts of the heart because I did not expect students to have
such knowledge with respect to literature findings and the National Curriculum for lower secondary education. However, for some fields I elaborated different test questions. For example, I
wanted to probe students’ pre-knowledge of the behavior and the working of the heart with respect
to the quantities pressure, voltage, and sound. In the matrix below numbers refer to test questions
covering the components of students’ knowledge of the heart. Note that the first two questions of
the test cover the structure and the working of the parts of the heart, while all other questions are
about the heart as a whole.
Part of heart
Heart
Ventricles
Valves
Vessels
Heart muscle
Conduction tissues

F
3

W
4, 9, 10
2
2
2
2
2

S

B
6, 7, 8, 11

1
1
1
1
1

Scoring
Based on the matrix above, test questions as well as score criteria were designed. The table below
lists again which test question probes which knowledge component. Further, it shows the criteria
based on which it was decided whether answers to the test questions held the knowledge components.
According to test question 1 students had to draw schematically a longitudinal section of the heart
and to name the parts. However, naming is not the only indication of having knowledge of the
structure of the parts constituting the heart. In some instances students had produced very detailed
and true-to-nature drawings in which the parts were not named. Because such drawings indicated
students had detailed knowledge of the structures drawn these met the criteria as well, which is indicated with an asterisk (*).
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Knowledge component
Function of heart

Question
3

Structure of atria and ven- 1
tricles
Structure of valves

1

Structure of vessels

1

Structure of heart muscle

1

Structure of conduction tis- 1
sues
Working of atria and ven- 2
tricles
Working of valves

2

Working of vessels

2

Working of heart muscle

2

Working of conduction tis- 2
sues
Behavior of voltage
6, 7
Explanation of voltage ac- 4
cording to working heart
Behavior of sounds
8
Explanation of sound ac- 9
cording to working heart
Behavior of pressure
11
Explanation of pressure 10
according to working heart

Criterion
One or more functions of the heart, among which the
pumping of blood have been described
In schematic drawing ventricles and atria are both
observable as independent compartments and
named.*
In schematic drawing either heart or arterial valves are
both observable and named.*
In schematic drawing all supplying and draining vessels are observable, of which at least three are
named.*
In schematic drawing the heart muscle is both observable and named.*
In schematic drawing conduction tissues are observable and named.*
The collection of blood by the atria and the pumping
of blood out of the ventricles have been described (the
difference between the compartments with respect to
their working must be mentioned)
The closing of the valves when the blood pressure
increases has been described
The streaming of blood into the vessels out of the
heart or vice versa has been described
The contraction of the heart muscle has been described
The conduction tissues have been described
Voltage has been mentioned and a cyclical variation
in voltage with the course of the heartbeat frequency
has been indicated.
The autonomic innervation of the heart muscles has
been described.
A variation in sound holding two successive sounds
of which the second louder than the first has been described (e.g. ‘BANG-bang’).
The closing of valves as cause of the sound has been
pointed out.
A regular increase and successive decrease of blood
pressure has been drawn.
The force which exerts the heart on the blood as a
cause of the pressure has been described (may be as
well called pumping, pushing, and so on).
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D – Final test questions
The figure below shows five different graphs:
Three graphs of the aorta (A), left atrium (B) and left ventricle (C);
A graph of the heart sounds (D);
An electrocardiogram (lowest graph).

ECG

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe how the diagram above emerged.
Indicate which quantities and units are usually depicted on the vertical axis of the electrocardiogram.
Explain why the course of the graph of the left atrium (B) and the left ventricle (C) is partly
similar.
Why does the first heart sound occur immediately after the QRS-pattern of the ECG?
Explain the course of the graph of the left ventricle (C) in period 1–6.
Explain why the graph of the left ventricle (C) in period 2–5 exceeds above the graph of the
aorta (A).
Explain the three typical patterns of the electrocardiogram: P-peak, QRS-pattern and T-peak.

Note: questions 1 to 4 were used in both case studies. Questions 5 to 7 were only used in the second case study.
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E – Questionnaire first case study
This appendix presents the questions and outcomes of the questionnaire to which students were
subjected after the teaching sequence. The questionnaire involved three different topics: the teaching sequence as a whole (A); students’ learning efforts (B); and the use of ICT.
In all questions except question 1 of part B1, students had to indicate according to a five-point
Likert-type scale the extent to which they agreed with a proposition. Thereafter some space for remarks was given as well with each question. Below, the propositions are given with: the number of
respondents (N); respondents’ average agreement with the proposition (Av); the standard deviation
(SD); the number of students which agree with the proposition (+); the number of students which
was neutral to the proposition (o); the number of students which did not agree with the proposition
(-). Below each proposition, students’ comments are presented. Students’ comments with pointless
information were excluded to save space (for example: “Because that is the way it is”).
Question 1 of part B1 should indicate students’ time effort spend to assignments. Following each
section of the worksheets is indicated: the number of respondents (N); the number of respondents
indicating they made the assignments during the lesson (Le); the number of respondents indicating
they made the assignments at home (Ho); the number of respondents indicating they corrected the
assignments (Co)

Part A – The teaching sequence as a whole
Proposition
1
The teaching sequence was a good way to learn about the
heart.

N
33

Av
4.2

SD
1.1

+
27

o
3

3

I know more about it now, yet it was in the book as well.
Nice and instructive – better than teachers’ story only.
Everything was instructed and discussed well.
Sometimes it went rather fast.
It had been instructed well.
Especially the ‘Logging the heart’ practicum.
Without too many learning efforts I still could answer all test questions about the heart.
It was different from current teaching method and according to me it addressed too much the ECG
which I would not have been applied to connect all questions of the heart with.
Very interactive.
It was comprehensible.
2

The texts of the teaching sequence were clear.

33

3.8

1.0

23

6

4

Indeed.
I found the texts about the working of the heart not really clear.
I learn best from the book. The assignments are second.
Rather a lot repetition.
Not necessary.
Sometimes it did, sometimes it did not.
Sometimes the language use was a bit strange.
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Proposition
3
The assignments of the teaching sequence were clear.

N
33

Av
3.9

SD
0.9

+
22

o
9

2

Toon many work in these busy times.
The questions about the graph were not: how did the graph emerge.
Yes, most was clear.
The question about the order of events inside the heart was not clear. I didn’t know I could use each
part several times.
With the questions you had to order some sentences there were too many sentences.
Sometimes it was, sometimes it wasn’t.
Sometimes figures lacked with the questions.
That about the phases wasn’t so clear.
The questions about the measurements you could do by yourself weren’t so clear.
4

The teaching sequence was interesting.

33

4.1

0.7

27

6

0

It depends on one’s interests.
Useful.
Too many of the same topics.
Only the heart.
Depends on the amount of interest for learning about the heart and biology.
I found the information about the heart interesting – the lessons about the ECG a bit less.
The general question of the teaching sequence was about what physicians do with data like you have
seen during the introduction and obtained with the computer.
5

This general question was meaningful.

33

3.4

1.1

17

8

8

Therewith one could understand how everything worked.
I didn’t know this was the general question.
One can learn that if one desires so – personally I think it is more meaningful how the heart works.
Found how the heart works more important.
It was indeed meaningful, although I didn’t get the whole answer.
6

I was continuously aware of the general question

33

2.5

1.4

9

5

19

33

4.0

0.9

26

5

3

33

3.5

1.2

21

5

7

It wasn’t clear this was all about (2).
During some of the lessons I was not aware of this question.
Not at all.
7

Thanks to the teaching I learned what electronic measurement
devices log from patients.
Although I already knew a lot.
I already knew it partly.
I already knew it on forehand.
Some of these indeed.
It is still not clear to me.
It was not in the book.

8

Thanks to the teaching I learned for which purposes physicians apply electronic measurement devices.
I already knew it partly.
I already knew it a little bit (2).
It is still not clear to me.
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Proposition
N
Av
SD
+
o
The teaching sequence had a particular order: first, an introduction introduced with a video; next you
measured by yourself; after measurements some general theory about the working of the heart; and
with the knowledge about the working of the heart you studied the measurements.
9

According to me this was a logical order.

33

3.5

1.4

16

7

8

Preferably explanation first.
Good order, although the video had to be first.
Theory before the questions.
First about the working of the heart, then measurements.
First about the working of the heart, then measurements – measurements are interesting if one knows
what one is measuring.
Preferably theory first.
10

Other comments about the teaching sequence.
I think more can be said about the theory of the heart, which is after all basically.
Nice, because different from usual.

Part B – Teaching and learning efforts
Proposition
1
My working attitude was good.

N
32

Av
2.9

SD
1.3

+
10

o
9

13

33

3.4

1

16

11

6

Sufficient.
Poor to bad.
2

I was motivated during the teaching sequence.

I think the heart is very interesting.
Rather.
Yes, it was nice.
Biology is after all nice.
I got the idea it was extra and nothing else.
Not always – I think the electrical devices are much less interesting than the working of the heart.
This was not due to lessons but because of busy with other subjects.
3

I learned a lot because of the teaching sequence

33

3.9

1.0

27

3

3

32

4.4

0.7

29

3

0

31

4.2

1

23

7

1

31

3.6

1

19

8

4

I already knew some parts.
I could have read it in two lessons as well.
Reasonably.
Lots of!
Much more about the exact working.
I already knew a lot.
4

I have understood the texts of the teaching sequence.
-

5

I have understood the assignments of the teaching sequence.
-

6

The teacher supported me sufficiently during the teaching
sequence.
-
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Proposition
7
The teacher discussed the course of the teaching sequence
with the group sufficiently.

N
32

Av
3.3

SD
1.2

+
16

o
8

8

31

2.6

1.2

6

10

15

Question
10
Indicate which parts of the teaching sequence Logging the heart you
completed – in the classroom or at home – and if you corrected the
assignments.

N

Le

Ho

Co

29
32
33
33
27
14

24
29
21
18
13
8

6
3
12
15
14
6

17
22
28
29
19
9

Too often
8

During the teaching sequence sufficient group meetings were
held in which the assignments of the teaching sequence were
discussed.
-

9

Other comments about my working attitude.
-

Orientation on medical context: video with assignments.
Practical work: measuring the heart.
Assignments on working of heart.
Practical work: anatomy of heart.
Interpretation of measured graphs and the Wiggers diagram.
Cases of heart diagnostics.

Part C – Working with Coach and the measurements
Proposition
1
I am positive about the use of the software program Coach
during the lessons.

N
32

Av
4.2

SD
1.1

+
26

o
3

3

32

4.3

0.9

28

2

2

32

4.5

0.8

28

3

1

32

2.8

1.3

12

3

17

Easy.
Nice.
If you have a useful purpose. Is more important with physics.
Interesting.
Hardly used – only in the beginning.
2

The instructions of the measurements activities in Coach were
clear.
Very clear.
Hard to find out on which I had to click.
Confusing.
We still had a lot of questions.

3

The software and hardware of Coach worked as it should be.
Worked fine.

4

I knew exactly what I was doing during the measurements
with Coach.
We were thrown into the deep.
First we did not, thereafter we did.
We got the explanation afterwards, a pity.
The ECG was not at all clear.
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Proposition
5
I am now still able to indicate what I measured with Coach.

N
32

Av
4.3

SD
0.9

+
26

o
4

2

32

4.4

1

26

4

2

32

3.8

1

19

10

3

32

2.5

1.2

6

8

18

32

4.2

0.8

26

5

1

Sure.
6

I am positive towards doing measurements by myself (instead
for example a demonstration experiment).
Learning faster.
Doing something self is fun.
Is more fun.
More fun to do it by yourself.

7

I did learn a lot by doing measurements during the activities
with Coach.
Indeed.

8

Following the measurements sufficient time was left to discuss the data.
Were not discussed

9

I understood what one can derive about the working of the
heart from the graphs we obtained by measuring with Coach.
-

10

Other comments about Coach or the measurement activities.
Was nice.
Can be nice.
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F – Questionnaire second case study
For an explanation, see Appendix E.

Part A – The teaching sequence as a whole
Proposition
1
The teaching sequence was a good way to learn about the
heart.

N
33

Av
3.7

SD
0.9

+
22

o
3

8

It was explained clearly and transparently.
The practicum was very good, that with the computer as well, some more explanations could have
been provided with the Wiggers diagram, because I did not understand it during the lesson yet,
so it took me a lot of time (if on forehand some explanation was given it would have been better).
We are actively engaged with questions about the heart and the measurements.
It was nice to get introduced with everything like this way.
In the beginning it was supposed you already knew much, so it was difficult to make the assignments.
Provide more theory before the practicum.
Dissecting the heart was a good method to learn more about the heart nut all the sheets we had to
make independently was a bad method.
The theory in the book had to be written down first and then this.
One of the things that made it clear was the Wiggers diagram. Although one thing lacked, which is
according to me very important, and that was an explanation about the different phases of the
heartbeat. Phase 1 to 9.
It was interesting to go pay more attention to a particular organ with different kinds of lessons –
being actively engaged.
It is nice to work practically, and then one takes it up better.
Practical work + theory, alternation makes it more clear → more comprehension.
One learned by means of assignments how the heart worked and how it looked like.
A lot of attention has been paid to it and a lot is explained
The questions and practical work were good, although the lessons were sometimes boring.
It was instructive.
When I learned for the test, I had already forgotten much.
We did a lot of practical work and so I learned much.
2

The texts of the teaching sequence were clear

33

3.6

1.1

21

6

7

In general it was clear, although there were some exceptions.
It was very clear, although I needed sometimes some more. information to make the assignment as it
should be made
One needed already a lot of knowledge to make the worksheets.
It was not unclear.
There was a bit too little frontal explanation
It was clear, but a lot of information was not directly involved with the test matter – it was background information, which you forget rather fast again.
Most of the text indeed, but one or two a bit less than the others.
You had to know already things. That may be the case, but that knowledge dates from the eight
grade. The worksheets were sometimes hard to follow.
Too short explanation.
Most was clear and the assignments were easy to do.
Sometimes far too messy (pictures).
Very complicated – I found we had to figure out everything ourselves because it was not in the text.
Reasonable level, rather high. I surely had to read it two times before I understood it fully.
Well explained.
I had the feeling I understood the matter.
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Proposition
3
The assignments of the teaching sequence were clear

N
34

Av
3.4

SD
0.8

+
16

o
6

12

Some parts were difficult, others not, some I didn’t understand anything at all about.
It was very clear what we had to do, but sometimes I found it rather difficult because I did not know
yet much of the heart.
The assignments were clear, but it was not at all clear how we should obtain the answers because the
matter was not pointed out yet.
Some assignments were very unclear in the beginning. Only about the next lesson it became clear
why we should do it.
I did not understand what exactly the assignment was and what we were expected.
I had to ask many questions.
The lessons about the digestion and the heart went through each other. Sometimes I did not know
what to do.
What was asked, but the answer was sometimes hard to find.
Often clear questions which could be answered well with some knowledge and thinking.
Rather clear but also rather difficult.
Clearly explained indeed, but asked not practically.
With some assignments it was not clear at all what we had to do.
Most was clear and assignments could be done.
Was clear but could be less boring
The assignments were very clear.
Very clear.
Some were rather difficult, like the ones about the Wiggers diagram.
Sometimes it was a bit messy.
4

The teaching sequence was interesting

34

4.0

0.9

27

3

4

One learns the working of the heart. Of course that is interesting.
Much working independently. Well addressing the matter.
I think the working oif the heart is very interesting, so is the teaching sequence, in particular the
practicum with the computer.
Much nice practical work
It is rather interesting to learn about the hart because it is oine of the most important organs of the
body.
I learned many new things, although some parts were already addressed in eight grade.
I missed a series of good theoretical lessons of the teacher.
If you were interested in the heart, otherwise it was boring.
Nice to be actively engaged and to learn a lot about the heart.
In many different ways the question was answered – more interesting than theory only.
Most was interesting.
It was very interesting, but that is personal.
The heart is not my favo subject.
The general question of the teaching sequence was about the
working of the heart.
5

This general question was meaningful

34

3.4

0.9

30

1

3

It summarizes the matter in one question.
It makes no sense to answer that question already the first lesson.
Meaningful – everything has to do with it.
I also think that is the most interesting information one should want to know, in which you are interested.
What is meaningful? Maybe it is useful for particular people.
I don’t need such a general question.
Looking back it is sure is a very useful question.
There it is all about (4).
Very meaningful.
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Proposition
6
I was continuously aware of the general question

N
34

Av
2.8

SD
1.2

+
9

o
17

8

This question was on the background on some moments, but still apparent.
I was not aware of this general question
The first lesson we already got a worksheet about it.
No, I often had no idea were the lesson was about and I was not aware of this general question.
I just read it.
In fact I was not aware of this question.
Yes, this was emphasized.
I did not know there was a specific question, but it was all about it.
I know read it really for the first time.
Not really aware.
Yes, this was absolutely the general question
Thought during the lessons not constantly about this question.
7

8

Thanks to the teaching I learned what electronic measurement devices log from the heart

34

4.0

1.2

24

5

5

I did not understand that part.
According to me it was one of the best lessons because it was clear what you had to do, and the texts
were good as well, so you knew what to do.
Because I did the measurements by myself I learned well how to measure the heart and which can be
dome with it.
Yes, that was nice, to measure things and to know why.
I found it very interesting. I did not know you could measure so many things of the heart.
Learned a bit how.
I found it very interesting, although not everything worked
Very instructive to do measurements at the heart.
Yes, sure. Especially because we worked a lesson with the computer.
Many different questions
Yes, because we had to apply it by ourselves.
Yes, we did many different things and when you have seen yourself how it worked it has became
much clearer.
The assignments were clear and good to execute
Thanks to the teaching sequence I learned what you can get
33
3.7
1.0
22
4
7
to know about the working of the heart by means of electronic measurement devices
Again not understood.
The measurements were explained with a worksheet. It better could be explained frontally. Then one
can discuss with the whole group what the measurement means.
The relations were some hard to indicate.
You know already something about the working and how it can be measured but you better learn it
by measuring it by yourself.
Much attention was paid to the information you could derive from the graph.
Because we had to apply the computer measurements in the questions.
It was also in the book.
Measurements reflected the working well.
The teaching sequence had a particular order: first, an introduction about the function of the heart;
next you studied the build and working of the heart; then you performed measurements; and finally
you studied the Wiggers diagram in which everything was summarized.
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Proposition
9
According to me this was a logical order

N
33

Av
4.0

SD
1.0

+
26

o
2

5

10

7

Rather good and logical order.
I think this is a good method.
We could have done the heart practicum (dissection) later
I even cannot follow it like written here.
Fine
Rather logical, although we did not get information while we had to do the assignments.
10

I was not aware of this order

33

3.3

1.3

16

Could be explained in schedule or something, which makes it clearer as well.
11

Other comments about the teaching sequence
More practical work, maybe more movies. Not so many worksheets because nobody makes these
seriously during the lesson so that makes no sense.
First more theory, then detailed.
Maybe more attention could be paid to the blood circulation.

Part B – Teaching and learning efforts
Proposition
1
My working attitude was good

N
34

Av
3.4

SD
0.8

+
15

o
4

15

21

5

8

5

13

Sometimes it was unclear what we had to to and when it should be finished.
Because I often did not know the answers to the questions I became less motivated.
Sometimes a bit passive.
2

I was motivated during the teaching sequence

34

3.5

0.9

Especially during the measurements of the heart I was motivated – I really liked doing that.
I had too little preknowledge.
I don’t think it’s an interesting topic.
I worked hard. Indeed, I thought it was interesting.
Yes, because it is an interesting topic (2).
3

I learned a lot because of the teaching sequence

34

3.4

0.8

16

I learned a lot but I wonder how long it will stay in my head.
If I’m honest: I’ve learned most out of the book for the test.
Especially the streaming of the blood.
Yes, in particular about the graphs.
Sometimes it was unclear.
I’m not sure if I learned more than out of the book.
I still know more how things work and also the computer measurements and the graphs were clearer.
Many things I did not know.
4

I have understood the texts of the teaching sequence

33

3.8

0.9

25

4

4

The last assignment was harder to understand.
The text was at a high level. But that wasn’t bad. But sometimes it was hard to follow.
Could me clearer.
Sometimes the explanation was insufficient, like with the Wiggers diagram.
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Proposition
5
I have understood the assignments of the teaching sequence

N
34

Av
3.9

SD
0.7

+
26

o
2

6

34

3.5

1.4

20

9

5

Sometimes it was unclear what was meant.
The question forced you to think on.
I had to ask a lot.
I understood most of the questions.
Some were difficult.
6

I am able to interpret the Wiggers diagram.

Not at all.
During the lesson I understood it half. I watched some animations on the computer before I understood everything.
I still think it is difficult.
The diagram was rather difficult. I have understood it, but I am not sure if I still understand it now.
If I read again, yes.
7

I am able to explain the phenomena involved with the heart
which played a role in the teaching sequence

34

3.8

0.9

23

3

8

1.3

17

10

7

1.2

5

22

7

10

17

7

I was ready for it, but now I still have to look up things to know for sure.
Is now better understood.
The basics.
8

The teacher supported me sufficiently during the teaching
sequence

34

3.4

Good support during measurements, good explanations about measurements.
Needed too much support.
9

The teacher discussed the course of the teaching sequence
with the group sufficiently

34

2.3

I think we didn’t do so much frontally. A small frontal group discussion was possible.
I did not notice that the course was discussed.
Course? I don’t think so.
Never, that’s why there was no course.
10

During the teaching sequence sufficient group meetings were
held in which the assignments of the teaching sequence were
discussed

34

2.7

1.3

A lot has been discussed about the heart
11

Other comments about my working attitude
-

Question
12
Indicate which parts of the teaching sequence Logging the heart you completed
– in the classroom or at home – and if you corrected the assignments
Orientation on the working of the heart 1
Practical work: anatomy of heart
Construction of a model of the working of the heart
Practical work: Measuring heart-related quantities
Interpreting the Wiggers diagram
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N

Le

Ho

Co

33
30
26
31
28

32
29
23
26
21

2
1
5
4
9

12
9
10
10
13

Part C – Working with Coach and the measurements
Proposition
1
I am positive about the use of the software program Coach
during the lessons

N
29

Av
4.2

SD
1.0

+
25

o
2

2

2

5

Good software, but preferably not without explanation.
I liked it very much and it worked very well.
Yes, because of the use one gets a much better picture of te things you are working with.
It is problematic to get good data, but it is very nice to see if one succeeds.
The group was too big, so that the measurements became distorted.
Nice, but not really instructive.
Easy and instructive
Something different.
2

The instructions of the measurements activities in Coach
were clear

29

4.1

0.9

22

1.0

22

Sometimes it was not really clear, but one could figure it out by oneself
Sometimes Coach turned out a little bit problematic.
3

The software and hardware of Coach worked as it should be

29

4.1

3

4

The sensors were sometimes too sensitive or not sensitive at all. One time one got a messy graph, the
other time not.
Not really, the heart sound measurements did not turn out well because of the noise.
Some stuff did not function well with us and the devices were very sensitive so that the noise was
measured as well.
Too much background noise.
Sometimes a bit inaccurate, but the idea was clear and finally the results were fine.
4

I knew exactly what I was doing during the measurements
with Coach.

29

4.3

0.8

26

1

2

More or less, but after I had read the section at home I started to realize how it worked.
5

I am now still able to indicate what I measured with Coach.

28

3.5

1.0

19

5

4

29

4.4

0.9

27

2

0

6

7

I am positive towards doing measurements by myself (instead for example a demonstration experiment)

It is much funnier and one learns how it should be this way.
Yet one is more active.
Everything is more interesting. I could explain it to myself, which makes it easier/prettier to learn.
Agreed, but it shouldn’t be too often. I learned best from theoretic lessons in which the teacher talks.
It is nice too investigate your own body.
We should do this more often.
I think you better learn when you do it yourself.
Very instructive.
I did learn a lot by doing measurements during the activities 29
3.7
0.9
17
3
9
with Coach.
Not that much.
Teacher’s explanations with the graphs made clear what was meant exactly.
When I saw things again I still knew exactly where it was about.
Not about the graphs, about these we learned later something.
Well, a lot…
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Proposition
8
Following the measurements sufficient time was left to discuss the data

N
29

Av
2.3

SD
1.0

+
4

o
18

7

30

3.9

0.8

20

1

9

I don’t think we discussed it.
We discussed it rather good.
We didn’t do that (4).
We got immediately a new assignment.
We spend too little time to it.
9

I understood what one can derive about the working of the
heart from the graphs we obtained by measuring with Coach
That took much effort
The Wiggers diagram is easier.

10

Other comments about Coach or the measurement activities
It was nice, but not all measurements were successful.
I am very content with the software program. Keep it!
I am not sure if the learned things we derived from it before or after the practicum, but thereafter I
understood it reasonably well.
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G – Transcript notations
Numbering of transcripts
Raw excerpts of dialogues (either in the classroom or during interviews) and observations are numbered as follows: [Case study number: Lesson, Source, Serial number of fragment]. Sources can be
interviews (I), whole group discussion (all students and the teacher) (G), discussion between a pair
of students (P). So, an excerpt with a code [1:1, I, 1] is part of an interview held after the first lesson of the first case study and it is the first excerpt is this dissertation. When the excerpt is from an
interview not particularly after or during a lesson, for example when the interview was held after
the teaching sequence, this is indicated with (0).
Codes used for naming people
Students are called S1, S2, and so on. Teacher is called T. Interviewer is called I. Amanuensis is
called A. Students mentioned in one excerpt are not the same students in another excerpt, even
when they have the same names.
Codes used in transcripts
The following codes were used in transcripts:
…

When used inside a transcript fragment: a short break or discontinuity in the utterances of this speaker
When used at the end of a transcript fragment: the speaker has been
interrupted by another speaker; or two speakers were talking
through each other (in the protocol their utterances are notated successively).
When used at the beginning of a transcript fragment: the speaker
talks on with respect to the preceding fragment of the same speaker
(used in combination with the use of this code at the end of a transcript fragment).

[silence]

Long silence.

…[?]…

Unclear text fragment of one person.

…[???]…

Unclear text fragment of several persons.

abcde

Text of transcript not sure.

[abcde]

Indicates operations of speaker, like [points] of [speaks out loud]
or has been used to clarify certain utterances like: “look to this
[student’s graph of an ECG]!”.
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Summary
This dissertation reports about a developmental research study that was performed from
December 2000 to December 2005 at the AMSTEL (Amsterdam Mathematics, Science,
and Technology Education Laboratory) institute of the Universiteit van Amsterdam. The
aim of this study was to explore how information and communication technology (ICT)
might contribute to the teaching of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education.
In chapter 1, I describe the backgrounds of this study and I point out its underlying motives. These motives had to do, among others, with my professional background as a former biology teacher and curriculum developer. This background cannot be seen apart from
recent curriculum reforms in Dutch pre-university biology education. Further, this study
was part of the research program of AMSTEL, which focused on the use of ICT in science
education. Finally, a concern about the use of both ICT and quantitative concepts in biology education is recognized by the international research community.
In chapter 2, I present the orientation on central issues of this study. The concepts teaching and learning were addressed by departing from a constructivist framework. In particular, a social rather than a cognitive view on knowledge was advocated. This view on
knowledge had two consequences for this study. First, it was argued that the adequacy of
the teaching method rather than students’ abilities should be the object of study in science
education research. Second, knowledge construction should be studied in coherence with
the contexts in which it occurs. This latter issue was approached by an activity theoretical
perspective in which contexts are seen as practices. Although such a framework clarified
the nature of contexts, it was considered as inappropriate for the design of a teaching
method. With respect to this aim, a problem-posing approach to science teaching was
adopted as the framework for the design of a teaching method. Like an activity theoretical
approach, the participation of students in the teaching-learning process is a central issue in
this approach.
A quantitative concept was defined as a generalization that is abstracted by means of
quantification. Superficially, according to this definition, a quantitative concept can be
seen as a quantity. However, with respect to the objects of this study I assign broader as
well as more specific meanings to quantitative concepts. The meaning of a quantitative
concept is broader in the sense that it refers not only to quantities, but also to certain values
of quantities, relation between quantities, or certain patterns in a relation between quantities. The more specific meaning of a quantitative concept accounts for Carrol’s (1962)
definition according to which a concept is an abstract generalization, which: emerges from
experiences with more than one example of an event or object; evaluated in terms of its
relative adequacy for an individual’s purpose; constantly being revised by that individual;
governed in nature by the specific experiences which led to its formulation; and one of
many that can exist for a particular object or event in a population of people. According to
this meaning, studying the teaching of quantitative concepts holds the question which
meanings students will construct out of experiences with quantitative content. Further, it
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holds the question how to take into account students’ difficulties with the desired construction of quantitative concepts in biology education.
Departing from the basic concepts, I sketched some directions for this study. According to a social framework, representations of quantitative concepts like graphs and tables
can be seen as artifacts of human practices. Understanding quantitative concepts therefore
includes the understanding of their representations and, consequently, knowledge of practices by which these representations emerge. This can be called epistemic knowledge. Difficulties may emerge when students are provided with insufficient resources for developing
epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts.
Difficulties with quantitative concepts in biology education can also be addressed according to a framework distinguishing different types of causal explanations – particularly
proximate and ultimate causal explanations. In biology education, quantitative concepts are
usually bound up with proximate causal explanations. Such explanations involve physiological, developmental, and somatic causations. They are usually answers to “How?” questions. Learning quantitative concepts therefore holds the construction of proximate causal
explanations for certain values of quantities or patterns in the relations between quantities.
However, this is not without difficulties. To explain given phenomena of life, students tend
to construct ultimate-like or teleological explanations rather than proximate explanations.
Departing from students’ aforementioned difficulties, I explored the use of ICT in
biology education with the aim to find promising applications for the teaching of quantitative concepts. It was argued that datalogging could be a promising tool in the teaching of
quantitative concepts because it offers extensive opportunities for students’ development of
epistemic knowledge.
With respect to a choice for datalogging, the development of epistemic knowledge
was further elaborated. It was argued that two types of epistemic knowledge of representations of quantitative concepts could be distinguished: about the scientific enterprise in
which these representations emerge and about methods by which the data grounding these
representations emerge. Anticipating the use of datalogging tools for measurements, the
latter type of epistemic knowledge was further developed. This yielded an analytical
model, which described epistemic elements and their interactions playing a role in the development of epistemic knowledge during a measurement activity.
In chapter 3, I report on two studies on quantitative methods and quantities in preuniversity curricula with the aim to identify an appropriate domain for further study. It appeared that quantitative concepts play a major role in both the National Curriculum and
exams, which further underpins the relevance of this study. Moreover, some potentially
appropriate domains for situating the research question were identified. Out of these domains, the domain of the working of the heart was chosen for further study. With respect to
this domain, the following situated research question was formulated:
How can the use of ICT contribute to an adequate method for teaching
heart-related quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education?
Furthermore, it was hypothesized that in an adequate method for teaching heart-related
quantitative concepts in pre-university biology education: 1) datalogging supports students’ heart-related measurement activities; 2) which supports students’ development of
epistemic knowledge of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts; 3) which
supports the process by which students assign meaning to the heart-related quantitative
concepts by means of proximate explanations involving the working of the heart.
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In chapter 4, I point out the research method I have applied to answer the central research
question of this study, the so-called developmental research. This research approach comprises an explorative phase and a cyclic phase.
The explorative research phase held both empirical investigations and literature studies, which were aimed at the validation of a number of assumptions on which the hypotheses were based. Moreover, a number of clues for the design of an adequate teaching
method were elaborated domain-specifically. Finally, a teaching method based on the
problem-posing approach of science teaching was designed. Based on this teaching method
a scenario was elaborated which describes how the teaching method should be applied in a
classroom setting and, next, which teaching learning process could be expected.
In the cyclic research phase, the teaching method was tested in two successive case
studies. In the case studies, one or two teachers executed the teaching method in two
groups of 11th grade students (16-17 years). Various data sets were collected to monitor the
actual teaching-learning process. Based on data sets of the first case study, the scenario
could be evaluated and the first teaching method was revised. A scenario was constructed
and the teaching method was field-tested again. This yielded finally a number of clues for
the teaching of quantitative concepts by using datalogging tools.
In chapter 5, I present the domain-specific findings of the explorative research phase.
First, I characterize quantitative concepts, proximate explanations, and epistemic knowledge in the domain of the working of the heart. I hereby address a typical diagram for this
domain, the so-called Wiggers diagram. Further, I point out which quantitative concepts,
proximate explanations, and epistemic knowledge are bound up with this diagram.
Further, a number of studies was conducted to underpin domain-specifically an assumption which grounded one of the central hypotheses. This assumption stated that students’ difficulties with quantitative concepts are correlated with representations, which offer insufficient resources for interpretation. Based on textbook analysis, it could be concluded that this is the case with graphs in the domain of the blood circulatory. Moreover,
this was confirmed by a test among 48 pre-university biology students (11th grade) from
three different schools. In particular, it appeared that the use of representations of quantitative concepts frustrated the development of epistemic knowledge and the assignment of
meaning to quantitative concepts by means of the construction of proximate explanations.
By means of research literature and the objectives of the National Curriculum for
lower secondary biology education, it was studied which pre-knowledge of the heart can be
expected from novice pre-university students. It was concluded that outcomes of lower
secondary biology education should not to be overestimated. In the design of a method for
teaching heart-related quantitative concepts, a rather basic level of knowledge of the build,
function and the working of the heart should be taken into account. Students should get at
least the opportunity to study in detail the build and function of the heart before they are
expected to study its working. On the other hand, students have some pre-knowledge of the
course of the blood pressure due to rhythmic contraction of the heart. Students should
therefore be able to interpret outcomes of heart-related measurements to the extent that
they can derive the heartbeat frequency from it.
The datalogging environment Coach 5 was explored with respect to its appropriateness for measuring heart-related quantities. It was found that students could measure the
electrocardiogram, the heart sounds, and the carotid pulse in common classroom settings.
The graphs students could obtain with this datalogging environment were comparable to
common graphs in the domain of the working of the heart, which were depicted in the
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Wiggers diagram as well. In the obtained graphs, heart-related quantitative concepts were
observable which were more or less comparable to quantitative concepts observable in the
Wiggers diagram, like the carotid pulse, the heart sounds, and the typical patterns in the
electrocardiogram.
Starting from both the domain-specific ingredients identified in the explorative research phase and the problem-posing approach of science teaching, a teaching method was
designed and a scenario was elaborated. It was argued that the teaching method could start
from a medical context. Observing medical measurement devices could induce a motive to
get familiar with heart-related measurements by doing comparable measurements. Herewith, students should develop epistemic knowledge of measurement outcomes. Moreover,
it was proposed that students should next want to interpret the measurement outcomes
medically. On its turn, this should induce a motive to study the working of the healthy
heart, after which a medical meaning could be assigned to the quantitative concepts observable in the measurement outcomes. Herewith, proximate explanations should be constructed by which meaning could be assigned to quantitative concepts. Because selfobtained measurement results are not always that clear, students should be willing to study
a comparable schematized graph, which was in this case the Wiggers diagram. As a result,
this should as well contribute to the development of epistemic knowledge of the Wiggers
diagram. Ultimately, this should contribute to the construction of proximate explanations
by which meaning could be assigned to quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers
diagram.
In chapters 6 and 7, the outcomes of the cyclic research phase are described. It was found
that the datalogging environment Coach 5 supported students’ heart-related measurement
activities. Even inexperienced students did not encounter problems while setting up the
measurements and they learned easily how to conduct the measurements. Further, students
spontaneously tried to improve the quality of the obtained graphs and they frequently discussed visual aspects of the graphs. During iterative measurements and successive discussions, the quality of the obtained graphs gradually improved and most students finally succeeded in obtaining graphs from which the heartbeat frequency could be derived. These
results were also due to students’ pre-knowledge of the heart which was sufficiently developed and the graphs of measurement outcomes which were sufficiently clear.
Furthermore, datalogging appeared to contribute to the development of epistemic
knowledge of representations of heart-related quantitative concepts, in particular with respect to measurement methods. Nevertheless, students hardly discussed the relation between on the one hand the data, the measurement object, and the measurement devices,
and, on the other hand, the target studied. Moreover, it was sometimes not clear to students
how the signal measured was related to the measurement object and the target of the measurements. This suggests a weakness in the design of the teaching method with respect to
students’ construction of epistemic knowledge about the relation between the target and the
other elements of the measurements. Moreover, in the design of an adequate method in
which datalogging plays a role, it appeared to be of importance to use unambiguous representations of quantities and to let students develop knowledge of the working of the sensor.
Finally, due to measuring heart-related quantities, students hardly constructed epistemic
knowledge involved with the scientific enterprise in which the Wiggers diagram emerged
and by which they could explain differences between this schematized diagram and their
own measurement outcomes.
In the first case study, some inadequacies were identified which were due to incompatibilities between aspects of the medical and physiological contexts which were both ap-
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parent in the teaching method. In particular, the development of epistemic knowledge by
means of doing measurements was not relevant in the medical context. The development of
epistemic knowledge did therefore not contribute to the assignment of (medical) meaning
to the quantitative concepts. Therefore, the epistemic knowledge to be developed by means
of measurements should be of relevance with respect to the meaning of the quantitative
concepts in the applied contexts.
In the second case study, heart-related measurements were approached through a
physiological context only. It was observed that a majority of the students assigned meaning to quantitative concepts observable in the Wiggers diagram by means of the construction of proximate explanations. Hence, the revised teaching method appeared to be reasonably adequate in this case.
On the other hand, many students still used incomplete and unsound proximate and
ultimate explanations while assigning meaning to quantitative concepts in the Wiggers
diagram. These limitations in assigning meaning to quantitative concepts had to do, among
others, with the induction of students’ knowledge needs. Within the physiological context,
it was intended to let students conduct heart-related measurements with the aim to satisfy
their need for knowledge about the working of the heart as a pump. However, some students were in need for knowledge about the cardiovascular system as a whole. This knowledge need was not satisfied by the outcomes of the measurements. Therefore, not all students understood for what reasons they conducted the measurements. For these students,
the development of epistemic knowledge did not clearly contribute to the assignment of
meaning to the quantitative concepts involved. It was therefore concluded that the outcomes of the measurements, which were conducted to develop epistemic knowledge of
representations of quantitative concepts, should satisfy as well students’ knowledge needs.
Further, students had also difficulties with the construction of proximate causal explanations for quantitative concepts in graphs in the Wiggers diagram they had not measured by means of datalogging. This suggests that the revised teaching method was less
adequate with respect to the construction of proximate causal explanations associated with
heart-related quantities, which were not directly observable during heart-related measurements.
In chapter 8, the outcomes of this study are summarized. I start by evaluating the research
design in view of these outcomes and my learning process as a researcher. I propose clues
for improving the validity and reliability of some of the research instruments. Hereafter, I
address a number of methodical issues which played a role in this research, like: the observed tension between research aims and teaching objectives; the learning process of the
teacher; influences of preceding curricula; and the application of the problem-posing approach.
Next, I attempt to contribute to a domain-specific teaching-learning theory by reflecting on the research outcomes according to three different themes. The first theme concerns
the adequacy of datalogging as a measurement tool. It can be concluded that in this study
datalogging is used as a tool. However, it is also addressed that the emphasis on visual aspects of quantitative concepts during datalogging implies particular requirements for the
design of a teaching method in which this technology is used.
The second theme concerns students’ development of epistemic knowledge during
heart-related measurements by means of datalogging. In a broader sense I discuss the need
for both the induction of a knowledge need about the measurement target and the satisfaction of this knowledge need by the measurement outcomes. Finally, I propose some suggestions to meet this requirement. Further, the inadequacy of the teaching method with re-
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spect to the development of epistemic knowledge involved with the nature of science as an
enterprise is evaluated extensively. This appeared to be a wider recognized problem for
which I suggested some solutions in view of the outcomes this study.
The third theme deals with the role of quantitative concepts in pre-university biology
education. I indicate that this study contributes to answering the question which quantitative concepts and methods should be addressed in which domains and which role ICT
could play therein. This question is further discussed in view of quantitative skills, the situated nature of knowledge, transfer of skills between domains, and the curricular load.
Thereafter, I point out that this study contributes as well to revealing the relation between
quantitative concepts and proximate explanations. However, I argue that this study does
not explain in detail the role of ultimate explanations. Nevertheless, this role deserves attention as well with respect to a coherent and complete view on the use of quantitative
concepts in biology education. Finally, I pay attention to the use of contexts in teaching
quantitative concepts, in particular with respect to future curriculum reform in the Netherlands.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift rapporteert over een ontwikkelingsonderzoek dat is uitgevoerd in de periode van december 2000 tot december 2005 op het AMSTEL (Amsterdam Mathematics, Science and Technology Education Laboratory) instituut van de Universiteit van Amsterdam.
Het doel van dit onderzoek was te onderzoeken hoe het gebruik van informatie- en communicatietechnologie (ICT) zou kunnen bijdragen aan het onderwijzen van kwantitatieve
begrippen.
In hoofdstuk 1 beschrijf ik de achtergronden van deze studie en zet ik de motieven uiteen
die er aan ten grondslag lagen. Deze motieven hebben onder andere te maken met mijn
professionele achtergrond als biologiedocent en onderwijsontwikkelaar. Deze achtergrond
kan niet los gezien worden van recente hervormingen in het voortgezet onderwijs biologie.
Verder was dit onderzoek een onderdeel van het onderzoeksprogramma van AMSTEL, dat
is gericht op het gebruik van ICT in het natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs. En uiteindelijk
bleek het belang van onderzoek naar het gebruik van zowel ICT als kwantitatieve begrippen in het biologieonderwijs ook te worden onderkend in het internationale onderzoek.
In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijf ik de oriëntatie op centrale begrippen in het onderzoek. De begrippen onderwijzen en leren worden uiteengezet vanuit een constructivistisch kader.
Hierbij leg ik meer de nadruk op een sociaal dan op een cognitief perspectief op kennis.
Dit sociale perspectief heeft twee consequenties voor het onderzoek. Ten eerste wordt beargumenteerd dat het onderzoeksobject in onderzoek naar natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs meer is gericht op de adequaatheid van het onderwijs dan op de individuele mogelijkheden van studenten. Ten tweede moet de constructie van kennis worden bestudeerd in
samenhang met de contexten waarin dit plaatsvindt. Dit aspect wordt benaderd door contexten op te vatten als praktijken in handelingstheoretische zin. Hoewel dit kader helderheid verschafte over de aard van contexten, is het nog niet geschikt als raamwerk voor het
ontwerpen van een onderwijsmethode. Ten aanzien van dat laatste doel werd gekozen voor
een probleemstellende benadering van natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs. Deze benadering
heeft met de handelingstheoretisch perspectief gemeen dat de participatie van leerlingen
centraal staat in het onderwijs.
Een kwantitatief begrip werd gedefinieerd als een generalisatie waarbij wordt geabstraheerd door te kwantificeren. Oppervlakkig gezien kan volgens deze definitie een kwantitatief begrip worden opgevat als een grootheid. Maar wat betreft de objecten waar dit onderzoek zich op richt, ken ik zowel bredere als meer specifieke betekenissen toe aan kwantitatieve begrippen. De betekenis is breder in de zin dat de definitie niet alleen grootheden
omvat, maar ook bepaalde waarden van grootheden, relaties tussen grootheden en patronen
in de relaties tussen grootheden. De meer specifieke betekenis van een kwantitatief begrip
refereert aan de betekenis die Carrol (1962) toekent aan het woord begrip. Volgens deze
betekenis is een begrip een generalisatie die: ontstaat uit ervaringen met meer dan een
voorbeeld van een gebeurtenis of een object; wordt geëvalueerd in termen van de relatieve
adequaatheid voor iemand zijn individuele doelen; voortdurend wordt herzien door diezelfde individu; in haar aard wordt bepaald door de specifieke ervaringen die tot de formu-
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lering hebben geleid; en die een van de vele generalisaties is die kunnen bestaan voor een
bepaald object of gebeurtenis in een gemeenschap van mensen. Volgens deze betekenis
houdt het bestuderen van het onderwijzen van kwantitatieve begrippen de vraag in welke
betekenissen leerlingen zullen construeren uit ervaringen met kwantitatieve vakinhoud.
Voorts houdt dit de vraag in hoe we rekening kunnen houden met de problemen die leerlingen ondervinden bij de in het biologieonderwijs gewenste constructies van kwantitatieve
begrippen.
Vertrekkende vanuit de basale begrippen heb ik enkele richtingen aangegeven voor
dit onderzoek. Volgens een sociaal kader kunnen afbeeldingen van kwantitatieve begrippen, zoals grafieken en tabellen, worden gezien als artefacten van menselijke praktijken.
Het begrijpen van kwantitatieve begrippen omvat daarom het begrijpen van deze afbeeldingen en, dientengevolge, kennis van de praktijken waarin deze afbeeldingen tot stand
zijn gekomen. Dit laatste wordt ook wel epistemische kennis genoemd. Problemen kunnen
ontstaan wanneer studenten onvoldoende worden voorzien van hulpmiddelen voor het
ontwikkelen van epistemische kennis van afbeeldingen van kwantitatieve begrippen.
Problemen met kwantitatieve begrippen in biologieonderwijs kunnen ook worden
benaderd vanuit een kader dat onderscheid maakt tussen verschillende typen causale redeneringen, in het bijzonder proximale en ultieme causale redeneringen. In het biologieonderwijs zijn kwantitatieve begrippen gewoonlijk nauw verbonden met proximale causale
redeneringen. Dit type verklaringen is gericht op oorzaken van somatische, fysiologische
of embryologische aard. Gewoonlijk zijn dit antwoorden op ‘Hoe?’-vragen. Het leren van
kwantitatieve begrippen houdt daarom ook de constructie in van proximale causale verklaringen voor bepaalde waarden van grootheden of relaties tussen grootheden of voor patronen in relaties tussen grootheden. Dit gaat echter niet probleemloos. Voor het verklaren
van levensverschijnselen neigen studenten meer naar het construeren van ultiem-achtige of
teleologische verklaringen dan naar het construeren van proximale verklaringen.
Met als doel veelbelovende toepassingen te vinden voor het onderwijzen van kwantitatieve begrippen heb ik uitgaande van de voorgestelde problemen van leerlingen het gebruik van ICT in het biologieonderwijs verkend. Uiteindelijk heb ik beargumenteerd dat
datalogging een veelbelovend gereedschap is in het onderwijzen van kwantitatieve begrippen omdat het uitgebreide mogelijkheden bevat voor het ontwikkelen van de epistemische
kennis van leerlingen.
Gegeven de keuze voor datalogging als toe te passen gereedschap is de ontwikkeling
van epistemische kennis verder uitgewerkt. Beargumenteerd werd dat epistemische kennis
van afbeeldingen van kwantitatieve begrippen op twee niveaus’ kan worden ontwikkeld:
op het niveau van het wetenschapsbedrijf waarin deze afbeeldingen van kwantitatieve begrippen tot stand komen en op het niveau van de methoden door middel waarvan deze afbeeldingen tot stand komen. Anticiperend op het gebruik van datalogging als gereedschap
voor metingen, werd dit laatste type van epistemische kennis werd verder uitgewerkt in het
kader van meetmethoden. Dit leverde een analytisch model op waarin epistemische elementen werden beschreven die een rol spelen in de ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis
gedurende een meetactiviteit.
In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik twee studies over kwantitatieve methoden en grootheden in
curricula in VWO biologie met als doel een geschikt domein voor verder onderzoek te
identificeren. Het bleek dat kwantitatieve begrippen een belangrijke rol spelen in zowel de
eindtermen als het eindexamen. Verder werden een aantal domeinen geïdentificeerd die
geschikt leken om de onderzoeksvraag in te situeren. Uit deze domeinen werd uiteindelijk
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het domein van de werking van het hart gekozen voor verder onderzoek. Uitgaande van dit
domein werd de volgende onderzoeksvraag geformuleerd:
Hoe kan het gebruik van ICT bijdragen aan een adequate methode voor het
onderwijzen van hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen in het VWO biologie?
Verder werden de hypothesen geformuleerd dat in een adequate methode voor het onderwijzen van hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen in het VWO biologie: 1) datalogging
bijdraagt aan hartgerelateerde meetactiviteiten van studenten; 2) wat bijdraagt aan de ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis van studenten van afbeeldingen van hartgerelateerde
kwantitatieve begrippen; 3) wat weer bijdraagt aan het proces waarbij studenten betekenis
toekennen aan afbeeldingen van hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen door middel van
proximale verklaringen die met de werking van het hart te maken hebben.
In hoofdstuk 4 beschrijf ik de onderzoeksmethode die ik heb toegepast om de onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden, het zogenaamde ontwikkelingsonderzoek. Deze onderzoeksmethode bestaat uit een exploratieve fase en een cyclische fase.
De exploratieve fase bestond uit empirisch onderzoek en literatuurstudie met als doel
een aantal aannames te valideren waarop de hypotheses waren gebaseerd. Ook werden en
aantal aanwijzingen voor het ontwerp van een adequate onderwijsmethode domeinspecifiek uitgewerkt. Uiteindelijk werd een onderwijs methode ontwikkeld gebaseerd op de
probleemstellende benadering van natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs. Uitgaande van deze
onderwijsmethode werd een scenario uitgewerkt waarin werd beschreven hoe de lesmethode zou moeten worden toegepast in een onderwijssituatie en welk onderwijsleerproces vervolgens kon worden verwacht.
In de cyclische onderzoeksfase werd de onderwijsmethode getest in twee opeenvolgende case studies. In beide case studies werd de onderwijsmethode uitgevoerd door de
docent in twee klassen 5VWO. Verschillende gegevens werden verzameld om het actuele
onderwijsleerproces te kunnen volgen. Gebaseerd op de gegevens van de eerste case studie
werd het scenario geëvalueerd en werd de onderwijsmethode bijgesteld. Hierna werd een
tweede scenario uitgewerkt en de herziene onderwijsmethode werd opnieuw in de klas getest. Dit leverde uiteindelijk een aantal aanwijzingen op voor het onderwijzen van hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen met behulp van datalogging gereedschappen.
In hoofdstuk 5 ga ik in op de domeinspecifieke resultaten van de exploratieve onderzoeksfase. Als eerste karakteriseer ik kwantitatieve begrippen, proximale verklaringen en epistemische kennis in het domein van de werking van het hart. Hierbij ga ik in het bijzonder
in op een diagram dat typisch is voor dit domein, het zogenaamde Wiggers diagram. Ik laat
zien welke kwantitatieve begrippen, proximale verklaringen en epistemische kennis samenhangen met dit diagram.
Verder werden enkele onderzoeken uitgevoerd om domeinspecifiek de aanname te
onderbouwen die ten grondslag lag aan een van de centrale hypothesen. Deze aanname
luidde dat de problemen van studenten met kwantitatieve begrippen zijn gecorreleerd met
afbeeldingen die onvoldoende middelen bieden voor interpretatie. Gebaseerd op analyse
van schoolboeken kon worden geconcludeerd dat dit inderdaad het geval is bij grafieken in
het domein van het hart en de bloedsomloop. Dit werd bovendien bevestigd door een test
die werd gehouden onder 48 leerlingen VWO biologie van drie verschillende scholen. Het
bleek dat het ontwikkelen van epistemische kennis en het toekennen van betekenis aan
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kwantitatieve begrippen door middel van de constructie van proximale verklaringen werd
gefrustreerd door de manier waarop gebruik werd gemaakt van afbeeldingen van kwantitatieve begrippen.
Door middel van onderzoeksliteratuur en de eindtermen van de basisvorming werd
uitgezocht hoe welke voorkennis over de werking van het hart kon worden verwacht van
beginnende leerlingen in het VWO biologie. Geconcludeerd kon worden dat deze voorkennis niet moet worden overschat. In het ontwerp van een methode voor het onderwijzen
van hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen moet rekening worden gehouden met een
nogal basaal niveau van kennis van de bouw, functie en werking van het hart. Leerlingen
moeten op zijn minst de gelegenheid krijgen om in detail de bouw en de functie van het
hart te bestuderen voordat van ze wordt verwacht dat ze de werking bestuderen. Aan de
ander kant blijken leerlingen enige voorkennis te hebben van het verloop van de bloeddruk
als gevolg van ritmische samentrekking van het hart. Hiervan uitgaande zouden leerlingen
in staat moeten zijn uitkomsten van hartgerelateerde metingen zodanig te interpreteren dat
ze in staat zin de hartslagfrequentie hieruit af te leiden.
De datalogging omgeving Coach 5 werd onderzocht om te kijken in hoeverre deze
geschikt is voor het meten van hartgerelateerde grootheden. Er werd vastgesteld dat leerlingen hiermee het elektrocardiogram, de hartgeluiden en de carotid pulse kunnen meten in
gewone onderwijssituaties. De grafieken die leerlingen zouden kunnen verkrijgen met de
datalogging omgeving waren vergelijkbaar met gebruikelijke grafieken in het domein van
de werking van het hart die ook zichtbaar zijn in het Wiggers diagram. In deze grafieken
waren dan ook logischerwijs kwantitatieve begrippen zichtbaar die ook in het Wiggers diagram zichtbaar waren, zoals de arteriële puls, de beide hartgeluiden en typische patronen in
het elektrocardiogram.
Uitgaande van de domeinspecifieke ingrediënten die werden geïdentificeerd in de
exploratieve fase van het onderzoek en de probleemstellende benadering van natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs werd een onderwijsmethode en een scenario uitgewerkt. Er werd
beredeneerd dat de onderwijsmethode zou moeten starten vanuit een medische context. Het
waarnemen van medische meetinstrumenten zou bij leerlingen een motief moeten induceren om kennis te maken met vergelijkbare hartgerelateerde metingen. Hiermee zou epistemische kennis van uitkomsten van hartgerelateerde metingen worden ontwikkeld. Er werd
verondersteld dat leerlingen vervolgens de uitkomsten medisch zouden willen interpreteren. Dit zou weer een motief moeten oproepen om de werking van het gezonde hart fysiologisch te bestuderen, waarna een medische betekenis zou worden toegekend aan de in de
meetresultaten zichtbare kwantitatieve begrippen. Hierbij zouden proximale verklaringen
worden geconstrueerd waarmee betekenis zou worden toegekend aan kwantitatieve begrippen. Omdat zelf verkregen meetuitkomsten niet altijd even helder zijn, zouden leerlingen bovendien bereid zijn te kijken naar een schematische grafiek die vergelijkbaar was
met hun eigen uitkomsten, het Wiggers diagram. Hierdoor zouden ze uiteindelijk ook epistemische kennis van het Wiggers diagram ontwikkelen. Dit zou dan uiteindelijk bijdragen
aan het construeren van proximale verklaringen waarmee betekenis kan worden toegekend
aan kwantitatieve begrippen die zichtbaar zijn in het Wiggers diagram.
In de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 worden de bevindingen van de cyclische onderzoeksfase beschreven. Er wordt uiteengezet dat de datalogging omgeving Coach 5 bijdroeg aan de
hartgerelateerde meetactiviteiten van leerlingen. Zelfs onervaren leerlingen kwamen geen
problemen tegen tijdens het opstellen van de meting en ze leerden eenvoudig hoe ze de
metingen moesten uitvoeren. Voorts bleek dat leerlingen spontaan de kwaliteit van de
meetresultaten probeerden te optimaliseren en dat ze daarbij regelmatig visuele aspecten
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van de grafieken bediscussieerden. Gedurende herhaalde metingen en opeenvolgende discussies bleek de kwaliteit van de meetresultaten geleidelijk toe te nemen. De meeste leerlingen slaagden er uiteindelijk in grafieken te verkrijgen waaruit de hartslagfrequentie kon
worden afgeleid. Het bleek dus ook dat de voorkennis van leerlingen voldoende was ontwikkeld en dat de kwaliteit van de grafieken voldoende helder was om uiteindelijk tot deze
resultaten te komen.
Verder bleek dat datalogging bijdroeg aan het ontwikkelen van epistemische kennis,
in het bijzonder op het niveau van de methoden. Desondanks bediscussieerden leerlingen
nauwelijks de relatie tussen, aan de ene kant, de meetgegevens, de meetapparatuur en de
meetobjecten en, aan de andere kant, het meetdoel. Bovendien bleek het voor studenten
niet altijd duidelijk hoe het gemeten signaal in relatie stond met het meetobject en het
meetdoel. Dit suggereert een zwakte in het ontwerp van de onderwijsmethode ten aanzien
van de door leerlingen geconstrueerde epistemische kennis over de relatie tussen het meetdoel en de andere epistemische elementen van een meetactiviteit. Verder bleek dat het van
belang is om in het ontwerp van een adequate methode waarin datalogging een rol speelt,
grootheden ondubbelzinnig weer te geven en leerlingen kennis te laten ontwikkelen van de
werking van de sensor. Uiteindelijk werd gevonden dat leerlingen door het meten van hartgerelateerde grootheden nauwelijks epistemische kennis ontwikkelden van het Wiggers
diagram op het niveau van het wetenschapsbedrijf, zoals kennis die verschillen tussen hun
eigen metingen en het Wiggers diagram verklaart.
In de eerste case studie werden enkele onvolkomenheden geïdentificeerd die ontstonden vanwege incompatibele aspecten van de medische en de fysiologische context die
beiden aanwezig waren in dezelfde onderwijsmethode. In het bijzonder bleek dat de ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis door het doen van metingen niet relevant was in een
medische context. De ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis droeg daardoor niet bij aan
het toekennen van de (medische) betekenis aan de kwantitatieve begrippen. De ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis met behulp van meetactiviteiten dient dus relevant te zijn in
het licht van de betekenis van de kwantitatieve begrippen in de toegepaste contexten.
In de tweede case studie werden hartgerelateerde metingen benaderd vanuit een fysiologische context. In dit geval bleek dat een meerderheid van de leerlingen een betekenis
toekenden aan kwantitatieve begrippen in het Wiggers diagram door middel van het construeren van proximale verklaringen. De bijgestelde onderwijsmethode bleek wat dit betreft dus redelijk adequaat. Maar daarnaast bleek ook een aanzienlijk deel van de leerlingen
incomplete en niet-kloppende proximale en teleologische verklaringen te construeren bij
het toekennen van betekenis aan kwantitatieve begrippen in het Wiggers diagram. Deze
beperkingen in het toekennen van betekenis aan kwantitatieve begrippen had te maken
met, onder andere, de inductie van de kennisbehoefte van leerlingen. Het was de bedoeling
dat leerlingen in een fysiologische context hartgerelateerde metingen zouden uitvoeren met
als doel dat ze hun kennisbehoefte over de werking van het hart als een pomp zouden bevredigen. Het bleek echter dat er leerlingen waren die behoefte hadden aan kennis van de
bloedsomloop als geheel. Deze kennis behoefte werd echter niet bevredigd door de meetresultaten. Dit had tot gevolg dat niet alle leerlingen begrepen waarvoor ze de metingen uitvoerden. Voor deze leerlingen droeg het ontwikkelen van epistemische kennis door het
doen van metingen dan ook niet op heldere wijze bij aan het toekennen van betekenis aan
de navenante kwantitatieve begrippen. Daarom werd geconcludeerd dat de uitkomsten van
metingen waarbij leerlingen epistemische kennis ontwikkelen moeten bijdragen aan het
bevredigen van de kennisbehoefte van leerlingen.
Verder bleek ook dat leerlingen moeite hadden met het construeren van proximale
verklaringen voor kwantitatieve begrippen in het Wiggers diagram die ze niet ook hadden
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kunnen waarnemen bij hun eigen metingen. Dit suggereert dat de bijgestelde onderwijsmethode minder adequaat was wat betreft het construeren van proximale verklaringen voor
hartgerelateerde kwantitatieve begrippen die niet direct waarneembaar waren tijdens het
doen van metingen.
In hoofdstuk 8 worden de bevindingen van het gehele onderzoek samengevat. In het licht
van deze samenvatting en mijn leerproces als onderzoeker evalueer ik eerst het onderzoeksdesign. Van enkele onderzoeksinstrumenten geef ik aan hoe de validiteit of de betrouwbaarheid zou kunnen worden verbeterd. Hierna worden enkele methodische problemen aangekaart die een rol speelden in het onderzoek, zoals de spanning tussen onderzoeksdoelen en onderwijsdoelen, het leerproces van de docent, invloeden van voorgaande
curricula en het toepassen van de probleemstellende benadering van natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs.
Vervolgens tracht ik bij te dragen aan een domeinspecifieke onderwijsleertheorie
door aan de hand van drie thema’s te reflecteren op de bevindingen van het onderzoek. Het
eerste thema is de adequaatheid van datalogging als een meetgereedschap. Er kan worden
geconcludeerd dat datalogging in deze studie als een gereedschap werd gebruikt. Maar
daarnaast geef ik aan dat een nadruk op visuele aspecten van kwantitatieve begrippen bijzondere eisen stelt aan het ontwerpen van onderwijs waarin datalogging wordt toegepast.
Het tweede thema gaat in op de ontwikkeling van epistemische kennis van leerlingen
tijdens het meten van hartgerelateerde grootheden met behulp van datalogging. Hierbij
wordt in een breder kader ingegaan op de noodzaak van het induceren van kennisbehoefte
over het meetdoel en het bevredigen van deze kennisbehoefte door de meetuitkomsten.
Uiteindelijk worden enkele suggesties gedaan om dit te bereiken. Voorts wordt de inadequaatheid van de onderwijsmethode op het gebied van het ontwikkelen van epistemische
kennis op het niveau van het wetenschapsbedrijf uitgebreid geëvalueerd. Het blijkt dat dit
probleem algemeen wordt onderkend; ik doe aan de hand van uitkomsten van het hier besproken onderzoek enkele suggesties om bij te dragen aan een oplossing.
Het derde thema gaat over de rol van kwantitatieve begrippen in het VWO biologie.
Ik geef aan dat dit onderzoek bijdraagt aan het beantwoorden van de vraag welke kwantitatieve begrippen en methoden in welke domeinen aan de orde zouden moeten komen en
welke rol ICT daarin zou kunnen spelen. Deze vraag wordt verder besproken in het licht
van kwantitatieve vaardigheden, de gesitueerdheid van kennis, de overdracht van vaardigheden tussen domeinen en de overladenheid van het curriculum. Hierna geef ik aan hoe
deze studie bijdraagt aan het blootleggen van de relatie tussen kwantitatieve begrippen en
proximale verklaringen. Ik beargumenteer voorts dat in deze studie niet in detail is ingegaan op de rol die ultieme verklaringen hierbij zouden moeten spelen. Desondanks is die
vraag wel van belang voor een samenhangende en complete visie op het gebruik van kwantitatieve begrippen in het biologieonderwijs. Uiteindelijk ga ik in op het gebruik van contexten en plaats ik wat dat betreft de bevindingen van dit onderzoek in het kader van toekomstige curriculumhervormingen in Nederland.
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